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INTRODUCTION 
The research study outlined here viz, "Anti-European Struggle by the 
Mappilas' of Malabar^ 1498-1921 AD." is an attempt to bring to light the role of the 
Mappilas of Malabar in defending the land of spices from Portuguese onslaughts and 
their efforts to throw the yoke of colonial administration in nineteenth and early parts 
of twentieth centuries. 
'Malabar' is the name familiar to Ancient, Medieval and Modern historians of 
India and of the World. The narrow coastal strip of land had attracted the attention of 
travellers, geographers and scholars and all those interested in history. Greek writers 
were familiar with the land and the people. Arab geographers were full of praise for 
the land and its rulers and people. The spices attracted the Europeans. Pyrard de 
Lavel in eighteenth century notes that, Zamorin, the merchant Prince had attracted the 
wealth of the whole world to his market places. 
It was the position of Malabar as an entrepot of the East - West trading 
activities in the Indian Ocean littoral that availed her prominent place in the medieval 
world. The frequent references in ancient sources on trade with Malabar are 
impressive. It was the background of this extensive trade in Indian Ocean that formed 
the base of the Mappila identity. The Arabian Sea has been the permanent and 
determining factor in the history of Malabar. Thus Malabar with its fascinating 
natural beauty claims a venerable antiquity in the history of Indian culture. 
See Appendix -I for a brief discussion on the origin of the word 'Mappila". 
• See Appendix -II for a discussion on the geographical area of Malabar. 
The anti-European struggles in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and 
peasant uprisings of nineteenth century attracted the attention of sociologists and 
historians to Malabar and to its people. Later in the beginning of 20"^  century the 
Malabar Rebellion of 1921 led by the Mappilas practically expelled the British 
Administration from Mappila homelands of Ernad-Walluvanad Taluks for six months. 
No other people in Colonial India had been bold enough to launch such war against 
ruling masters. 
Sources of the Study 
The source material for the study constitutes Archival records from National 
Archives New Delhi, Tamilnadu Archives Chennai, State and other Regional 
Archives of Kerala, and other published and unpublished materials from different 
libraries of Delhi, Aligarh and Kerala. 
Though the traditional sources like Keralolpatti and Keralapazhama have 
some inaccuracies in citing the events and dates, they prove their value in historical 
writings. The earliest evidences for the presence of Muslims in Kerala are the 
signatories of the Copper plates of Sthanu Ravi (851), which mention the land grant to 
Mar Sapir Iso. The fact that Muslims were included as witnesses to the grant 
indicates their status in the society. 
The accounts left by Arab geographers form a mine of information. They, 
except for Sulaiman's statement, were full of praise for the Muslim community on the 
Malabar Coast. They all invariably respect the people, the Masjids, Qazis, and 
Customs, merchandise especially pepper and other spices and teakwood, ivory etc. as 
exports from the coast. 
Best of all, it is Ibn Battuta, who gives a vivid description of flourishing 
Muslim community, their Jamaath masjids and shipmen like Nakhuda Mithqal (who 
built the grand Mithqal Mosque bearing his name in Calicut), the strange customs of 
food, curd, betel leaf, hospitality, pollution, load being carried by men not by animals 
of burden. He was full of praise for the women folk, etc... His statements were 
authentic as he had occasions by unexpected turn of events to travel across Malabar 
two or three times. His description of Qazis of foreign origin and the Madrasa and 
Mosque being run by the charity of merchants and ship owners visiting the ports is 
important''. The travelogue of Marco Polo is a treasure house of information on 
Malabar and its role in trade"*. 
During the 15"^  Century we have the description of Calicut and its ruler by the 
Chinese traveller, Ma-Huan. He was a Muslim who had visited Calicut in the 
company of the great Chinese General Cheng-Ho who harried the coasts of Indian 
Ocean with 13000 soldiers and sixty ships. Ma-Huan also noted the flourishing 
Muslim community of Calicut, its Hindu ruler who was very favourably inclined to 
the Muslims and who was more enthusiastic in the observance of Islamic rules^ 
•* See H Yule, Cathey the Way Tither, Vol II, series II, Hakiuyut Society, London, 1913, K A 
Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India from Megesthenese to Ma-Huan Madras, 1939, S 
M H Nainar, Aiab Geographers' Knowledge of South India, Madras, 1942, Ibn Battua, Travels in 
AsiaandAfnca I325-I354, Ss\ectedwdTrans\atsdhyH A R Gibb, London, 1929 
" H Yule, Cathey the Way Tither, Vol II, Series II and Vol IV, Series II, Hakiuyut Society, London, 
1913 
' For Chinese source, Ma-Huan, Ying Yai Sheng Lan, J VG Mills (Translated), Cambridge, 1970, 
Nilakanta Sastn, op at 
Abdurrazzak, the ambassador of Shahruk of Herat was given a grand welcome 
in Calicut. His references are very useful for the reconstruction of the social and 
economic life of Calicut of those days. He was assigned a horse, an accountant, and 
servants and was provided ghee, fowl, sugar, chicken and goats etc... This shows the 
hospitable nature of welcome accorded to the foreigners. He gives one of the 
important aspects of Zamorins' friendly subjects. He has noticed that in many places 
ships destined to a port, if blown to a different port or beach will be looted by natives, 
where as in Zamorins' kingdom the whole merchandise and the ship, even if sent 
ashore by a storm or shipwreck, was returned to the owner .^ 
Pyrard de level, the French traveler noticed with amasement the Muslim 
population of Calicut composed of different nationalities, and the hectic trade, 
trustworthiness of its ruler who attracted the whole wealth of globe to his market 
places. His observations are especially useful with regard to the army and 
administration. He was full of praise for the Calicut Navy and was a personal friend 
of Kunjali Marakkar IV. He praises the fort Puthupattanam and the marvellous 
paintings of Kunjali's engagements with the Portuguese. 
For eighteenth century William Logan's Malabar Manual is the most authentic 
work. So also the Joint Commissioner's Report on the peasant revolts of 19* 
century^ Malabar of Innes and Ivans provides us the basic issues of agrarian 
exploitation, which was part of the existing agrarian structure^. 
' R. H. Major, India in the Fifteenth Century, London, 1857. 
' William Logan, Malabar Manual, Vol. 1, Madras, 1951; Report of the Malabar Special Commission 
1981-82, 3 Vols., Madras, 1882. 
* C. A. Innes and F. B. Ivans, Madras District Gazatteer; Malabar, Madras, 1951. 
The issue of Khilafat that surfaced into the politics of Muslim world with the 
dismemberment of the Turkish Empire by European powers. The concept of pan 
Islam ism had influenced the Mappilas of Kerala and it was also evident in the 
writings and teachings of theologians. The social reform movements and internal 
criticism of social inequality in community by reformers like Mamburam Sayyids and 
Umar Qazi, and religious reformers like Vakkam Abdul Qadir Moulavi exhibits the 
strong influence of Pan-Islamism and one community. 
During 1921 the Khilafat, National and Non-co-operation movements took the 
country by the storm. The preachers' guides like Saif-ul-Batar (Cutting Sword) and 
Muhimmat-ul-Mu'mineen, Government records, British Correspondences, Police 
Reports, criminal and jail records and memoirs of many freedom fighters also form 
the sources for the study of Mappila Muslims of Kerala. 
A notable contribution in this field was the recent monograph, Sufism in 
Kerala of Kunhali V. Hamid All's article 'The Moplahs' in T.K. Gopalapanikkar's, 
Malabar and its Folk, P.A. Sayed Muhammed's Kerala Muslim Charithram and 
Monographs of R.E. Miller, A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, S.M. Muhammed Koya and the 
well-known work on Mappila Sahithyam by two authors and innumerable articles in 
Souvenirs, Annuals, Journals and proceedings of academic societies have been useful. 
In the series of monographs. The Mappilas of Malabar 1498-1922 by Dale 
Stephan Frederic is of considerable value for the present study. The study of Conrad 
Wood, Moplah Rebellion and Its Genesis provides a class-oriented explanation to the 
'Mappila outbreaks' that had struck the colonial powers. M.G.S. Narayan's Cultural 
Symbiosis, K.K.N. Kurup's articles on 1921, K.N. Pan'ikkafs Against Lord and State 
has been useful. 
With the help of these sources, primary, secondary and personal observations, 
a probe have been made in to the anti-European struggle of the Mappilas of Malabar. 
Scope of the Study 
The scope is limited to the regional study and it attempts to study the problems 
regarding the genesis and growth of Mappilas, their role in trade in the Indian Ocean 
littoral and the Portuguese onslaughts on them. It also evaluates the anti-European 
struggles of Mappilas in 19"^  century and their role in the Khilafat Movement of 1921. 
Though regional in nature, the study covers a long period of 1498-1921, namely that 
of the epoch making event, the landing of Vasco-da-Gama and the final confrontation 
of Mappilas with Europeans in the wake of the rising Khilafat and Non-co-operation 
Movements. Such a long period of four and a quarter century requires much labour 
and here the study is a humble attempt to evaluate this period of Malabar History in a 
wide perspective. Infact three aspects of the topic invite special attention vize; the 
role of the Mappilas under Kunjalis with enduring support of Zamorins to protect the 
land of spices from the Portuguese onslaughts, their Anti-European struggles in 19 
century; and the Khilafat Movement of 1921. 
Thus a century-long fight against the Portuguese, who bore the vengeance of 
Cross against the Crescent had bred militancy in the character of the community. The 
influx of Dutch and French powers into the fry are intentionally omitted in order to 
focus more on the Portuguese and the British period. The Dutch and the French 
obviously had played a noticeable role in moulding Mappila mind and their social 
structure. However, the British, being the last volley of European onslaughts that 
established their rule in India, deserves serious attention in any research. 
Chapterisation 
The study is presented in five chapters besides introduction and a conclusion. 
In the first chapter an attempt is made to study in detail the genesis and spread of 
Islam in Malabar. Here every effort has been made to explore the importance of 
Malabar with special reference to her role in the lucrative trade in Indian Ocean 
littoral. The role of rulers and Sufis in the spread of Islam is also emphasised. 
The second chapter highlights the period of lucrative Arab trade with Malabar 
prior to the advent of the Portuguese and the settlement of Arabs in the coastal trade 
centres of Malabar. 
The third chapter deals with the landing of pioneering colonizer Vasco-da-
Gama at Kapat near Calicut and the Portuguese atrocities on the Mappilas and foreign 
Arab merchants. It enumerates the valuable service rendered by the Kunjalis the 
Admirals of Calicut who became the synonym of courage and valour. Untiring zeal 
of the Marakkaras with the enduring support of Zamorins and Mappilas kept the 
Portuguese away from Malabar who was compelled to confine themselves to Goa on 
Konkan. They ceaselessly tried to have a foothold in Malabar, but their efforts failed 
and with the Chaliyam battle of 1571, the decline of Portuguese power in India 
became imminent. Among others the Makhdums of Ponnani tried to instil the spirit of 
nationalism and patriotism in the minds of Mappilas of Malabar and encouraged them 
to rally behind Kunjalis in the 'Hundred Years War' against the Portuguese. 
The fourth chapter discusses in detail the Anti-European uprisings of the 
Mappilas in the nineteenth century. Attempt is made here to look into the various 
aspects and dimensions of the peasant uprisings of nineteenth century. The role of 
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traditional intellectuals like Mamburam Sayyids, Umar Qazi and others has been 
evaluated. 
The fifth chapter discusses the emergence of the trends of Pan-Islamism and 
Khilafat movement in the world scenario. The Mappilas were concerned over the 
question of Turkey and Islamic world as early as 1864 AD. The attitude of the 
Mappilas towards national issues like Khilafat and Non-co-operation, and their active 
participation in these movements are discussed. Though it had an unexpected and 
tragic end by the 1921 Malabar Rebellion it was an eye opener to the British 
Administration. But instead of trying to rectify genuine grievances of the people, the 
Government resorted to repressive measures, mass fines, detention and deportations to 
the Andamans. 
The magnitude of the problem can be gleaned from the fact that hundreds of 
people deported from one area joined together in settlements which later bore same 
name of their Desams like Manjeri or Areacode in the Andamans. Probably they knew 
that they would never return to home and indeed they did not. 
The role of Congress Khilafat leaders like Abdu Rahiman Sahib, E. Moidu 
Moulavi, Ali Musliyar, K. M. Moulavi, Variyamkunnath Kunhammed Haji, M.P. Narayana 
Menon, Kattilasseri Muhammed Musliyar and Brahmadathan Namboodiripad, in 
propagating nationalist Khilafat ideals among the Mappilas and their efforts to 
strengthen the unity and accord among Hindus and Muslims have been assessed. The 
reason for alienation of the Mappilas from Congress just after the rebellion of 1921 
has also been examined. 
Lastly it also traces the phase of freedom struggle where Mappilas were 
actively involved because of Khilafat and Non-co-operation movements combined 
against the Colonisers. At the same time the study also highlights the feeling of 
estrangement of Hindus and Muslims because of the failure of Khilafat movement and 
unfortunate turn of events that resulted in the hatred of Hindus, a turn that was beyond 
the control of a loosely organised and immature leadership. 
Historiography 
Though historiography of the socio-economic history of Malabar has some 
valuable contributions of both Indian and foreign scholars, still it require a study in a 
larger framework. It is quite pitiable that the authentic historical works did not 
ascribe adequate attention to the glorious episodes of Mappila history. When the 
colonising of lands has been started the colonisers attempted to write the history of the 
colonised country. The principles of historiography are ignored and the facts are 
crucially distorted, misrepresented and misinterpreted^. The case of Malabar does not 
vary from the existing lacuna, perceivable in the works of colonial historians on 
Malabar. Hence the study attempts to present a comprehensive picture of Mappila 
resistance to the European Colonisers between 1498-1921 AD. 
C.K. Kareem, Kerala Under HydarAli and Tipu Sultan, Ernakulam, 1973, (Preface) p.l. 
CHAPTER I 
AVVEhJT or ISLAM IN KEKALA 
ADVENT OF ISLAM IN KERALA 
The story of the spread of Islam by the sword in India has been repeatedly told 
by some historians and it is difficult for the students of history to comprehend the 
complex nature and avenues of the introduction of Islam in the Peninsular India. 
There is a tradition that Islam reached especially on the Southwest coast of Kerala, 
known in medieval time as Malabar, during the lifetime of the Prophet. The contact 
between India and the Arab-World was established in the wake of Arab trade'. This 
became active after high sea trade in the 4"^  C. AD. Arab colonies all over the trade 
centres were converted when the native people were converted to Islam during the 
Pious Caliphs (632-66IAD). 
It was the flora and fauna of the rainforest and the tropical sun, especially the 
spices that attracted the Arabs, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Greeks, the 
Romans and the Chinese from the early times, which later led to the European advent, 
Colonisation and Imperialism. The Assyrians and the Babylonians of second 
millennium BC carried an extensive trade in cardamom and cinnamon for 
mummification and burning as incense. The ancient Egyptians prepared perfumes and 
other holy oils from the spice .^ 
According to the Jewish chronicles during the reign of King Solomon 
(974-932 BC) a navy equipped by Hiram ,^ king of Tyre made a voyage to the East 
' S.Maqbool Ahamd, Commercial Relations of India, with the Arab world, IC, Voi.36, 1964, p. 142. 
" Shamsullah Qadiri, Malabar.QJrdu), Hyderabad, 1930, Tr., V. Abdul Qayyum, Pracheena Malabar, 
Kozhikode, 1954, p. 14. 
' Hiram's man built for Solomon his fleet, first in Hebrew history, Al Aqbah at the head of the Red 
Sea. P.K. Hitti, A History of Lebanon, New York, 1965, p.25. 
every three years bringing back gold and silver. Tlie destination of this expedition was 
Ophir''. Hourani mentions this port was located in India .^ Some scholars have 
identified this port with Puvar in Trivandrum District and some others with Beypore 
in Kozhikode District. While some others consider that, the place was not located 
anywhere in Kerala. Shamsullah Qadiri holds the view that the port from which the 
goods like gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks with their Dravidian names were 
brought, was most probably a south Indian port which later fell into obscurity^. The 
Phoenicians traded with the Indians, and the Ptolomys of Egypt founded ports on the 
Red Sea to encourage the Indian commerce'. 
Commenting on the cultural relations of West Asia and Africa (The Arab 
region) with India, Maqbool Ahmad points out that "contacts with these regions are 
known to have existed since the 3 '^' millennium BC"*. 
R.C. Majumdar with archaeological evidence such as the figures of Apes, 
Indian elephants and Bactrian camel on the obelisk of Shalmanesesr 3"^ (860 BC) and 
the presence of logs of Indian Teak found in the temple of Moon at Mugheir (Ur of 
Chaldees) and in the palace of Nebuchadnezzar both belonging to 6"^  century BC, 
thinks that the beginning of India's relation with west Asia may be pushed back to at 
least to the 9* C. BC^ 
" G.F Hourani, Arab Seafaring, Princeton, 1951, p.8. 
^ Ibid, p. 9. 
' Shamsullah Qaidiri, op.cit., p.l4. 
^ W. Hunter, History of British India, Vol.1, p.25. 
* S.Maqbool Ahmad. Indo-Arab Relations, ICCR, New Delhi, 1969, p.l. 
' India and the western world; The Age of Imperial Unity, Bharatiya Vidhya Bhavan, Bombay, 1960 
pp. 612-13; K.M.Panikkar, A History of Kerala I498-I80I, Annamali Nagar, i960, p.i. 
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The Greeks imported rice, ginger and cinnamon from the Malabar Coast. The 
Greek and Roman writers were acquainted with Indian geography and wrote about 
Indian exports and imports. For example, Hippalus and Pliny in the first century and 
the anonymous writer of Periplus of Erythrean Sea in the 2"'' century AD. Periplus 
mentions that "Muziris is a city at the height of prosperity frequented as it is by ships 
from Ariake (Greek) and by Greeks from Egypt"'". The Peutingerian tables 
(3'^ '' CAD) mention about the Roman settlement at Cranganore", Craliam, 
(Chaliyam) and Ezhimala. The coins of all the Roman emperors from Augustus 
(63BC-14AD) to Zeno (474-491 AD) are found in southern India, attesting to the large 
commerce of India with the west'^. 
The Persians, Darius the Great (521-484 BC) appreciated the value of linking 
Persia with India and Egypt by sea as well as by land'^. Thus there existed at this 
period a regular commerce by sea from Persian Gulf to the mouth of Narbudda 
(Narmada) in one direction and South West of Arabia to another (Socotra Islands in 
Bahr-al- Habsh) and in this commerce the Arabs of Gulf were playing an important 
role''*. Thus Hourani admits that the Socotra and Aden were the centers of intercourse 
of Arabs with Indians on one hand and Egyptians on the other'^. Mrs, Freys Stark is 
of the view that the presence of teakwood in the ancient Yemen buildings attests the 
intercourse of Yemen with India. She also insists that Dravidian Alphabet is supposed 
to be of Himaritic (Sabean) origin'^. 
'° Quoted by K.M Panikkar, op.cit., p.3. 
" Tara Chand, The Influence of Islam on Indian Culture, Allahabad, 1936, p. 29. 
'" Thurston, Coins of the Madras Museum Catalogue, No. 2. cf. Tara Chand, op.cit., p.29. 
'^  G.F Hourani, op.cit., p. 11. 
'V6/W.,p.l7. 
'^/6W,p.23. 
'* Notes on the southern Incense Route of Arabia, IC, Vo!. 10, April 1936, p. 195. 
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The centuries old trade and commercial relationship between India and Egypt 
and the West Asian countries can also be corroborated etymologically. In Greek the 
word Sandaloon is used in place of the Sanskrit Chandana. Like wise the word arisi 
(arz) is used for rice, for ape it is koph most probably form Sanskrit kapi and for 
peacocks tamil tokei^^. 
Sayed Sulaiman Nadwi mentions some Indian words were used in Arabic 
language; which proves their close contact with India. Among the Arab Sailors of 
Persian Gulf a word nakhoda, a mixture of Hindi Nao and the Persian Khuda, 
meaning master of the boat; a caption. Similarly Arab sailors of the Mediterranean 
Sea were known Nuti and Navat (sailors). In south India, on the Konkan coast the 
navayats are still a large prosperous and endogamous business community . 
Pliny complains of the drain of gold during the reign of Nero 54-68 AD as he 
spent it for purchasing the frankincense for use in the funeral of his 2"'' wife 
Poppera'^. He estimated that the Roman Empire paid out annually a hundred million 
Sestarus (about 1,08,7500 $) to India, China and Arabia for Purchase of luxuries. The 
Greek and Roman ships were mostly manned by the Arabs. Arab merchants passed 
along the Coromandal coast on their way to China. Thus the remains of Pre-Muslim 
Arab settlement are found on the Coromandal coast and even in Canton . 
' ' S. Maqbool Ahmad, op cit., p.4. 
Sayed Suliman Nadwi Arab Navigation, IC Vol 15, October- December No.4 1941, p.435. 
" Pliny, Natwahs Hislona cf G.F Hourani, op.cil, p.29 
'" Edkins, Ancient Navigation in the Indian Ocean JRAS, 1898, cf., Tara Chand, Influence of Islam on 
Jndra op.cit, P.29 
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The temple of Augustus at Muziris attests the settlement of Greek and Roman 
merchant communities in these areas . There also existed Roman settlements in 
Arecamedu and Alagamkulan on the East Coast. 
After the decline of the Roman Empire the Arabs who were already in the 
realm took over the control of spice trade. Indians' reluctance to cross sea made the 
eastern trade almost an Arab monopoly^ .^ The inferior social status assigned to 
Chinese merchants in Taoism was also helpful for the Arabs. Yet the fact can't be 
denied that the Gujrati, Konkani and the Tamil merchants had significant role in trade 
of medieval times who were organised under trade guilds^ "*. 
Ibn Rushta (1126-1198 AD), the Arab geographer attests the brisk Arab trade, 
"Before Islam, seagoing ships from India used to sail up to Tigris as far as Al 
Madain". Also the Pre-Islamic name of Al Uballah as Farj-ul-hind i.e, the 'marches 
of India' used by Al-Tabari corroborates Ibn Rushta's observation. Al Tabari also 
mentions of the conflict of Persian governor against Indians in the Gulf of Uman^^ 
The Arabs had settled in Sumatra and Ceylon by the 1^ ' century AD^ .^ It is 
also believed that the Arabs and Persians had formed settlements on the western coast 
of Sumatra^^ By 750 AD the colony of Arabs in Canton (China) had become large 
enough to attack and pillage the city^ .^ Reference of Roman ships in Sangam 
" G.F. Hourani, op.cit., P.29. 
'" G.F. Hourani, op.cit., pp, 61- 63. 
"•' Taoism condemned merchants as parasites. 
"'' M.N. Pearson, Merchants and Rulers of Gujrat; The Response to the Portuguese in the Sixteenth 
Century. New Delhi, 1976, p. 17. 
^^  G.F. Hourani, op.cit, p.41. 
-'' A. Nafees. Arab knowledge ofCeylone, /C.Vol. 19, 1945, p. 23. 
' ' S.M.H. Nainar, Java as Noticed by Arab Geographers, p.23. 
'^ G.F. Hourani, op.cit., p.63. 
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literature adds liirther evidence"'''. A verse in tJK Akananooru refers to tlie thriving 
town of Muzri, where the beautiful large ships of Yavanas bringing gold come 
splashing the white foam in the waters of Periyar, which belongs to the Cera, and 
return laden with pepper^ . 
Unquestionably existence of continues commerce between Yemen and South 
India can be asserted from early times'". Thus the location of Malabar between two 
international trade routes is the dominant economic factor, which contributed to the 
spread of Islam in Kerala and the Peninsular India . When the Greco-Roman 
intervention disturbed the Arab trade in the Mediterranean they carried on their trade 
with South and Southeast Asia. 
The nature of contacts of Arabs with North and South India was different. In 
Sind the contact of Islam was established by the invasion of Muhammed Ibn Qasim in 
711/12 AD while in the south the relation was mainly established through trade. 
Cordiality and friendship was the basis of relationship rather than political 
antagonism"'^ 
The period of cultural exchange witnessed the migration and settlement of 
large numbers of scholars and scientists from Sind and Southern India in Southern 
Arabian ports like Hadarmaut, Aden and Uman and they got Arabised. They were 
referred as Al-Ziill by the Arab historians and were considered as a part of Banu 
' A.lMbrahim Kunju, Videsha Vanijci Bamlangal, in Kerala Charilniin (Muhiyalam) 'Vol.2, Kerala 
llistory Association, Eranakulam, pp. 41-42. 
°^ Al<ananooru, 149, quoted in P.lVl. Mubaraq Pasha, Trade Centres and Trade Groups in Kerala. AD. 
800-1800, Un published Ph.D. Thesis submitted in the Department of History, University of 
Calicut. 1997, p..'?5. 
lidkins, op.cil.. p.39. 
^' M. Mujeeb, Indian Muslims, London, 1967. p.29. 
•' S.Maqbool Ahmad, op.cil.. p.7. 
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Tamim Clan '^*. Thus it may safely be assumed that the Arabs of Hijaz, Uman, Yemen 
and Hadarmaut were the "Progenitors of the Moplas"^^ (Muslims of Kerala). 
It is noticed that the references to South India in the Arab literatures are larger 
in number compared to that of North India^ .^ It proves that the relationship of South 
India with the Arab world was cordial. It also reflects the differences in the attitude of 
rulers of North and South". 
Pepper of Malabar, ginger, clove, ivory and teak occupied prime position in 
Arab merchandise, along with the transshipment of Chinese Silk, and porcelain, 
herbs, gems, and pearls from Ceylon and Far East. C. N Ahamd Moulavi, a well-
known Arabic scholar of Kerala had noticed the Malayalam numerals on the beams of 
the roof of Ka'ba, though he was not sure of its antiquity. 
At the same time the legend of the conversion of a Cera ruler to Islam is still a 
mystery. This tradition is contained in Keralolpathi (Origin of Kerala). The tradition 
current among both native Hindus and Muslims represents the conversion and 
migration of the last Cera ruler to Arabia. 
The earliest recorded version of this legend comes from the travel accounts of 
Duarte Burbosa, who compiled his work in 1515. Ibn Battuta also partially referred to 
this tradition. He describes this anecdote as follows; 
" Maqbool Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations, op.cil., p.8. 
" Hamid AH, 'The Moplahs' in T.K. Gopalapanikkar (ed.,), Malabar and lis Folk, Madaras. 1929, 
p.267. 
*^ S.Maqbool Ahmad, Arabic source Material on Indo-Arab Relations, MIQ Vol-8, 1957, p. 107. 
''Ibid. 
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They say that in ancient days there was a Heathen King whose name 
was Crimay Pirencal^ ,^ a very mighty lord; And after the moors of 
Mecca had discovered India they began to voyage towards it for the 
sake of the pepper of which they first began to take cargoes at 
Coulam^' (Quilon), a city with a harbour. Where the king off times 
abides. "This will not be less than six hundred years ago, for the 
Indians of that period adopted the era by which those moors are ruled". 
And continuing to sail to India for many years they began to spread out 
therein and they had such discussions with the king himself and he 
with them that in for and they converted him to the sect of abominable 
Mafamede, wherefore, he went in their company to the house of Mecca 
and there he died as it seems probable on the way thither; for they say 
the Malabarese never more heard any tidings of him. Before he started 
this king divided his kingdom among his kinsfolk in to several portions 
as it yet is, before that time all Malabar was one kingdom''". 
Barros, writing after Barbosa, 
In the land which they call Malabar, there was a king named Sarama 
Perimal whose state was all the land along the coast... which king was 
so powerful that in memory of his name they used to make a reckoning 
of the period of his reign... making it the starting point of their era... ; 
and in his time the Arabs now converted to the sect of Muhammed, 
began to trade with India... when they were settled in the country this 
king Sarama Perimal became a Moore and showed them great favour 
and assigned them a place of habitation... Then they persuaded him 
38 In Spanish, Semaperimal (Cheraman Perumal). 
' ' Two places known as Coulam in Early Portuguese works (a). Best known South port Quilon (b). 
Northern one just worth of Quilanday. 
The Book of Duarte Barbosa, (ed.,) Mansel Longworth Dames, Haklyut Society, London, 1918-21 40 
2 Vols, Reprint, AES, New Delhi, 1982, Vol. II, pp.2-5. 
that for his salvation he ought to end his life at the house of Mecha. He 
agreed... and determined to make a partition of his state among his 
nearest kindred'*'. 
The Arabic author Shaikh Zayn-ud-Din'*^ of Tuhfatul-Mujahideen 1583 (The 
earliest indigenous written history of Kerala) has also recorded the tradition in details 
who thinks the conversion might have happened 200 years after the prophet. 
There arrived at Kodungallore, a party of Muslim fagirs with a Shaykh 
intends on pilgrimage to the footprint of Adam in Silan (Ceylone). 
When the king heard about their arrival he sent for them, entertained 
them, and made kind enquiries for them. Their Shykh informed him of 
our Prophet Muhammed the tenets of the religion of Islam, and the 
miracle of the splitting of the moon. Allah glory be to him and exalted 
be he, had caused to enter in his mind the truth of the mission of the 
Prophet and the king believed in him. The affection for the Prophet 
took possession of his heart. So the king of Kodungallur requested the 
Shykh that he and his companions should return to him after their 
Pilgrimage to the footprint of Adam, for the reason that he might go 
with them. At the same time he commanded the Shaykh not to divulge 
his (king's) secret intention, to the inhabitants of Malabar. 
On their return from Ceylon the king joined the pilgrim group. Before his 
departures he made arrangements for administration of the empire by partitioning and 
appointing governors for provinces and sailed to Mecca along with the Shykh and he 
'" Decadas 1 Book IX, Chapter 3. F. 180 (Extracts from Decades in Appendix-I), The Book of Duarte 
Barbosa, op.cit., P.239. 
^^ The title of the book Tuhfatul-Mujahideen fi ba':i ahwal-al Purtukaliyyin (A Gratuitous Gift to the 
Holy Warriors in Respect of Brief Account of the Portuguese) by Shaykh Zain u'd- Din Ibn Abdul 
Aziz Ibn Zain -u'd ~ Din Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad al MaJabari, Completed in 1583 AD. 
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reached at Suhur. After a long-time a party of men accompanied the king on his return 
journey to Malabar for the purpose of erecting mosques and propagating the faith of 
Islam. However the king fell ill and died. He had entrusted a letter addressed to his 
relatives in Malabar introducing the party who had accompanied him, asking the 
rulers to grant them facilities for the propagation of the faith and erection of mosques. 
The party led by Malik Ibn Dinar came to Kodungallur and they erected ten mosques 
in different parts of Malabar"*^ . 
The local Hindu tradition recorded in Keralolpathi (Origin of Kerala) also 
agrees in general with the Muslim tradition and the conversion of Cheraman, the last 
Perumal ruler. The main difference is that according to Keralolpathi Cheraman partitioned 
his empire among his relatives and dependants before his departure to Mecca. '*'' 
According to another tradition it was in commemoration of the partitioning of 
the kingdom that a new era known as Kollam Era was started in 824-25 AD. Calicut 
Granthavaris''^ and one of the Cochin Granthavaris'^^ also give almost the same story. 
The Dutch priest Canter Visscher writes in his letters from Malabar in 1717 AD. 
The great Cheraman Perumal who partitioned Malabar and made laws 
for it about to undertake a journey either to the Ganges in fulfilment of 
a vow or as they say to visit Mahamet for the purpose of embracing 
their religion, divided among his favourites the whole Malabar''^ 
"^  Tuhfat-ul-Mujahideen (Tr.,) S.M.H.Nainar, Madras, 1492, pp.35-39. 
^ Keralolpathi, pp.51-56, cf., K.V. Krishna Ayyer, Zamorins of Calicut, 1938, Second edition, 
University of Calicut ,1999, pp. 60-65. 
""^  Kozikode Grandhavari (Malayalam Treaties) compiled in Is"" Kanni 986 Kollam Era (1810 AD), cf., 
K.V. Ksrishna Ayyer, op.cit, p.70. 
"* Ibid., p.72. 
"" Visscher, Letters from Malabar, Letter Vlll, cf. K.V. Krishna Ayyar, op.cit, p.69. 
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Francis Buchanan (December- 01-1800 AD) while describing the story of the 
establishment of the rule of Cheraman Perumal writes, 
About this time the Arabs had settled on the coast, where they carried 
on a great trade and were called by the natives Moplaymar some of 
their priest seems to have converted Cheraman Perumal, who came to 
the resolution of retiring to Mecca''^ . 
Though the native Muslim and Hindu traditions as well as the foreign accounts 
are m consensus on the migration and conversion of Perumal, we notice serious 
chronological disorder in different versions. However, the period in which oral 
history i.e., a tradition always with a kernel of truth''^  attained historicity, it is not 
justifiable to discard such a persistent tradition, which was prevalent among almost all 
communities of Malabar during fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Here it is worth 
quoting M.G.S Narayanan, "There is no reason to reject the tradition that the last Cera 
king embraced Islam and went to Mecca, since it finds a place not only in Muslim 
chronicles, but also in Hindu Brahmanical chronicles, like Keralolpathi, which need 
not be expected to concoct such a story, which in no way serves to enhance the 
prestige or further the interests of the Brahmin or Hindu population^". 
So this tradition can't be rejected simply because Ibn Battuta (1342-45) did 
not mention it in his Rehla. After Ibn Battuta visits to Jarfatan (Cannore) and 
Dahfatan (Dharmapattan) he writes, "the sultan of these towns is called Kuwayls and 
Francis Buchanan, Journey from MadrasTthrough the Countries of Mysore, Canara and Malabar. 3 
Vols , 1807, Re-pnnt, AES, New Delhi, 1988, p 349. 
•*' G Dumezil, quoted by H M Wright, Oral Tradition A study in History and Methodology, Penguin 
Books, 1965 p 3 
^^  M G S Narayanan, Political and Social Conditions of Kerala under the Kulashehara Empire 
Unpubhshed thesis submitted for Ph D In Kerala University 1972, pp 185-90 
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is one of the most powerful sultans of'Mulaybar', at Dahfaltan there is a great ba'in 
and a cathedral mosque which were built by Kuwayls' grandfather, who was 
converted to Islam"^'. It confirms that Ibn Battuta was also aware of the tradition. 
The conventional analysis of the different versions of the aforesaid tradition 
bought out four probable periods for the conversion and migration of Cheraman 
Perumal^l 
1. During the life time of Prophet (622-633 AD.) 
2. During the S'*" century 
3. During the 9'*" century 
4. During the 12' century 
If the Muslim tradition that Perumal visited Prophet Muhammed and accepted 
Islam at his hands is correct, it must have happened between 622-633 AD. The view 
that, if such a well-known king visited Prophet, it should have been mentioned in the 
Hadith literature is not a sufficient reason to suspend the aforesaid view. As 
mentioned earlier we have the reference of the visit of in Indian king to the Prophet . 
A remark of Prophet that 'he received sweet fragrance from India' also strengthens 
this view. More over Hadith literature rarely mentions of the conversion of different 
rulers of the world. The circumstantial evidences prove that Indians had intimate 
relationship with the Prophet. For instance Imam Bukhari has cited an incident when 
'^ Rehia (Tr.,) HAR Gibb, Ibn Battuta, Travels inAsia and Africa 1325-1354, London, 1929. p. 234. 
" A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, Origin and Spread of Islam in Kerala, in Asghar AH Engineer (ed.,) Kerala 
51 
Muslims; A Historical Perspective, p. 19. 
The Malabar, Journal of Kunhall Marakkar Centre for West Asian Studies, University of Calicut, 
Vol.1, 2001, p.98. 
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Hazrat Aisha, wife of Prophet Muhammed fell ill her nephews called Indian Physician 
for her treatment^ '*. 
Due to the absence of specific epigraphical evidence^^ some scholars 
overlooked the importance of Perumal legend in the advent of Islam in Kerala. The 
circumstantial evidences support the fact that Islam reached Malabar soon after its 
origin in Mecca''^ . 
The circumstantial evidence supports the second probability, that the 
introduction of Islam and the conversion of Perumal took place in 8 century AD. The 
numismatic evidence has truly attested the presence of Arabs in Malabar (Kerala) at 
the time when Islam was being preached and propagated in Arabia. Gold coins found 
at Poonjar, near Kothamangalam, provide sufficient details to the spread to Islam 
in Kerala. 
According to N.W. Lawick, Assistant keeper of British Museum, London, 
who examined these gold coins (dated 736 AD). They were minted by Muslim 
merchants residing in Kerala for use of their overseas trade, and he declares it to be a 
unique one". This fact indirectly supports the 7"^  century tradition. The existence of a 
merchant group with their own minted coins proves that they might have established 
their trade and settlement even much before the actual year of minting the coins. 
'•^  K.A. Nizami,(Forward) in Muhammed Zaki (ed.,) Arab Accounts of /nc/(fl,Delhi,1981. Azad 
Bilgrami in Subhat-ul- Marjan dealt with many traditions of the Prophet Muhammed in which 
reference is made to India, Ibid. 
^ Sansi<nt Chronograms gives different dates regarding the partitions of empire and Perumals 
conversion, K.V. Krishna Ayyar, op.cit, pp. 77-80. 
^^ Iqtidar Husain Sidiqui, Islam and Muslims in South Asia. Historical Perspective, Delhi, 1987, p 1 
" Indian Express, Sunday Standard, New DeJhi }\ine \ 979, p. ] 0, Iqtidar Husain Sidiqui op.cit., p. 1. 
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This part of tradition is further attested by the inscriptions found on the 
tombstone in the ancient graveyard (Mayyitt-Kunnu) at Pantalayani Kollam^^ dated 
166Hijra(782AD). 
The 9"" century tradition traces its evidence in the Terisappalli copper plates 
(849 AD). It was the land grant made by Sthanu Ravi Varman of Quilon to Christian 
merchant chief Mar Sapir Iso to build a church. It reads: 
And witness to this Maimun son of Ibrahim, and Muhammed son of 
Mani and ... (? Sulk) son of Ali, and Uthman son of Al-Marziban, and 
Muhammed son of Yahya and Amr son of Ibrahim, and Ibrahim son of 
At-Tay and Bahr son of Mansur, and Al Kasim son of Isa and Ismail 
sonof Yaqub^ .^ 
The signatories of this important document are the local Muslim merchants. 
To be called to witness an important royal order acknowledges the prestige and 
dignity enjoyed by the Muslim merchants who had settled in that region. 
Tuhfat-ul-Mujahideen supports the view that the conversion of Perumal was in 
9* century AD. Its author states 
As for exact date there is no certain information with us, most probably 
it must have been two hundred years after Hijra (632 AD) of the 
Prophet'^ °. 
58 
It is an important port in the Northern Malabar Coast between Muziris and Quilandy. (Fandarins of 
Idirisi and Ibn Battuta). 
^' R.E. Miller, ,Mappila Muslims of Kerala, Madras, 1976, p.43. 
^ Tuhfat-ul-Mujahideen, op.cit., p.39. 
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If we agree with the Keralolpathi tradition, that Cheraman Perumal partitioned 
his empire among his chiefs before his departure, it could have happened in the 12"^  
century. Since it is a well established fact that a flourishing all Kerala empire existed 
between 800-1122 AD. Then Perumal dynasty came to an end with the mysterious 
disappearance of the last Perumal Rama Kulasekhara in 1121 AD^'. 
This view has the support of an inscription found in the Mattayi mosque dated 
518 AD (1124 AD). This is the one among ten mosques believed to be constructed by 
Malik Ibn Dinar and his companions, who accompanied Perumal on his way back to 
Malabar. This vvould mean that the mosque was erected two years after the departure 
of Cheraman Perumal to Mecca. Two years gap between his departure (1121 AD) and 
the erection of the mosque (1124 AD) is sufficient time for their arrival and to 
establish the Mosques^ .^ Mattayi mosque is the third mosque constructed after the 
establishment of Kodungallur and Kaulam (Quilon) mosques respectively . 
Another shortcoming of the 12"^  century tradition comes from the statement of 
Shaykh Zayn-ud-din. He says that it was many years after the death of Perumal, 
Malik Ibn Dinar and his friends sailed for Malabar '^'. Hence it is presumable that the 
so called statement of Merchant Sulaiman that, "I have never known any one in either 
Hind or China, who has embraced Islam or anyone who could speak Arabic^^ is ill 
judged. 
M.G.S. Narayanan, Perumals of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram, 1990, p. 65, 
" V, Kunhali, Sufism in Kerala, Calicut, 2004, p.38. 
" Tuhfat-ul-Mujahideen,o/7.c/7., p.38. 
" Ibid 
S.M.H. Nainar, Arab Geographers Knowledge of South India, Madras, 1942, p. 
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This statement is always quoted against the early advent of Islam in Kerala. 
William Logan author of 'Malabar Manual' cited this statement to support his 
argument that Islam was not introduced into Malabar till 200 years after the Hijra^ .^ 
Since the main target of Sulaiman's voyage was China rather than India, it is 
defective to propound a theory and to reach in a conclusion based on his statement. 
Ronald E. Miller, in his renowned work Mappila Muslims of Kerala cited 
another reference from Sulaiman's account to show that, Arabs were domiciled in the 
places he visited. 
Most of the princes ... believe that the length of their lives is granted in 
recompense for their kindness to the Arabs. In truth there are no 
princes more hearty affectionate to their Arabs and their subjects 
prefers the same friendship for us . 
And Miller concludes, "no theory can be established on the basis of this 
source"^^ 
Nainar discussed in detail the date of compilation and the authenticity of 
Sinsilat-at- Tawarikh^'^ and he observed that it will not be useful to establish any 
theory on the strength of Sulaiman's statement because the exact date and the name of 
the narrator of this remark in the account of Sulaiman are not known to us so far . 
Though we leave aside the conversion legend of Perumal and the subsequent 
partition of his empire to prove the early advent of Islam in Malabar, the numismatic 
^ William Logan, Malabar, Vol. I, Madras, 1951, Reprint,/^Ej", New Deilii, 1989, p. 192. 
Renaudot Eusebius, Ancient Account of India and China, London, 1733, p.l88, quoted by RE. 
Miller, op.cit, p.47. 
^^  R.E. Miller, op.cit, p.47 
S.M.H. Nainar, op.cil, pp. 7-12 
'°/bid.,p.l08. 
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evidence leaves no room for the argument that Islam appeared in Malabar during the 
eighth or subsequent centuries. It is now obvious that, the Arab traders who were in 
close commercial and mercantile ties with the Malabaries played crucial role in 
bringing the teaching and ideology of Prophet Muhammed to the land of cultural 
71 
symbiosis i.e. PCerala . I.H. Qureshi observes that Islam therefore entered within a 
few years of the proclamation by the Prophet of his mission^ .^ 
In Kerala, Islam spread as it began peacefully and it grew steadily, because of 
the policy of toleration which its rulers followed towards other religions. The rapid 
growth of Islam in Kerala as observed by Shykh Zayn-ud-din: 
Allah glory to him and exalted be. He made the faith of Islam spread in 
most of the inhabited regions of the earth. Allah has been gracious to 
the people of Malabar in Hind in making them accept the faith of Islam 
71 
spontaneously and willingly and not out of fear or compulsion . 
Though Quranic injunctions discourage forcible conversions and it encourages 
proselytization^". And it has given instructions to its followers and provided with 
well-defined dogmas in the proselytization^^ It promotes persuasion and preaching 
rather than power and persecution. To the context the epitome of the Quranic 
approach is the oft-quoted verse. 
"Let there be no compulsion in religion" 76 
M.G.S. Narayanan used the term Cultural Symbiosis to the nature of accommodating different 
reiigions, culture, ideologies and practices by the Keraiites since the origin of their land. 
'^  I.H. Qureshi, The Muslim Community of Indo-Pak Subcontinent, 610-1947 AD, New York, 1947 P.l. 
Tuhfat-ul-Mujahideen, op.cit, p. 12. 
Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic Culture m the Indian Environment, Oxford, 1964, p.81. 
" The Holy Quran, 16: 125. 
'* The Holy Quran, 2: 256. 
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Defying these very ideals of Islam, generally colonial historians used to 
project that the basic qualities of Islam as Sharia and Jihad, the Holy law and Holy 
war, help in its spread and protection from internal and external enemies^ .^ 
One of the most interesting and important factors of the spread of Islam on the 
Malabar Coast was the role played by Zamorin rulers of Calicut, who ordered that, "In 
every family of fisherman in his dominion one or more of the male members should 
be brought up as Muhammadans"^^. The purpose of this deliberate encouragement of 
conversion of lower castes of sailors was to obtain mariners to man his warships and 
to conduct his sea-trade^^. This Policy of Zamorins contributed to the large-scale 
conversion of fishermen community now known as Puislan, poosalan evidently a 
corruption of Piidu Islam (New Muslims)^". 
The reason was, during this period the Hinduism did not permit to cross the 
sea and engage in sea trade. They left such vulgar professions either to the lower 
castes or to the foreigners. The new converts were also called Marikkars (Navigators). 
Some Marikkars of Zamorin, like Kunhali Marikkars of Kottakkal were highly 
influential under the rulers of Calicut. The attitude of Zamorins towards Muslims as 
perceived by Shaykh Zayn-ud-din: 
The rulers have respect and regard for the Muslims, because the 
increase in number of cities was due to them. Hence the rulers enable 
" S.F, Dale, The Mappilas of Malabar, 1498 - 1922 AD, Oxford, 1950,p.5. 
'* Innes, Malabar and Anjengo, Dist Gazetteer, p.l90; T.W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, Lahore, 
1961,p.266. 
" Tara Chand, op.cit, p.36. 
*" M.G.S. Narayanan, Cultural Symbiosis in Kerala, Kerala Historical Society, Thiruvananthapuram 
1972, pp.6, 40. 
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the Muslims in the observation of their Friday prayers and celebration 
of Id. They fix the allowance for Qazis and muadhins and entrust them 
with the duty of carrying out the laws of Shariat. No one is permitted 
to neglect the prayer on Friday. In greater part of Malabar whoever 
neglects it, is punished, or made to pay a fme '^. 
This fact corroborated with the stone inscription found in the Muccunti 
mosque at Kuttichira in Kozhikode^ .^ The encouragement given to merchants by 
Zamorin verily attracted merchants, especially Muslims from different parts of the 
world in large numbers^\ The Muslim historian further attests this liberal policy of 
Zamorin. 
He states: 
The rulers take only tenth part of the income of their trade... They do 
not levy laxes on those who possess lands or fruit garden although they 
are of vast extent... This kindly treatment by prince of world 
emporium attracted Muslim merchants in large numbers '^'. 
The Muslims who settled in Kozhikode and the nearly converted Muslims 
enjoyed high iniluential positions in service of Zamorins. As mentioned earlier, the 
Kunhali Marakkars were the admirals of Zamorin's Navy^^ Their role in the fight 
against the cruelties of the Portuguese power is discussed in the subsequent chapter. 
Another best example, which shows the influence of Muslims, is mentioned in the 
Shaykh Zain-ud-din, op c// p 51. 
'^  M G.S Narayanan, Cultural Symbiosis in Kerala, op.cit, pp. 38-42. The Bilingual inscription in 
Muccunti Mosque in Calicut registers one 'Nali' (a measure) of rice for the maintains of the mosque 
and land was set a part in Kunnamangalam and Pallikkal Villages, 10-15 miles from Calicut to North 
and East. 
" Ibn Battuta, op cit, p 234 
•^' Shaykh Zayn-ud-din, op cit, p.52. 
*^  M.G S. Narayanan, Cultural Symbiosis in Kerala, op cit, p.40. 
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pioneering works, 'The Zamorins of Calicut', in describing the coronation procession 
of Zamorin, K.V. Krishna Ayyar notes: 
The Muhammadan 'Qazi' or Judge, Sabandra Koya^ ^ as former of port 
duties, Tura Marakkyar or Chief pilot and the Palli Musliyar or eider 
in charge of Mosque should be at Jetti for akampati (escort)^^. 
Also the Zamorin received betel leaf from a Muslim, dressed as lady of certain 
family^^ Another example of greatest honour was the right of 'Kozhikottu Koya' 
(The Muslim chieftain of Calicut) to stand on the right side of Zamorin in the 
prestigious Mamamkam^^ Festival^°. 
In short, three factors of mutual interest formed the attitude of Zamorin in 
helping the spread of Islam. 
1. The great prosperity that the traders brought and "The increase in number of cities 
in his country". 
2. The financial support and manual assistance those traders gave him in fulfilling 
his political ambitions. 
3. The trade imerest of Calicut, for the Muslims made the Zamorin a vital link in the 
Chain of Moorish powers from Cordova in Western Europe to Malacca in the Far 
East''. 
Originally Shah Bandar Kwaja, a highly influential officer in the port to look after import and 
export, and the title granted to the Muslims as an honour. 
" K.V. Krishna Ayyar, op cit, p.39. 
'* Ibid 
*' The greatest festival held at Tirunnavayi once in 12 years. 
"^ K.V. Krishna Ayyar, op at ,pp. 92-106. 
" V.Kunhali,o;?c;7, pp. 40-41. 
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Thus the need of the hour and political exigencies compelled him to create a 
congenial atmosphere, resulting in the increase of Arab trade and the consequent 
spread of Islam in Kerala. 
The rulers of Kerala other than Zamorin also largely supported the Muslim 
merchants. Their generous support ultimately contributed to the steady growth of the 
Mappila community. In the north of Calicut, Ali Raja established the Arakkal 
Swarupom in Cannanore. The 'Musaka Vamsa Kavya' written by Atula, court poet of 
King Srikanta of eleventh century gives reference to the foundation of two cities of 
Marahi (Madayi) and Vallabhapattanam (Valapattan), "Where merchants of distant 
Islands were settled for trade"^^. These two cities and surrounding areas became 
important centres of Muslim activity. Here the Sufis also played a major role in 
propagating the religion^ .^ 
As mentioned earlier the importance of Muslim merchant communities in 
Quilon (Kollam) is attested by the Terisapalli copper plates of Ayyan Atikal Tiru 
Atikal^ "*. We also noticed one of the ten mosques constructed by Malik Ibn Dinar. It 
shows the presence of a large Muslim settlement. Another mosque situated at 
Kodungallure (Muziris) and the influential presence of Muslim community in Cochin 
was a deciding factor in fixing the price of spices'^. 
Moreover, the arrival of a new religion and ideology negating the existing 
caste, class and Varna division and the deep rooted untouchability, the concept of 
M.G.S. Narayanan, Political Social Conditions under the Kidashekharas,, op cit, p.238. 
"v.Kunhali, ope//, p.42. 
''' M.G.S. Narayanan, Cultural Symbiosis in Kerala, op cit, pp. 31-37. 
'^  A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, Origin and Spread of Islam in Kerala, in Asghar Ali Engineer (ed.,) Kerala 
Muslims; A Historical Perspective, op cit, '(>.'i\. 
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pollution and other social evils further contributed to the spread of Islam in this land. 
The outcastes and Cherumars (Scheduled Caste of Kerala) people largely availed this 
opportunity and embraced Islam. The census reports of 1881 support the large-scale 
conversion of lower castes to Islam. According to William Logan, the Malabar 
collector, in Malabar Manual, the Cherumars numbered 99,009 in 1871 census and in 
1881 it reduced to 64752 i.e., 34.63% loss against the increase of 5.71% in the total 
population. This was due to their conversion to Islam with fellow religionists. The 
concept of their interior status and pollution in the society and the social equality with 
in Islam was an unprecedented unique attraction to the Harijans and outcastes^^. 
The role of Sufi Missionaries in the spread of Islam in Kerala is as important a 
factor as the help and assistance rendered by the local rulers. A recent study by Kunhali 
V. has well established the role of Sufis in prosylitization '^' where he refutes I.H. 
Qureshi's statement, 'The extensive sufimissionary activity found elsewhere in Indian 
Islam is not evident in South India^ .^ 
It is a fact that the early propagators of Islam were pious and truly followed 
the tenets of Islam and were able to attract a large number of non- Muslims to the fold 
of Islam. But the customs and traditions practiced by their disciples verily deviated 
from the teaching of the Qu'ran and the Prophetic tradition. As mentioned in Sufism 
in Kerala, in the Taifa stage, a venerated Pir (Guru) became an intermediary between 
the disciple (murid) and God. Also a saint cult centered on spiritual power or Barakha 
'^  William Logan, ope//, p. 197. 
'^  Sufism in Kerala, op cit, gives detailed study on its origin, orders and practices. 
'M.HQureshi, 0/7C'//, p. 15. 
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of a single individual became popular. In later stage it was believed that Barakha was 
transmitted to descendant of Pir (Guru) and even to the physical structure where they 
lay buried, leading to the veneration of tombs'^. In this stage a large number of 
common people were attracted to the spell and charm of the so-called 'Sufis'. The 
basic need of the layman was to achieve relief from the anxieties and to get their 
worldly desires satisfied. They expected its possibility through the intercession of the 
saint between them and God {Tawassul)^^^. 
The sources for the study of the early sufl missionary activities are scanty in 
contrast to the available extensive materials on the same in north India. Whatever we 
have in Kerala are traditional works (Tadkiras) containing admiration and exaltation 
of the miracles of the Sufis. Also they are all preserved in Arabic Malayalam 
language'"'. These available sources were not accessible to the scholars, which might 
have persuaded I.H. Qureshi to his above mentioned statement. However, latest 
studies on these sources brought Kunhali V. to the conclusion "Whatever historical 
materials had been there in Malas were later dropped, and more popular and fanciful 
Karamat being attributed in its place by the new composers" . 
The arrival of Malik Ibn Dinar and his followers itself represents the evidence 
of early missionary activities in Kerala. As known Malik Ibn Dinar was a disciple of 
Hasan-ul-Basari who was a reliable Hadith reporter and calligrapher who died in 130 
^ V. Kunhali, op.cit., pp. 54-60. 
^'^Ibid, pp.59-63, Scholar's view with a strong conviction of progressive Muslim thought. "I have an 
aversion to veneration of tomb and Pirs (Custodians of Jarams) belief in Talisman, Astrology and 
Sorcery. As studies progressed it was cleared that these were exploitation of Pirs and character of 
its decadent stage and not real Sufism, which was originally an aristocratic and intellectual 




AH / 748 A D ' ° 1 After the arrival of Malik Dinar and h is group they visited almost 
entire Kerala and established ten mosques with the support of local rulers. These were 
situated in Kaulam (Quilon), Muziris (Kodungallore), Shaliyal (Chaliyam), Fandarina 
(Pantalayani-Kollam), Darmfattan (Dharmadam), Jurfathan (Srikantapuram), Hili 
Marahi (Madai), Kajarkut (Kasarkode), Manjarur (Manglore) and Fakkanur 
(Barkur)'""*. After erecting the mosques, Malik Dinar appointed his companians as 
Qazis and entrusted to guide the Muslims and to propagate the religion among other 
communities'""'. It was the missionary work of the group that facilitated the spread of 
Islam to larger areas. 
Ibn Battuta's travel accounts show that he met many theologians from 
different parts of the Arab world. At Hily (Ezhimale) Said at Kannur he stayed with a 
virtuous theologian named Sarsary from Baghdad and Shaykh Shahbuddin of 
Qazarun, a great saint at his hermitage' .^ On his final visit to Kerala, Ibn Battuta 
stayed at Quilon with Saykh Fakhruddin son of Shykh Shahabuddin al Qazaruni of 
Calicut"'^ 
In Baliaptam, Islam was spread by the coming of Ahmed Jalaluddin Bukhari 
in 900 AH/1494 AD. It is widely believed that Islam spread in Lakshadweep Islands 
from Kerala. Sayyid Muhammed Maula of Kavarati (b.ll44 AH/1724 AD), who 
rendered his missionary service in Lakshadweep was the fifth descendant of Ahmed 
'"' Farid-ud-din Attar, Tadhkirat-al-Awliya, Tr. AJ. Arberry, Muslim Saints and Mystics, London, 
1966, p.26. 
'°'' Shaykh, Zaynu-ud-din, op cit, p.39. 
'°^ Ibid, Umar Bin Muhammed Suhravarti in his Rihlath-ul-Muluk mentions 18 mosques which were 
errected by Malik-Ibn-Dinar and his companians, Abdul Samad, Islam in Kerala, Groups and 
nlh Movements in the 20 Century, Quilon, 1998, p.3; K. M. Bahavuddin, Kerala Muslims, Long 
Struggle, Kottayam, 1992, p.23. See Appendix-lII and XX. 
Ibn Battuta, op cit ,vol. 1. p.238. 
KAN Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India, Madras, 1939, p. 127. 
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Jalaluddin Bukhari of Baliapatam'°^ Jalaluddin Bukhari's activities were centered 
between Manglore and Travancore. In Northern Malabar Purattei Shykh, who claimed 
to be Abdul Qadir al thani (The second Abdul Qadir Jilani, the famous Mujadid of 
Islam and the founder of Qadiriya Tariqa) was an active missionary'°^. 
In the second half of the fifteenth century Ponnani became the religious and 
culture centre of Kerala Muslims. There is also a view that religiously Ponnani had 
been active even before 50 A H " ° . AS in traditions, Thurston noted that Ponnani was 
established by an Arab emigrant'". Makhdums originally came from Ma'bar in 
Yemen and first settled in Keelakkara and Kayalpattam in Tamilnadu. They 
propagated teachings of Islam in these areas and became highly influential in the 
society . 
Shaykh Zain-ud-din Ibn Ali (1467-1521 AD) of Ponnani compiled the well-
known mystic poem Hidayat-ul-Adhkiyah ila Tariqat-al-Awliya renouned as 'Manual 
of Sufism in Malabar'. A commentary (Sharah) on. Adhkiya by author's son Abdul 
Aziz al-Ma'abari contains the biography of the first makhdum. It mentions makhdum 
as followers of Chisiti Tariqah . Shykh Zayn-ud-din Makhdum (Junior 1526-1580 
AD) who wrote Tuhfat-ul-Mujahidin, was the grandson of Shykh Zayn-ud-din Ibn 
Ali"^ 
'"^  Chettuvai Abdul Qadir, Sayyid MuhammedMawla (Malayalam), Cannanore, 1996, pp.11-25. 
"" A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, op cit, p.25. 
"° V.M. Abdul Hassan, Ponnani Maqdum Charitram (Malayalam) Ponnani 1996. p.2. 
' " E.Turston , Castes and Tribes of South India, Madras, 1909, Vol. IV, p.463. 
"-V.M.Abdul Hasan, ope;/, pp.2-8. 
" W . Kunhali, op cit, p.65. 
"" V.M. Abdul Hassan, op cit, p.24. 
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The Qadiri Tariqah was the most popular Tariqah in Kerala, formed after 
Abdul Qadir born in Jilan in 470 AH / 1077AD. However, he did not establish any 
Tariqah but was renouned as a Hambali preacher"^. By fifteenth century Abdul Qadir 
became the most popular saint in Islamic world and in India, this tariqah had been 
introduced by the coming Muhammed Gawth (d-1517), who claimed descended fi"om 
Abdul Qadir. This tariqah failed to get grip in north India, though even before that it 
attained popularity in Malabar due to the activities of Purathel Shaykh, who himself 
styled as Abdul Qadir al thani (second Abdul Qadir) to whom reference has already 
been made. In all probability this order might have spread from the Deccan"^. 
In 1159 AH / 1748, the first Ba-Alvi Saint, Sayyid Jiffri Tangal from 
Hadramaut arrived at Calicut and warmly received by Zamorin, who granted him 
house and property at Tekkumtala in Calicut. His later residence and tomb at 
Mamburam in Malappuram district became famous, and were called as Mamburam 
Tangals. They were great scholars and they provided spiritual and moral support to 
several mappila out breaks against the oppression of Hindu Janmies and British 
officials. Sayyid Fazal 1823-1901, alleged to be the spirit behind the out breaks was 
banished by the British government and he remained in the court of Ottomon Sultan 
Abdul Hamid 11 of Constantinople" \ Till his death. 
Another influential family of saints in the Eranad Taluk was Kondotti Tangals, 
who were held greatly in respect but only second to the Mamburam Tangals. The 
founder Muhammed Shah an Iranian, arrived at Kondotti in 1718AD, from Kardan 
"^V. Kunhali, opc/7, p.64. 
"^ R.M. Eaton, Sufis ofBiJapur, pp.56-57. 
' " Muhammed Abdul Kareem K. K. Hazrat Mamburam SayyidAlvi Tangal (Malayalam), Tirurangadi, 
1970, p.69. 
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(near Bombay). A cordial relationship had existed between Muhammed Shah and 
Haidar Ali and later continued by mission Tippu Sultan. They sanctioned rent-free 
lands (Inam) for the personal benefit of Tangal"^. 
The practices like Muharram festivals and the prostration of Murids (desciple) 
before Tangal caused suspicion, that the Tangals were Shias. The Sunni theologians 
turned against him and some times the hot disputes turned to armed clashes between 
the followers of Ponnani and Kondotti Tangals"^ known in history as Ponnani-
Kondotti Kaitharkam, which lasted for a long period. It resulted in the dropping of 
many such practices and the emergence of abundant Arabi-Malayalam literature. An 
annual Urs used to be conducted at kondotti related to the Shrine of Muhammed 
Shah'^°. 
In Maldives, Rifai Tariqah, which spread from mauiland of Kerala had wide 
followers. Ibn Battuta noticed the presence of this order in Islands. Rifa-i-Mala an 
eulogy by the murids of Rifa-i-Shaykh used to be recited throughout Malabar to get 
relief from burns and to guard against snake bite . 
In a later stage Nurishah Tariqah arrived in Kerala from Hyderabad. As 
known among the followers of this Tariqah, Shykhuna Sayyidina Al Khaj Nurul 
Mashaikh, claimed to be a descendant of Abdul Quadir Jilani. This tariqah did not 
enjoy public acceptance in Kerala'^ ^. 
"* Kozhikode Archives, Inam Register, cf A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, op.cit.,p.26. 
^ Kunhali V., op. cit., p.6. 
'^'Ibid 
'^' A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, op. cit., p.27. 
'--Ibid 
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The followers of 'Kurur Shaykh', the Naqshabandis of Kerala had their 
headquarters at Maruveetil Thazham (Wynad District). This Tariqah attracted little 
followers in Kizhisseri, Kondoty, and Chelembra of Malappuram District'^^. There 
were regular ideological disputes between Naqshabandi scholars and orthodox Ulama 
which finally resulted in the excommunication of the former in 1921. In February 
1979, two persons were killed in disputes between orthodox Sunnies and 
Naqshabandis''". In this Tariqah Imam is held in high reverence and they believed 
that the hidden knowledge of Quran could be acquired only through an Imam. So it is 
the duty of every individual to get guidance from an Imam, and those who die without 
achieving the tasks will be in failure'^ ^. 
In Palaghat district, Sayyid Muhammed Mawla of Alattur carried the Sufi 
missionary activity. He devoted his life to the spread of Islamic teachings in eastern 
part of Kerala. And annual two days urs is conducted in commemoration of his 
memory at Teruvatte Palli, where his tomb exists and the dargha remains open for all 
devotees irrespective of caste and creeds'^^. 
We also have some other references about the activities of other saints in 
different parts of Kerala, who contributed to the spread of Islam in Kerala. Eminent 
historian M.G.S. Narayanan commented "Thus all available information go to show 
that Islam like Judaism and Syrian Christianity in earlier centuries came to Kerala not 
like a conqueror but as an honoured guest in the house"'^^ and contributed to the 
cultural symbiosis of the land. 
' " V. Kunhali, op at, p.27. 
'^ ^ E. Thurston, op at. pp.462-64. 
' " A. P. Ibrahim Kunju, op cit, p.28. 
'"' M.G.S. Narayanan, Cultural Symbiosis in Kerala, op cit, p. 89, 
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AKAB TKAVE BEfOKE TWE 
COMim or THE 
ponruQUESE 
ARAB TRADE BEFORE THE COMING 
OF THE PORTUGUESE 
Reference of Arab trade with Malabar has already been made as a study 
facilitating the propagation and spread of Islam. 
As referred in literature Arabia was an Island {Jazirat-al-Arab), surrounded by 
water on three sides. On the west bordered by the Red Sea and on the East by the 
Persian Gulf; and on the South by the Indian Ocean. Except some territories in the 
Southern Arabia, parts of Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine- 'the Fertile Crescent' 
were infertile'. The communication among these areas overland was extremely 
difficult due to the hindering mountains and long stretching desert. Certainly this 
situation favoured the mariner life of the Arabs^. 
During the period of Sumerians the merchants from Makaran and Baluchistan 
were present in the Mesopotamian regions. Their trade was coast-winded rather than 
over the land .^ The Persian Gulf played a vital role in the early commerce between 
India and Babylonia''. Indian cotton and drugs along with other spices were boarded 
on ships bound to Babylon^ Between 2300 and 2000 BC, the Indus trade with West-
Asian countries was established^. As Stuart Piggot observed, "Cotton cloth is likely 
to have been an important article of commerce for the Harappan civilization »7 
' Bernard Lewis, The Arabs In History, New York, 1920, p.21. 
G.F. Hourani, op.cit., p.4. 
' S. Maqbool, Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations,op.cit.,pJS. 
Rhys David, Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, p.294. 
' S.C. Beigrave, The Pirate Coast, London, 1961, p.2. 
^ Stuart Piggot, Pre Historic India, to 100 BC, London, 1961, pp.117-18. 
^ Ibid. p.211. 
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As mentioned earlier, the presence of Malabar teakwood in the ruins of Ur of 
Chaldees suggests a ninth century tradition of trade by Indians particularly Malabaris 
(Keralites) prior to Christian era .^ The ancestors of Phoenicians had migrated to 
Southern Arabia, Hadarmaunt around 1800 BC due to the belligerence by the 
successors of Joktan (Qahtan). They played an important intermediary role in Indo-
Roman and Egyptian trade^. They supplied precious stones, spices and frankincense 
to the Egyptians and Romans for their luxurious life and religious practices. The 
magnificent Sabaean Culture and civilization was born out of this enormous wealth 
accumulated through their intermediary role in the Western trade"'. 
As truly observed by Agatharchides (C.113 BC) "There was no nation upon 
earth so wealthy as Gerrhaeans and Sabaeans, because of their situation in the centre 
of all the commerce which passes between Asia and Europe"". 
European trade with India across the Mediterranean was also carried through 
intermediaries like Phoenicians, Arabs, Greeks, Egyptians, Syrians, Jews, Armenians, 
Caucasians, Auxumites and Somalis. These intermediaries were reluctant to leave the 
trade with west to others'^. It is probable that they kept the secret of Monsoon and of 
oriental spices from the westerners. Also the presence of Parthians in Iran was posed 
as a blockade in the passage of Roman's to India . 
* K M. Panikkar, History of Kerala,op at, p. I. 
' E.H. Warmington, The Commerce Between the Roman Empire and India, Delhi, 1974, p.68, Haripada 
Chakraborti, Trade and Commerce m Ancient India (C 200 BC-650AD), Culcutta, 1970, p.2. 
'° S. Maqbool Ahmad, op cit, p.7. 
" Quoted by Hadi Hasan, A History of Persian Navigation, London, 1928, p.47. 
'" Haripada Chakraborti, opcit,pA. 
'^  E.H.Warmington. op cit, p 2. 
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Atleast From the middle of the Bronze Age 3000-1000 BC, these sailors were 
familiar with the Monsoon, though it said to have been 'discovered' by Hippalus in 
first century AD"*. Michael Pearson is of the view that even if we lack hard evidence 
of its use so early, certainly, the direct passage from the Red Sea mouth lo India was 
being sailed in the second half of the 2"" century BC, or even in the 3 '^' century BC by 
Indian and Arab sailors'^ Warmington is of the opinion that, the use of Monsoon had 
been discovered early and then kept as secret by Arabs from the Greeks to continue 
their monopoly of Arabian commerce'^. 
One of the earliest references on sales of Soloman's (974-932 BC) ships to 
Ophir for spice trade can be seen in Old Testament. It Reads; 
And King Solomon made a navy of ships in Eziongeber, which is 
beside Eloth, on the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom; and 
Hiram sent in the navy his servants, ship men that had knowledge of 
the sea, with the servants of Solomon. And they came to Ophir, and 
fetched from them gold and brought it to King Solomon '^ . 
It again says; once in three years came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold 
and silver, ivory and apes and peacocks'^. 
And evidences of early Arab contacts with Southern India have already been 
made. We also have evidence for the settlement of Indian merchants in Socotra'^. 
The construction of Alexandria, the port-city in Northern Egypt became a boom to the 
'" Mark Horton and John Middleton, The Swahlli, The Social Landscape of Mercantile Society, Oxford, 
2000, pp.28-30, cf., Michael Pearson, The Indian Ocean,London,2003, p.51; The Periplus, (Tr.,) 
W.H. Schoff, Delhi, 1974, p,47. 
Michael Pearson, op cit, p.51. 
'^  E.H. Warmington, op cit, p. 10. 
" The Holy Bible, I- Kings, 9:26-28. 
^^Ibid, Verse, 10:22. 
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eastern trade of Arabians and Egyptians. Unequivocally this novelty of Alexander 
further boosted the economic structure of Indians as well as Arabians . 
In time, intermediaries of this lucrative oriental trade were replaced one after 
another. Earlier the Sabeans of Southern Arabia were in high hand on Red Sea and 
it's commerce. They lost their power and prestige around 320 BC, when they were 
subjugated by North Arabian tribes^'. The Minaens were also deprived from their 
privilege of Eastern Commerce. In South-west Arabia, by the establishment of 
Himyarites in 115 BC, they inherited the Eastern Commerce. The Nabateans from the 
Petra in North Western parts of Arabia brought the areas of Suez, and Euphratese in 
the east and up to the Red Sea, also downward in the south under their control. They 
also extended their trade to the Persian Gulf and with Sabeans and Hadarmauth^'. 
The Auxumites of Swahili coast based from Aulia port in the Red Sea 
practiced their trade with Gujrat. Probably their presence in Red Sea denied the 
chance of Indians beyond South East Arabia and eastern coasts of Africa '^'. The 
thriving Roman trade with Malabar is attested by the presence of Roman coins in 
South India^\ Pliny (69-79 AD) assessed the Roman trade with India at 125,000,000 
dinar and Arabian and Chinese trade at 12,500,00 dinarP. It demonstrates the 
heyday of Roman trade with India. It was at this time that Roman statesmen began to 
' ' S. Maqbool Ahamed, op cit, p 79 
'^ Ib,d 
^^  Warmington, op cit p.l 1 
-^Ibid, p^.\2-U. 
'^ K.M. Panikkar, op cit, p.3. 
" Warmington, op cit, p 274. 
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exchange precious metals for luxurious items like muslin and spices. Myus Hormuz 
and Bernice were the leading Egyptian trade ports^ .^ 
The ships from Alexandria to Malabar were taken through the Nile to Coptus. 
From there the merchandise were transported overland to Myus Hormuz or Berniece. 
From Berniece using large ships the goods were taken to Ocelis (Cane 30 days sail 
from Berneice). And then they cut across the sea to Muziris (Cranganore)^^. As 
proposed by Pliny the voyage from Ocelis to Muziris consumed 40 days . The ships 
bound to Baryagaza were anchored at the cape of Syagrus before crossing the ocean. 
They exchanged wine, bronze, tin, gold and manufactured articles against silk, cotton, 
fine cloths from North India; and jewels, precious stones, pepper and other spices 
from South India^ .^ The Greeks enjoyed a leading position in eastern parts of Roman 
Empire, and they were not quite familiar with a number of Markets in South Arabia, 
East Africa, Ceylon, Bay of Bengal, Malay Peninsula, Southern India and the mouth 
ofGanges^°. 
On the death of Marcus Aurilius in 180 AD, the Roman shipping in the Indian 
Ocean began to decline^'. Like wise under the weak Ptolemic rulers, the Egyptian 
trade with India faced a setback . The Roman economic instability weakened the 
'^ Maqbool Ahmad, op cit, p 79 
Hourani inaccurately identified Muziris with Mysore, opcil p29 It also known as 'Muyinkkodu' 
in Kerala 
"* G F Hourani, op cil p 29 
'°Ibid.p 35 
'^ Warmington, op at, p 64 Yazdani, (ed.,) Early History of Decern, London, 1960, p.788. 
" S Maqbool Ahamad, op at, p 79 
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Western trade of India. The complete absence of Roman coins in India after 
Caracalla (212-217 AD) corroborates the end of the Roman Indian commerce . 
Petra and Muza were the two market towns in the Arabian Peninsula. Ports 
like Cana and Mocha on the Red Sea were the centers of import and export. Apologus 
(Ubullah) on the Euphrates and Charax Spasini (Muhammara) on the shat-al- 'Arab 
were the important ports in the Persian Gulf"*. These ports exported clothes, wine, 
pearls, dates, gold and slaves to Baryagaza and to other important ports like 
Barbaricum (Karachi), Muziris (Cranganore) and Neicynda (Kottayam) on South 
West coast; to Camara (Kaveripattam), Poduca (Pondicheri) and Sopatma 
(Markanam) on the South East and to Ganges on the delta of Ganges^ .^ The Arabian 
ports imported large quantities of pepper, malabathrum and other aromatics, pearls 
and silk from Muziris and Nelcynda^ ;^ copper, sandalwood, teakwood, blackwood 
and ebony from Baryagaza. Probably these were obtained at Baryagaza from Malabar 
and South Eastern ports of India for reshipment to Arabian ports''^. 
The period between 3 to 7 centuries of Christian era witnessed important 
political changes in the Arab world. It is significant that by the 3'^ '' century AD the 
monopoly of Greo-Roman trade came to an end. By the 7'^  century AD Islam became 
a mighty political force in Arab world^^ In Iran around 225 AD, the Sasanian rule 
was established under Ardashir Papakan, who built his imperial capital Ctesiphon or 
Madain on the loft bank of Tigris^ .^ The Iranians (Mazdeans) surpassed the Arabs in 
" M. Rostovitzoff. Social and Economic History of Roman Empire, Oxford, 1926, pp. 146-149; 
Hourani, opcit, p.36. 
" Hadi Hasan, op cit, pp.49-50; G.F. Hourani, Op. Cit., pp.32-4. 
'^ S. Maqbool Ahamad, op cit, p.80. 
'* Haripada Chakraborti, op cit, pp. 10-11. 
" Ibid 
^^ S. Maqbool Ahamad, op cit, p.80. 
^' Hadi Hasan, op cit, p.63. 
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prosperity and splendor and their capital Ctesiphon enjoyed the status of premier 
entrepot of eastern trade till the emergence of Islam''^ . 
As commented, "The days indeed, had come when the Arabian element was to 
be sought in the Persian trade, and not the Persian element in the Arabian", says Hadi 
Hasan'*'. Even if the Arabs were driven out from the Persian Gulf, their dominance 
in Indian Ocean has been attested by Fa-hian. During his visit to Ceylon 413/414 AD, 
he noticed that "the houses of Sa-poh (Sabaean) merchants are very beautifully 
adorned"''^  and scholars maintained difference of opinion on the Persian conquest of 
Ceylon'* .^ Wherewith, it can be safely assumed that the Arabs and Persians were 
active as intermediaries in Indo-European trade. Ceylon became the entrepot for 
maritime commerce between China and the Persians'*'*. 
Hourani mentions the probability of Persian ship sailing from Ubullah to 
China, in pre-lslamic period; and the possibility of the presence of Chinese ships in 
Persian Gulf*^ . He supplemented that, the Arabs in 6* century played no important 
role on the high seas. The reason as suggested is, it was due to the general economic 
decline of South Arabia in the 6^^ century on one side, and the political subjugation of 
Hymayar by non-Arab powers which lasted till the advent of Islam on the other'* .^ 
'°lb,d 
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Beal, Budhist Records of Western World, Introduction, p.IXXIV, Vol. I, London quoted by Hadi 
Hasan, op at, p.65, Frederich Hirthi and W.W. Rocic Hill, Chau-Ju Kua, His Work on The Chinese 
and Arab Trade in the if' and 13''' Centuries, Entitled 'Chu-fan-chi', St. Petersburg, 1911, 
Introduction, p.3. 
For a detailed discussion see Hadi Hasan, op cit, pp.65-68 




Himayarite ruler of Yaman, Dhu Nuwas after his conversion to Judaism began 
to maltreat the Christians of Najran. This act of Dhu Nuwas invited the hostility of 
the Abyssinian ruler'*''. Consequently, the Himayarites were conquered by Ela 
Atzbeha, a Christian king of Auxum (Abyssinia) in 524/25 AD''^ Their domination 
on Hymayar had ceased when the Sassanian ruler Khusraw Nurshirwan had sent his 
general Wahriz with 800 released prisoners after the request made from Himayarites. 
Wahiriz attacked the Abysinian King Masruk, who was the son of Abraha, the 
first Abyssinian Governor of Yemen, and defeated him between C.570-579 AD. 
Infact, at first the Himayarite ruled as a vassal of the Persians. Later due to their 
inability to protect Abyssinians (Auxumites), the Sasanian Governors ruled it until the 
Muslim conquest in 628 AD"*^ . The double impact of the untimely absence of 
Himayarites is reflected in the Sasanian high-handedness on the Arabian Sea. Also it 
resulted in a set back of the Indo-Arab trade. Above all, it transferred the longstanding 
littoral traffic between India and Egypt in to the hands of Persia^". 
Naturally, Indian harbors of Konkan, Malabar and Coromondal coasts were 
frequented by the Persian navigators and ships and some even settled on these coasts. 
Prior to these Persian settlements, Indian coasts were largely settled by Arab colonies. 
With the advent of Islam the settlements, especially on the Indian coasts of Malabar 
and Ceylon became larger and enormous^'. Philological evidence from Malabar 
Hadi Hasan, op cit, pp.71-77, S. Maqbool Ahmad op cil, p.81 
Precopius, Book I, Chapter 20, Section 1-2, cf Hourani, p.43. 
"•^  Tabari, Part I, Vol.11, pp. 898, 948, 957 etc.; Precopius 'Persian war'. Book I, Chapter. 20, Sections, 
3-8, cf., Hadi Hasan, op cit, p.74; G.F. Hourani, op at, p.44. 
°^ Hadi Hasan, op cit, p,76. 
' S. Sulaiman Nadwi, Muslim Colonies m India before the Muslim Conquest, IC, July 1934, 
pp. 144-46. 
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suggests the intimate trade relations of Persians with South India. Among the 
Mappila Muslims of Malabar, words like Bank^ Mullah Shiri^i^ Sabeena'', Nishan 
52 Kallu^ etc. substantially prove the Persian influence 
We also have the evidence of Arabian settlement at Canton by 300 AD^ .^ 
What it undoubtedly proves is that, in the West Asian Maritime activity the Arab had 
a significant role, though the Persians had held an upperhand for almost a period of 
100 years till the rise of Islam. 
As Tabari reported Khusraue Parwiz, Iranian ruler received an ambassador 
from Indian King Pulikeshin II in the year of 625-626 AD^ "*. Though the literatures 
are insufficient to prove a return embassy from Kusraw Purvez, the fresco painting in 
the cave I at Ajanta is identified as the representation of the aforesaid return embassy. 
This painting corroborates the continuity of Persian maritime intercourse with south 
India in the second half of the 7"^  century AD^ .^ 
With the pioneering author of Persian navigation, we can make a conclusion 
that "it would be grave error to estimate Sasanian navigation without acknowledging 
the share of the Arab merchants who had made the Indian Ocean safe and familiar by 
climbing up on the climbing waves annually for a thousand years"^^. 
In the 6"' century AD spices and other aromatlcs trade was controlled by 
Abyssinians and probably shared by Southern Arabians, despite the silk trade was 
" Kunhali.V., Sufism in Kerala, opcil, p.39, a - Call for Prayers, b - the man who teaches Quran, 
c-sweet dishes, d - pious songs sung in nights, e-the stones placed at the head or front of a grave. 
" Chau-Ju Kua, op cit, pp.2,4, (introduction). 
^^  Tabari, Annals, I, p 1052, (ed.,) De Goeja cf. Had! Hasan, op cil, p.88. 
"Hadi Hasan, opcil, p.89. 
^ ' /W,p.85 
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managed by Persians and other Gulf Arabs. During this period Indian and Chinese 
commodities were passed through Iran while we notice the absence of Chinese silk in 
Alexandria". Even if the Romans tried to get silks through the Abyssinians in 531 
CO 
AD, they failed in it due to the superiority of Persian Merchants in Indian markets . 
Tibbets is of the view that Arab or Arabiased Persian element was prominent 
in Egypt in the markets of the Red Sea and South Arabia. Regular sailing of Arab 
ships to and from India was thus established by the evidences of Greek and Latin 
authority^ ,^ 
Arab Trade During 7"" and lO"" Century 
Arab trade during the period between 7^ ^ and 10* century may be termed as 
'Golden Age'^°. The authentic Islamic sources provide plenty of evidences for the 
navigational capacity of the Arabs and it implies the benevolence of God towards 
mankind. 
Surly in the creation of the heavens and the Earth; in the alteration of 
the night and the day; in the sailing of ships through the Ocean for the 
profit of mankind... (Here) Indeed are signs for a people that are wise. 
Quran: 2:164 
It is He Who has made the sea subject (to you), that ye may eat thereof 
flesh, that is fresh and tender, and that you may extract therefrom 
ornaments to wear; and thou seest the ships therein that plough the 
57 Christian Topograpiiy, cf Siml<in opcit, p.65. 
*^ G.F. Hourani, op at, p.42. 
'^ Tibbets, Pre Islamic Arabia and South East Asia, JMBRAS, 1956, Vol. 29, pp. 194-200, cited by Rita 
60 
Rose De Meglio in DS. Richards (ed.,) Islam and the Trade of Asia, Oxford, 1970, p. 107. 
Maqbool Ahainad, opcil, p.81; Patricia Risso, Merchants and Faith, Muslim Commerce and culture 
in the Indian Ocean, Oxford, 1995, Introduction, p.5. 
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waves, that ye may seek (thus) of the boundy of Allah and that ye may 
be grateful. 
Quran: 16:14 
The sayings of Prophet (Hadith) also ascribe to a truthful merchant 
The Truthful, honest merchant is (on a level with or in the company of) 
Prophets and the Truthful ones and the Martyrs^'. 
In the age of Prophet we have evidences of navigation against the notion that 
they failed to pay attention towards maritime activities'^. Due to the severe 
persecution by Qureish on Prophet and his followers, a group of eleven men and four 
women left Mecca and shifted to Abyssinia. They were followed by the Qureish but 
failed to get back them from Abyssinia . 
During the migration of Prophet to Madina, there he was joined by some 
Muslims from Abyssinia. In 6'*^  AH Prophet sent Amr, son of Omayya Damri with a 
letter of congratulation to the ruler of Abyssinia. The return embassy of sixty people 
unfortunately failed to reach the Prophet after their ship sank on its way'"*. 
Another instance shows that, a ship boarded by fifty two new converts of 
Ash'ar tribe sailed from Yemen to Medina. However, they were mislead by strong 
wind and reached at Abyssinia, where they were received by Muslims who had earlier 
migrated from Mecca. Eventually, they jointly came to Medina when the battle of 
Kheibar was being fought in 7 AH. This group of people are known as 'the people of 
the ship'". 
'^ Ibn Majah: Kitab-al-Taajir, Hadeth No. 2130. 
" Hadi Hasan, op at, pp.95-96 
" Tarikh-I-Tabari,Vol. Ill, p.ll82 cited by S. Sulaiman Nadwi, Op Cit, p.444; Michael Person, 
op cit, p.62. 
^ S. Sulaiman Nadwi, op cit, p.445. 
Sahih-Muslim, "Fazal il Ash'areyin" cited by Sulaiman Nadwi, op cit, p.445. 
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Under the Prophet's rule Islam was confined to the land of Arabia, even 
though during the two years rule of Abu Bakr, Iraq and Syria came under it's sway. 
Further expansion towards Persia and Persian Gulf on the one side, and Palestine, 
Egypt and Alexandria on the other, was made during the period of Caliph Umar^ .^ 
The Arabs of Hijaz were the chief merchants of the incense route, which 
passed from the Syria in the north to the Yemen in the southern Arabia . Mecca was 
their centre of commercial activities and as the Qureish were the custodians of 
Ka 'aba also held an upper hand in its trade. The annual trade conducted in Mecca 
CO 
and the neighbouring towns facilitated to flourish their trade . 
They brought Indian and other eastern merchandise like spices, slaves and 
ivory at Aden in Yemen and supplied to Mecca and other towns. Also they carried 
some share to the Mediterranean and these commodities fetched 100 percent profit. 
Meanwhile they engaged in maritime trade and performed the intermediary role 
between Egyptians and the Abyssinians from their port at Jeddah^ .^ 
The notion that Caliph Umar had prohibited sea-ventures is unlikely to be 
correct. At the same time we have enough circumstantial evidences to refute the 
argument. As he had constructed of a canal from River Nile to the Red Sea with sixty-
nine miles in length. It was constructed mainly to import corn from Egypt at the time 
of famine, which ravaged Arabia in 18 AH. Caliph Umar brought 69000 ardabs 
corns boarded in 20 ships through this canal to the port of Jar near Medina. This route 
66 Ibid 
Freys Stark, Notes on Southern Incense Route of Arabia, IC, Vol. 10, April 1986, p. 194. 
*^ Maqbool Ahamad, opcit, p.81. 
''lb,d 
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was the principal way of maritime trade between Arabia and Egypt and it benefited 
till the time of Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz 100 AH™. 
Jar was an important port of this period, located on the Arabian coast of the 
Red Sea. The conquest of Egypt and Syria added its importance. Cargoes from 
Abyssinia, Egypt, Aden, India and China called here and it highly flourished^'. 
Ubalah was another important port in Persian Gulf, located near Basara. Arab had 
occupied it in 14 AH. Earlier under the Persians it was a port of commercial 
importance, now it became famous as a military cantonment till the onslaught of 
Abyssinians in 256 AH^ .^ 
Basara was another important port built at the head of the Persian Gulf in the 
rule of Umar in 14AH/635 AD^^ 
The real age of Arab navigation began with the rule of the third Caliph 
Usman. Abdulla Ibn Qais Harithi was the first Arab Admiral. From 28 AH onwards 
he conducted 50 naval raids against the Romans. And the Mediterranean was almost 
under the control of the Arabs'"*. During this period naval raids were made on Thana 
in 636 AD by the vicegerent of Bahrain, Hakam, brother of Usman. Debal and Broach 
were also attacked in the same period^^ 
S Sulaiman Nadwi, Arab Navigation in IC, Vol 15, Jan 1941, pp 445-6, Due to the negligence 
under the successors of Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz, it had lost its importance and finally Caliph Mansur 
closed it after political consideration, though it was renovated and utilised in later periods 
' Mujma-ul-Buldan, cited by S Sulaiman Nadwi, op cit, p 446 
" Tankh-e-Basarah, Azzami PH (Baghdad Edition) cf, Sulaiman Nadwi, Arab Navigation, open, 
p 446-47, This port completely destroyed in the battle of Zangyan 
" Aminesh Roy, Maritime India Ports and Shipping, Delhi, 1993, p 20 
'" Taban, Events of 28 AH, cf, S Sulaiman Nadwi, op at, p 447 
''^ Fuluh-ul-Buldan, p 43] cf, Sulaiman Nadwi, pp 447-48 
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The important article of import from India along with other mercantile to the 
Arabian port EJasara was sword called Al Muhammad (Mentioned in Pre-Islamic 
Poems). They also imported iron from India to Yemen and manufactured swords and 
other weapons. Indian swords were held in high esteem for its shining and 
sharpness''^. The high appreciation of Indian goods in Arabia can be summarised from 
the words of a sailor, 
''Bah 'rah a durr wa Jabalhayaqut 
Wa shajarha 'itr" 
('Its rivers are pearls and its mountains rubies, its trees perfumes') which he 
77 
made in reply to a question aroused by Caliph Umar on India . Another important 
port in Persian Gulf was Syraf I Its grandeur in the 4'*" century AH is given by 
Bashari Maqdisi: 
1 have not seen more handsome buildings anywhere in the Islamic 
world. They are made of bricks and of wood of sal tree and they are 
very high. In many cases one building has cost a hundred thousand 
dhirhams^ .^ 
In the Persian Gulf, an Island Qeys, (Keysh) 140 Kms away from Syraf, was 
under Oman diminished in its importance. Indian commerce brought it ahead in 
'^S.MaqbooI Ahamad, Commercial Relations of India with Arabia. IC, Vol.38, 1946, p. 146. 
" Quoted by S. Sulaiman Nadwi, Commercial Relations of India with Arabia, IC, Vol.7, 1933, p.284. 
*^ Situated in Banatar Tahin IT^SS' N Latitude, It was destroyed by an earthquake in 977 AD 
S Maqbool Ahamad, Commercial Relations of India with Arabia, op cit, p. 146. 
Ahsanul-Taqasim (Leiden), p 462 quoted by S Sulaiman Nadwi, Commercial Relations of India with 
Arabia, op cit, p 285 
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maritime commerce. All western bound ships anchored here. It dominated till the end 
of 13* century. 
Yaqut observes, 
The Arab ruler of this little Island is held in great esteem by the Indian 
Rajas, and he has in his possession plenty of ships and boats . 
Qazwini (686 AD) observed, 
Qeys is the emporium of Indian commerce and is the harbour for 
Q 1 
Indian ships. Every nice thing found in India brought here . 
Under the Umayyads (660-749) the borders of Arab Empire extended from 
Spain to Sind. Sind was annexed by Muhammed Ibn Qasim in 711/12, which further 
encouraged over land trade with India^ .^ Also the spread of Islam boosted the 
urbanisation in strategic areas of the empire . 
The Urbanisation and the probable profits which can be attained by supplying 
eastern luxuries and essentials to the increasing population motivated the Arabs to 
voyage from Persian Gulf to Canton, touching Kawlam Mali in Malabar . 
The formation of Abbasid dynasty in 750 AD added a new fillip to the Arab 
trade with India. Also the foundation of Baghdad by Caliph Abu Ja'far al Mansoor 
and the subsequent shift of capital from Syrian Damascus to Baghdad in 762 AD had 
Yaqut, Majma'ul Buldan, Vol.5, p 193 quoted by S. Sulaiman Nadwi, Commercial Relations of India 
with Arabia, op cit, p 286. 
Qazwini, A 'tharu 7 Bilad (European Edition], quoted by S. Sulaiman Nadwi, opcit, p. 161. 
Maqbool Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations, op at, p.82. 
" Patricia Risso, op cit, p.l4. 
*'' G.F Hourani, op cit, pp. 61-62; Hadi Hasan, opcit, pp. 102-103 
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far reaching effect on Indo Arab trade^ .^ Now for the first time, the capital of Islamic 
Empire benefited from direct access to the Arabian Sea through the waters of Tigris 
and Euphrates which flowed to the Persian Gulf^ .^ Though the old ports like Ubula, 
Daryan and Sohar continued, Basara attained predominance and valued as Liverpool 
of the Arabs, and it became the entrepot of East and West^ .^ Though in the eight 
century the long distance trade with china was dominated by Persians, soon after the 
Arabs over powered them. This long and risky trade resulted in mutual economic 
stability and prosperity to the Abbasid Arabia, and Tang China (618-907) . 
The Arabs brought spices and other Luxuries from India, China, Egypt and 
Africa and other countries to Basara and supplied them to the Arabian towns. The 
purchasing capacity of the ruling middle class was very high. This mobilisation of 
wide consuming class enormously contributed to the thriving Middle Eastern trade. At 
the same time they were busy in their trade with western countries. They carried their 
cargoes by caravan to Levant and reshipped to the Europe* .^ However, their income 
from trade with India and China was much higher than of Mediterranean trade^ .^ 
Merchant Sulaiman (3AH/849 AD) provided the eastern commercial route of 
Arabs. 
All the wares and commodities came from Basara and Oman to Seyraf 
and here they are loaded on ships. The traders take drinking water with 
G.E. Hourani, op cit, p.71, Patricia Risso, op cil. p. 15 
** Maqbool Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations, op cit, p.82. 
Ibid, pp.82-83, Ashtor Elliahu, Social and Economic History of the Near East m the Middle Ages, 
London, 1976, p.l08. 
Michael Pearson, The Indian Ocean, op cit, pp 88-89. 
S. Maqbool Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations, op cit, p.83. 
S. Sulaiman Nadwi, Commercial Relations of India with Arabia, op cit, p. 287. 
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them and then they sail off. Then they anchor down at Maskat^' and 
here again they take drinking water with them. The ships leave Maskat 
for India and reach Kolam Mali m a month from whence the ships 
bound for China sail off to China^^ 
In this period the important ports of Arab trade in India were Bombay, Broach, 
Thana, Sindapur, Quilon on the West Coast, Ballin Kanja (Kancheepuram), 
Samandar, (Probably Sounargam) on the east coast^^ As already noticed the role of 
south India, especially Malabar coastal emporiums were the main centres of Arab 
trade^". The rulers of the land warmly welcomed the Arab traders and Arab 
settlements emerged in these coastal areas^^ Thus accounts of Arab geographers and 
travellers contain profuse flattering on the South Indian rulers. This further attests the 
cordiality in relation between the Arab merchants and Indian rulers. 
The Arab settlement in the coastal regions of Southern India resulted in the 
emergence of new social groups like Nawayats, on the Konkan and Labbais in Tamil 
areas. The more powerful group among them was Mappilas on the Malabar Coast, of 
whom discussion have already been made. With the foundation of Baghdad (754), 
the Abbasid Caliph Al Mansur, established Baith-ul-Hikmah. It acted as a bureau of 
translation and a centre of higher learning and had an observatory attached to it. Here 
all the ancient lore of knowledge from Greek, Latin, Persian, Coptic and Sanskrit 
works were translated into Arabic. In about hundred years the Arabs studied and 
Masudi also mentioned the importance of Masqat, 'here ships bounded to Malabar restored their 
provisions, water and Mutton cited by Rita Rose De Meglio Arab trade with Indonesia and Malay 
Peninsula from the 8'''- 16"' century in D S Richards (ed J Islam and Trade in Asia, Oxford, 1970. 
pl06 
Quoted by S Sulaiman Nadwi, Commercial Relations of India with Arabia, op cit, p 287 
'^  S Maqbool Ahmad, Indo-Arab Relations, op cit, p 83 
** Michael Pearson, op cit, p 88 
S M H Nainar, Arab Geographers Knowledge of south India, op cit, pp 162-164 
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assimilated these treasures of knowledge. Then originated the real Arab sciences. As 
all the seats of ancient civilisation and knowledge except China from Europe to India, 
were under their banner they were the heirs of culture, civilisation and knowledge. 
Being the subjects of the most powerful king on earth (Abbasid Caliph) the 
Arabs moved elegantly and proudly commanding great wealth. The Arab dress and 
fashions were even emulated in Spain by the younger generation, soon after the 
conquest, just as the European dress and ways of life were followed by in colonies as 
marks of superior culture. In short the Arabs moved in the world in medieval times as 
Europeans moved in their colonies in 18* and 19"^  centuries. Thus the cosmopolitan 
character of Islam attracted large number of people in different parts of the world. 
Moreover, the Arabs were joined by a large number of local converts in the various 
realms of trade^ .^ 
With their navigational techniques and nautical expertise, the Arabs were 
established in Korea and Canton by the second half of the 9"^  century^ .^ A revolt and 
anarchic situation in 878 AD put on check to the Perso-Arab commercial activities in 
China. Since then they sailed up to Kalabbar (Kedah) where Perso-Arab traders 
exchanged their goods'^ 
The early lO'^  century witnessed the emergence of Fatimids in North Africa. 
Building a strong navy they conquered Egypt in 969 AD. They established a new 
capital Qahira (Cairo) near old Fustat^ .^ The establishment of Cairo partly diverted the 
Persian Gulf trade to the Red Sea route. Now the Egyptiair%ndz^hfefsp^rbours of 
"" Michael Pearson, op cit, p.95. 
''Ibid 
''ibid 
'^ Patricia Risso, op cit, p.22. 
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Arabian Peninsula attained importance'°°. The stiff competition in Mediterranean 
pushed the Fatimids to dive into the South-Eastern waters of Indian Ocean and they 
benefited from the existing Ismailite settlement in Gujarat and Sind'°'. 
Ships from the Levant, Byzantine Empire and southern Italy sailed to Cairo. It 
acted as an emporium for mercantile from Mecca, Medina, Sana, Aden, Oman, Shihr, 
India, Ceylon, China and many other countries till the fall of Fatimids in 1171 AD'°^. 
Excavation at Fustat shows the larger presence of Chinese ceramics for the period 
between 1000-1300 AD. Evidently, it attests to the shift of eastward trade from 
Persian Gulf to the Red Sea'°^ 
In 9* and 10* centuries Jews played an important role in eastern trade. Ibn 
Kurdadbih (825-911) mentions that the Jews called Radhnites brought merchandise 
from Western Europe to near east and from China and India to Mediterranean. They 
engaged in luxury trade but not of considerable volume, since they belonged neither to 
the Christian nor to the Muslim world'""*. 
The great Fatimid Sultan Salahuddin and his nephew Taqi-ul-din Umar 
expelled the Jews merchants from the emporiums of the Red Sea. Thus the Arabs 
retained the upper hand on the lucrative Arabian Sea trade. Now a new merchant 
guild called Karimi was in operation. Sultan Taqi-ul-din Umar opened a transaction 
house known as Funduk-al-Karim at Fustat to facilitate the commerce of Karimi 
"'° Bernard Lewis, Arabs in History, London, 1954,p.27. 
101 
'"'Ibid. 
Patricia Risso. op.cit., p.22. 
'"' Geroge. T. Scalon, Egypt and China: Trade and Imitation, in D.S. Richards (ed,,) Islam and Trade 
in Asia, op.cit., p. 85. 
104 Ibn Khurdadhbih, cited by Ashtor Elliahu, 0/7.C/V., p. 112 
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merchants'"^. From the study of Geniza records, SD Goitein observed that during 11"^  
and 12"^  centuries Karimi merchants were active between Mediterranean and the 
Indian Ocean'°^. They engaged in mercantile activities in Malabar Coast between 
1132-49 AD ' ° ' . Another Muslim merchant, Abdul Qasim Ramishti was very wealthy 
and his ships sailed as far as China. It is not an exaggeration to state that, the silver 
plates used by his family weighed about one tonne . 
In this period, Aleppo with its chief port Scandarone acted as the main 
entrepot of East and the West. Different nationalities like Persians, Indians, 
Armenians and Egyptians brought various mercantile to the emporium and exchanged 
each other "'^ . 
Geniza records further throw light up on the long voyages of Tunisian, 
Moroccan Spanish and Sicilian Muslim merchants to India"°. On the other hand in 
the Middle Eastern trade of 11* and 12 centuries merchants from western coast of 
India were actively engaged'". 
In February 1258, the Mongols under Halagu stormed Baghdad. Abbasid 
Caliph al Mustaqim was assassinated and the Caliphate was abolished Collapse of 
Baghdad fatally affected the Persian Gulf trade. It had lost its importance. Red Sea 
^ Subhi Y Labib Kanmi, Encyclopaedia of Jslam (New Edition), Vol. IVyp 641. 
""' S D Goitein, cited from his article From Mediterranean to India, Document on the Trade to India 
South Arabia and East Africa from 11"' at 12"' Century in SPECVLAM, Cambridge, April 1954, 
107 
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JESHO(l), 1958, p.l76. 
S.D. Goitein, From Aden to India, Specimens of the Correspondence of Indian Traders of the 
Twellh Century in Ranabir Chakraborti (ed.,) Trade in Early India, OUP, 2001, pp.4I7-34. 
Amitav Ghosh, In an Antique Land, History in the Travellers Tale, New York, 1993, pp.257-58 
cited by Michael Pearson, op cit, p.96. 
""JESHO, 1958(1) p. 183. 
"° S D Go'il&m, Study in Islamic History and Institutions, Leiden, 1966, p.50. 
'"JESHO, 1958 (i)p 183. 
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and Cairo attained dominance under the Mamluks of Egypt. Aden revived its eastern 
trade with newly emerged Malabar enterpot, Calicut"^. 
After the Fatimids, the Mamluk Sultans like Baybar (1260-77), Qalawun 
(1279-90) and Nasir Muhammed favoured and facilitated the Egyptian and 
subsequently the Yemeni trade and commercial activities"^. 
At the same, active presence of Merchants from Yemen, India, Indo-China and 
China in Egypt had been clearly attested by the decision taken by Qalawun in 1288 
AD. Who directed to issue passports to Egyptian merchants who travelled to India 
and Far East, and they were ordered to distribute it to any merchants of the aforesaid 
countries if they were interested to visit Egypt"'^ . 
Earlier the traders from Persian Gulf region directly sailed to Quilon, which 
was the entrepot of westward and eastward trade. Calicut attained more importance 
due to the domination of Cairo merchants and Persian Gulf trade with India"^ 
Egyptian Karimi merchants expelled Chinese merchants from Calicut port. The recent 
excavations show that Quilon (Quilandy, 20 miles north of Calicut, where Vasco-da-
Gama landed.) was a Chinese centre and the last port on the western coast visited by 
Chinese ships during the period of Ibn Battuta"^. 
"^ Ashin Das Gupta, Malabar in Asian Trade 1740-1800, Delhi, 1967, p.5; Bernard Lewis, op.cit., 
p.154. 
' " Rita, Rose De Meglio, op.cit., p. 107. 
"" A. Darrag, L'Egypt Sour Le ragne de Barsbay (Dhamascus, 1961), pp.198-99, cited by Rita Rose 
De Meglio, op.cit., p. 108. 
"^ Ashin Das Gupta, op.cit.,^.5. 
' " Recent excavations conducted by M.R. Ragavavariar and Subharayalu; Also see Henry Yule (ed.,) 
Book of Ser Macro Polo, 11, p.391, fn.5. 
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Describing the trade scenario in Indian Ocean prior to the appearance of 
Portuguese, Michael Pearson observed, 
The trade of Indian Ocean till 15"^  century was dominated by Muslims; 
The Ocean was a 'Muslim Lake', it has much truth in this. It was not a 
matter of wonder that Islam had spread from the heartland of Red Sea 
(Mecca) all around the Indian Ocean over water"^. 
"The Indian Ocean, op.cit., p.95. 
CHAPTER Ml 
AKKIVAL OF Tm POUTUQUES^ 
AhJV ITS IMPACT ON THE 
SOCTETY 
ARRIVAL OF THE PORTUGUESE AND 
ITS IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY 
The Kingdom of Calicut, its benevolent ruler, honest people and the biggest 
mart, so vividly described by Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta, Ma Huan Abdurazzaq and 
Pyrard de Lavel were soon to become the arena of long drawn out blood bath with the 
landing of Vasco-da-Gama on 20* May 1498*. The 'discovery' of the Cape of Good 
Hope was an evil day for the Mappilas In the keen struggle for supremacy 
on the Eastern Seas Mappilas came out vanquished and never have they 
regained wealth and their glory .^ 
Studies of Stephen Frederick Dale have brought to light the brunt of Western 
onslaughts, especially of the Portuguese, "this oldest community of South Asian 
subcontinent was destined to bear"^.Scholar adds further, that "the arrival of 
Portuguese was destructive to the Malayali society as the destruction of the Mughal 
Empire was traumatic to North Indian Muslims'*". 
The Portuguese entry into the Indian waters was not motivated by the idea of 
trade profit alone. They infact carried the vengeance of the cross on the crescent^ A 
detailed analysis of the formative factors of Portuguese policy divulges the magnitude 
of the problem. 
Portuguese authors keep diverse opinion; Oliveira Martin, Historia de Portugal - W^ May 1498; 
Pinheiro Chiagas, Historia de Portugal, 1?"' May 1498, Marse Stepiians, Portugal and M.J. Gabriel 
de Saldanna, Historia de Goa 1925, gives as 20"' May 1498, See, Ethiei M. Pope, India in Portuguese 
Literature, AES, New Delhi, 1989, p.269. 
^ Hamid AH, 'The Moplahs' in T.K. Gopalapanikkar (ed.,) Malabar and Its Folk, Madras, 1929, p. 269. 
S.F. Dale, The Mappilas of Malabar, op.cit., pp.1-9. 
* Ibid. p.5. 
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Four main motives inspired the Portuguese people in chronological order, but 
in varying significance^. 
1 - The Crusading zeal against the Muslims 
2- The Quest for Prester John. 
3- The desire for Guinea Gold 
4- The search for oriental spices. 
During the 15"^  Century, Portugal was a united Kingdom virtually free from 
civil strife, where as countries of Western Europe were either disturbed by foreign or 
civil wars - the Hundred years war, the war of Roses etc.... or else they were 
preoccupied by the menace of the Turkish advance in the Balkans and in the Levant. 
Spaniards experienced a period of ruinous anarchy before the reign of Ferdinend, and 
Isabella and so they could not actively compete with the Portuguese. The capture of 
Ceuta, a flourishing Muslim empire of North Africa^ by the Portuguese in 1415 was 
motivated by their crusading zeal^ It provided information for access to the 
Trans-Saharan gold trade, and to evade Muslim intermediaries of Barbary. Thus they 
diverted the gold trade of camel caravan of Western Sudan to marine traffic. There 
was great demand for Gold in Portugal during fourteenth and fifteenth centuries because 
^ Ashin Das Gupta maintains that 'It would be a mistake to think of this fighting (between Portuguese 
and the Arab/Native Merchants) in religious terms' - Malabar in Asian Trade 1740-1800, Delhi, 
1967, p.8. 
^ C.R. Boxer, The Portuguese Seaborne Empire (1415-1825), London, 1969, p. 17, "the main impulses 
behind the 'Age of Discovery' evidently came from a mixture of religious, economic, strategic and 
political factors". 
' Ethel M. Pope, op.cit., p. 13 Introduction. 
' See also Sanjay Subrahmanyam, The Career and Legem of Vascoda Gama, CUP, 1997, p.33. 
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the other states had enjoyed the benefit of gold coins. This riddle which they had been 
facing since 1383 was solved only after they fetched gold from North Africa in 1457 .^ 
The mysterious legend of the Christian King Prester John in the Indies, who 
had 30,000 men on his table of Emerald with the grandeur of 12 Arch Bishops seated 
on the right and 20 on the left, had been very popular in Portugal, ft was believed in 
Portugal, as elsewhere in Christendom, that "this mysterious priest king when once 
definitely located would prove an invaluable ally against the Muslim power, whether 
Turks, Egyptians, Arabs and Moors"'". The Portuguese expected to locate him 
somewhere in African region and to benefit them to fight against the moors from 
behind. 
From 1452-1456, the Portuguese Crown got a series of Papal Bulls 
promulgated on request, which gave it the monopoly of conquest, conversion and 
commerce". 
1- DumDiversas. IS'''June 1452. 
2- Romanus Pontifex S"" Jan. 1455 
3- Inter Caetera 13"" March 1456. 
In the first Bull the Pope authorized the King of Portugal to attack, conquer 
and subdue the Saracens, pagans, and other unbelievers who were inimical to Christ; 
to capture their goods and their territories, to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery 
'C.R.Boxer, op.cit.,p.\Z. 
'"C.R. Boxer, op.c/7.,p.l9. 
" W.W. Hunter, Comments that 'for each of these three objects the Malabar Coast-Strip afforded free 
scope'. A History of India, op.cit., p.95. 
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and to transfer their lands and properties to the king of the Portugal and his 
successors. 
The second Bull Romanus Pontifex was even more specific and it is rightly 
termed the Charter of Portuguese imperialism. The Pope praises His apostolic zeal 
since 1419 as a true soldier of Christ and defender of the faith in eloquent terms 
especially for compelling the Saracens and other unbelievers to enter the fold of 
Church'^ 
It specifically credits him with intention of circumnavigating Africa and thus 
making contacts by sea with the inhabitants of the Indies "who it is said honor the 
name of Christ" and in alliance with them strengthening the struggle against the 
Saracens and other enemies of faith. The prince is authorized to subdue and to 
convert Pagans (even if untainted by Muslim influence) who may be encountered in 
the region lying between Morocco and Indies. The crown of Portugal is thus given 
the monopoly of navigation, trade and fishing in the extensive maritime dominions. 
Pope Nicolas decreed that, "Since this work is one which forwards the interest 
of God and Christendom, this monopoly does infact apply not only to Ceuta and all 
the present Portuguese conquests but likewise to any that may be made in future". 
The legitimacy of any measures taken by the crown of Portugal to safeguard this 
monopoly is explicitly recognized by the Pope. Portuguese were further given 
permission to trade with Saracens but prohibited from trade in arms with "the enemies 
of the Faith'^". 
'^C.R. Boxer, of.d/., p.21. 
'^C.R. Boxer, op.c;7., pp.21-22. 
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Prince Henry and his successors were authorized to build Churches, 
Monasteries and to send priests to administer the sacraments in those regions. 
Finally, "all other nations were strictly prohibited from infringing or interfering in any 
way with the Portuguese monopoly of discovery, conquest and commerce"'"*. The 
importance of the last clause was underlined by the solemn proclamation of this Bull 
in Lisbon Cathedral on 5* October 1455 in the original Latin and in Portuguese 
translation and before a congregation which included representatives of foreign 
communities in the Portuguese Capital - French, English Castilians, Galacians and 
Basquer - who had been specially summoned for the occasion'^. 
It seems that Prince Henry's household was in financial crisis. Barros informs 
us that during the siege of Ceuta, one of Henry's captains Diogogomes told Martin 
Behaim of Nurenberg that prince Henry gained information of gold producing land 
from Moorish prisoners, which helped him to maintain his household by trading with 
them'^ 
Development of slave trade helped to finance Portuguese Voyagers down the 
West Coast of Africa. The slaves were originally obtained by raiding the unarmed 
people of Tourages encampments and Negro villages. These raids on unarmed people 
were characterized as if they were knightly deeds by the court chronicler, Gomas 
Eanes de Zurara and was infact so regarded by the majority of his contemporaries. 
^' Ibid, p.22. 
*^ C.R.Boxer, op.cir, p.22. 
"^C.R. Boxer, Ci/?.c/7,p. 24. 
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Later the slaves were obtained by barter from chief of Senagambia and upper Guinea, 
who were criminals, prisoners of war or victims of witchcraft'^. 
Portuguese voyages down to the West African Coast after 1442 was 
undoubtedly influenced by their passion for Gold. Infact, they did not succeed in 
spotting the baffling source of West African and Sudanese gold, which was largely 
mined in the region of Bambuk, on the upper Senegal River, at Mali on upper Nigar 
and at Lohi on the upper reaches of Volta. This gold, mostly in the form of gold dust 
was originally taken by bearers through the kingdom of Mali and Ghana as far as 
Timbuktu. There it was traded to Arab and Moorish merchants who carried it by 
camel caravans across the Sahara to the Islamic states of North Africa, which were 
frequented by Jewish, Genoese and Venetian traders among others . 
With the establishment of Portuguese factories in the coastal regions of 
Senagambia in the second half of the fifteenth century, a large part of the Trans-
Saharan trade was diverted to the Portuguese ships. The construction of the port 
'Saint George of Mine' in 1488 by the orders of Dom Joao II benefited to the 
simultaneous tapping of Western Sudan gold trade and of the Gold Coast'". 
Infact for about a century (C.1450-1550) the Portuguese Caravans 
outnumbered Moorish Camel Caravans in the gold trade. This abundant supply of 
Guinea gold enabled Lisbon to strike their Cruzados which further helped them to 
" C.R. Boxer, op.cit., pp. 24-25. 
'* Ibid., p.28. 
"Boxer, op.cii., p.28. 
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import their necessities. It also put Portugal on the currency map of Europe. As 
estimated, between 1496-1521 an annual average of 1,70,000 dohras worth of gold 
was imported from St. George of Mine and some times it was more^ *^ . Something 
like 1,50,000 Negro slaves were also secured by the Portuguese between 1450-1500 AD. 
The wealth accumulated from the flourishing gold and slave trade empowered 
King Dom Joao to hunt for Prester John whose legend was deeply rooted his thoughts. 
Though their knowledge on the situation of this priest King's empire was ambiguous, 
the Portuguese were aware that it was somewhere beyond the River Nile; which was 
then regarded by learned Europeans as forming the boundary between Africa proper 
and 'Middle India'. They hoped first to get access to Prester John by way of the 
Senegal, the Gambia, the Niger and finally the Zaire (Congo) rivers, each of which 
they mistook as tributaries of the Nile. When they began to explore further South of 
West Coast of Africa, the possibility of circumnavigating this continent and the 
subsequent way to Prester John and India became more conceivable. It is also noticed 
that during the reign of Dom Joao II the quest for the Priest King was coupled with 
the quest for Asian as distinct from African spices^'. 
The last quarter of the 15 Century (1480s) witnessed well planned 
navigational explorations intended to locate Prester John and spices. The attempt of 
Bartholomew Diaz, though he rounded the Cape of Good Hope in 1488, didn't 
succeed in opening the route to India. The simultaneous efforts to find out overland 
^^ Ibid, p.29. 
-'C.R.Boxer, p.33. 
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routes were also in vain. An Arabic speaking Pedro Covilheo, left Lisbon in 1487 and 
reached the West Coast of India and visited Cannanore and Calicut in 1488^ .^ Thence 
he went to Persian Gulf and the Swahili coast of East Africa as far as South of Sofala. 
This audacious and explorative mission of 2 years enriched his knowledge of Indian 
Ocean trade in general and the spice trade in particular. 
On his way back to Lisbon, at the end of 1490, at Cairo Covilheo came across 
a message from Dom Joao to proceed to the Kingdom of Prester John which was 
supposed to have been located in the highlands of Abyssinia. He forwarded a detailed 
report and proceeded to 'Prester John'. Emperor Negus of Abyssinia honourably 
received him and there he was confined for 30 years till his death . 
It is uncertain whether Covilheo's report reached the King or not. If we 
assume that the report reached the King, perhaps it is one of the reasons why Vasco-
da-Gama was ordered to go to Calicut, the most important port of Spice trade. 
Probably the report could not reach the King, this can be surmised from the surprised 
Vasco-da-Gama and his men experienced at the sight of the high degree of 
civilization attained by the Swahili cities of Mosambique, Mombasa and Malindi. In 
fact, it was by the direction of King of Malindi that Vasco-da-Gama diverted his 
voyage towards Calicut instead of Cambay'^ '' as he had planned earlier. Further more, 
at Calicut Gama failed to distinguish between Hindu temple and Christian Church, 
which Covilheo might have surely reported^^ Finally Vasco-da-Gama gifted 
" K.M. Panikkar, Malabar and the Portuguese, Bombay, 1929, pp.27-28. 
" C.R. Boxer, op cil, pp.33-34. 
"'* K.M. Panikkar, op cil, p.31 
" K.M. Panikar, opcit, p34; K.V. Krishna lyyar, The Zamonns of Calicut, Calicut, 1938, 2"'' Edn., 
pp.125-127. 
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trumpery presents like, cloths, hats, brass utensils and beads^ ^ expecting to barter with 
pepper and other spices, Covilhoe would certainly have reported that Pepper could be 
purchased with gold and silver^ .^ 
Apparently, it shows that it was only after 1488 that the Portuguese King 
became seriously interested in tapping the Asian spice trade at its source. Till they 
had It from Venetians, who brought it from Egyptian and Syrian Muslim 
intermediaries. The possibility of diverting the spice route from overland to the 
Atlantic Ocean could have motivated the exploration of whole sea route^^ by Henry 
the navigator. 
In a jubilant letter to Ferdinand and Isabella written a couple of days after the 
return of the Da Gama's ship to the Tagus in July 1499, King Manuel announced his 
decision to wrest by force the control of the spice trade in the Indian Ocean from the 
Muslims, with the aid of newly discovered Indian 'Christians'. In his letter to Rome 
dated 28'*^  August 1499, King Manuel described himself as 'Lord of Guinea and of the 
conquest of navigation and commerce of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia and India^ .^ 
These developments in Portugal show that Vasco-da-Gama's landing at 
Calicut was the culmination of a long planned navigational policy aimed at the 
destruction of Saracens, Moors and any other community as may be encountered . 
*^ Seeing this Zamorin asked "Did you come to Discover Stones or Men'' If Men and your King is so 
great why did he not send a present"; R S Whiteway, The Rise of Portuguese Power in India 1497-
1550. London,1899, p80 
" C R Boxer, op cit, p 34 
^^ Ibid, pp 22-35 
'^ Castenheda, The History of the Discovery and Conquest of India (Kerr's Collection of Voyages), 
Edinburg, 1811, Vol II, p 396 
°^ The 'discovery' of the Cape of Good Hope was evil day for the Moplahs In the keen struggle for 
supremacy on the Eastern Seas the Moplas came out vanquished and never since they attained their 
wealth and their glory - Hamid Ah 'The Moplas' in T K Gopalapanikkar, op at, p 289 
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When a white skinned man of Gama's crew was passing through the streets of 
Calicut, a Spanish spealcing Tunisian, named Bontaybo asked him, "what the devil 
has brought you here?" The reply was "We have come to seek Christians and 
Spices". This again attests that their primary concern was Christians, which would 
again mean their bitter hatred of Muslims, reminiscent of the crusades^'. 
Vasco-da-Gama on his second meeting with the Zamorin insisted that all the 
Muslims be banished from the city, which the King refused to do"'^ . There upon 2"^* 
November 1498, his fleet commenced a furious bombardment of the city which was 
stopped only when it was pointed out to the Captain that the ships themselves were 
being damaged. The retaliation of the Zamorin's guns was ineffective and Barros 
commented that "their shots came like Bowls"^^ While Vasco-da-Gama remained off 
Calicut there appeared a flotilla of 24 Calicut boats all laden with rice. The whole 
boats were seized with its 800 crew. "He ordered his men to cut off their hands, ears 
and noses. This done, their feet were tied together, and in order to prevent them from 
untying the cords with their teeth, he ordered his men to strike them on their mouths 
with their staves and knock their teeth down their throats. They were then put on 
board, heaped one on top of the other, and covered with mats and dry leaves; the sails 
were then set for the shore and the vessel set on fire". The Brahmin envoy of 
Zamorin with all the hands and ears that had been cut off was sent on shore in a small 
vessel which was not fired, with a palm leaf letter to the king, telling him to have 
^'C.R. Boxer, o/7C/^ p.37. 
" K.M. Panikkar, op at ,p.5\. 
" Quoted in O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, Banglore, 1955, p.50. 
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curry made to eat of what his Brahmin brought him" '^'. This was 'tip of the ice berg' 
of the horrible Portuguese cruelty to Muslims. The succeeding Portuguese captains 
tried to rival one another in cruelty to the Muslims. 
Some of the authentic historians of Kerala seem to have ignored the 
Portuguese national policy as stated in the Pappal Bulls and King's letters to 
neighboring rulers and they try to lighten the weight of Portuguese brutality. 
K.M. Panikkar observes that, "the Portuguese King couldn't have selected a worse 
officer, if he wanted to establish peaceful relations with the Indian rulers and carry on 
trade. Cabral had neither tact nor foresight. He had an overweening pride which 
suspected an insult in every innocent movement and was short tempered"^^. But a 
careful student of History would be convinced that these personalities were mere 
embodiment of their national aspirations in vengeance against Muslims. If the aim of 
Portuguese entry into Indian waters as R.E. Miller has stated was "the drive for 
economic power, the control of the spice trade and the amassing of the wealth 
associated with the orienf'^ ^jhow the burning of Hajj pilgrims'^ ' even after extorting 
all their gold and valuables, and the massacre of 2000 Arabs at Pantalayani Kollam^^ 
who were leaving the country could be justified. 
The Zamorins of Calicut with their Muslim allies waged a desperate war 
against the Portuguese The atrocities committed by the Portuguese have been well 
•^' F C Danvers, The Poituguese in India, London, 1891, Vol. I, P.85, K M Panikkar also quote the 
author ot Three Voyages of Vasco-da-Gama, Vol. I, p.331. 
" K M. Panikkar, osp cit, p 40 
^^R.E Miller, o/jc;/ p61 
" Vasco-da-Gama plundered a ship carrying Ha|j pilgrims, which belonged to Shabantra Koya's 
(Calicut) brother, and set it on fire with the crew He saw the women bringing their gold and jewels 
and holding up their babies to beg for mercy, Jane K G Vasco-da-Gama and His Successors, 
London, 1910, p 66 
^^  F C Danvers, opcil,I,p\\6 
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described by Zayn-ud-din Ibn AlP^ (Senior). He witnessed the landing of the 
Portuguese in Malabar. He wrote on their atrocities: 
They committed different kinds of outrages in Malabar Different kinds 
of violence and numerous mischiefs 
Like taking people captives, plundering and burning their mosques. 
Desecrating their Holy Book and violating the chastity of their women. 
He comments' 
Demolishing their cities enslaving the believers. 
Adorning their women only for seducing them 
Preventing Muslims from the Holy Haj pilgrimage. Canceling the 
journey to the best of the lands. 
And killing the Hajjis and other believers with various types of tortures 
and different ways of mutilation. 
He narrates: 
Flogging and isolating those chanting the name of 'Muhammed' and 
abusing the Prophet without any scruples. 
Taking the captives and putting them in narrow rooms like sheds for 
senseless cattle. 
Ridiculing Islam and those Muslims who pass by them, and openly 
laughing at them 40 
'^ He wrote a treatise Tahn: Ahl al-Iman 'Ala Jihadi Abdadat al Sulban al Marghabat Fil Jinan al 
Munqidat Min-al Niran (Incitement of believers on Fight Against the Worshippers of Cross; 
Attraction to Paradise and Rescue from Hell) - It comprises 173 couplets. 
°^ K.M Mohamed, 'A Critical Study of Tahrid Ahl al Iman 'Ala Jihad Abadat al Sulban' in /C, LXIV, 
No.4, October 1990, pp.124-125. 
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Zayn-ud-din (junior) regards the arrival of Portuguese as a punishment 
of Allah. 
They oppressed the Muslims, corrupted them and committed all kinds 
of ugly and infamous deeds, too bad to be described. The Portuguese 
scoffed at the Muslims and held them up to scorn. They ordered them 
about insolently, employed them to draw waters, bespattered them and 
spat upon their face and body. They prevented the Muslims from their 
journeys, especially their pilgrimage to Makkah. They plundered their 
properties, burnt their cities and mosques, seized their ships and trod 
down the Quran and other books under their feet and burnt them away. 
They violated the penetralia in mosques, instigated the Muslims by 
bribery to accept Christianity and prostrate before the cross. They 
adorned their own women with ornaments and fine cloths in order to 
allure the Muslim Women. They put to death Hajis and other 
Muslims with all kinds of cruelties and reviled publicly the Apostle of 
Allah. They held the Muslims captives binding them with heavy fetters 
and rushed them into the market to sell them as slaves, tormenting 
them at the time, with all kinds of punishment in order to get more 
profits. The Portuguese kept the Muslims in dark, dirty and stinking 
house. They beat the Muslims with shoes when they purified 
themselves with water after excretion. They tortured Muslims with 
fire, sold some and kept some as slaves and employed some of them 
for all kinds of hard labour without any compassion'". 
He continued. 
The Portuguese after great preparation sailed to the port of Jazarat, 
Konkan, Malibar and the coast of Arabia, lay in wait for the ships of 
"' Shaykh Zain-ud-din, Tuhfat-uI-Mujahudin, op.cit., pp.60-61. 
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the Muslims and seized them. Thereby they amassed abundant wealth 
and acquired a large number of prisoners'* .^ 
He comments, 
How many a Muslim Woman of noble birth, they took as captives, and 
violated their honour to bring into world Christian children who would 
be enemies of the Faith of Allah and agents to cause affliction to the 
Muslims! How many Sayyids learned men and nobles they captured 
and tortured and put to death! How many Muslim men and women 
they converted Christianity! The tongues get weary of describing them, 
and hate to put them in words. May Allah chastise them very severely'^ .^ 
We have the same pathetic laments in Fath-al-Mubin by Qazi Muhammed, 
one of the leaders of the Mappilas in the 'holywar''*''. Qazi Muhammed had been very 
actively involved in the Chaliyam battle of 1571 with the other Qazis, Sayyids and 
Yogis. He described how people came from far off lands to take part in the battle. He 
described that due to the Portuguese destruction of coastal settlements and the 
constant bombardments of Mappila centers, people began to walk along the 
mountains. But they walk in perpetual fear (of the Portuguese/^ 
The Mappilas were so hard pressed that the leaders called for a Jihad-holy 
war. Zayn-ud-din says of his temptation to write the Tuhfat. 
I therefore compiled this narrative with a view to inspire in the faithful 
the desire of fighting the worshippers of the cross; for a holy war with 
them is an obligatory duty, because they invaded the territories 
"/6/Gf, p.61. 
«Ibid 
''* Qazi Muhammed Ibn Muhammed, 'Fath-al-Mubin', in Abdul Qadir a! Fadfari (ed.,) Jawahar al-
Ashar, pp.240-242. 
'^ Ibid, p.24S. 
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inhabited by the Muslims and also captured from among them a 
multitude whose number cannot be counted. They slaughtered a great 
number of the Muslim captives ^^ 
The war was fought between the Zamorin and his Muslim allies on one side, 
and the Portuguese and her allies from the dissident Malabar princes on the other 
side'* .^ While his Nayar forces were unbeatable on land, the navy chiefly manned by 
Muslims and led by the Kunjalis was invincible. When the Portuguese dominated the 
sea and checked the navigation of the Muslims, the resources of the Mappilas 
declined. Yet the idea oi Jehad and Shahid rendered them bold and courageous. 
Kottupalli Mala a very popular song of the Mappilas' gives an instance of 
Martyrdom of a man. The Hero is Kunhi Marakkar, the martyre of Mannath house of 
Veliyankode. The central theme of the song is that, the hero was sitting among his 
friends on a carpet just after his Nikkah for the feast and nuptial union. Just then an 
old man came running and asked, "Is there anybody amongst you who wants to enter 
heaven and permanently reside there?" 
He then described that at dusk on the previous day a Christian ship was seen in 
the sea, two of the sailors came ashore in a canoe caught hold of a Muslim maiden 
and took her to the ship. Anybody who save and bring her back will get heaven. 
There upon the bridegroom walked out of the Pandal as if going to toilet. He went to 
his house to see his surprised mother, from whom he asked permission to court 
martyrdom, but was refused. He walked past, the mother fell unconscious, and he 
arranged a boatman to take him to the ship at night and wait for his signal not far. 
"* Tuhfat-al-Mujahidin, p. 13. 
"' K.M. Panikkar, op.cit., p. 67. 
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Thus he got on board the ship. A guard tried to stop him but was killed. He saw the 
white unbelievers heavily drunk and tried to find out the girl. After long search he 
found her, led her to the waiting boat and asked the boatman to take her ashore. Then 
he killed all the heavily drunken sailors. 
Meanwhile the captain woke up and fought with him. Kunhimarakkar thus 
died the death of a Shahid. The Boatman and the girl witnessed his body being cut to 
seven pieces and being thrown into sea. His mutilated body was washed ashore, one 
piece appearing in Tanur beach, Kappat, Beypore, Calicut, Muttungal and Badagara. 
The place where his head reached was Kottupally"* .^ Then there is the description of 
how the chieftain of the Muslims of the place one day dreamt that severed head was in 
the river and it should be properly buried. Then the author goes on to narrate the 
typical 'Karamah' of a Shahid. 
The tradition was so live among the Mappilas that in many places Jarams 
(Shrines) were erected when a holy man or leader of the community dreamt, some 
part of the Martyr's severed body appeared in the locality. This incident shows the 
response of the community for the call of martyrdom made by Zayn-ud-din and others 
and how it actually worked. This was one aspect of the total response of the 
community. 
The Mappilas also tried to seek help from outside. They had the advantage of 
various foreign Muslim communities, settled as traders in Calicut. These were Indian 
Muslim traders and seafarers from Gujarat, Coromandal and Bengal, and many of the 
•** The Mala took its name from this Kottupally, also known as Albutha Ratnamala (Garland of 
Wonderful Diamonds) 
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originally Hindu-Caste peoples of India from Gujarat through Malabar and 
Coromandal to Bengal who had been converted to Islam by the 14"' century''^ . 
Naturally these non-malabar communities were also eager to bring about the 
destruction of Portuguese on the sea. Fath-al-Mubin of Qazi Muhammed was meant 
for circulating among rulers of Iraq and Syria. "When they hear this (news of 
Zamorin's war against the Portuguese) they would consider joining him in war ... 
especially in 'Sham' (Sysia) and Iraq^°. 
Among the Muslim rulers the Sultans of Bijapur and the Pasha of Egypt took 
active interest in joining hands with the Zamorins. That was why Zain-ud-din's 
Tuhfat-al-Mujahidin was dedicated "As a gift book to the most illustrious of Sultans, 
the most noble of monarchs, one who has made the holy war his chief consolation, 
and holds the elevation of the word of Allah by military expeditions as a precious 
ornament The mighty victorious and compassionate Sultan Ali Adil Shah (of 
Bijapur)^'. It was from him that Albuquerque seized Goa in 1510 AD". 
The ruler of Gujarat had his own reasons to fight against the Portuguese. The 
trade of Gujaratis all over Asia was adversely affected by the Portuguese Cartas. 
From the time of emperor Akbar the Portuguese had friendly relations with Mughals 
which increased the hatred of Bijapur because of their enmity with Mughals. The 
diversion of spice trade caused loss of trade of his subjects and the Arab traders and 
huge revenue to the treasury. 
"'C.R. Boxer, 0/7c;/,p.45. 
'° Falah-al-Mubm, op cit, pp. 1-2. 
'^ Tuhfat-al-Mujahidm, op cit, p. 14. 
ii^w / -NM l * ^ . . 
In 1509 the Zamorin's naval alliance with Qansau-uP^Cfhaari, Sultan of EgygH * 
and Sultan Muhmed Begarha of Gujrat ended in failure. After an initial vitbry the 
combined Egyptian and Indian fleet under the command of Amir Husain, the 
Khurdish governor of Jeddah was totally defeated in Gujarat harbour^ ^ on February 
3'^ '' 1509 by Almeida. It was a treachery and Almeida's secret alliance with Malik 
Ayaz, the governor of Diu that weakened the Indo-Egyptian forces^ .^ 
The arrival of Albuquerque as the new governor affected some change in the 
policy of the Portuguese towards the Malabar. His policy was making honourable 
peace with the Zamorin^ "*. The arrival of Marechal Dom Ferdinando Cutinho as the 
head of a new fleet from Portugal forced Albuquerque to make slight changes in his 
policy. When the Zamorin was engaged with his rebellious chief, he attacked Calicut 
on 3 '^' January 1510 and captured the jetty^^. Though Albuquerque discouraged 
Cutinho from attacking the palace of Zamorin, he defeated the palace guards and 
entered it, pillaged and looted causing damage and disgrace to the palace. His Nair 
Militia retaliated with valour and caused heavy loss to them. The Portuguese around 
500 including Cutinho and other important officers were killed and even the governor 
was badly wounded^ .^ 
Before the attack of palace, the Portuguese had sacked the Nakhuda Mithqal 
Cathedral Mosque of Calicut^ .^ 
" R.C. Majundar, H.C. Ray Chaudhari and Dutta K., Advanced History of India, London, 1948, p.332. 
Tuhfat attributed the defeat to the decree and will of Allah which is indisputable and against which 
nothing can be avail, op.cit., p.57. 
" K.M. Panikkar, op.cit., pp. 67-71. 
" K . M . Panikkar,/6/£/,p.75. 
''Ibid 
'''Ibid. pJ6. 
" Shaykh Zain-ud-din, op.cU., p.5S. 
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K.M. Panikkar comments on the setback suffered by Portuguese as "the 
pompous boast of Marechal (Cutinho) that he would bring back to his king the door of 
the Zamorin's palace ended in the greatest disaster that overtook Portuguese arms in 
the East"^^ 
Shayah Zain-ud-din mentioned that Portuguese attacked Ponnani and set on 
fire fifty ships anchored in the harbour and put to death seventy Muslims^ .^ 
Portuguese thence turned towards Goa and with the assistance of Timoja, the 
Governor of Vijayanagar attacked and occupied it. Adilshah immediately retaliated 
and succeeded in expelling the Portuguese from Goa^°. Again after a stiff battle 
Albuquerque occupied Goa in October. 1510 and fortifications were made. This cut 
off the last hope of help from Deccan to the Mappilas. 
By this time the policy of blockade, designed to destroy the commerce of 
Calicut proved a failure. Albuquerque wrote to the king of Portugal it was a vain 
endeavor to guard Calicut in such a way to cut off it's supplies "because there is much 
rice in the land, the Dharmapatanam and Cannanore will always supply it in large 
quantities and this cannot be stopped except by stopping the navigation of 
Cannanore^'. 
Realising the failure of the policy of blockade Albuquerque began to press the 
Zamorin to enter into a treaty, ft included the permission to build a fortress in Calicut 
*^ K.M. Panikkar, op cit, p.76. 
' Shaykh Zain-ud-din, op cit., p.58. 
^Ibid, p.59. 
'^ Torre de Tompo, "Corpo Ciironologico" p.l, Maco-13 document 106 letter, dated 30"' November 
1513, quoted in K.M. Panikkar, op.cit., p.82. 
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which was to be garrisoned by Portuguese soldiers. Realizing the hidden agenda of 
the Portuguese the Zamorin rejected the offer. There up on Albuquerque intrigued 
with the heir apparent of Calicut and succeeded in poisoning the ruling Zamorin. 
Later Albuquerque confessed his heinous crime in his letter to the King of Portugal. "I 
hold it for certain that the Nambiadiri slain the Zamorin with poison and that in a 
peace treaty. I will come to an agreement with him"^ .^ 
The negotiations under Dom Gracia de Noronha with the new Zamorin 
concluded in a favorable treaty on 24"^  December 1513. According to the treaty, 
Portuguese got permission to build a fort near Calicut. Also the subjects of Zamorin 
were permitted to voyage in four ships to the ports of Jeddah and Aden with the 
passes (Self-conducts) issued by the Portuguese. Infact "the grant of a site at Calicut 
to build a fortress was a great blunder" as O.K. Nambiar commented; "It lowered the 
military prestige of the Zamorin, strategically, it was a fatal concession"^^ Naturally 
this aroused resentment among Moorish Merchants. This feeling can be observed in 
the words of the author of Akbar-i-Muhabat, "the King of Calicut rolled up the carpet 
of destruction and pursued the path of friendship with the Feringies" ^ ''. 
After the Portuguese completed the fortifications, they began to violate the 
treaty. They forbade the voyage of Indian ships to Arabian coast laden with ginger 
and pepper and established monopoly over this trade. They even tried to trap 
" O.K. Nambiar, op cit, pp.9I-92. 
^ Nawab Muhabat Khan, 'Akbar-i-Muhabat', in Elliot and Dowson quoted by K.M. Paniklcar, opcit, 
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Zamorin in their fort on the pretext of presenting him some valuable gift^ .^ Thanks to 
the virtue of a good Portuguese Soldier, who gave the signal of danger to the 
Zamorin, it saved him from the treachery. This awkward treaty continued till 1522, 
the death of the Zamorin who concluded it. Meanwhile, Portuguese with 
sophisticated preparation marched from Goa to Jeddah; fortunately the presence of 
Amir Salman of Rum saved the port from Portuguese assault^ .^ 
The atrocities of Portuguese on the seas have already been referred. The 
Portuguese were also responsible for unmentionable atrocities on the sea. The 
Ferengi ships alone did not keep the peace. The Muhammadan ships were the special 
objects of their fury. Every ship had to carry safe-conduct issued by the Portuguese. 
But even with cartas they were not safe. The Portuguese seamen demanded heavy 
bribes and bakshish and otherwise ships would be looted and burnt^ .^ 
The abortive effort of Portuguese to harm the life of Zamorin in 1517 
reopened the hostility between Calicut and the Portuguese. The Muslims of 
Fandarina(Panthalayani Kollam) also turned hostile to the Portuguese. A combined 
operation with small corvettes were made in 1523 (930 AH) by the Mappilas of 
Pantalayani Janba (Chambra), Tiruwarankad (Tirurangadi) Barburankad 
(Parappanangadi) and other places, when they captured ten small ships of Portuguese. 
The next year a civil war broke out between Jews and Muslims in Kodungallur and a 
joined effort was made by the Muslims of Calicut and neighbouring towns, who with 
*^  Shaykh Zain-ud-din, op.clt., pp. 63-64. 
'*/A/^,p.64. 
*' Kerala Pazhama (the Chronicles of Kerala), pp.164-165 quoted by K.M. Panikkar, op.cit., pp.94-95. 
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a fleet of hundred small vessels marched to Kodungallur, causing the expulsion of 
Jews and Christians who also suffered loss^ .^ 
The situation in Calicut further worsened. Zamorin's Nair Force and Muslims 
besieged the Calicut factory in 1525, Jao De Lima defended the enemy. Zain-ud-din 
says, "Muslims from various towns went to Calicut in great numbers for the Holy war 
in the way ofAllah"^^ When the provisions exhausted, the Portuguese escaped to the 
sea and the fort was destroyed. Negotiations were in progress but the Portuguese 
failed to get the fortress rebuilt and was forced to withdraw from Calicut who in turn 
renewed their naval wars with Zamorin^°. 
Lope Vaz de Sampayo was appointed as the new Governor after the death of 
Henrique de Meneses in 1526. Realising the strategic importance of Beypore River, 
he was keen to set up a fortress in Chaliyam. He started negotiations with the Raja of 
Tanur and the weak Zamorin was forced to give permission and the fortress with a 
strong garrison was erected at Chaliyam in 1529^'. This fort was built using the 
materials and tombstone taken from the nearby ancient Jama' at mosque^ .^ 
The Mappilas fought bravely as Albuquerque himself noted "better than any 
other people he had ever seen". But in the face of the formidable enemy more was 
needed than courage. The Mappilas shared no military tradition. They were good 
'* Shaykh Zain-ud-din. op cil, p.65. 
"""^ Ibid, pM. 
'" K M. Panikkar, op cil, pp.109-110. 
' Ibid, 113, Shaykh Zain-ud-udin, opcit, p.67. 
" When the Chaliyam fort was finally captured in 1571 by the Zamorin and his Mappila allies, the war 
that followed is the central theme of Fath-al-Mubin (Complete Victory), the building materials of 
the fort was returned to the Mappilas for rebuilding the Jama'at Mosque. "Which the Portguese had 
destroyed in building their fort", W. Logan, Malabar Manual, op cil, p. 333. 
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sailors who lacked experience and preparation for sustained naval fights. Also they 
lacked a strong leadership until the appearance of Kunjalis. They had no territory of 
their own except that of Ali Raja of Cannanore^ ,^ whose opposition was made 
ineffective by his position within the range of Portuguese Canon. Finally, the 
Mappilas were subject to the whims of the Zamorin, who dispensed the funds and 
equipments and controlled the aid of the Nayars. 
The Portuguese on the other hand possessed superior firearms, skill in naval 
action, leadership and unity. They could have the co-operation of rival Rajas who 
resented Zamorin's pretensions. They had also the advantage of network of forts at 
Cannanore, Cochin and Quilon. This provided a safe heaven for their ships and cut 
off Mappila financial resources necessary for a prolonged war. The establishment of 
Goa consolidated Portuguese arms in an almost unshakable position'"'. 
By the beginning of 16* century the Mappila resistance took a unified form 
under the command of Kunjali Marakkars. They were originally a community of 
Cochin Mappilas, who were compelled to move to Ponnani following Portuguese 
oppression of Muslims in Cochin and the Cochin Rajas friendship with the 
Portuguese^^ When the Portuguese built the Cochin fort, Kunjali Marakkar finally 
settled in Ponnani and continued his trading activities. Portuguese atrocities on 
Muslims and their foul deeds persuaded Kunj Ali and his brother Ibrahim to offer 
The ruling family also known as Arakkal House. The only Muslim royal family in Kerala. They 
became economically progress and politically independent the Kolathiris of Kolathnad. The ruler 
also known as Ali Raja, K.K. N. Kurup, The Ali Rajas of Cannanore, University of Calicut, 2002, 
pp. 16-18. 
' " R . E . Miller, o/;,c/7,p.68. 
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their service and ships to the Zamorin in his fight against the Portuguese. This 
invited the fury of Portuguese and they attacked Ponnani, the naval station and arsenal 
of Zamorin and stormed it . Meanwhile, Zamorin launched an attack, and Muslims 
of Cochin naturally helped him, The Zamorin had persuaded, Ismail Marakkar, the 
head of the Muhammedan community to issue orders to his men not to import rice to 
Cochin from the Carnatic Coast". This shows that Marakkars were the leaders of the 
community of Muslims of Cochin as 'Koya ofCalicuC or Shahbandra Koya under the 
Zamorins. It seems that, it was after the attack of Henrique de Meneses on Ponnani in 
1524 and on Pantalayani Kollam which was a strong hold of Kunjalis that the 
Marakkars appeared as the spearhead of Mappila resistance^^ 
The origin of the name 'Marakkar' is explained in many ways. But it never 
seems sensible that 'Marakkar' originated from the Arabic Markab (Canoe) or 
Tunisian word Martaba (Sailors)^'. Anyone related to sea or ship was called 
Marakkan. When Muhammed joined the service of Zamorin, he was conferred the 
title of 'Kunj Ali' the (beloved)^". Miller's derivation shows the title as 'Kunjali' 
means dear Ali, the Navigator or Sir Ali Navigator^'. If the Kunjalis are described 
mearly as the naval chieftains of the Zamorins, their role as the 'defenders' of Islam 
against Portuguese atrocities would have become incomplete. Since many of them 
" Shykh Zayn-ud-din narrates; In 1524, Ahmad Marakkar his brother Kunj Ali Marakkar, their uncle 
Muhammed Ali Marakkar and other dependants felt the desire to wage war against the Portuguese. 
They left Kashi (Cochi) for Kalikut. 
"' O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, p.98. 
" K.M. Panikkar, op cit, p.60. 
'* W. Logan, op cit, p.325. 
™ P.K. Muhammed Kunhi, Muslimkalum Kerala Samskaravum (Malayalam), Trichur, 1982, p.92. 
^° O.K. Nambiar, op cit, p.98. 
* 'R .E . Miller, 0/7c;V.p.68. 
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had names of lelams attached with families it is assumed that they were descendants 
of rich merchants who contracted marriage alliance with important families in 
Malabar^l This would explain the source of their influence from Gujarat to Ceylon 
towards the end of sixteenth century*^ Instead of the direct fight in the tradition of 
'Caverpada' (Suicide Squad), the Kunjalis used the tactics of 'Hit and Run'. They 
used the Ghurabs that could sail in deep and shallow waters alike and smaller boats 
for operation. 
It is said that Kunjali second assumed the office after the death of Kutti 
Ahmad Marakkar. So it can be assumed that Kutti Ahmad was the first 'Kunjali' and 
it was a title. Kunjali first might have lived up to 1538. Infact, there were three more 
who were conferred the title of'Kunjali' in succession. 
Third among them Pattu Marakkar, assumed the office after the destruction of 
the Chaliyam fort in 1571 and the fourth Kunjali succeeded him in 1595. This helps 
us to believe that it was after the death of Kutti Ahmed Marakkar that the Zamorin 
conferred on his naval captain the title of'Kunjali'. 
It was under the first Kunjali that the dreaded Kutti Ali terrorized Portuguese 
shipping, and "over two years he practically cut off all connection between Cochin 
and Goa". Panikkar refers to the damage done by Kutti Ali on Portuguese trade. 
Their tactics was unique. They would wait close to the shore silently for the arrival of 
enemy's ships. The men stationed on the top of the hills would give signs and they 
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P K Muhatnmed Kunhi, op cit, p 93 
" From the description of their operation in Ceylon places like Puttalam, Kotta and Vidala were as 
famihar to them as Cahcut or Ponnani - Ibid, p94, OK Nambiar, The Kunjalis, Admirals of 
Cahcut, Bombay, 1963, pp 81-96 
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would dash with their small boats. War-Paros^^ like bloodhounds get on board the 
ship and kill as many as possible. And if they can't hold the enemy then they would 
retreat to shallow waters. They would also give protection to ships in high seas under 
the cover of 'battle'. In 1523, Kutti AH thus helped 200 ships to come safely to 
Calicut, 8 ships laden with Pepper were sent to the Red Sea escorted by 40 other 
ships. Kutti Ali and his younger brother could do it before the very eyes of the 
Portuguese. This strong protection of Marakkar enabled Calicut to carry on her trade 
with West Asia, though often interrupted^^ 
The Muslim traders in Ceylon also suffered at the hands of Portuguese much 
the same way as the Muslims of Malabar. Zamorins under the leadership of the 
Kunjalis tried to destroy Portuguese influence in Ceylon and interfered in Ceylonese 
politics^ ,^ on behalf of the brother of the ruling King, Maydunna who was an avowed 
enemy of Portuguese. This naval engagement between the Portuguese and the 
Kunjalis in Ceylon continued till 1538. The Zamorins navy under Pachi Marakkar, 
Kunjali Marakkar and Ali Ibrahim Marakkar fought with Martin Affonsa de Souza at 
Vidulai. When the battle came to an end, "800 dead Muslims covered the battlefield 
and the whole camp with its rich booty fell into the Portuguese hands, including 400 
Cannon, 2000 muskets and many other weapons and 22 War-Paros^^. Even the 
Zamorin's state parasol, which he had sent to Maydunna as royal gift, reached to the 
dynastic enemy, the Raja of Cochin to whom victorious Admiral de Souza presented 
it as a gift . 
'"' Built by Kutti Ali, Fast boats rowed by 30 to 40 armed men. Which could be navigated even in 
shallow waters, O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op.cit., p. 99. 
*^  O.K. Nambiar, Ibid 
^^ Between Bhuwenka Bahu reigning King and his brother Maydunna; see O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese 
pirates and Indian Seamen, op.cit., pp.98-129. 
D. Ferroli, The Jesuits in Malabar, Bangalore, 1 
' O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op.cit., p.l22. 
"  989, Vol. I, pp.119-120. 
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Victory in Vidulai was so important for Portugal that, "it was extolled all over 
Europe"^'. It was during the operation at Puttalam that All Ibrahim and Kunjali-I 
were killed. Kunjali's death is shrouded in mystery. Some say "that they were done to 
death by secret orders of Maydunna and others that they were killed by the villagers 
in consequence of their overbearing conduct towards them"^°. Different versions are 
recorded of this incident, O.K. Nambiar quotes P.E. Pieris^' who after the narration of 
this incident added that "the truth will never be known". This faded the interests of 
Zamorin in Ceylon and further he never sent any expeditions to Ceylon . 
The Zamorin then tried to get the help of the Ottoman emperor Sulaiman. A 
navy under Sidi AH Reis entered Indian water, but his effort was in failure; Earlier 
Gujarat had obtained Egyptian assistance under Sulaiman Pasha^^ in 1538, which was 
also ineffective due to various reasons. This coalition against Portuguese is referred 
by O.K. Nambiar as the Indo-Egyptian axis^ "*. However, this axis failed to check the 
rising Portuguese mastery on the Indian Ocean. The Indian partners of the axis lacked 
the solidarity in their plan and tactics. 
The withdrawal of Egyptians from Indian seas and fifteen years of continuous 
naval engagements had drained Zamorin's resources. Four of his fleets had been sunk 
and trade of Calicut began to fade. 
O.K. Nambiar, Kunjalis, the Admirals of Calicut, op cit, p.93. 
O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, p. 128. 
Author of Ceylon m the Portuguese Era 
'" 0 K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, p. 128. 
'^  Qazi Muhammed, Fath-al-Mubm, op cit, p.247. 
O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, pp. 135-140. 
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Above all the foundation of Chaliyam fort disturbed the trade and 
communications. Its strategical position as noted "was like a pistol held at Zamorins 
throat"^ ,^ the fought had carried the sophisticated artillery and garrison which forced 
Zamorin to negotiate for a peace treaty. Chinnakutty Ali a relation of Kunjali II 
proceeded to Goa with the proposals of Zamorin. Viceroy, Gracia de Noronha 
warmly received Chinna Ali. Thus the treaty was signed at Ponnani on 1^ ' January 
1540^ .^ According to this treaty it was obligatory to Zamorin that the Pepper and 
Ginger of Calicut can be exchanged only to the Portuguese. He also agreed to accept 
Portuguese cartas for Moorish ships. By this agreement the Zamorin availed a settled 
income from Portuguese trade without any risk, and it revived the trade of Calicut^^ 
Even after the purchase of Cartas issued by Portuguese Governor, they 
exhorted large amount of money by force. Kunjali II opposed the cartas system and 
gave protection to the Malabar ships. He also began attacking Portuguese ships. The 
use of guerilla warfare proved great harm to the Portuguese trade. He also got the 
support of commander of Cannanore navy^ .^ Portuguese were now forced to make 
huge convoy for the movement of their ships. 
The new Governor Martin Affonso de Sousa, who was one of the worst 
Portuguese Governors in India, witnessed the plundering of wealthiest temples, 
including Cancheevaram (Kanjeepuram) in South India. His aggressive acts were 
performed by the orders of the Portugal King'^. His ugly hands also stretched 
towards Cannanore, the foremost ally of Portuguese in India. Batisto de Sousa, an 
'^K.M. Panikkar, ope;/, p. 1! 4. 
'*/6;a',p.ll8. 
" / W , pp.119-120. 
'*/6/a',p.l28. 
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agent sent by the Governor to extort money from the Rajah of Chirakkal, killed Abu 
Bakr Ali,'°° a nephew of the Great Mammali Marakkar. There after the enraged 
Cannanore opened fire on Portuguese. Infact the coming of Jao-de-Castro in 1545 
restored peace with Cannanore. However, his Governorship witnessed rigorous 
Portuguese religious policy, by which they persuaded mass conversion in their 
dominant area. Even they converted the Raja of Tanur, who reconverted to his 
religion when he did not find the expected benefits'^'. 
The disputes between the Raja of Cochin, and the Pepper King - Raja of 
Vadakkumkur, who had controlled the pepper produced in his vicinity, provided a 
chance to the Portuguese. The Portuguese aggression on Vadakkumkur in 1550 and 
the killing of the Raja enraged the people. They vigorously retaliated and the captain 
Francisco de Silva himself was put to death. Vadakkumkur Raja was a feudatory of 
the Zamorin. so he joined with his feudatories and actively interfered with Cochin-
Portuguese alliance. 
The Portuguese possessed large fleet of twenty under Santomayor, yet Kunjali 
11 continued his depredations. This enraged the Viceroy (Dom Luiz de Atyade Conte-
de-Atouqueria) who sent Martino Alfonse de Miranda in 1569 with a large fleet of 36 
vessels. This again proved unsuccessful, while Kunjali made deadly attacks on them. 
An abortive operation was also conducted in the next year'°^. 
•^/W, pp.121-122. 
Shaykh Zain-ud-din also mentions the murder of Kunj Sufi the father of Adhiraya or Aliraya, 
opcit, p. 76. 
"" K.M. Panikkar, opcit, pp. 124-125. 
'°-/W,pp.l31-132. 
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The disgrunted situation forced tlie Portuguese to resort to unscrupulous attack 
on the coastal towns. Dom Dingo de Meneses in charge of Malabar squadron with 40 
vessels began to burn, pillage and massacre mercilessly the people of the coastal areas 
which came under his hands. Pantalayani Kollam, Tirokode (Tikkodi) and Ponnani 
had suffered heavily. 
The Portuguese became a synonym of cruelty. They had all the unknown 
savage ways of killing and torturing the victims as described in Tahriz^^^, Tuhfa and 
Fath-al-Mubin, especially in places where they had fortresses. In Cannanore a lady 
was paraded in the street carrying the dead body of her husband. She was related to 
the Arakkal royal family. This roused the mob and the natives under Ali Raja. The 
local population Hindus and Muslims besieged the fort. It was in the year of 1564. 
Paulo De Gama with a well-armed fleet from Goa marched to reinforce the 
Portuguese force at Cannanore. However, when he reached at Bhatkal, Kunjali II 
attacked the fleet and Gama was forced to return. It was followed by another strong 
re-inforcement under Dom Mascaren who had arrived for engagement with Kunjali. 
He also had the bitter experience from the admiral of Zamorin. Yet another fleet 
under Luiz de Mello was sent against Kunjali. But, at Mangalore he engaged in 
'piracy', conducted naval raids on Utkal in Mangalore and forgot his duty. Finally he 
was attacked by 13 Calicut ships and was defeated. When he returned to Goa, he was 
imprisoned on charge of failure of his duty'^ "*. Thus the situation of Portuguese was in 
threat; Caesar Frederick noticed that they were afraid to sail "except under a convoy 
ofbigships"'°^ 
'°^ A detailed description the Portuguese onsiauglit iiad made in this woric. 
"^ O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op.cit., pp.150-151. 
'"^  Quoted in O.K. Nambiar, Ibid, pp.150-15]. 
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The situation in the second half of the 16* century, was well analysed by the 
celebrated author O.K. Nambiar, who came to the conclusion that it as "an interesting 
phase in the development of our national spirit" 
He further added that, "It was fast assuming the character of a national war for 
the recovery of India's Sea-trade" . 
The rising national spirit as noticed by Mappila authority. 
The inhabitants Budfatan, Tirurkad, Fandarina and other places 'took 
steps' to get ready small corvetters and implements of war and set out 
on their voyage without taking passes from the Portuguese and fought 
against them. In the middle of Ramzan 974/1567 the inhabitants of 
Fannan, Fandarina and others started from Fannan with a fleet of 12 
corvettes and captured opposite to Fannan a merchant vessel of the 
Portuguese that sailed from Bangala carrying rice and sugar. On 
Saturday 8* Jamad al Akhira 976 AH/1568, the inhabitants of Fannan 
and Fandarina and others who owned corvetters formed such a 
coalition. Kutti Bokar (Kutti Pokker) was one among them. They 
captured off Shaliyat (Chaliyam) a big barsha (Carracka) which 
started from Koshi (Kochi) with great preparations, carrying nearly one 
thousand brave men, their allies, and servants, besides a vast store of 
merchandise. In the course of the engagement fire broke out in the 
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barsha and it was burnt . 
In the subsequent operations, Portuguese suffered irrecoverable loss. These 
episodes demonstrate the firm determination of the Malabaris to expel the Portuguese 
from Indian waters. Infact in 1570 these operations gave birth to a serious 
"" Shaykh Zayn-ud-din, op.cit., p.82-84. 
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anti-Portuguese confederation, including the Zamorin of Calicut, Murtaza Nizam 
Shah'°%f Ahmad Nagar and Ali Adilshah of Bijapur'"^. Even the kingof Achen was 
a part of the alliance. The target of attack was divided, accordingly, in 1570 Adil Shah 
besieged Goa and the Nizam Shah engaged Chawl and Chaliyam by the Zamorin. 
The Queen of Gersoppa attacked Honavar and Chieftains also put into the fry against 
the Portuguese "°. 
Perceiving the plight of Muslims Ali Raja, the Cannanore Sultan induced the 
Sultan of Bijapur Ali Adil Shah to declare a combined holy war against Portuguese'". 
Zamorin's naval captain Kuttipokker with a fleet of 21 ships, 1000 soldiers 
armed with matchlocks were sent to Chawl to assist Nizamal-ul-Mulk. The presence 
of dreadful Portuguese fleet did not unease the 'admiral', who landed his men and 
material secretly in night. He fought valiantly for twenty days, though finally got an 
upper hand, after inflicting much damage as he could and fled one night. Later he 
attacked fort at Mangalore. On his return voyage from Cannanore he encountered 
with large Portuguese fleet of fifty guUits under Dio De Menezes. This confrontation 
determined his life, who fell fighting lion heartedly"^. 
Chaliyam Battle 
Besiege of the Chaliyam by Zamorin was proved to be a total war for the 
Mappiias and the Merchant Prince. A call for Jehad (holywar) was made by the 
'°* The Sultan of Ahmad Nagar between 1565-1588. 
'°' In 1510 Goa was conquered by Portuguese from Ali Adil Shah, Grandfather of Ali Adil Shah 11. 
"°0.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, opcit, p. 152; K.M. Panikkar, opcit, p. 132. 
' " Shykh-Zain-ud-din, opcit, p.85. 
"^ K.M. Panikkar, £)/5 r/7, p. 133. 
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religious leaders and Tuhfat itself was meant for this purpose. "Men came like ants 
from far off places" says the author of Fath-al-Mubin, "the carpenters, blacksmiths, 
weavers and laboureres with what all arms and provisions they could carry""^ Zayn-
ud-din depicts that, "the people of Baranur, Tanur and Baraburangad 
(Parappanangadi) joined in large numbers at night on 24/25 of Safar 979 /1571 AD, 
the battle began the next morning between the Muslims and the Portuguese. The 
Muslims burnt the houses situated outside the fort and the churches, and destroyed the 
fortifications built of mud. On the side of Muslims only three suffered martyrdom 
while a large number of Portuguese were killed. The enemy took refuge in the solid 
fort built of stone, and settled themselves there""'*. 
Trenches were dug and barricades were raised. The fort was blockaded by the 
Muslims and Nair soldiers of Zamorin. The occupants were reduced to starvation till 
"they took of eating dogs and carcasses". Thus they came out of the fort everyday, 
large bodies of their servants, both male and female, who were not molested by the 
besiegers. The Yogis, Pandits, Sayyids, Qazis and Mashaikh recited sacred books. 
And the Zamorin daily visited the besieging forces and inspected the trenches. The 
Portuguese supply from Cannanore and Cochin were cut off at Chaliyam. 
During the siege, the Portuguese sent messenger to Zamorin and pleaded for 
peace offering lo surrender some of big cannons kept in the fort and to indemnify 
amply for expenses incurred in the war. But Zamorin refused and when the situation 
became dangerous, they "offered to surrender the fort and all that it contained and the 
'' Fath-al-Mubin, op cil 
"" Shykh Zain-ud-din, op cil, P.87; K.M. Panikkar, op cil, p.l33. 
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cannon""^. Accepting it Zamorin provided "safe passage to them who marched out at 
midnight. On lO"^  Jamad 'al akhir" the fort was razed and not one stone was left. 
The materials v/ere returned to Mappils for rebuilding the ancient Jama'at mosque 
which the Portuguese had destroyed"^. 
Ultimately the victory came to the part of Zamorin and Mappilas for which 
"he had directed all his strength, for forty years to expel the Portuguese from this 
'post', and succeeded only in 1571"''"'. The Portuguese had hoped to keep the fort as 
a pistol at the throat of Zamorin, the same strategy which had proved successful at 
Cochin"^. But the combined efforts and firm determination by the Nairs and 
Muslims shattered the dreams of the early colonizers in Malabar. "With their 
expulsion from Chaliyam, the Portuguese effort to control Malabar came to and end", 
as commented by the author o^Malabar and the Portuguese^ . 
The Portuguese retaliated for the Chaliyam defeat with fire and sword along 
the Malabar coast; ships were destroyed, the crew were killed, settlements were 
bombarded and the cities were reduced to ashes. In 1572 Portuguese force from Goa 
landed at Parappanangadi. The whole town including mosque and temple were 
reduced to ashes. The port towns in the vicinity of Calicut like Tikodi, Kupakad and 
Ponnani were exposed to savages attacks of the Portuguese. In 1577 Portuguese 
pirates captured fifty Arab ships which used to bring rice from Tulunad with nearly 
" ' George De Castro, 80 year old Captain who surrendered the fort, later executed in the mari<et place 
at Goa in charge of surrendering the fort. O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, 
opcit, p. 153. 
'"^  Fath-al Mubm, op at, pp.247-250, W. Logan, op at, p.333. 
' " K . M . Panikicar, opc//,p.ll4. 
"V6;t/,pp.l34-35 
' " K . M . Panikkar, o/)c//,p. 134. 
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3000 men, some of whom were put to death. This adversely affected the trade of 
MusHms'^ .^ It was then that the leader of Calicut compelled to seek an alliance with 
the Adil Shah of Bijapur in 1578 AD'^ ' . In the same year Portuguese initiated 
negotiations with the Zamorin, which ended in failure due to their demand for 
building a fort at Ponnani. The fear of Portuguese onslaught incited the Zamorin to 
send his own envoy to Goa, which also ended in failure'^ ^. 
Kunjali warned the Zamorin against his intention to allie with the Portuguese 
as he felt that a Portuguese fort at Ponnani would be a constant menace to him and to 
his strategies. FLealising the situation he obtained Zamorin's permission to erect a fort 
at the mouth of Kotta River . The Portuguese resorted to aggression and they 
disturbed the innport of rice to Calicut and neighbouring towns. It caused terrible 
famine in 1582-83 which was never been affected earlier'^''. 
The weak Zamorin had concluded a treaty with the Portuguese and permitted 
to build a fort at Ponnani. The treaty benefited the release of prisoners from either 
side'^^ The establishment of Puthupattanam fort and dockyard helped Kunjali to act 
as a powerful feudatory of Zamorin'^ ^ and more vigilant in his operations against the 
Portuguese. However after the death of Kunjali lll"^ in 1586 the relation between 
Zamorin and Muhammed Kunjali Marakkar IV was estranged, and economically the 
rising of new towns under feudatories and the newly emerged aristocracy aroused 
'^ ° Shykh Zain-ud-din, op at, p.89. 
O.K.'Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, opcit,p. 155; K.M. Panikkar, ope;/, p.l39. 
Shykh Zain-ud-din, op c(/, p. 93. 
The new town came to known as Puthupattanam (New Town) 
'^ ^ Shaykh Zain-ud-din, op cit, p.93 
' " K.M. Panikkar, op c(/, p. 186. 
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doubts in the mind of Zamorin. The actions of Kunjali IV further attested it. He acted 
without consultations with his overlord and efforts were done to protect himself 
against both Portuguese and the Zamorin by strengthening the fortifications of 
Kotta'^^ 
Kunjalis continued their resistance by capturing all the Portuguese ships on the 
sea. In 1586 on the Coromandal coast Portuguese suffered a great disaster from the 
hands of Kutti Moosa (Khwaji Mussa) "for over two years Portuguese navigation was 
practically interrupted on the Malabar Coast"'^^ A new Portuguese fleet of 20 fustas 
under Andre Furtado de Mondosa confronted with Kutti Moosa. Though the 
Mappilas fought gallantly, the Portuguese held upper hand and fleet of Kutti Moosa 
was completely destroyed. He was later able to set up a naval base in Mannar in 
Ceylon with the help of the ruler of Jafna. Thence Kunjali himself resorted to fight 
with the Portuguese and inflicted crushing defeat on them'^ ^. 
The situation forced Portuguese to conclude peace with the Zamorin in 1591 at 
Ponnani. Even if this treaty did not last, it destroyed the Zamoin-Marakkar axis and it 
was reflected in the communal harmony that existed between Hindus and Muslims for 
centuries. In the changed circumstances Kunjali began to act independently. 
Thereupon the Zamorin took the help of Portuguese to humble the pride of the 
overgrown subject'^". 
O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, pp. 157-158. 
'^^K.M.Panikkar, ope//, p. 139. 
Ibid, p.I40; O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, opcit, p.l57. 
130 Ibid 
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Though Zamorin had entered into an alliance with the Portuguese, the power 
and prestige enjoyed by Kunjali among Hindus and Muslims had left him in dilemma. 
He thought that the declaration of war against his own admiral would arouse the 
northern chieftain in revolt against the royal authority. Moreover the presence of 
Dutch power in Indian Seas, who were the bitter opponents of the Portuguese, would 
give a chance of new alliance with the admiral and the disgruntled Raja of Cochin''^'. 
Further negotiations between the Zamorin and Luis de Gama failed, and 
Portuguese declared Zamorin as their enemy. They strengthened the blockade in the 
mouth of River Kotta under Dom Ferdinent De Noronha to cut reinforcement to 
Kunjali'^ ^. O.K. Nambiar is of the view that "Zamorin's diplomacy was aimed at 
overawing Kunjali to obedience by the threat of Portuguese alliance". He adds further 
that, "force of circumstance was favorable to the reconciliation between them". The 
stumbling block however, was "the pride of an ancient dynasty and the arrogance of a 
brave but upstart vassal"'". 
Offensive actions of Kunjali like cutting the tale of Zamorins' elephant and ill 
treatment on Aryan (Ariole) Prabha Kartha, a feudatory of the sovereign had annoyed 
him. Padre Antonio had played his ugly role in estranging the Zamorin and his 
admiral. He also persuaded the King to an agreement with the Portuguese Viceroy'^ '*. 
By this agreement and after three months long preparation for the siege, the 
joint forces of Portuguese and Zamorin decided to attack the Puthupattanam fort on 





5' March 1599. The Zamorin's force proceeded on land while the Portuguese under 
Louis de Silva stationed on the riverfront. The naval force of Kunjali was engaged in 
high seas and also it was impossible to get them back due to the tight blockade in the 
river mouth. The galliots, under Captain Kutti Amu, however, offered valiant attack 
on the Portuguese blockade and they captured some of the vessels. The allies suffered 
a defeat, the commander De Silva De Francis Peryera and Major Leyna fell one after 
the other in front of the skillful firings of the musketeers of admiral Kunjali. A large 
number of the Portuguese were drowned, though land side fighting under Belchier 
Ferreira, with Nair forces, succeeded in taking the Palisade at one point and they 
destroyed houses, damaged mosque and killed 500 men of Kunjali. The death of De 
Silva De Francis Peryera and Major Leyna proved the greatest disgrace the 
Portuguese received in Asia'^ ^. The failure was due to the lack of co-ordination 
between military and naval force'^ ^. 
This victory of Kunjali over the Allies increased his prestige. He caught the 
imagination of the people and the princes and lords began to have an eye upon his 
success. He had helped Rani Thirumala Devi of Ullal in her fight against Banga 
Raja of Manglore and with the Portuguese. And she had sent him 3000 bags of rice to 
the fort and promised further help. The Nayak of Madura was ready to give asylum to 
Kunjali and to build a fort for him at Rameshwar'^^ 
De Cuto, The Decades (Extracts) quoted in O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, 
opcil, p. 172. 
'""K.M. Panikkar, o/7C/r,p 142. 
' " O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op cit, p. 177. 
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The newly appointed commander Andre Furtado entered in a new agreement 
witli tlie Zamorin on 16'*^  December 1599. They prepared the plan of action to reduce 
the Puthupattanam fort. Kunjali realising that he could be destroyed if he fails to get 
reinforcement from outside. He resorted to attract all Muslims under his banner. He 
adopted the title of'The Defender of the faithfur and styled himself as the "expeller 
of the Portuguese" to explore the imagination of Muslim world from Cairo to Cambay 
and from Cannanore to Calicut, but it was in vain. He expected helping hand from 
Ali Raja of Cannanore. He Sent messages to the Muslims of Ponnani and other 
wealthy merchants. All these efforts proved a failure. 
A graphic description of agreement between Furtado and the Zamorin at 
Kochi, ancestral home of the Kunjalis, has been provided by Faria D' Souza'^^ But 
he did not give the details on the "fate to be meted out to Kunjali on his capture while 
the number of baskets and shovels the Zamorin had engaged himself to supply for the 
siege is mentioned". It is said that Kunjali had only 800 Muslims, whereas there were 
1200 Portuguese assisted by 12,000 Nayars of Zamorin, and some more from Cochin. 
The battle that followed was bitter and formed a glorious chapter in the history of 
Mappilas but it was too risky for Kunjali. Since he was surrounded by enemies on 
land and sea Kunjali opened negotiations. Faria writes that; 
he sent word to offer to capitulate on condition that his life and those 
of all the Moors should be spared and that he, the Zamorin should 
come to the gates of the fortress to receive his surrender'''^. 
^^^ Asia Portuguesa, quoted in O.K. Nambiar, op.cit., pp. 178-179. 
'^''/6/a',,p.l79. 
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It was Kunjali's decision that he would not surrender to any but the Zamorin, 
because Zamorin was his king and if had offended his majesty he would now ask his 
pardon. But the Portuguese were his enemy. So he came out of the fort with 250 of 
his men to surrender to the Zamorin. The moment he left the fort, the treacherous 
Portuguese under Belchior rushed to the fort and ransacked the stockades, houses and 
ships that were in or about it. This deceitful act infuriated the Nair soldiers of 
Zamorin. Thereupon Kunjali retired to the fort'""*. 
On further negotiations Kunjali got assurance from Zamorin to spare his life 
and of 250 men with him. De-Couto narrates the episode. 
In the extremity of want Kunjali sent envoys to the Zamorin heartily 
beseeching him to have mercy upon him and inquiring whether if he 
should deliver himself up, the Zamorin would promise to spare the 
lives of him and his followers, this the Zamorin conceded and the 
agreement was ratified by the Olas of the parties'"". 
When the Captain Furtado informed about this and Zamorin requested for its 
confirmation, he replied that, "His highness should act as he proposed and that he was 
quite satisfied"''* .^ 
The lapse of several days for Kunjali's surrender made Furtado impatient and 
he threatened with an assault. Finally mutual understanding between the Zamorin and 
the admiral of Calicut agreed to the surrender on 16'*^  March 1600 AD. On that day 
the Southern gate of the citadel was opened and Kunjali came out with the gallant 
'"'/6;rf,pp 182-183 
De-Couto, The Decadas (Extracts) quoted in 0 K Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, 
op c//. p 184 
''-Ibid 
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remnants of the garrison with his sword in hand, points lowered and delivered it to 
Zamorin in token of submission. The Portuguese Captain (Andre Furtado) advanced 
and seized him. Infact this Portuguese treachery was against the code of submission 
of the Nair Soldiers, so they revolted and endeavored to release Kunjali from Furtado. 
The Portuguese took him to their camp and Zamorin overpowered the revolt with 
great difficulty. The allies, Furtado and Zamorin made ceremonial entry into the fort 
in hand in hand. The fort was sacked. Captain Furtado reduced the fort, bazars and 
mosque into ashes''* .^ 
The History of the admirals did carry "not a single instance of a Kunjali or his 
relation surrendering to the Feringhee"''*''. After all, Kunjali IV made his final 
submission before his overlord whom he had defied once. 
The Zamorin gave Furtado a gold leaf on "the terms of treaty of friendship 
was inscribed" O.K. Nambiar commented on it; "that was the end of Kotta and the 
eclipse of an intrepid naval tradition and surely as that was the end of the prestige and 
glory of Calicut"'^^ 
Later, he and his forty men who surrendered were taken to Goa and after the 
trial was made in 'Cambra Presidialo\ it declared the sentence that "Kunjali was to 
be beheaded and his body to be quartered". 
Thus a special scaffold was erected in the large square in front of the 
Viceroy's Palace for their execution. The whole citizens of Goa poured in unending 
"'^/6;a',pp.l85-188. 
'"•* K.M. Panikkar, op at, p. 144. 
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streams to the square. Kunjali was led to scaffold. He conducted himself with "great 
dignity and courage, which won the respect of his pitiless foe". The execution went 
on for several days and all forty persons whom the Zamorin had handed over were put 
to death. "Kunjali's body was quartered and exhibited on the beach at Bader and 
Panjim. His head was salted and conveyed to Cannanore, there to be stuck on a 
standard for a terror to the Moors"'''^. 
The valiant confrontation of Kunjali Marakkars "the Admirals of Calicut" 
against Portuguese had echoed in the words of K.M. Panikkar. 
No doubt that the lives of these chiefs reflect glory and honor on all 
Malabar; for their achievements against the naval tyranny of the 
Portuguese form indeed a great chapter in the history of Malabar'"* .^ 
The emotional shock of defeat and the serious economic deterioration were 
accompanied by problems arising from the aggressive religious policy of the 
Portuguese. In his letter to Captain Cabral, the King of Portugal had instructed him 
that all the Moors who do not accept the law of faith, and forbid commerce and 
exchange should be killed with fire and sword and fierce war against them should be 
carried on''* .^ 
To effect his policy large number of priests and other religious workers 
accompanied the Portuguese military and administrators. Infact this large number 
often created serious difficulties of finance and morale. Danvers note that in 1635 
'"" O.K. Nambiar, Portuguese Pirates and Indian Seamen, op.cit., p. 188. 
"^/A/c^,pp.l89-199. 
'""K.MPanikkar, op.c(7, p.146 
'"** Gasper Correa, The three Voyages of Vasco-da-Gama, London, 1849, p. 187. 
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two-thirds of the Portuguese in Goa were Church related (Sacerdotal). In 1632, 1000 
out of 1500 Portuguese soldiers became monks after arrival at Goa, because of better 
149 
prospective . 
Right of private trade and the great privileges of the Church were the two 
distinguishing characteristics of the Portuguese system'^°. At times notably during the 
period of Arch Bishop De Menezes, who became Arch Bishop of Goa in 1595 and 
served as Governor "between 1607-1609 AD, the ecclesiastical establishment was 
also in effective control of the political policy and activity'^'. 
At the same time the Portuguese attitude towards Hindus differed due to 
economic considerations. The Hindu rulers were their source of supply for Pepper. 
Zain-ud-din complains that, the Franks entertained "antipathy and hatred only towards 
the Muslims and to their creed alone, evincing no dislike towards the Nayars and 
"other Pagans of similar description". At the same time the Church did not look upon 
Hindus as different from Muslims and it realised that it was to the Hindu community 
that it must look for its growth. The work of proselytization was therefore carried 
forward energetically in Goa, where thousands were baptized. Finally, a royal decree 
forbade the practice of Hinduism in the Portuguese domain and commanded the 
destruction of idols. The policy became so rigorous that by 1561 Goa and its 
surrounding Islands were almost converted'^ ^ during the Viceroyalty of Dom 
Constantine de Braganza (1558-61). The exodus of the Hindus from Goa to the 
'•" F.C. Danvers, The Portuguese in India, London, 1891, Vol. II, pp.253-255. 
'*°K.M. Panikkar, o/7c;r,p.l76. 
' ^ ' R . E . Miller, OjDC//, p.72 
' " R.S. Whiteway, opcil, pp.60-66, summarises the religious policy in Goa; C.R. Boxer, The open, 
pp 70-72, refers to the complaint of the Bishop of Ceuta, Lisbon, Tangier, Angara, Portalegre 
Camego and Algera to the Crown in February 1563 on the abuses in the missionary field. 
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mainland reached such alarming proportions that his immediate successor had to give 
specific assurance of security to the Hindus of Goa. 
Economic retrogression, estrangement from Hindus, bitterness against 
Christians and a new militancy was the result of continued Portuguese hostility to 
Muslims. Each of these was passed forward in some measure into modern times, 
shaping both Muslims (Mappila) history and present attitudes. 
The Economic retrogression had a severe effect upon the community and 
produced radical changes in this situation. As R.E. Miller commented; 
The Portuguese domination compelled them to turn inward from the 
profitable seaward commerce in search for new avenues of economic 
well being. But there they found the land all but totally occupied by 
the Hindu landlords and their lessees. The Mappilas did not have 
adequate resources or initiative to work their way out of the 
predicament. It is here that we must find the starting point for the 
communities' later poverty, ignorance and inwardness'^^. 
153 R.E. Miller, op cit, p.75. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE STnUQQLE Of THE MAPPILAS 
A0AINST THE BKITISH nUVE IN 19^ 
CEhJTUKY 
THE STRUGGLE OF THE MAPPILAS AGAINST 
THE BRITISH RULE IN 19™ C 
The treaty of Srirangapatam in 1792 had dragged Malabar, the land of spices 
to the yoke of colonial rule. The British hegemony had shattered ail hopes of the 
community, which had been slowly stabilising its foots in the traditional agrarian 
structure of Malabar after the pathetic withdrawal from the lucrative spice-trade in the 
Indian Ocean Lithoral. Though the British can escape from the badmouth of crusading 
zeal and genocide which had been accused against the Portuguese, the emergence of 
the British was disastrous to the Mappilas, majority of whom were cultivating tenents, 
landless labours, petty traders and fishermen'. 
Prof Dale observes that, "It not only destroyed autonomy of the Mappilas in 
the southern Taluqs but also made it possible to the landed Hindu castes to reassert 
their social and economic dominance of rural society" . Thus becoming a regulation 
state, Malabar witnessed a struggle for existence and augmented anti-colonial 
uprisings in the history of India . 
Mappilas in Colonial Malabar 
The introduction of colonial administrative system in Malabar had fragmented 
the existing traditional system of land settlement. The agricultural society was based 
' Thomas Warden, District Collector mentions in 1803 out of 103 principal Janmies only 8 were 
Mappilas all the other except 1 who was a Tiyya, cf., K.N. Panikicar, Against Lord and State, 1989, 
p.53. 
^S.F. Dale, o/?.c;7.,p. 93. 
^ P.A. Sayed Muhammad, Kerala Muslim Charitram (Malayalam), 5* Edition, Calicut 1996, p. 164. 
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on 'fragmented feudalism' in which the Jenmf' [Landlord], Kanakkaran [Protector] 
and the peasant equally shared the produce on mutual understanding and dependence^. 
In general the British followed Mysorean pattern of assessment and collection 
of land revenue. Previously the Sultans of Mysore had obtained the surplus of 
production from the Jenmis after they made the revenue settlement with the 
Kanamakkar. R.E. Miller commented on the Mysorean period that it "resulted in a 
temporary release from the shackles of that feudalistic system (of Malabar) for the 
Mappilas"^. It caused to changes in the attitude of Mappilas towards their land rights 
and "they habituated themselves to the idea of independent tenure"'. However, the 
British rule replaced the existing system and they recognized the Jenmis as the 
absolute proprietors of the land and settlement was made with them after undermining 
the rights of Kanamkkar on land, majority of whom were happened to be the 
Mappilas^. 
Moreover, the newly introduced colonial system of land revenue in Malabar 
was totally different in essence from the systems introduced in other parts of Madras 
Presidency by Lord Munro. While the status of ryot was extented to the labourer, 
farmer and landlords outside Malabar, Jenmis enjoyed absolute ownership of land in 
Malabar including waste Land, and with the disgraceful right to enhancement 
Janma means birth, yew?)/ is one who possess a birth-right on land, Kanam was a permanent tenure 
unless the Kanakkaran repeatedly failed on payment of rent. 
K.N. Panikkar, Peasant Revolts in Malabar in the l^^ andld^ Centuries in A.R. Desai (ed.,) Peasant 
Struggle in Malabar, Delhi 1979, Second Edition 1982, p.604. 
^ R.E. Miller, o/7.c;7., p.97. 
Report of Joint Commission 1792-93, Vol. I, quoted in Conrad Wood, The Moplah Rebellion and its 
Genesis,I>eM 1987, p. 100. 
* Conrad Wood, 'First Moplah Rebellion against British rule', in MAS, 10 (40) 1976, pp. 544-45; S.F. 
Dale, Mappilas of Malabar, op.cit., p.l08. 
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[Melchart] the Jenmis also had the right of eviction and imposition of renewal fees 
[policheyuthf. Almost all British officials who enquired into the land tenures of 
Malabar perceived that traditionally Jenmi was the owner of the land and Kanamkkar 
as tenents'". Logan's observation that, in pre-British Malabar there was no ownership 
equal to the European dominum but only some rights, got little acceptance in colonial 
circles, and has been disregarded by other British officials". 
'The interpretation or translation of the word {Jenmi) will not make the 
jenmam property equivalent to a landlord property in England''^. After allotting, the 
land becomes the property of the Kanamkkar or cultivator than that of the Jenmkar^^, 
Dale Comments that they had used the terms Kanamkar, tenant and ra'iyat 
interchangeably. "Had this usage been accepted in the final decision on the ryotwari 
settlement many of the Mappila outbreaks might never have occurred"''*. This 
colonial policy in the land revenue settlement was fabricated with a secret intention of 
creating a social base for the colonial rule'^. Infact, they went to the extent of 
convening a meeting of the Jenmis and consulted with them about the norms of 
revenue collection and even the final settlement was made on the basis of the 
suggestions made by the landlords'^. 
Thus the defeat of Tipu Sultan and the subsequent British land settlement 
policies in Malabar leading to the restoration of the social and economic position of 
' K.N. Panikkar, 'Peasant Revolts in Malabar', op cit, p.604. 
C.A. Innes, Malabar Gazetteer, Thiruvananthapuram 1977, pp. 305-308. 
^^ Ibid, pp.306-308. 
'^  MRP, Board of Revenue, quoted in S.F. Dale, opcit, p.l06. 
'^  Ibid 
'^S.F.Dale, o/5c;?,p.l06. 
' K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op cit, p.21. 
'* Innes and Ivans, cf., K.N. Panikkar, op cit., p.22. 
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the dominant castes, severely affected the position of Mappilas in South Malabar'^. 
The British policy towards Mappilas was an amalgam of positive and negative 
factors. Certainly in the beginning the British rule was not favourable to the Mappilas, 
while it was quite favourable to the Hindus. The reason for this double stand was that 
the Mappilas were the supporters of Mysorean Sultans. Further it is asserted by the 
early reports of British authorities in 1790. 
From the repeated treachery and notorious infidelity of the whole 
Mappila race, rigid and terrifying measures are become indispensably 
necessary to draw from them the execution of their promises and 
1 K 
stipulations. Lenity has been found ineffectual . 
Conrad Wood asserts that, "Indeed it was the support extended to the high 
caste Hindu notables in the rural interior of South Malabar (Eranad and Walluvanad 
Taluks) by British rule and that was the source of Moplah resistance to the White 
man's Raj from 1800-to 1922'^ 
General Robert Abercromby instructed his newly appointed Malabar 
Supervisor, "to preserve the rights of the superior class of subjects as far as it is 
consistent with the general good"^°. 
Thus the reason behind the so called banditti of the Mappilas in the areas of 
Mannarkad, Tamarasseri, Pulavayi, Vettattnad Chernad and Ernad, in the words of 
Logan is, "the mistaken notions prevalent with regard to ownership of the land appear 
"S.F. Dale, 0/7c/?.,pp.l08-109. 
W. Logan, op cil., p.472. 
" Conrad Wood, 'The Moplah Rebellions between 1800-02 and 1921-22' in lESR, vol. 12, No.1-4, 
1976, p.97. 
"° W. Logan, op cil., p.486. 
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to have been to a large extend at the bottom of these disturbances, which assumed the 
aspect of faction fight for supremacy between Hindus and Muhamadans"'^'. 
K.P.Pathmanaba Menon, the doyen of Kerala History comments. 
The Mapilas who had been deprived of the great power they had 
exercised so recently resented the loss, while the Nayar followers 
under the protecting aegies of the Company set themselves up to seek 
revenge on their former despoilers The result was awful^ .^ 
Several years after the Malabar had been incorporated with the British, the 
Rayas (Jenmis) returned to Malabar in 1782. However they could not gain the 
position they had enjoyed before as observed by the British official. Walker. "Power 
of the Rajas had been nearly overwhelmed by the superior activity and number of the 
Mappilahs"^l 
Though the settlement of September 1794 vested the Hindu aristocrats 
(Jenmis) with power of exploitation on the Mappila agriculturists they were incapable 
to recover themselves from Mappilas and regularly complained on this^''. Due to the 
presence of Tipu's rule in Mysore and the possible threat of another attack on 
Malabar, the British was reluctant to press the Mappilas to vacate land holdings in 
favour of the Jenmis. This situation also forced them to follow an appeasement policy 
towards the Mappilas . Whereas, the news of the defeat of Muslim power in Mysore 
J' Ibid., p.534. 
"^  K.Padmanabha Menon, History of Kerala, op cit, p.268. 
" A Walker, observations on the Administration of Malabar during the year 1796-97, nd. Quoted in 
Conrad Wood, Moplah Rebellion and its Genesis, op cit., p. 103. 
" Walker to Wilkinson, President Malabar Commission, 20"'December 1796, cf, Conrad Wood, Ibid. 
^^ Conrad Wood, Moplah Rebellion and Its Genesis, op cit., pp. 103-104. 
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in 1799 had an 'electric effect' on the rival castes (Jenmis) in Malabar, "inspiring the 
Nairs with hope as much as it depressed the Mapilahs"^ .^ 
Subsequently, the British explicitly followed their anti-Mappila policy. The 
assertion of British 'law and order' caused resentment and humiliation to the Mappila 
community. This resulted in the early Mappila 'outbreaks' in Malabar under the 
leadership of Unni Mootha, Manjeri Athan Kurikkal and Chemban Pokkar^ .^ 
Elanibulasherry *^ Unni Mutta Muppan 
He was a popular Mappila farmer (Kanamdar), who rose to high status in the 
district of Velatre [Waluvanad] during the Mysorean rule. After 1786-87 along with 
his hundred followers he joined the service of Tipu Sultan. In 1789, he supported the 
Sultan in his campaign against the Travancore^" and in 1791, against the English East 
India Company. This made him powerful enough to challenge the colonial power. He 
built a loop holed and fortified house in the jungles at the foot of ghats at a place 
called "Tereangananore"^'. 
Tipu's defeat made Unnimutha Moopan more aggressive, which is rather 
clearly perceivable in the message sent by him to a British officer who prevented him 
from collecting taxes in one part of Velatare. 
For what reason you, your Nayars,head Chittis [A Hindu trading class], 
other Chitties and custom people had put a stop to my Makama 
[malikkana - a tax], [unless the status quo ante is restored], I will take 
^'/6;W.,p.l06. 
-'S.F. Dale, op.c;7., p.lOl. 
" Is a village located about 40 miles East, North-East of Ponnani. 
-' S.F. Dale, cites the year as 1784-85, op.cit., p.88 
'' Ibid. 
'^ Logan, op.cit., Vol. I, p.485. 
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good care of you and your Chitties. Do not think that I have much fear 
either of you, your battalion people or guards.... I desire you take care 
that no harm happens in Muquaram^^ to you or your Chitties. Have you 
not heard of the murder at Perinthalmanna? Even in your dreams don't 
think to put a stop to what I do. Have you not heard of my bravery?''^  
The insurgency of Unni Mutha evidently proved his contact with Tipu Sultan 
and he had received even afarman from the Mysore Sultan. Politically motivated, he 
acted as an independent chieftain than a subject'''*. The pomp and show maintained by 
Unni Mutha embarrassed the British officials, as reported by Joint Commissioners 
of 1792-93. 
What idea he has of obedience may be judged by his flags, his 
Nekareh^^ and beating of NobiP^. As well as having his pay exclusive 
of mappillas, several Carnatic sepoys . 
-JO 
The soverign nature of Unni Mutha, in the words of Masud Khan "Oonee 
Mootah kept a faqvir (Faqir) to read Persian He also maintained two 
Brahmanas with silver sticks who went about the country to gain intelligence. He beat 
the naqara [nagara] and was prayed for by all the priests of the country"^^. 
He was not ready to co-op with the situation after the defeat of Tipu Sultan. 
He declined to submit unless he were granted a pension for maintaining his retenies"* .^ 
^^  Muharram-Arahic month. 
" Translation of Ola (Leaf writing) from Unnimutha to Mr. Meliing Chap 9* April 1798, quoted in 
Conrad Wood, Mop/ah Rebellion and Its Genesis, op cit., p. 105. 
'" Conrad Wood, Moplah Rebellion and Its Genesis, op cit., p. 105, S.F. Dale, op cit., pp.88-89. 
^^  A kettledrum used to beat as a mark of independence. 
A musical instrument sounding at the gateway of a great man at intervals. 
Report, Vol.1, pp. 260-61, quoted in Conrad Wood, Moplah Rebellion and Its Genesis, op cit., p.l05. 
•'^  A former soldier of Unni Mutha 
^' Joint Committee Report, Diary IV 1243, quoted in S.F. Dale op cit., p.89. 
"" W. Logan, op cit., p.485. 
Ill 
British force under Major Dow made a second attempt in 1793 to finish Unni 
Mutha, which however, ended in failure. Captain Burchall took the lead and besieged 
his fortified house, but the immediate retaliation helped Unni Mutha to escape out of 
the British hands'". 
The utter disappointment and confusion which prevailed after this forced the 
colonial power to kneeldown before the Mappila rebel in 1793 AD''^ . Finally they 
made an agreement on 8"^  May 1794 and offered the restoration of his estate of 
Elambulasseri and a cash allowance of Rs. 1000 per annum'* .^ 
All these offers failed to pacify the Mappila leader and he demanded a share of 
revenue collected from his village. The British authorities offered an inam of Rs. 3000 
for his capture. Thus army under captain Mac Donald surrounded and demolished his 
stronghold in the Pandalur hills near Malappuram. The other fortifications and houses 
of his supporters were also gutted and forced him to take shelter in the jungle of 
Wayand'*'*. Hydros, a strong supporter of Unni Mutha was captured after a 
confrontation at Ponnani and he was exiled'*^ Then he followed the guerilla war 
technique and even joined with the Pazhassi Raja, and other dissident Rajas of the 
Zamorin of Calicut"*^ . Through his secret contact with Tipu sultan he obtained 
financial assistance in his campaign against the colonial power'* .^ Authorities 
continued their persuasion even through the Puthiyangadi Tangal'** to submit before 
"' Ibid., p. 492. 
••'R.E. Miller, 0/7 c//., p. 104. 
•*^  W. Log&n, op cit, p.501. 
""Ibid 
'*' P. Sayed Muhammad, op cit, p. 166. 
^ W Logan, opcil., p.522; K.K.N. Kurup, 'Pazhasi' in P.J. Cheriyan (ed.,) Perspectives of Kerala 
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History, KCHR. 
S.F. Dale, 0/7 c;/., p.99. 
'^^ An influential Arab Sayyid, Zamorin of Calicut granted the rent-free land in 1791 AD, W. Logan 
op cit, p.527. 
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He become more powerful and benefited from the prevailing hue and cry during the 
endoflS^'century^^ 
Recognizing his credentials, both the Zamorin and British authorities in 1797 
employed Athan Kurikal as the revenue officer (Darogha) of Eranad^ .^ Though very 
rarely heeded to the revenue demands of the two agencies Kurikal functioned as a 
local sovereign^^ and the Mappilas resented to pay the revenue to their Jenmis. The 
causes of the Mappila unrest as noticed by Jonathan Duncun,^ ^ lie in the persecution 
of the Mappilas by the Rajas and Nairs when they had been re-established in Malabar 
after the defeat of Tipu Sultan^ .^ As a remedy suggested the care and solicitude of a 
well-regulated civil administration i.e. the establishment of an impartial British 
judicial system to solve the ongoing disputes on land between the Mappilas and the 
Jenmis^^. Even the Mappilas were bound to pay a humiliating tax known as 
purushantram, a death duty to the jenmis^°. Infact, the Zamorin was blaming the 
Mappilas for his inability to pay the revenue, though he himself manipulated the 
collection records^'. 
In 1795, Athan Kurikal's brother-in-law Muhammed Musliyar^^ was hanged 
on charges of killing a Nair. It is said that Kurikal used the situation to arouse the 
''Ibid 
" Logan, Treaties and Engagements, op cit, p.251, Treaty CXIII. 
''S.F.Dale, op c;7., p. 100. 
" First Malabar Joint Commission 1792. 
'* S.F. Dale, op cit, p.97. 
" The disputes and hardships suffered by the Mappilas during this period can well perceive from the 
document left by the leader of 1849 Manjeri Rebellion, a descendant of Moyin Kurkikkal - See 
Correspondence of Moplah Outrages in Malabar for the years 1849-59, 2 Vols., Madras, 1863, Vol. 
I,pp.47-51. 
*° Joint Committee 1793 Diary I, p.308, cf., S.F. Dale, op cit., p.97. 
' ' S.F. Dale, 0/7 c//., p. 100. 
*^  Adam Khan - See W. Logan, op cit., p.527. 
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sentiments of Mappilas and 'justified his actions by putting them within the 
framework of general Mappila interests'". 
In contrast to the official pretensions, however, Kurikal championed as the 
protector of the Mappila community. He made many speeches to incite the Mappilas 
on the oppressive nature of the Bntish-Jenmi coalition and the failure of the existing 
Nair dominant judicial system. 
None of us are safe, someone or other will prefer complaints against us 
and the evidence of the Nairs shall be received and we shall be 
apprehended and hanged '^*. 
The official reports effort to undermine the general support of Mappilas to 
Kurikals favour. Walker reported, 'they attempt to give this public colouring to their 
discontent...there is no proof that they produced the impressions they intended'^^ 
Yet Prof Dale, referring to Walker cites the evidence of public support to the 
Mappila leaders saying that, 'Kurikul probably reflected the sentiments of his 
audience and the evidences he collected testified to the case with which those 
Mappilas secretly caused'. 
In 1802, William Macleod, observed that the 'tacit support of the community 
at large' as one of the reasons for the prolonged Mappila resistance^^. Infact, a 
majority of the Mappilas took part in the later 'outbreaks' as observed by Dale. He 
"S.F.Dale, op. c/7., p. 102. 
^ Madras District Records, Political - 1800 p.268, SF Dale op.cit., p.l03, K.M. Panikkar, Against Lord 
and State, op.cit., p.59. 
" Ibid p.281, cf., SF Dale op.cit., p. 103. 
•^  Ibid 
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the British. However, when Colonel Wellesley was engaged with Mysore affairs, the 
turbulent Mappila chief joined with Pazhassi Raja at Kuttiyadi along with other 
landlords"^. 
In June 1799 Unni Mutha's brother was executed on pretext of 'harbouring an 
outlaw and other heinous crimes' and in October his own rice crops, arms and 
movable property were seized for the realization of revenue arrears^". 
Athan Moyin (Curikal 
He was a Kanamdar under Manjeri Karnorpad Raja and possessed land in the 
village Payanad near Manjeri in Brand. He was a powerful chieftain and commanded 
wide support in his area. This forced the Myosre rulers to appoint him as their revenue 
officer. Since 1774 there existed a land dispute between Karnorpad Raja the landlord 
and Athan Moyin Kurikal. In 1784 this quarrelling took a new turn Kurikal made an 
attack on the house of Karnorpad Raja and burned the Manjeri temple which was 
under the patronage of the Raja^'. 
However Karnarpad Raja, being an ally and dependent of Tipu Sultan^ "^  the 
attack on him, provoked the Mysorean commander Arshad Beg Khan, who attacked 
him in 1786. The Mappilas, however, defeated and killed the commander of the 
Mysore army. Consequently Tipu himself marched and Athan Moyin and his son 
were captured and imprisoned in Srirangapatem^^ In fact, he managed to escape 
within a short period and re-established his authority at Manjeri, his ancestral place. 
''''W. Logan, o/7.c;7,,p.528. 
°^ K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op.cit., p.57. 
'^ S.F. Dale, op.cit., p.87. 
" Raja had paid half of his money to Hyder AU and offered undisturbed rule in his land. 
" Ibid, p. 88; R.E., Miller, op.cit., p.llO. 
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says that, "these attacks certainly evoked the sympathy and admiration of large groups 
of rural Mappilas"^^. 
It was, indeed, the feeling of conflicting interest with the Jenmis that invited 
enthusiastic support from majority of the Mappilas of Eranad to the rebellious leaders 
in 1800-1802^^ 
Chemban Poker 
As part of the appeasement policy adopted by the British, especially after their 
capture of Malabar from Tipu Sultan, the Mapilas were appointed in influential ports 
like the Darogha (Chiefs in charge of Police). Thus Chemban Poker assumed the 
power of revenue officer in Koyappa area of Shernad. Subsequently he became more 
powerful and utilizing the official position he 'acquired a good deal of land'^ ^. 
The post of Darogah was powerful enough to decide civil suits to the extent of 
Rupees 200 and inflicting corporal punishments. This service was beneficial to the 
oppressed Mappilas in their legal fight against their Jenmis. Thus Poker became an 
infiuential personality among the Mappila community and they often defied the 
British authority and were little bothered of the official punishment^". 
However, after being accused of bribery and extortion, the British authorities 
imprisoned Poker in Palaghat fortress^'. Nevertheless, he managed to escape in 1799 
after returned to Shernad and regained his lost position. Receiving a complaint from 
•^ 'ft/W. p.l04. 
*^ Conrad Wood, The Moplah Rebellion and its Genesis, op.cit., p.l08. 
^ Conrad Wood, 'First Moplah Rebellion Against British Rule', op.cit., p.551, Foot Note 54. 
™ Conrad Wood; The Moplah Rebellion and its Genesis, op.cit., p. 107, 
" Madras District Records [Secret] p.l58 Cf., SF.Dale, opcit., p.lOl. 
Nairs of Shernad on Poker's oppressive behaviuor, like 'plundering' of their 
property''^ . Baber noted on Chember Poker that, "this man in particular is at this 
moment in possession of estates to a vast amount without any claim or title to the 
greatest part of them, while the real and original proprietors are suffering much 
distress and real objects of pity and compassion"^ .^ 
In late 1799, a futile attempt was made to arrest by Baber, Shemard Assistant. 
Infact he was forced to take shelter in the jungles and his house was destroyed''*. In 
the beginning of 1800 Mappila chiefs, Unni Mutha, Athan Moyin Kurikal and 
Chamben Poker, allied secretly against the British persecution. And they persuaded 
others to join the rebellion and declared that the persecutors should 'not be protected 
but destroyed'''^ His early success over British army had encouraged Chemban 
Poker. So he made a bold attack on Mr. G. Waddel, the southern superintendent, on 
his way from Angadipuram to Orampuran^ .^ In this operation, Manjeri Kurikal 
secretly provided all the supports. 
Consequently, British authorities resorted to a systematic military suppression 
on the Mappila insurgency. Later Major Walker was appointed to study the situation 
in southern districts of Malabar Presidency. He condemned the military activism of 
Baber and Waddel over the Mappila insurgents. Chemban Poker was pardoned after 
77 78 
taking surety for good behavior . 
' ' Cornad Wood, 'The First Moplah Rebellion Against British Rule', op.cit., p.551, F.Note 51. 
" Baber to Waddel. 28"" Oct. 1799, Malabar Collectrate Records, quoted in Conrad Wood, The Moplah 
Rebellion and its Genesis, op. cit., p. 110. 
'•* Report of Major Wales, p.3112, cf., Conard Wood, Ibid., 
'^  Ola addressed by Unni Mutha and Chemban Poker to the people of Ariacotta, cf., Conrad Wood, 
op.cit., p.55\. 
'^  W. Logan, Vol. I, p.527. 
" W. Logan, Treaties and engagements, II Treaty No. CCXVI, p.337. 
'^  W. Logan, Malabar, I, p.529. 
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The immediate provocations to the Mappila leaders were personal. However, 
they allied for a common cause which was the safeguarding of the rights of oppressed 
Mappilas under the colonial rule, which had favored the jenmis and insisted Mappila 
subservience^^. While dealing the Mappila insurgency of 1800-02 British used the 
'Nair Corps' under Captain Watson, who was able to suppress the Mappila 
enthusiasm* .^ Atlast in 1802 Captain Watson's army attacked and killed Unni Mutha 
and Athan Kurikal. In 1805 Chemban Poker also died in a confrontation with Captain 
Watson*'. 
Even if the so called Banditti leaders were wiped out completely, this 
insurrection of the tyrannized Mappilas caused a complete breach of their relationship 
with the British rule. The extinction of these leaders, however did not brought the 
situation under the British control, instead the Mappilas become more and more 
aggravated. Evidently it sowed the seeds for nineteenth and early twentieth century 
anti-European struggle by the Mappilas of Malabar. 
Sacerdotal Leadership and the Rebellions 
As previously discussed, beginning from the last decades of the 18"^  century, 
Mappila peasantry of Malabar rose in rebellion against the oppression of jenmis on 
the one hand and imperialism of the British on the other. The number of rebels in the 
so called Moplah Outrages varied from small groups of few persons to major battles 
of large number of people. Of the various revolts, one major revolt having reasons of 
its own culminated in the rebellion of 1921. Except in 1921 when the Mappilas were 
™ Conrad Wood, The Moplah Rebellion and its Genesis, op.cit., p.l08. 
*VWaf.,pp.l08-lll. 
*' C.K. Kareem, Kerala Muslim Directory, op.cit., Vol.III, p.45. 
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highly influenced by the ongoing Khilafat-Non-co-operation and Kudiyan Sangam 
movements all others had many shared aspects. The participants conducted each 
attack as a religious act, Jehad or a war cry for Islam* .^ The virtues of heaven and 
the endless bliss of the heaven have been the most motivating factor of the Mappila 
resistance. Though the society as a whole with some exceptions in 19"' and 20"' 
century Malabar was agonized and hurt by the claws of colonial powers, 'the 
Mappilas alone were able to translate their discontent into organized action and it 
strongly underlines the religious context but not necessarily the religious content of 
the uprisings'^''. Here the ulema^'^ played a pivotal role in arousing anti-European 
awareness and resentment among the Mappilas of Malabar. 
The 'traditional intellectuals', ulema in the words of Prophet Muhammad, "are 
the successors of Prophets"^^. It is unequivocally asserts the role of ulema in the 
society . The ulema were divided into three groups of professional functionaries 
like, Tangals, Musliyars and Mullas. Tangals are the descendants of Prophet 
Muhammad (known as Sayyids . They are usually well versed in Islamic teachings 
.Musliyar, less educated than Sayyids, acted as teachers and mosque officials. Mullas 
are generally performed local or household ceremonies. Generally they could read the 
^^  Kunhali V., 'Ideology and Peasant Uprising; A case Study of 19* Century South Malabar' in E.K.G., 
Nambiar [Ed.,] Agrarian Indian problems and Perspective, Calicut, 1999, p.40. 
" K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op.cit., p.49. 
^ The word 'ulema is the plural of alim. It is an Arabic word derived from ilm. Literally the alim 
means knowledgeable but technically means a muslim who has completed his education in religious 
seminary and has studied subjects like the Quranic exegesis [tafsir), the science of the Prophetic 
tradition [ilmaul hadith] jurisprudence (Fiqh) and theology [ilmal kalam], see Mushirul Haque, 
Muslim Politics in Modern India, Meerat,1970, p.3, Miracia Eliyode, The Encyclopedia of Religion, 
Vol.VII,p.ll5. 
" 'Ibn-Majah-Kitab-al-Ilm', Hadhith No. 3157. 
^ See l.H.Qureshi, Ulema In Politics, Karachi, 1972. 
" Emigrated from Arabia,Yemen and Hadarmaut, S.F.Dale, op.cit., p.111. 
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Quran and Arabic but a few of them understood what they were reciting^*. They 
performed their individual duties in the society and were influential not only in 
sacerdotal affairs of the Mappilas but in secular ventures also. Thus 'the militancy and 
love of martyrdom becomes the chief inducement of Mappila outbreaks til! other 
national and global issues like freedom struggle and Khilafat Movement induced new 
ideologies to oppose British administration'^ ^. 
As Gramci has emphasized it is difficult to comprehend 'the collective life of 
the peasantry and of the germs and ferments of development which exists within it' 
without taking into account of their linkages with movements among traditional 
intellectuals^". 
The arrival of the Europeans to the subcontinent widened the responsibilities 
of ulema in the scenario of European onslaughts. Mappila community looked 
hopefully to the ulema to assume the important role of political authority. Till then 
ihtxr fatwa^^ comprised theological issues only and now they assumed importance in 
political spheres also. No doubt thefatwa doesn't carry the power of coercion and 
they would not deal with the whole range issues related to the state organization. In 
fact they were to become a vehicle for spreading even more detailed guidance to 
minute concerns of every day life of the individual as well as the society. Fatwa 
carries its political importance in declaring Jihad ag&msl the oppressors, the landlords 
*^ S.F.Dale, 0/7 c»., p. 101. 
Kunhali, op cit, pp.41-42. 
'^ Antonio Gramci, Selections from Prison Note Book, New York, 1973, p. 14, quoted in 
K.N.Panikkar, op cit, pp, 13-14. 
" Fatwa is a verdict or a decision on a point of law by the learned doctors of Islam. The fatwa 
document is a conventional form and varied little over the countries. It is headed by a pious 
invocation in Arabic often written in a very involved and stylized manner and varying from period to 
period, E.J. Brill, (ed.,) Encyclopedia of Islam, Leiden, 1983, Vol. IV, p.867. 
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and the Europeans. They viewed the fatwa as a call to the meticulous Muslims to 
mobilize the community in the absence of any powerful warlord to excite them to 
challenge the foreign power^ "^ . 
Prior to the eminence of makhadum^^ of Ponnani, except the scanty 
information available in Rehla of Battuta '^', we lack authentic evidences about the 
religious leadership of the Mappilas of Malabar. 
As already noted, Zain-ud-din Ibn. Ali [d. 928/1521-22) was the first 
Makhdum and the governing spirit of the Mappilas who fought desperately for 100 
years against the savage offarangis. Through his treatise called Tahriz^^ he motivated 
the Mappilas to fight against the enemies of Prophet Muhammad and to save the 
world and religion. Some of his instructions include; 
To fight the enemies (Portuguese) is the duty of every Muslim who is 
physically fit and sound in financial provisions and war equipments. 
God has commanded to wage war against enemies, more so in a war 
that removes the agony [of Muslims]. 
Then what will be the great reward awaiting him who relieves the 
hardships of an entire community by waging war. 
He who spent his wealth for the holy war along with his physical 
participation will be rewarded seven hundred times as per the 
interpretation of the holy Quran^*. 
'^  Barbara Daly Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India, Deoband I860-1900, Princeton, 1982 p.51. 
'^  Makhdum, an Arabic Word, means 'one who deserve service', It is the title given to the progeny of 
Shaikh Zainuddin b Ali (1521-22/928 AH) who had migrated to Ponnani from Kochi and established 
a religious seminary which later became the centre of religious leadership and learning of the 
Mappilas, Hussain Randathani (ed.,) Maqdumum Ponnaniyum (Malayalam), Ponnani, 1998. 
** Ibn battuta., op.cit., pp.331 ff. 
'^  Tehriz AM at Iman Ala Jihad 'Abadat-al-Sulban al Marghabal fil Jinan al Munqidat min al Niran 
(Incitement of believers on fight Against the Worshippers of Cross. Attraction to Paradise and 
Rescue from Hell), K.M. Mumhammed, op.cit., pp.I2I-136. 
^Tabriz Lines 26,35,40,51. 
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We are unable to fix the date of compilation of his treatise. Probably it was 
compiled after the second arrival of Vasco-da-Gama in 1502 which witnessed the 
unscrupulous attack of the Portuguese on Mappilas'^. 
He exulted the Mappilas to become shahids in the battlefield and quote the 
Quranic verse "Think not of those who are slain in Allah's way as dead. Nay, they 
live, are finding their sustenance from their lord"'*. 
So come on to sacrifice your life "Soul of the Shahids always wishes to return 
to their bodies, so that they may once again slain in the way of Almighty, because the 
reward of Almighty to the Shahids are unbounded and fascinating. Makhdum also 
describes the ill-fate of people who he keep away from holy war. He will be written as 
a renegade in the Book of God. He will be in failure here and hereafter^ .^ After 
mentioning the glory of paradise and celestial happiness, it deals with the ill-fate and 
wrath of God, met by those societies who neglected the cruelties of infidels'°°. 
The script of the Tahriz was sent to important rulers and mosques of Malabar, 
and even to the Kings of Egypt, Turkey and other Arab empires. Probably this treatise 
was written seventy years before the compilation of the renowned Tuhfat-al 
Mujahidin by Shaykh Zayn-ud-din (Junior) [1531-1619]. Certainly this Tahriz is to 
Husain andathani, tahriz Oru Patanam in Maqdumum Pormamym op.cit., p. 124. 
The Holy Quran, (Tr.,) The Presidency of Islamic Researches, IFTA, Al-Madinah Munawarah, KSA, 
I410A.H., 3:169, 3:170-71, See also 2: 154. 
"^ Husain Randathani, op.cit., pp. 125-126. 
^°°Ibid, p.]26. 
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be considered as the earliest manifesto of anti-European struggle in Malabar, which 
brought the Mappilas and their rulers to the warfront against colonialism 101 
Zainuddin (Junior) in his Tuhfa adds further on the verdict of Jihad and 
quoting the Quranic verses, prophetic traditions and notes from Islamic battles, he 
incited the Mappilas for a crusade against the Portuguese. Dale observed that, the 
book explains "the havoc which the Portuguese had wrecked on the Islamic society of 
Kerala"'°l 
Qazi Muhammad bin Abdul Aziz [d. 1025/1616], wrote the treatise Fath-al-
Mubin^^'^. He praises the Zamorin's patronage to Islam and Muslims, who even 
enforced the rules of shariat and permited to recite the Friday sermon in the name of 
Turkish Sultan'°^. The poet himself participated in many battles against the 
Portuguese and described the Portuguese atrocities. Some of his instructions are; 
They destroyed Islamic buildings and basic principles of Islamic 
tradition. 
How many Muslims are chained in their prison and how many are 
tortured with several trials ! 
How many were orphaned by their homicide and how many girls and 
women were made widows ! 
How many ships they set on fire and how many vessels they sunk in 
the sea ! 
Ibid., p.m. 101 
'°^ See Chapter 3 for details. 
'"S.F. Dale,op.c;r.,p.3. 
Fath-al-Mubin li Samiriyya Hide Yuhibb-al Muslimeen compiled between 1578-79, Translated to 
English. M.A. Mueed Khan and Malayalam translation by Prof. Mankada Abdul Aziz, 
Kozhikode,1996. 
'°Mbid., Lines 14, 15,16,17. 
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Qazi Muhammad provides a picturesque description on the battle of Chaliyam, 
in which Mappilas of neighbouring districts of Calicut enthusiastically participated 
and the ultimate victory against the Portuguese was also the result of the whole 
hearted support of the Zamorin of Calicut'°^. The arrival of the Portuguese with the 
reminiscence of the crusades war against Islam doubled the responsibility of the 
ulema to the Mappila community. As observed by Dale; 
It was largely Mappilas who carried on fight against the Portuguese 
Dutch and British and the history of Malayali Muslims from the 
second decade of 16"^  century is largely a history of the indigenous 
Muslim Community'^'. 
Umar Qazi 
He was born in 1757'°^ in a family reputed for religious learning, in the village 
of Veliyankode, four Kilometers south of Ponnani. His father Ali Musliyar was a 
scholarly person and his mother was Amina of Kakathara family. He attained his early 
education from his father who died when Umar was only ten. He continued his 
studies at Tanur and completed under Mammi Kutty, Qazi of prestigious Makhdum 
family of Ponnani. 
He served as a religious teacher in the mosque at Ponnani between 1793-1802, 
Veliyankode during 1802-1820 and at Tanur Mosque till 1840. Later he acted as Qazi 
in Veliyankode and continued his service as a religious teacher till his death in 1854. 
"*^  See chapters III for a detailed description. 
'°' S.F. Dale Op.Cit., p.46. 
'"* C.N.Ahmad Maulvi and K.K. Muhammad Abdul Kareem, Mahataya Mappila Sahitya 
Parambaryam, p.l96. Another opinion on the year of Birth, some put it as 1179/1765-66 while 
others as 1177 (1762-63) see E.P. Kunhammed, Veliyankod Umar Qazi Charilram, Veliyenkode 
Mahallu Jamait Committee, 1985, pp. 13-14. 
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His concerns however were not confined to religious issues. He was also 
famed as a social reformer of the time. He was the first man who started the non-tax 
campaign and agitated against the newly imposed oppressive and heavy taxes of 
British administration. He issued ^ afwa^ to make his followers aware of the defects of 
colonial rule and criticized the British administration. He decreed that, it is haram to 
accept employment under the white Christians. 
He was widely believed as a divine with miraculous power. When Umar Qazi 
refused to pay taxes on his land, police had arrived to arrest him. However a large 
mass defended the British officials and they were forced to withdraw. Later he was 
arrested and it is believed that he disappeared from the police lock-up and the officials 
were charmed to act according to his wishes. When Calicut collector issued order to 
arrest Qazi, he presented himself before the collector. The Collector tried his best to 
persuade Qazi to remit the taxes. He was adamant in his decision. Qazi responded by 
saying. 
You (the British) deceptively occupied our country; I will never pay 
tax on God's land'°^ 
The collector respected and requested him to accept a short term imprisonment 
for violating the law. Meanwhile a large number of Mappilas from the locality 
assembled at the court. When the authorities decided to imprison the Qazi the 
situation became tense. The magistrate sought the help of Muhyaddin, the Qazi of 
Calicut to pacify the people. He reached the spot and persuaded the people to 
disperse. Umar Qazi himself asked them to keep patience. Thus he was imprisoned on 
18* December 1819. From the jail he sent a message to his spiritual preceptor Sayyid 
"^/A/^.,p.l48. 
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Alavi of Mamburam, describing his plight and lamented that the authorities had jailed 
him without any specific reason. 
He wrote; 
I did no crime enough for an imprisonment, but intentionally they put 
baseless allegations up on me and that Liar (Maggistrate) is 
responsible for my imprisonment Due to the persecution of 
English my life has become miserable like that of a parrot locked in the 
cage"'* .^ 
He consoled himself by saying 
God has created the human beings to die and to die in the way of God 
is a virtuous deed for rightly guided people'". 
The authorities caught the message and it failed to reach Sayyid Alawi. When 
the news, however reached Sayyid Alawi he made an appeal to the District Collector 
for the immediate release of the Qazi. Realising the seriousness of the situation 
collector released him immediately. E. Moidu Moulavi an exponent of Khilafat 
Movement in Kerala observed that; 
Umar Qazi was a bitter enemy of the British and an obdurate lover of 
freedom. He was the first among the Keralite to start non-taxation 
movement"^. 
Sayyid Husain Tangal of Panakkad (1239/1823-24 to 1302/1884-85) 
He was another influential personality who fostered sedition against 
colonialism and imperialism of the British. He was born to Sayyid AH Shihabuddin 
no 
111 
E.P. Kunhammed, op.cit., pp.59-60. See Appendix-IV for a full text of the letter. 
Ibid.,p.61. 
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and completed his learning at Malappuram, Tanur and Ponnani. Being a 
contemporary of Sayyid Fazal of Mamburam, an ideological supporter of anti 
imperialistic struggle, he affiliated himself with the endeavour to throw the yoke of 
imperialism. And he issued fatwas to instigate the people with anti-European feeling. 
The iron hands of the authorities and even the deportation of Sayid Fazal in 1852 
could not deter him from his activities. He continued his blessings and instigated the 
rebels and there is evidence of his involvement in the outbreak of 1882 commanded 
by Kalangadan Kutti Hussan. He was sentenced for lifetime imprisonment and spent 
his remaining life till death in the Vellure Central Jail . 
Mamburam Sayyids 
In the context of 19"^  Century Mappila resistance against the colonial hands of 
English, the Thangals of Mamburam Sayyid Alawi and his son Sayyid Fazal played 
important role"'^. They belonged to Ba-Alawi^^^ sufi orders spread by Shaikh Jifri 
[1726-27-1807-08] of Calicut"^ who came from Tarim in Hadramaut of Southern 
Arabia. They were direct descendants of Prophet Muhammad through his daughter 
Fatima and Cousin Ali. Sayyid Alawi also came from Tarim in 1183/1769-70 as an 
orphan of 17 and settled at Mamburam, where his maternal uncle Sayyid Hasan Jifri 
was a religious teacher. Very soon, his mystic contemplation earned him the title 
"^ E. Moidu Moulwi, Chahthra Smaranakal (Malayalam), Calicut 1981, p.62, See also K.M 
113 
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Panthavoor, Umar Qazi (Ra) Charitram (Malayalam). 
C.K. Karim, (ed.,) Kerala Muslim Charitram. Stidivivara Kanakku Directory, Charitram 
Publications, Kochin, 1991, Vol. Ill, p.258. 
K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and Slate, opcit., p.61., S.F. Dale, opcit., pp. 127-136. 
"^ Ba'Alwi is the family name of Shaikh Jifri and the Sufi Order they followed became famous by 
their name. But it is an offshoot of Qadiri Order. 
"^ Settled in Calicut and received the assistance from Zamorin, See C.K. Kareem, Kerala Muslim 
Directory, op cit., Vol.111, pp,218-19. 
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Qutub-al-Zaman [The Pivot of the Age]. The Mappilas held him in high respect and 
he became the spiritual head of the Mappilas and came to be known as Mamburam 
Tangal"^ 
In stimulating an anti-British consciousness among Mappilas he played a 
significant role. He was a very keen observant of the implications of colonial British 
administrative changes and in this he shared the feelings of Umar Qazi of 
Veliyankode"*. His strong antipathy to the British rule is evidently reflected in his 
fatwa of Saif-ul-Battar ala man Yuali al Kuffar [The Sharp Sword on those who take 
Unbelievers as Protectors] "^. 
The iatwa is connected with the Ottoman rulers and the obligation of Muslims 
to obey them. At the same time it commands the Muslims of every country not to take 
Christians as protectors'^°. Quoting Quranic verses and Tuhfa of Ibn Hajar, the author 
insists that, if an Islamic Country is captured by the Harbis [Christians or Kafirs] it 
should be considered still as an Islamic State [Dar-ul-Islam]'^' and it is incumbent on 
all Muslims irrespective of their age and gender to defend the enemy with all efforts 
to save the country'^^. The author considers the Europeans (afranji) as the worst 
disbelievers'^'' and warns the Muslims against appointing the Christians as domestic 
" See K.K. Muhammed Abdul Kareen, Hazrat Mamburam Sayyid Alwi Tangal, Tirurangadi, 1975. 
"* K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op.cit., p.61. 
' " His son Sayyid Fazal [1240/1824-1318/1901] included this Fatwa as the second chapter in his 
Uddat al Umara wal Hukkam li IhanaJ al Kqfarati Wal Abadat al Asnam [Preparation to .Judges 
and Leaders to Undermine the Idolaters and Unbelief] Egypt, 1273/1856. 
'"" It is probable that the Fatwa, Saif-ul-Battar was compiled by Sayyid Abdullah bin Abdul Bari Al 
Abdal, a contemporary of Sayyid Alwi, but issued by Manburm Tangal. Husain K, Uddat-al-
Umara; A compilation of Religious Decrees on the Mappila peasant Revolts of the 19"' Century 
p.4, F.n.l6. 
According to Muslim Jurists a state where Muslim are protected by the ruler, Muslim or Non-
Muslim is Dar-ul- Islam opposite of Dar-ul-Harb (country where Jehad is compulsory) 
'J^  Sayyid Fazal (ed.,) Uddat -al-Umara, op.cit., pp.25-26, cf., Husain K. op.cit., p.4. 
" Ibid., p.28, op.cit., p.4. 
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servants {Ahilla) because they will not be loyal to their masters'^''. The Muslims, who 
remain as subjects under the Christian rule and are satisfied with it, are sinners and are 
liable to exemplary punishment, even though they seek the welfare of the Muslims 
through Christian rule. Also to praise the Christian rulers, to pray for their welfare is a 
sin, which requires remorse, and if a Muslim glorifies the Christians than him, he is a 
Kafir, that a Muslim cannot glorify a debauchee (profligate)'^^ 
As far as the direct participation of Sayyid Alawi Thangal in the armed 
resistance against British and Hindu landlords, scholars are of different views. Prof 
Dale observes, 'he doesn't appear to have actively organized armed resistance to the 
British or the Hindu Society''^^. Alawi Thangal miraculously appeared on a horse 
back in the Cherur battlefield and even was wounded by a shot of the enemy on his 
thigh'^''. It is probable that Saif-ul-Batar would have been compiled after the Cherur 
battle. From this fatwa it appears that, he bitterly hated the British and 'offered his 
sanctified prestige''^^ to the anti-British and anti-Landlord struggles of Mappilas 
during his period'^^. The first instance of involvement of Sayyid Alawi Thangal 
evidently was by the arrest of the supporters of Manjeri Athan Kurikal, with his sword 
bearers in the Tirurangadi Mosque (Mamburam Mosque) in the 1801 uprising led by 
Unni Mutha Muppan, Manjeri Kurikal and Chemban Poker . The reluctance of the 
British officials to arrest Thangal was due to a possible protest riot''". In April 1817 
Collector James Vaughan reported to the Madras Government. 
'•' 'lbid,p29, o p n / , p 4 
'"rt(£^,pp 30-31 
'^ *S F Dale, ope;/, p i 16 
'^' C M Muhammad Maulawi, Bntante Parajayam Athava Cherur Chinth,{Ms\) , n d pp 2-23, C N 
Ahmad Maulavi, op cit, pp 178-79 
'-*SF Dale, op at,p 116 
'"' Advocated fight agamst the British till the end C N Ahmad Maulavi, op cit, p 178 
'^'SF Dale, pp 16-17 
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any attempt to seize the Tangal by force would be attended with the 
most dreadful consequences, no less than a general rise of the Mappila 
population, every one of whom have a common use of a long and 
dangerous knife.... '^ .^ 
The relationship of Kurikal family and Mamburam Tangals was further 
noticed by the British Officials in 1817, when the son and relatives of Manjeri Athan 
Kurikal attempted to occupy their ancestral land which was escheated to the 
Government after the 1801 revolt. Even after the suppression of the revolt 1817 
collector feared that the involvement of Thangal would lead to later consequences'". 
Unlike the earlier rebellions in which religion had played only a minor role,'^ ^ the 
scholastic interpretation of Alawi Thangal to the Colonial exploitation of Mappila 
society created the moral base for "Suicidal Jihad"'^^ About Sayid Alawi, who is 
also known as Tarammal Tangal'^ ^ and Tirurangdi Tangal'" the Malappuram 
Collector comments; 
Tirurangadi for many years past been the cause of Mappila fanaticism 
and the Mamburam or Taramal Tangal had been its high priest. 
TTie personality of Alawi Tangal, as observed by K.N. Panikkar; 
Tangal's call for a jihad against the British did not; however reflect his 
general religious attitude towards non-Muslims, his relations with 
Hindus, among whom he had a large number of friends and 
admirers'^*. 
'^ - Malabar Dist. records, Police 1817, pp.435-6. 
'"S.F.Dale, p. 117. 
'^ '' Conrad Wood, Early MappUla Rebellion 1800-1802, these were economically and socially inspired 
rather the cause of Holy War. 
'"S.F.Dale,o;?.c;7.,pp.ll7-118. 
'^ ^ W. Logan, Malabar Manual, Vol. 1, p.558. 
' " C.A. Innes, op.cil., p.79. 
' " Against Lord and State, op.cit., p.61. also see K.K. Muhammed Abdul Kareem, Sayyid Alavi 
Tangal, op.cit., p.28. 
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And he dismisses the official view, that he was an 'Arab fanatic of the worst 
description''^^. 
Also we lack evidence on his hostile attitude towards non-Muslims, while 
there is evidence to prove that, he had employed a Hindu as his manager''*'^ . He 
emphasized Jihad-al-nafz (self purification) essential for the advancement of the 
community. He was highly concerned on the purification of religious practices and 
making a sense of solidarity among Muslims''*'. He died on 29"^  January 1844, and 
was buried at Mmburam. 
Sayyid Fazal Pookoya Thangal [1240/1824-1318/1901] son and successor of 
Sayyid Alawi, vigorously followed his father's policy of antagonism towards the 
colonial power. After establishing the famous congregational mosque at Mamburam, 
in his Friday sermons he directed people to purify their life based on the Quranic 
teachings and attacked the unislamic practices. He collected and compiled the Quranic 
verses and traditions of Prophet Muhammed and named ''Al Qawl-al-Mukhtar fil 
Man 7 an Takhyir-al-Kuffar [The Selected Statements to Prevent the Preference to the 
Infidels)'•'^ . He also propagated the Saifal- Battar, fatwa of Sayyid Alawi and his 
disciples were sent to different parts of Malabar to spread the doctrine of jihad. He 
unequivocally declared that "It was no sin but a merit to kill ajenmi who evicted a 
peasant from his land"'**^ . 
' * C.N Ahmad Maulavi and K.K. Abdul Kareem, op at., p. 178. 
'^' K.K. Muhammed Abdul Kareem, op cit., p.31. 
'"*" Sayyid Fazal (ed.,) Uddat-al-Umara, op at., pp.92-165 See Appendix-XIX for the Photo of Sayyid 
Fazal Pookoya Tangal 
^*^ Information given by Malabar Deputy Collector, C. Kanaran to W. Logan, Malabar Special 
Commission 1880-82, Vol. II. p.48. 
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Sayyid Fazal also Issued fatwas, intented to the social reformation, in a period 
when a large number of lower class people converted to Islam. Of these injunctions, 
three were caused to increase the uneasiness felt by the Hindus as noticed by the 
district collector''*''. Thus he forbid the use of honorific 'you' (in the p\ura\-achara 
vakku) when addressing Nairs, and eating the remains of 'food prepared at the 
numerous festivities of the richer Hindu' and not to plough on Fridays for the better 
observance of Muhammadan Sabbath''"^. Dale observes, Sayyid Fazal "attempted to 
heighten their awareness of their Islamic identity and increase their independence 
from the dominant Hindu castes"'"**. 
In performing the duty of the Ulema in Islamic Society, however, Sayyid 
Fazal attempted to purify the new converts from lower castes, who had continued 
their old customs and practices without any change''* .^ Certainly these changes posed 
a "challenge to the authority and the position of the powerful class of Nayar jenmis 
and officials"'''*. It is also probable that the reformist movement in Islamic world 
during the nineteenth century, ideas of the universal Muslim brotherhood and Pan-
Islamism might have influenced Sayid Fazal during his visit and stay in the holy 
cities'''^. The revivalist and agrarian movements like Faraidis of Bengal and Wahabis 
under Sha Waliyullah preached the puritanical ideology of revivalism'^". Kunji Koya 
Tangal, who participated in the 1849 Manjeri outbreak along with Athan Kurikal had 
"" CMO, Vol. 1, p 276, cf., K.N Panikkar, op cit, p.62. 
"* S.F.Dale, ope//., p. 130. 
'"" K.N Panikkar, Against Lord and Slate, op cit., p.63. 
'"^S.F. Dale, ope;/., p. 131. 
'•" Kunhali. V. Ideology and Peasant Upraising in Malabar, op cit., p.44. 
'^ ° See Muin-ud-din Ahmad Khan, Faraidi Movement, Pakistan Historical Society, Karachi, 1965, 
Qyamuddin Ahmad, Wahabi Movement m India, Calcutta, 1966. 
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intimate relationship with Sayyid Fazal. His father gives his testimony on his visit to 
Mecca along with Sayyid Fazal'^'. 
In the peasant movement of Kerala and Bengal David Hardeman notices the 
influence of religion, which "helped to forge bonds of solidarity against largely Hindu 
landlords"'". 
However, the British administration while enquiring into the causes of the 
outbreaks in the first half 19* Century maintained the influential role of Sayyid Fazl 
and his deportation from Malabar'^ ^. Meanwhile the District Collector H.V. Connolly 
succeeded in persuading Sayyid Fazal to migrate to Arabia on 19* March 1852'^''. 
Connolly's action enraged the Mappila community, who have been already 
suppressed and humiliated by enforcing the strict rules of War Knife Acts'^^. Thus 
Connolly was murdered in his well-guarded bungalow at Calicut on 11* September 
1955 between 8 and 9 clock'^^ 
Contrary to the antagonistic policy of Mamburam Tangals against the British, 
successor and nephew of Sayid Fazal, Sayyid Abdulla Koya Thangal (d.1908) 
maintained a policy of reconciliation to end the outbreaks. Like Karamat Ali in 
Bengal Abdula Koya tried to reform the community with the support of the British. 
Thus his Arabic Malayalam journal Idayat al Ikhwan, preached the importance of 
Modem education and urged the Mappilas to compromise with the British 
authority'". 
'"CMO,Vol. I, p.l39. 
' " David Hardeman (ed.,) Peasant Resistance in India I858-I914, Delhi 1992, p.l9, (Introduction). 
' " W. Logan, op.cit.. Vol. I, pp.566-67. 
"" Ibid., pp.67-68. See also S.F. Dale, op.cit., p.l57. 
'"/6W.,p.572. 
'^ ^ Ibid., 574, CA Innes, op.cit., p.80. 
' " C.K. Kareem, Kerala Muslim Charitram, op.cit., p.248. 
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Sayyid Sanah-uUa-Makti Tangal, [1847-1912] 
Bom in a family with scholarly background in Veliyenkode, his father was a 
disciple and co-worker of Umar Qazi. After his early education from his father he 
joined the higher elementary school at Chowghat. He also pursued his religious 
studies in different centers of learning and completed at Ponnani. He was well versed 
in Malayalan, Arabic, Hindustani, English, Urdu, Persian and Tamil. He joined the 
British service as an excise inspector, but he preferred the life of a defender of Islam, 
against the Christian missionary activities. He delivered number of speeches and 
issued journals and pamphlets questioning the authority of Christianity'^*. Open 
debates and speeches were conducted to counter Christian missionary activities and 
published a series of treatise challenging the Christian beliefs and ideology'^ ^. In his 
efforts Hindus supported him morally and materially in several places'^ '^ . In his 
works, Katora Kutaram^^^ and Parkaleetha Porkalam, he questioned the base of 
Christianity and challenged the missionaries to disprove his arguments. That his 
challenge was not attended by any one, rather offer of a reward of Rs. 500 seemed to 
carry conviction with his people'". 
He was not an orthodox Ulema, his reformative thoughts, however, invited 
criticism from the orthodox section of the society. Makti Tangal issued a pamphlet 
containing thought provoking ideas, like Muslim participation in the outbreaks visa 
vis the existing deplorable condition'^^ He advocated female education"''' and 
"^ K.K. Muhammad Abdu! Kareem, SayyidSanahullah Makti Tangal (Malayalam). Tirur, 1981, p.l4. 
"'' Complete works of Makti Tangal have been collected and published by K.K. Muhammad Abdul 
Kareem, et at, Makti Tangalude Sampuma Kmtkal (Malayalam), Kerala Islamic Mission, Tirur, 1981. 
'^ "Makti Manakleshem' in K.K. Muhammad Abdul Kareem, Sampuma Kiritkal, op cit, p. 1034. 
'*' Is the first work written in Malayalam by a Mappila. 
"'•^  C.N. Maulawi and Kareem, op cit., pp.60-61. 
' " Makti Tangal. "Rajabhaktiyum Deshabhimanavum' in K.K. Muhammed Abdul Kareem, Samburna 
Kirlikal, op cit., p.722. 
'^ Siimpurna Kntikal, op cit, p. 726. 
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criticized the then prevailing reluctance to learn Maiayalam and English. The 
orthodox Ulema criticised English language as naraka Bhasha^^^. When was he 
asked whether it was not irreligious to learn such a language, he replied that it would 
be good to learn it as it would be useful when they reached hell'^^. 
He made many speeches in the rebellion hit areas and preached the need for 
supporting and obeying the British and cited the Quranic verse'^', "Obey God, the 
Prophet and those who are in authority amongst you"'^^. Thus his works brought 
progress and prosperity in the Mappila society which was reluctant to face the new-
socio-political situation in Malabar. 
Other than the above mentioned ulema, there were several others like, Oukaya 
Musliyar, Sayyid Hasan Tangal, Bukhari Tangal and Mayenkutty Elaya etc., who 
provided ideological background and religious sanctity to the Mappila uprisings. 
Since the establishment of Colonial rule the traditional society of Malabar 
under the valiant Mappila leaders gifted a hot-bed to the colonizers till its suppression 
in 1802. Later a series of outbreaks by Mappilas started in 1836 till the culmination in 
1921 estimated into 33'^^ 
The question arises why the Mappilas alone revolted against their oppressive 
Jenmis who backed the newly introduced British legal system. The answer lies in the 
existing caste based society'^°. Infact, Hindu tenents were incapable of revolting 
against the Jenmis [Lord of land] because the rebellion against the lord of land, who 
' " Language of hell. 
'**/6;a', pp.636, 1006 and 1024. 
' " The Holy Quran, 4:59. 
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Sanpuma Kirtikal, op cit, 722-23. 
Include only actual attacks and after adding the suspected incidents, Gopalan Nair numbered it as 
52, The Moplah RebeUionm, Calicut, 1921, Appendix 1, pp.2-15. 
"° Conrad Wood, op cil., pp.83-86, K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op.cit, p.l94. 
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was also the Bhudevan, was considered a sin against religion which invited the 
Brahmin's Wrath {Brahma Kopa). Thus the rebellious Hindu tenants were liable to 
heinous punishment of excommunication'^'. In contrary, the Mapilas who carry the 
legacy of three centuries long militancy and the sense of freedom gifted by the 
Mysorean interlude could not tolerate the oppression. As referred early religion and 
uJema played ideological role and provided leadership and legitimacy to take up arms 
against their oppressors either the landlords or the colonial administration'^^. In fact, 
the Mappila outbreaks of Malabar were violent expressions of rural tensions'^^ and 
the poor Mappila peasants were the core of all the nineteenth century uprisings' ''*. 
Evidently, the second wave of outbreaks shares with earlier in its basic 
motives. Nevertheless it differs in its way of execution. Obviously there were the 
attempts to kill persons, who were understood to be the immediate enemy in 
economic, social, or religious spheres and to die fighting rather heroically against the 
troops and attaining martyrdom'". 
Interestingly, except the 1852 rebellion, which occurred in the North Malabar 
all others were in Eranad and Valluvanad taluks of South Malabar'^^. Detailed 
analysis of the outbreaks leads to the conclusion that the assailants belonged to lower 
class section of Mappila community. Amongst them were the tenants who were petty 
cultivators with barely one acre, usually much less to farm, followed by agricultural 
' " K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op cit, p. 194; K.K.N. Kurup, Anti-Colonialism and Peasant 
Revolt. 
' " K . N . Panikkar, opc;7, p. 195. 
' " K.K.N., Kurup; William Logan, A study in Agrarian Relations of Malabar. 
"•* D.N. Dhanagare, 'Agrarian Conflict, Religion and Politics; The Moplah Rebellions in Malabar in 
the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries', PP, 74, February 1977, p. 130. 
'"S.F.Dafe., opc/r, pp. 120-123. 
"* K.N.Panikkar, op cit., p.86. 
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laborers, petty merchants and unemployed'^ ^. The victims, however, were Hindu 
landlords and British administrative and legal authorities and in one case a Mappila 
family'^l 
The Mappila resistance to their oppressors during the period 1836-1840 is not 
documented in detail. It does not mean that during this period the Mappila-British 
relationship was cordial. We notice, however, the "smouldering antagonism" of 
Mappilas to the British rule. In 1822 Madras Governor General Sir Thomas Munro 
ascribed Mappilas as the "worst race in Malabar" and the "Most hostile" to the British 
administration'^^. 'Malabar Manual' of Logan describes an incident of 26* 
November 1836 in which Kallingal Kunhalan of Pandalur killed a Chakku Panikkar 
(astrologer) and wounded three others and subsequently escaped. He was later killed 
in an encounter with the police party under Tahsildar on 28"^  of the same month at 
Nemini in Walluwanad Taluk'^°. 
In another attempt in Kalpeta, Changara amsam on 15* April 1837 a Mappila 
named Ali Kutti attacked and casually wounded an oppressive and overbearingye«w/ 
Chirukaranimana Narayana Mussat. He resorted to fight with the British force and 
took shelter in the nearbv shop of the victim. And on the next day he was encountered 
and killed b\ the police'^'. 
On 5* April 1839, Kelil Raman of Mankada was attacked and killed by 
Thorampolakal Attan of Pallipuram and in this task he was assisted by other 
' " S.F, Dale, op at., p 233 
™ Outbreaks of 23"* Jul> 1851. S.F. Dale, 'The Mappila Outbreaks, Ideology and Social Conflict in the 
19* centun Kerala". In J.4S, Nov. XXXV (i) Nov., 1975, pp.85-86. 
' Quoted in Conrad Wood, The Moplah Rebellion and its Genesis, op cit, p. 14 
'*° T.L. Strange Report, op cit, pp. 399-400; W. Logan, op cit., p.554. 
'*' Ibid., p.400, W Logan, op cit., p.554. 
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Mappilas. After firing on temple he was encountered and killed in another nearby 
temple'^l 
In Mankada Mambathodi Kuttiyathan severely injured one Kotakat Paru 
Taragan on 6"^  April 1839. Subsequently he confronted with an administrative team 
headed by two Tahsildar and other officials, who were preparing report of a previous 
outbreak. He killed one peon among the officials, however, he was captured and tried, 
and later deported'^^. 
Odayath Kunhunni Nayer an ovsrhcanng jenmi of Irumpuzhi was attacked and 
severely wounded on 19"" April 1840 by Parathodiyil AM Kutty. After burning 
Kidangazhi temple he took shelter in his own house for final confrontation with the 
police. He was encountered by a Tahsildar and his force, and put to death in the 
succeeding day'^ '*. 
On 5* April 1841, Perumballi Nambutri and another were killed at Pallipurom 
by eight Mappilas led by Tumb Mannil Kunyunniyan. They burnt the houses of the 
Jenmi and his dependents. The rebels took shelter in a Brahmin's house. On 9'*^  April 
36'*^  Regiment of Native infantry under Mr. Silver encountered the Mappilas, and they 
fought valiantly in open front and were killed . 
In all these encounters, however, the victims either killed or wounded were 
Hindus, of whom three were Jenmis, an astrologer, two nairs and a government 
''Ibid 
" Ibid: W. Logan, op.cit., pp.554-555. 
*" Ibid; W. Logan, op.cit., p.555. 
'''Ibid 
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employee, and in all probability the other two were jenmies and remaining one of his 
dependants'^^ 
Multiyara Rebellion: (13"" -17'" November 1841) 
This rebellion had its seeds in a long standing dispute on land. Kaidotti Padil 
Moideen Kutty, Pathyl Valia Kunhalan and others killed Tottesseri Kelu [Thachu] 
Panikkar and a peon on 13/14 November 1841 in Mannur village near Pallipuram of 
Walluwanad Taluk. The circumstances leading to the uprising had well been 
described in a note written before the revolt to the Tehsildar by Kunhalan. It comes as 
follows: 
Kundachenakkal Parambu'^ ^ was taken on Kanom from Tottachery 
Kelu [Pachu] Panikkar. In 1820/21 a Kolam [tank] and shop were 
erected thereon and sirkar nigudi [Govt. Tax] was paid. In 1821/22 a 
well was dug. In 1822/23 Jenm right was purchased from the said 
Panikkar. In 1832/33 a mosque was built and in 1841 when a mud wall 
was raised around the mosque, Tottachery Panikkar went and made a 
false representation at the talook cutchery. You [the Tehsildar] then 
without any consideration of the state of things sent a Choondan 
[Peon] with four or five others with direction to seize and drag the nine 
of us to talook cutchery. Accordingly the said choondan came to the 
mosque at half a nazhika before sunset of the 28"" day of our fast, 
abused us and called us out. We told him that we would go with him 
after we shall have broken the fast and taken out Kanji [rice gruel] on 
which the said Kolkar [peon] and the said Panikkar laid hold on the 
right hand of Moideen Ikkakka, owner of the mosque, and dragged him 
near the well, when himself and the Panikkar were tying him up, the 
^^^ Ibid., pp.554-555, CMO, 1., p.400. 
'*' Name of a coconut plantation. 
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rest 8 of us, with the weapon kept ready for the Panikkar, on his return 
from the ialook cutchery, did what has been done'**. 
The exorbitant action of the peon 'dragged one of the Mappilas out of the 
mosque' invited the criticism of the higher authorities and itself caused his 
execution'*^. They took post in the Mosque and with the support from the Mappilas of 
neighborhood they set the police at defiance for three days, and three more rebels 
joined with them. On 17'*^  40 Sepoys of Native Infantry under lieutenant Shakespeare 
with Mr. Patel surrounded the mosque. And they refused to surrender to the force and 
decided to become Shahid (martyr)'^°. Thus in the serious battle fought subsequently 
all the Mappilas including Kaithakal Moideen Kutty fought valiantly and attained 
martyrdom'^'. 
The unwelcome action of the army however, invited the displeasure of a large 
gathering of Mappilas. It is probable that, the officials in order to avoid the veneration 
of the tombs of Martyrs, took away the dead bodies to Tirurangadi and it was further 
heard about the humiliate burial of their bodies with a dog"^. This annoyed and 
enraged an estimated 2000 Mappilas who forcibly brought the dead bodies, which 
was under the guard of army to Muttiyara Mosque and offered a martyr's burial. 
Twelve of the Mappilas were convicted and punished by the officials'^^ 
On 21* December 1841 Talappil Chekku Nair, adhikari's son and another of 
Pallipuram village were killed by a rebellious Mappila gang of seven under 
' " MJP. 21 Dec, 1841 No 5 India Office Records, quoted in K.N.Panikkar, op at., p.69. 
'^ '^  W Logan op ctt.. p.556. 
'•^K.N Panikkar, o/?c;/.,p.70. 
'" T.L. Strange, op cil., pp 400-401; W. Logan, op at., pp.555-556; K.N. Panikar, op at, p.70 
" ' K.N. Pannikkar, op at, p.70. 
"^ T.L. Strange, op at., p.401; W. Logan, op at, p.556. 
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Melmanna Kunyattan. Subsequently they halted in a house of adhikari with an 
intention to become martyrs (Shahid) in fighting the British authority. On 28"^  the 
regiment under Tahsildar fought with them and all of them were put to death, their 
bodies were taken to Calicut and buried there'^''. 
Cherur Rebellion (19"" - 24"" October 1843) 
This was the outcome of indignant religious, economic and social sentiments 
of the Mappilas. On 19 October 1843 five rebellious Mappilas under Kunnancheri 
Ali Athan murdered Kaprat Krishna Panikkar, the former adhikari of Tirurangadi. He 
was the landlord of the area. Empowered with the British administration he disgraced 
the feelings of Mappilas , most of whom were low class converts'^^. They placed 
their grievances before Sayyid Alawi Tangal with whose blessings they took to fight 
against Panikkar. The matter of insult on the newly converts had already been brought 
to the notice of the District Collector and he made an enquiry. Panikkar was found 
guilty and removed from the post: Unaware of this they killed Panikkar and another 
adhikari. The rebels took shelter in the house of another Nair in Cherur. Later they 
were joined by another rebel. On 24"^  a contingent of 5"^  Native Infantry was deputed 
to the task of dealing with the rebels'^^. But 'when the Mappilas rushed out, the 
sepoys were panic struck and took to flight'. It is believed that Sayyid Alawi Tangal 
himself waged the battle on horse-back. Three Sepoys and one Subehdar were killed 
and captain Leader himself and five Sepoys were wounded. Besides these causalities 
Dale attributes the rebellion to the result of teachings and reformative efforts of Sayyid Fazal. Ibid., 
pp. 130-31, K.N.Pannikkar, however summarily rejected the teachings as the cause for the Cherur 
revolt on the contention that the orders of Sayyid Fazal was only issued after 1852, Ibid., p.63. 
"^ T.L. Strange, op.cit., p.40I; W. Logan; op.cit., p.557. 
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to the regular troops, 7 peons were wounded, 3 of them seriously. Though all the 
seven Mappiias who participated in the rebellion were killed, it was a complete 
disaster to the British force and administration. Mappila Historians attribute the 
British causalities up to twenty.''^ Those sepoys who fled from the battlefield were 
later tried in Military court at Cannanore. Military officials took away the dead bodies 
of Mappila martyrs to Tirurangadi with an intention of cremating them. Enraged 
Mappiias took the dead bodies and buried them at Mannathiparamba near 
Tirurangadi. Infact the authorities prohibited the Mappiias from visiting the graves 
The seven Mappila martyrs were, Poovadan Moideen, Punadakkapuram Moideen, 
Punthirundi Ismail, Pattarakkadavil Husain, Mussakkutty, Ali Hassan and Cholakkal 
Bukhari"^. Based on the theme of Cherur battle songs were compiled in praise of the 
heroism of Mappila martyrs. And it was in high circulation and a source of inspiration 
to the Mappiias of Malabar during their fight against the oppressive colonial 
administration^°°. On 4* December 1843, one Nair labourer was found dead with ten 
deep wounds and his murder was believed the work of some parties of Mappila 
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men . 
In another incident on ll"^ December 1843, in Pandikkad, Karukamanna 
Govinda Musad ajenmi and the adhikari, and his Nair servant were killed by ten 
19 
CM. Muhammed Maulawi, Britente Parajayam Athava Cherur Chinth, Published by the Author 
n.d. pp.2-23. 
Ibid., for details of Cherur Fight See R.G. Burton, 'Mappila Rebellions' in Journal of the United 
Sen'ice Institute of India; C.N. Ahmad Maulawi, op.cit., pp.178-79 and pp.389-392. 
[^Ibid. 
Some parts have been translated and published by Logan, op.cit.; also see F. Fawcett, 'A popular 
Mapila Song' lA, XXVIIl (March 1899), pp.64-71; 'Warsongs of the Mappiias of Malabar', lA, 
XXX(November-December 1901), pp.499-508 and pp.528-37. See Appendix-V for a list of 
martiyers of the Malappuram Battle in 1738, mentioned in 'Malappuram Padapatt' written by 
Moyin Kutty Vaidiyar. 
-"' T.L. Strange, op.cit., p.401. 
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rebellious Mappilas under Anavattath Sulaiman. After defiling two temples they 
sheltered in a nearby house^" .^ The reason behind this 'outbreak' was the overbearing 
nature of the jenmi empowered by the British Judicial System. This aspect was well 
explained in the Warrola Chit [anonymous writing] left in the house where the rebels 
took shelter for the information of Walluwanad Tahsildar. It complains that, "it is 
impossible for people to live quietly while the Adheekarees and Jenmis.... treat us in 
this way"^°\ 
Though the first military detachment from 19^ '' regiment of Native Infantry 
arrived to deal with the situation, they were insufficient and withdrew from the task. 
Reinforcement by two companies of the same regiment under major Orboume arrived 
from Palaghat. On 19"^  when the combined forces marched towards the hideout of the 
Mappila outbreaks, they made desperate attack on the army. Finally they were 
defeated and attained martyrdom^"''. After analysing the second wave 1836-43 of the 
uprisings, K.N. Panikkar suggests two shared aspects of them. 
1. The outbreakers were recruited from the downtrodden section of Mappila 
community. 
2. The method of operation by the rebels, which the District Magistrate described as 
'that of rabid animals than of creatures possessing a spark reason''^ *^ ^ were 
remarkably similar. 
°^^  W. Logan, op at., p.559. 
'"-' MJP No. 69, 27 Jan. 1844, p.286 quoted in Conrad Wood, op cit., p.21. 
'°^ W. Logan, op at., p.559. 
'"^  MJP, quoted in K.N. Panikkar, op at., p.70. 
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Almost in all cases they exclusively aimed at British officials and Jenmies and 
their dependants^°^. 
The first aspect, however, had well highlighted in the Pallipuran rebellion of 
1841. A court order evicted the leader, who was a petty tenant with seventeen 
dependants. Among the rebels were one blacksmith, three labours, one unemployed 
and a minor boy of fifteen years old^ ^^ . 
The third wave of incidents between 1849-52, the Mappila 'outbreaks' became 
a matter of serious concern to the British authorities. Thus the colonial administration, 
by putting all their means and efforts, made pains taking enquiry on the causes and 
characteristics of these outbreaks. Their efforts facilitated in bringing the volumes of 
official reports^°^ Though they carry official prejudices, we are highly dependant on them. 
The first incident during this period was on 26'*' May 1849; in which the 
assailant Chakkalakkal Kammad with a strong intention to become Shahid had visited 
the mosque which erected in honour of the martyrs of 1841 'outbreak'. He, after 
having food from a nearby Mappila house, grabbed a knife from a Teerman (toddy 
worker), cut down a Nair youth whom he had never seen before and took refuge in a 
mosque. The Tehsildar being a Muslim proceeded towards the mosque in the hope of 
inducing the murderer to surrender. He rushed outside with a knife. The peon who 
was in the Company of Tehsildar encountered him and put to death^°'. 
°^* K.N.Panikkar, Ibid. 
'''Ibid. 
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Correspondence of Moplah Outrages in Malabar for the years 1849-59, 2 Vols, Madras, 1863. 
- ° 'T .L . Strange, op.cit., p.401; W. Logan, op.cit., p.560, CMO I, pp.1-3. 
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Manjeri Rebellion (26'" August - 4'" September 1849) 
It was the second largest uprising in the 19* century and can be taken as a 
paradigm of the 'outbreaks' as a whole. Under the competent leadership of Athan 
Moyin Kurikal and Kunhi Koya Tangal '^° sixty three Mappilas fought against the 
tyrannical colonial rule. Except Athan Moyin Kurikal and his five relatives, Kunhi 
Koya Tangal and his two sons and Nenmini Musliyar all other rebels were poor 
tenants and labourers. They came from very poor circumstances with nothing to hope 
[for] and nothing to lose''^". Athan Moyin Kurikal belonged to the Anikode branch of 
Kurikal family settled at Manjeri '^^ . 
He was a protector of the oppressed and destitute, especially the Mappilas who 
lived under the onerous jenmies and British administration. He maintained a band of 
armed retainers and often acted as an arbitrator between jenmies and the Mappilas. 
Once a village accountant (Menon) of Chembrasseri was forced to return thirty rupees 
which he had obtained from a Mappila woman as bribe^'^. He intervened in the arrest 
of a Mappila and even threatened the life of an Adhikari who over taxed a Mappila 
peasant^ '"*. In another instance when a poor Mappila Karata Unnyayin was accused of 
stealing paddy from the house of a landlord, Kurikal evaded the punishment by 
persuading the jenmi to withdraw the complaint and held himself as surety for his 
future behaviour^'^. 
Son of Sayed Hussain Tangal of Mamburam, CMO-\ p. 139. 
^" Minute by D. Elliot, Member of Governor's Council. CMO I, p.l39. 
• They possessed a long tradition of revolt against oppression even one of his ancestor fought against 
Tipu Sultan (1784-85) and against British (1800-02). 
'^^  CMO I, p.66. 
'''Ibid. 
-'^  Ibid, p.75. 
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The authorities however perceived his actions as a threat to their power and 
prestige^'^. He was brought under strict law and forbade his movement and 
maintenance of armed retainers. It affected his source of income for 'he had no sort of 
ostensible means of livelihood, except the fees collected for teaching the use of 
firearms, the proceeds of sports and the contribution in money and grain he could 
collect from the various Nairs, Nambudiris and bazaars he visited* '^^ . Though he 
obeyed the orders, he was accused of a grand robbery, which led to a raid on his 
house, even his aged father was taken to Cuchery and his own arrest was ordered . 
Realizing the probable dishonour and harassment, he resorted to open defiance to the 
British authority. Though the immediate provocation for his revolt was personal 
disgrace he was hurt by the grievances of the Mappila society as a whole. This can be 
well noticed from his statement to the Collector which he left at Manjeri temple. 
The Government is ignorant of the weight of the grievance which the 
Mussalman inhabiting the land part of Malabar have been suffering of 
late years; since the country has been under their rule, the majority of 
the public servants being of the Hindoo caste they as well as the 
landlords of the Malabar and the Rajas, who are also landlords are 
from the beginning connected as fathers and sons, as also dependants, 
such as pattola achens [hereditary accountants] Karyasthans 
[managers] adiyars [vassals] and tenants. Thus leagued they have been 
preferring false and vexatious complaints in the adalat and police 
against several wealthy Mussalmans who held land on mortgage, fee 
simple rights which were the means they had of supporting themselves 
and family, which complaint, the Sirkar with out knowing the real 
216 He 'left the Magistracy helpless' Ibid., p.68. 
^" Statement on 26* August 1849 addressed to the Collector and left in Manjeri Temple by Athan 
Kurikal, Ibid., p.65. 
'^^  Ibid., pp.70-71. See Appendix-Vl for the full text of the letter. 
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merits of the case, decreed against them, upon the arguments (false 
pleas) brought forward in support of them and afterwards thus passed, 
were enforced. In many instances property of great value were by 
stratagem set down as worth little. Some people [Mussalman] in order 
to avoid complaints of this nature have been under the necessity of 
giving large sums, as bribes and presents, the consequence of all these 
has been, that many Mussalman have been reduced to a state of 
beggary, so much so that they find themselves unable to represent, and 
prove to the Sirkar, the real state of matters, with the view of putting a 
stop to such practices. Hence, the cause of the events which took place 
before this, in this part of country; when some of the landed proprietors 
and their adherents were cut down and put to death, the perpetrators of 
which after setting the public authority at defiance, were punished by 
the Government^'^. 
This statement explores the condition of Mappila peasants under colonial rule 
during the first half of the 19"^  century. K.N. Panikkar observes; 
It was not simply Q. post facto justification for his action. Even before 
the revolt he had intervened on behalf of poor Mappilas who were 
unjustly treated by government officials and landlords^^ .^ 
Moreover, he was well aware of the fact that the Mappilas could not benefit 
from the existing system of administration, so he plunged to open rebellion for the 
immediate redressal of the problems of Mappilas. 
Here in this revolt, ideological support was rendered by Kunhi Koya Tangai, 
an associate of Sayyid Fazal. Taking Kunhi Koya Tangal's active participation in the 
revolt as a proof. Dale answers to the question, why the insurgents did not visit 
^"/W., pp.48-49, 
-^°K.N. Panikkar, o;;a/'.,p.73. 
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Mamburam and performed the other usual ceremonies before the performance of 
'Jihad' ? ^ '^. Kunhi Koya Tangal himself stated; 
My reason for joining these people arises from the dictates of religion; 
for where a member of Musalmans are in trouble and danger it is for 
us, Sayeds to join and die with them. Seeing this grievous state. I, 
thinking of the face of God joined them. If after this necessary is not 
made, and caused to be made and the grievances of the remaining 
Musalman redressed, and themselves protected recurrences of the 
present events will take place every time they are oppressed and 
distressed ^^ .^ 
Athan Kurikal gathered fifteen Mappilas in the Ainikode village. It included 
Kunhi Koya Tangal and his two servants, seven poor tenants, three coolies and two 
others indulged in minor thefts^^^ On 26"^  August, they marched from Anikode to 
Manjeri via Pandikkad. On their way they killed Panditodi Teyyuni, a Nair cultivator 
on whom one of the group members Torengal Unniyan kept a grudge with him . 
On their way at Pandikkad their aim was Marat Nambudhiri, a wealthy 
landlord and money lender. Nellengara Ali, a gang member had a long standing 
dispute with him on land which he held on Kanam from the Nambudhiri^^ .^ On being 
informed about Mappilas intention, he escaped and his gatekeeper who engaged with 
the rebels had been killed^^ .^ 
J-'S.F. Dale, opc/Y., p. 189. 
"" Statement of Kunhi Koya Tangal, CMO I, p.53. 
- " /W. , p. 110-17. 
^" T.L. Strange, op at,, p.401; CMO, pp.26, 75; W. Logan, op at., p.560. 
" ' Nellengara All's father Komu after paying Rs.28, 9 amas, 1 paise mortage amount and \Wparas of 
paddy as rent, ocupied a land of 100 para as Kanam. After falling the rent into arrears, in 1846/7 the 
eviction filed by the Nambudhiri effected to increase the rent into \5Q paras of paddy and deprived 
him from kanam right and become verumpattamdar and enabled the Nambudhiri to renew the lease 
charging renewal and increasing the rent every year. Ibid., p.76. 
^^ ' Ibid., pp.26,76. 
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The next target of the Mappilas was Manjeri Karnopad Raja. Two factors 
caused to bring Raja to the grudge of Mappilas. Firstly, Kurikkal's family had a long-
standing feud with the Raja^ ^^ . Secondly the extortive nature of Raja towards 
his tenants^^l 
On 27'^  August morning they occupied the Manjeri temple, where the Raja 
was in his birthday ceremony. The rebels fired in the air and let every one to decamp 
without further trouble^^^ Dale, however mentions that on 28'*' 'as usual Mappilas 
sought to kill as many Kafir as possible in striving for martyrdom'^ '^^ . Nevertheless, 
Robinson observed, 'had their object been slaughter of Hindus the carnage might have 
been fearful'^^'. But none except a deaf Nambudhiri priest 'who in confusion briefly 
hesitated and was killed'^^^ Till 3'''' September rebels encamped in the temple, 
meanwhile they defeated two companies of Native infantry, caused 5 causalities to 
British including officer Mr.Ensen Wyse, a Jemadar and four sepoys and one from 
Mappilas^^ .^ Encouraged by this success thirty three new rebels joined the gang and 
number rose to sixty five. Then they left to Walluvanad Raja's temple at Angadipuram^ '^'. 
As Connolly observed 'the rebel's primary object in moving was to secure a 
fair field for a hand to hand fight with the army''^ ^^ Secondly, to feed large number 
-" See Appendix -IV; S.F. Dale, op at., pp. 141-42. 
^^*/W.,p.51. 
"°S.F. Dale, OjDc;/., p.l43. 
" ' CMO. I, p.77. 
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When the local Mappilas resented on the murder of the priest, Athan Kurikkal expressed his regret 
and described it as the unwarranted work of the 'boy' done with out his consent', Ibid. 
"^ Ibid., 28. 
Bhagavati Kavu temple, the rebels after occupied, destroyed all the documents and accounts stored 
there, S.F. Dale., op cil., p. 144. 
Ibid., p.29, alsc 
an open fight. 
o because the British troops largely reinforced and manjeri temple was not suitable for 
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of rebels, they did not have enough provision at Manjeri temple and it is believed that 
Angadipuram temple had a well stored granary^^ .^ 
K.N. Panikkar, observes on the intention behind the occupation of temple by 
the rebels, 'in almost all cases occupation of the temple' was indeed 'primarily 
motivated by the necessity of a strong place for defiance or for procuring 
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provisions' . 
He adds rejecting on the notion 'the destruction and defilement of a temple''^ ''^  
"Had they intended to defile temples and destroy the idols and property of Kafirs,^^'^ 
they had ample opportunity of doing so during those seven days when, 'the country 
had lain in a manner, at their mercy'^ '*°. 
However, the encounter with the army under Major Dennis on 4"^  September 5 
p.m. took place and all the rebels were killed^"". The 1849 out breaks as observed by 
Dale, "revealed almost the full spectrum of the kind of personal, social and economic 
and religious motives which contributed to the outbreak phenomenon during the 19"^  
and early 20"^  centuries"^^l 
In another episode on 5^*^  January 1851 a native Government clerk, Raman 
Menon was attacked and wounded by Choondyamoochikkal Attan in Payyanaad near 
J^ ' Ibid, p.29. 
"" K.N.Panikkar, op cil., p.76. 
-^^S.F. Dale, o/7c;7,p.l41. 
And it is reported that Athan Kurikal, after breaking the boxes "where there was an abundance of 
gold, but would not touch or allow to be touched a particle of it" CMOI p.275. 
CMO 1 ,pp.28,88; Panikkar also summarily rejected Dale's notion that "the most convincing reason 
behind the sudden move" was to avoid captured and thwarting their desire to become Shahids". 
pp. 143-44, See K.N. Panikkar, op at, F. Note. 136. 
^^ ' CMO I, p.29, W. Logan, op at., p.59. 
^"^S.F. Dale, opc(r,p.l46. 
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ManjerP"*^  Menon, a village accountant was appointed to monitor and fix the 
Government share on the gingili oil seed cultivation of Athan's wife^ '*'*. However, the 
over-assessment by the officials enraged Athan and he resorted to fight against the 
injustice done by the administration and to become a Shahid. Thus after inflicting a 
serious attack on Menon he took shelter in the house of revenue inspector for the final 
confrontation with the police. The Tehsildar being a Mappila (Rawtar) persuaded him 
to submit; indeed he refused to agree and declared his intention to become a martyr. 
Thus he threw himself out and fired the sepoys. Subsequently he was shot dead '^'^  
Kulathur Rebellion (22""- 27'" August 1851) 
It is rather interesting to note that, unlike the Manjeri uprising, Kulathur 
Mappila rebels had no leader. They came from Mankada. Six '^'^  Mappila tenants 
killed Kotuparambath Komu Menon and his servant on 22"'' August 1851 on his way 
from Mankada Kovilakam of Walluvanand Raja^ '^ ''. He was the Karyasthan of 
Walluvanad Raja and former adhikari of Mankada village. He was very influential 
and powerful enough to evict Mappila tenants from their lands. Thus he acquired a 
large tract of land under his authority. One of the assailants Kundathodiyil Unnirayin 
uas enraged when Komu Menon escheated a large part of his land. He was aware that 
Komu Menon's next action would eject him from the remaining land and put him in a 
position of ordinary labourers '^*^ 
-'^GWI,p.l59. 
^"^ lbid.,^.\6Q. 
"^^  Ibid; W. Logan, op at., p.560. 
•^"^  K.N. Panikkar suggest only 4 two tenants and their two labours, Ibid., p.77. 
*"'W.Logan, 0/7 c//,p.562. 
"* H.V Connolly to Pycroft, 30"^  September 1851, CMO I, p.l81. 
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The immediate cause of the 'outbreak' undoubtedly was hatred entertained 
against Komu Menon, 'Addicted to intoxication and in both his drunken and sober 
hours, his behaviour to those about him was generally overbearing and abusive' 
especially towards the Mappilas '^*'. Nevertheless in 1845, six years before the murder. 
District Magistrate Connolly had removed him from the post of Adhikari; after he 
received a complaint that he insulted the Mappilas by forcing one of them to 
'substitute the call to prayer''^ ^^ as 'a call to eat swine's flesh'^^'. Infact, he would 
have been killed five months before by the enraged Mappilas under Illikot Kunyunni. 
However, the intervention of Assistant Magistrate saved him from their endeavor . 
Meanwhile they were joined by three other Mappilas. Thence they proceeded 
to Komu Menon's house. On seeing Komu Menon's brother armed with a gun and a 
war knife they moved towards their next target and victim Ittunni Rama Menon, 
another brother of Komu Menon, who was taking bath in a nearby tank . He was 
also hated by the Mappilas, 'being an usurer and hard in his dealings with the poor'. 
He was an 'extremely avaricious man and lent money and grain to a large extent and 
often on most usurious interest and it was expected his death would release many 
a man of their [Mappila] caste from a heavy responsibilities''^ '^*. Two of the rebels 
were indebted to him and another who joined them later had borrowed twenty five 
paras of paddy from him at an interest of 40 percent for a period of eight months^ ^ .^ 
-'" Ibid..ppM2-13. 187. 
-^°A:an. (Bank). 
l'[lbid.,pp.W, 195, 196, 
'*' W. Logan, op cit., p.562. 
-^" Ibid.. CMO I, p. 177. 
-" H.V. Connolly to Pycroft, 30'^  August 1851 CMO 1, pp.170, 188-89. 
^"/A/Vy., pp. 182-83. 
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After finishing the two oppressors Mappila rebels killed Kadakottil 
Nambudhiri, a landlord who was sitting in Rama Menon's house. They fired Rama 
Menon's house after leaving the inmates untouched^^ .^ Meanwhile, three more 
Mappilas joined them and they turned to the house of Mundangara Rarichan Nair, a 
friend of Komu Menon, and 'like him was dissipated and at times equally abusive and 
offensive to Moplahs and in consequence nearby as much disliked',^^^ wounded and 
subsequently died of his wounds^ ^*. Another moneylender Chengara Varier was their 
next target. However seeing the Mappilas he took hide in the field,'^^^ though his 
house was burnt. 
When the Mappilas fulfilled their immediate task, they looked for arms and 
shelter for the expected encounter with the army. This led them to Kuruva, there 
they searched for arms and provisions at the house Edavattat Ramu Menon, a rich 
Nair landlord and Adhikan oi¥.\xru\di Amshorn'^\ On their way to Kuruva they were 
joined by eight other extremely poor Mappilas^^ .^ However, 'they did not make any 
attempt to attack them' . 
It is probable that, after joining the new band of Mappilas, they formed their 
next target at Kulathur. On 23^ '^  Morning between 7.30 - 8.00 a.m., passing five miles 
they arrived at the house of Kulathur Varier.'^ '^' He was a powerful landlord and 
M/o'.. p. 170; W. Logan. 0/) c//, 63. 
; "CA/a I, p. 190. 
'^^ W. Logan, op cii., p.563. 
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C. Collect's (Astt. Magistrate) report to H.V. Connolly (Magistrate), 20 September 1851, CMO I, 
p.l78. 
Eight mile distant from Mankada. 
-^\ Ibid., p.]78. 
K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op at., p.78 number increased to 17. 
'"CA/C I, p. 178. 
^^ H.V Connolly to Pycroft, op cit., pp. 179,191. 
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possessed land in Walluvanad, Eranad and Palaghat Taluks, and received Rupees 
20,000 annually as rent^". 
During British settlement, he regained the power and prestige which he had 
lost in the wake of Mysorean invasion. Mappilas being the sympathizers of Mysore 
Sultans, his relationship with them was not cordiaP^ .^ Moreover, it is clear from the 
conversation between Wallunwanad Tahsildar and the Mappila rebels that a dispute 
on land for mosque had existed between Mappilas and the Varier. 
It follows; 
What is the loss to the Nairs and Nambooris, if a piece of ground 
capable of sowing fwtparahs of seed allotted for the construction of a 
Mosque? Let those hogs [the soldiers] come here, we are resolved to die . 
This fact further corroborated from the report of Assistant Magistrate, that 'the 
intention of going to Kolatur Varier's house is a consequence of his opposition to the 
erection of a Mosque•^^^ 
After entering the house, 'All the women and children were told by the 
Moplahs to go away', though one servant was shot but escaped. Junior Varier was not 
present and another young Varier escaped with slight wound^^ .^ 
In the end, the old Varier aged seventy nine was taken to the people who had 
assembled outside the gate of the house from all sides on hearing of the attack. Here 
'"' lhuL,[>.\9\. 
-"^ ibid.,p.\9\. 
-^" By Atha dated 28'^  August, 1851 CM0\p.\91. 
CMO I, p. 178 the rebels entered the house of Varier, shouted, "where are the Ameen sent by District 
Munsif to attach the land on which the mosque was being erected and the Kolkars and the pig who 
oppose the erection of the mosque". Ibid., p. 179. 
'-''Ibid. 
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two other Mappilas joined the gang.^ '^^  They hacked him to three pieces and his body 
was thrown into the paddy field.^ '^ And they burnt all account books and property 
registers of Variers. Subsequently they waited for an encounter with the British military. 
On 24'*' the first encounter was under the command of Ensign Turner of 
Malapparam detachment. However, when the Mappilas rushed out to fight, the sepoys 
felt panic and ranaway and caused three causalities. Mappilas valiantly followed 
them and collected muskets left by sepoys on their escape and they returned to the 
house of Varier keeping the army in one mile distance. In the words of Mr. Collect, 
the operation was "a complete disaster""^ Thus the European detachment from 
Calicut under the command of Captain Rhodes arrived on 2?"^ . A sudden attack was 
made by Mappilas under the cover of firing and smoke on the newly arrived 
Europeans force. It caused much confusion among British force and the officials were 
only, 'by dint of exhortation, managed to rally their men'. The fight of the Mappilas 
in the words of Connolly was very brave 'the Check was very unhappy one cannot be 
denied'^ ^ .^ In the second encounter British force lost four of their European soldiers 
and a native Subehdar. Thus in the final confrontation 17 Mappila rebels had attained 
martyrdom^ '^*. 
A notable aspect of Kulathur rebellion, as observed by K.N.Panikkar was that 
the rebels "had not sought the blessings of a tangal or Maulavi before embarking on 
their course of action"'^ ^^ 
'^° Number increased to 19, Ibid. 
-"CA/OI, pp.170-171. 
-'^ Report of Collect (Asstt. Magistrate) quoted in Connolly's letter, CMO, II, ZS* August 1851 to 
Captain Rhodes. 
^" Report of Connolly to Govt. 28''' and 30"' August quoted in W. Logan, op cil., pp.564-65. 
"" T.L. Strange, op cit, p.402; W. Logan, op cit, p.565. One of the Mappila rebels who died after the 
injury of the encounter on 24"' August, Ibid. 
"^ K.N. Panikkar, op.cit., p.78. 
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He adds that, "two factors - the influence of religious teachings and the 
manipulation of rich Mappilas who stood to benefit from the destruction of their 
Hindu adversaries - were common in most of the uprisings" in the 19' century . 
Mattannur Rebellion (4""- 8'" January 1852) 
It was the only 'outbreak' occurred outside the so called "fanatical zone" of 
the Mappilas,^ ^*' it also provided evidence to the Government on the direct 
involvement of Mamburam Tangal in the Mappila 'outbreaks'^^^ Further it 
demonstrates the fundamental question, the ownership of land which had been in air 
at least for more than half a century since the end of Mysorean hegemony over 
Malabar. As the official report noticed, 'the assailants of Irrikur were inspired from 
the success of the recent Kulathur uprising'^ ^ .^ 
The Mappilas of Mattannur rose in rebellion on 4'^  January 1852 under 
Choorot Mayan against an oppressive and unpopular landlord, KaJlattil Brahmin. 
Initially the movement was brought up by a group of nine Mappilas of two families, 
Chooryot and Thayyil of Mattannur. Within the last twelve months, 'he was unjustly 
involved with both the families; his principal Moplah tenants'^^''. The Chooryot 
family was largely indebted to the Kallathil Brahmin whereas he had filed an eviction 
suit against the Thayyil family^ '^. Thus both the families were against him. Being a 
landlord, moneylender and the prominent pepper merchant, his dealings with the 
tenants were very severe. He used to raise the rent arbitrarily and had levied heavy 
"^/W.,p.77. 
"'CA/CI,p.302. 
S.F. Dale, op at., p. 129; K.N.Panikkar, op cit, p.S 
-'' Ibid, p.302. 
-*' Ibid, p.304. 
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Ponnam Varoin^^^ indiscriminately and his 'general management was extracting and 
not invariably just towards his tenants'^ ^^. There was a long standing feud and 
difference of opinion on occupying land in Mattannur between the wealthy Mappilas 
and Kallattil Kesavan, the Brahmin Jenmi. Kottale was a wealthy and powerful 
Mappila family, and its members attempted to extend their landholdings in the area. 
All their efforts in the past, however met with failure in judicial procedures, which 
had always been influenced by the Kallathil Brahmin Jenmi . The power to 
challenge the greedy and oppressiveyenm/ had increased the prestige and influence of 
Kottale family among the Mappila community. They were looked as a Messiah for the 
oppressed Mappila peasants^^^ as the Kurikkals of Manjeri in Eranad Taluk^^ .^ 
Therefore, it was possible for the Kottale family, as Panikkar observed "to channelise 
peasant discontent to help them achieve what they could not through judicial 
institutions"^^^ 
Though Kottale family was accused of personally motivated interests, as 
suggested by Robinson's report,^ ^^ they were highly sensitive to the cause of Mappila 
peasantry. Even they financially assisted the nine Mappila rebels, in their visit to 
Sayyid Fazal of Mamburam to get moral sanction for their struggle against the 
oppressors^'°. Pilgrimage to Tiruangady (Mamburam) was a 'bold innovation' 
^^ ^ Landlord's share on hill cultivation, majority of the cultivators was Mappilas and they suffered from 
the exploitation of officials and landlords. 
- " a / 0 1 , pp.300-301. 
-^VA/O'.. pp.303. 333-34. 
-^^ Ibid., 334. 
They fought against Manjeri Kamorpad Raja, the prominent jenmi for the cause of Mappila 
peasants. 
- " K . N . Panikkar, o/p.c/7.,p.80. 
TOO ' 
CMO I, pp.302-303. It was the practice of the British officials that in order to undermine the cause 
of peasants they always attribute their (Mappila peasants) protest to personal feuds. 
'^'^ Chooryot Mayan received Rupees 50 from Kotalc family, Ibid., p.334. 
-•^  Ibid.. 306, they visited between 30"* October - 6"' November 1851, Ibid. 
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'designated and instigated' by the Cottale family^ '^. It is unquestionably proved that 
the Mappilas decided to destroy the Kallathil Brahmin before their journey to 
Mamburam^^ .^ As it is in wide circulation in Mattannur that the pilgrimage was 
under-taken in preparation for the murder of Kallathil Brahmin. 
The severe oppression of Kallattil Brahmin can be seen reflected in the words 
of a rebel, Ayar Kunyaen. 
I am determined to die as Shahid, the Kallathil Brahmin has forged 
deeds against me, and has filed a suit, and looks to ousting me out of 
my parambu^^^ and I will not live no longer^ '^'. 
The 'discontent" of the Mappilas hatched on the night of 4"^  January 1852. 
Thence they were engaged in groundwork for their anticipated rebellion, 'moving 
about in the society of their co-religionists, gaining recruits, widening their plans, and 
watching their opportunity for perpetrating their projects'^^^ They enjoyed the 
sympathy and were 'supported by their relations and neighbours''^ ^ .^ It is noteworthy 
that, the Mappila sympathisers supported the rebels 'with the fullest knowledge of the 
1 • • • .''97 
ultimate intention " . 
4"^  Januan,' was the day of Moulicf^^ and the rebels attended the prayer and 
feast [mauhd] at Pattot Mosque^''. On 5'*^  morning the nine rebels after recruiting six 
^' Ibid.. p.308 
^" Ibid., p 306. testimonial of the witnesses. Ibid. pp.291-297; W. Logan, opcit., p.565. 
" .\ piece of gardeniand. 
-"^  Affida\it of .^ Nar Kunjaen on 4'^  Februar\ 1852, Ibid., .298. 
^' Ibid.. p.307. 
^ Ibid.. p.308. 
•"^  Birth anni\ersan' of Prophet Muhammed 12"" Rabi-id-Awal (Lunar Month) 
-•^  Ibid., p.309. 
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others''"^ with the support of a mass^°' of Mappilas marched to the residence of their 
oppressor, Kallattil Keshavan. In the attack followed, they killed seventeen^°^ 
including the servants and the rebels destroyed all the documents of deeds on landed 
property worth about rupees 50,000-70,000. Large areas of pepper and rice crops 
were also destroyed^°^ The rebels dug up the floor in search of concealed jewels and 
valuables and gutted the house and obtained an amount of rupees seven thousand 
in cash'^ °'*. 
After the successful completion of their primary task they destroyed the house 
of Kanambtta Brahmin. Meanwhile instigated by Valappillagat Hassan Kutty, a 
wealthy Mappila of Irikkur village, the rebels attacked Kuliet Anandan's house on 8"^  
October. He was the head of the richest Hindu land owning family in the village^°\ 
However, the rebels were encountered by 300 armed retainers and in the subsequent 
fighting all rebels were killed^°''. 
The spectrum of motives behind the attacks as Dale observes, "acted as 
Muslims revenging themselves upon Hindus for economic exploitation.'' and 
"outbreaks in which martyrdom appears to have been an end in itself •'° .^ 
'""' The 6 new recruits - 2 from neighboring village of Kallur. Chavasheri Kallil Pocker and Chavasheri 
Vayalil Mayen were tenants in despute with their land lords, Kallattil Brahmin and Kanambatta 
Brahmin, Ibid., p.305. 3 others - Vardoyan Kutty AH, Mundrady Kadava Kunyami and Ackaramel 
Kunjayan cane from Shivapuram village. Vardoyan kutty was evicted from his land near the Fallot 
mosque by Kanambatta Brahmin, in fact Kunyami and Kunjayan joined the group after influenced 
by him, Ibid., 301. The other Kutchery Mutha Kunjamed was influenced by Seedy Ahmad. They 
were recruited from the A/o«//(/Ceremony conducted in the neighbouring village, Ibid., p.309. 
•'°' 200 Mappilas were helped the rebels in destroying the compound wall of Kallattil Brahmin, Ibid, 
pp.309-10, 311. 
'°'/i/a'., pp.311-13 
'"' Ibid., p.298. 
"^^  Ibid., p.305. 
'°^ Ibid.. p.280. 
"^''/Aicf., pp.280-81. 
"^^  See CMOl, pp. 163-168; S.F Dale, op at., p.86 
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During his tenure as Malabar Collector between 1840-1855, H.V. Connolly 
witnessed dangerous Mappila outbreaks. For the first time it was he who paid 
attention to the root causes of these outbreaks. He proposed an enquiry on them and 
his suggestion was accepted^° .^ 
In 1852 Thomas Lumsden Strange was appointed to enquire 'into Mappila 
disturbances, their causes and remedies'^ °^. He investigated the incidents 
retrospectively, his report submitted on 25* September 1852 "^^  enumerated the 
Mappila 'outbreaks' since 1836 as 31, and he analysed its nature and causes. Though 
Strange was 'specifically charged to ascertain the causes of the outbreaks and to make 
special enquiry into the question of agrarian disputes', it was with the caveat that the 
'grand object' of his appointment was to secure to Nairs and Brahmin population the 
most ample protection and safety possible against the effects of Moplah 
fanaticism'^". His report undermined the idea that the outbreaks were due to agrarian 
disputes, or more particularly to the oppressive landlords'. Instead he attributed the 
outbreaks to the 'religious fanaticism' of the Mappilas'"^. He, suggested severe 
repressive measures, like "escheating the property and deportation of those guilty of 
fanatic outrage, fining the Mappilas of the Districts and disarming them, especially of 
war-knives and forbidding the building of Mosques and even the formation of a force 
exclusively composed of Hindus"^'^. However, before the submission of the report 
by Strange, Sayid Fazal about whom and about his conduct was his 'earliest 
'"' CMO I, p.268; W. Logan op at., p.566. 
"" CMO. I p.271; Innes, opcit, p.81; First Malabar Special Commission to enquire the rebellions 
appointed on 17'*' February 1852. 
'^° Submitted to Pycroft Government Secretary Judicial Department on 25"' September 1852, CMO 1, 
pp, 399-474. 
^" CMO I, pp.271, 273; W. Logan, op at, pp. 566-77; S.F. Dale, O/JC;/, p. 158. 
'^^  Though later Logan found the reality in his visit to the affected districts, op cit., pp.566-67. 
'^^  W.Logan, op C!r,p.572 
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consideration' was deported along with his 57 inmates to Arabia on 19"^  March 1852. 
It was the result of a negotiation mediated by the District Collector H.V. Connolly'''"*. 
Though the last clause of his suggestions were summarily rejected as 'extreme 
views', the policy of repression came in the form of Moplah Outrages Act of 1854. 
The Clause XXlII,of the Act was meant for 'fining localities disturbed and for dealing 
with persons suspected' and Clause XXIV was meant for 'rendering illegal 
possession of war knife'. The latter clause came into force by P' February 1855'''^. 
Strange, however, in his conclusion and supplementary letter, '^^  highlighted 
the agrarian tensions and conflicts in the rural society of Malabar. Infact it reflected 
an abrupt and complete reversal of his previous attitude and policy. 'The Moplahs as I 
have noticed, complain of Hindu landlords ejecting them at shorter intervals than 
what is prescribed by the ancient usage of the country, and this is an evil which to 
some extent prevails'^'^ 
He made two suggestions to avoid the potentially explosive agrarian disputes. 
a) Registration of deeds to prevent false litigation and decision of 
tenure conflicts through execution by collector. 
b) Alteration of the method of assessment on hill cultivation. 
Usually hill lands were assessed yearly by the village officials, many of them 
were Hindus, and the hill cultivators were Mappilas. This resulted in extortion under 
'^^  CMOI pp.272, 357, 360. 
'^^  Continued by Act of XXIV of 1859. 
316 W. Logan, Ibid., Also See CMO I, pp.399-474. See Appendix-VIl for the full text of the revised Act 
of 1859. 
^" Dated 28* September 1852, CMO 1, pp.474-77. 
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the threat of over assessment. However, 'it gives rise to so much dissatisfaction and 
brings the lower class of Moplas into consistently recurring contact with Hindu 
officials that I would propose that the lands in question should be 
permanently assessed^'^. 
In fact, he failed to acknowledge the role of oppression by landlords as one of 
the major reasons of the uprisings. Thus the suggestions, except the 'registration of 
deeds', were not accepted by the legal administrators'^ '^ ''. 
The period between two commissioners^ '^ showed a drastic decline in the 
Mappila outbreaks. Regarding the reasons for this decline scholars maintain different 
views. According to Dale the deportation of Sayyid Fazal was as major reason for the 
decline of the outbreaks. He gives only secondary importance to the Moplah 
Outrages Act. Conrad Conrad Wood, dismissing the suggestions of Dale, depends on 
the introduction of Moplah Outrages Act of 1854''^ .^ While Dale took shelter under 
the fact of deportation of Sayyid Fazal to Arabia and give secondary importance 
to the Acts.^ ^^ 
However, the period witnessed stray incidents of outbreaks in 1853, 1855, 
1864, 1873, and 1880^^\ 
'^* Moplah Outrages Correspondence, IV, p.451, quoted in S.F,, Dale, op.cil., p.162. 
'^^  MOC 1V.475, quoted in SF Dale, opcit., p.l62. 
^^ ° CMO 1, p.475; S.F. Dale, op.cit., p.l63, though they did not undertake the reforms. 
"^' Second special commission under W. Logan appointed on 5"' February 1881. 
"- Conrad Wood, 'Moplah outbreaks: A Discussion Contribution' in JAS XXXVI, 2"'' February 1977, 
p.394. 
"^S.F. Dale, o/j.c//., p.l04 
"V6/rf., 164. 
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Murder of Connolly 
The attack and murder of H.V. Connolly by Mappilas was an open defiance of 
British authority. It also demonstrated the spitefulness of Mappila antipathy to the 
arrogant British rules and systems^^ .^ 
On 4"^  August 1855, Valasseri Emalu, Puliyankunath Tenu, Chemban Moiden 
Kutty and Vellattadayatta Parambil Moideen escaped from Calicut Jail. After the 
regular practice of visiting Mamburam, Tarammal Kunhi Koya Thangal a descendant 
of Sayyid Fazal on 24"^  August they conducted a nercha ^ ^^ on lO"^  September in the 
house of Mammu, situated three quarters of a mile east of Connolly's bungalow. They 
murdered Collector Connolly on 11"^  September between 8-9 at night. Escaping from 
the force they reached Morayur where they were shot dead on 1?"^  evening. Two 
Hindus were also killed; one accidentally shot and the other by the Mappilas when 
they took shelter in the house . It is interesting to note that the murderers of H.V. 
Connolly were 'universally received with sympathy' and 'were feasted, paraded, 
carried to the mosque with honour, prayed with and every honour that it is possible to 
show them was accorded'^^^ The 1854 Act (Clause XXIII) was implemented for the 
first time. Though only three villages were actively involved in the murder, 719 
people belonging to nine villages were fined with a total of Rs.38,331 and 8 Annas^^'^. 
The authorities paid Rs. 30, 936 and 13 Annas, 10 paisa to Mrs. Conolly as 
compensation^^". 
"^ W. Logan attributes personal grudge of the assailants and probably a revenge on deportation of 
Sayyid Fazal, Ibid., p.575, S.F. Dale, op at., p. 164 
"'' A feast when vowe is made, Maulid and other war songs were recited. 
'"' W. Logan, op cil., pp.573-75. 
^-^CMO II, p.]M. 
-^"^  Ibid, p.393. 
"° Ibid., pp.393-94; W. Logan, op at., pp.575-76. 
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K.N. Panikkar observes the impact of mass fining as, "a major source of 
resentment and instead of curbing violence contributed to its recurrence"^^'. 
The 1857-Revolt; A Mappila Allegory 
The Mappilas of Malabar had rendered their share in the first War of 
Independence in 1857, which had shaken the colonial administration in India. On 3 '^' 
September 1857, Vanji Cudorat Kunji Mayan, a relative of the Kottayam Tangal used 
seditious and inflammatory language against British administration in the public 
streets of Tellicherry. He induced the Mappilas to subserve from the ongoing all India 
struggle against British and to overthrow and to get liberated from the colonial rule. It 
was not a lonely initiative of an individual, rather it reflects the antipathy of a whole 
community to the colonial authority. Logan observes, "The excitement caused by 
Mayan's preaching was so great as to induce the Brigadier commanding the provinces 
to adopt precautionary measures at Cannanore and Tellicherry and to place the former 
station in a state of defence".^ ^^ After his arrest and trial, he was brought under the 
Mappila Outrages Act of 1854. Subsequently the authorities deported him and jailed 
at Trichirappalli where he received the final verdict, death^^ .^ 
The ripples of the first War of Independence can also be observed in the 
actions of the Mappilas of Ponmala in Eranad Taluk. The recalcitrant Mappilas under 
Puvadan Kunyappa Haji rendered a hot-bed to the British authority. At the end of 
August 1857 they excited the people to plunge in thwarting the government when the 
whole Indians were rising against the colonial power and it was on the verge of fall. 
" ' K.N. Panikkar, o/j.c;7.,p.l00. 
"^W. Logan, o;?.c//.,p.576. 
Ibid., P.A. Sayed Muhammed, History of Kerala Muslims (Malayalam) Kozhikode, 1951, 5 
Edition 1996. pp. 175-76. 
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The Ulema had composed and circulated the Mappila ballads which deal with 
heroic right and valiant engagement of Mappilas at Cherur on 19* October 1843. The 
plotting of the Mappilas, however suppressed and seven of them were convicted 
under the Moplah Outrages Act and later deported"'^ ''. 
In another incident, on 17* September 1865 three Mappilas, under 
Muhammed Kutty, killed Shangu Nair of Nenmini Amsam in Walluvanad Taluk^^ .^ 
He was usurious and oppressive towards his tenants and debtors. As usual, before 
venturing into the action the rebels attended the maulid ceremony conducted at the 
house of Muhammed Kutty in which a large number of Mappilas from the 
neighbourhood were present^ ^ .^ And in all probability they were aware of the 
intention of the assailants and they had offered a nod to their campaign. 
Tutakkal Rebellion (7-8'" September 1873) 
In this incident dispute on the possession of land and religion as the 
ideological factor played its role''^ .^ Evidently, the contention was started over the 
land on which the mosque was constructed in Tutakkal village in Paral amsam of 
Walluwanad Taluk. The piece of land was leased from Karambara Nair, a wealthy 
landlord by Nellaya Kunhaman, the adhikari of Tutakkal village''^^ 
Panikkar observes the construction of mosque as a 'clever stratagem' of the 
Mappilas which they had 'often resorted' to escape from any in posse eviction . 
"•• W. Logan, op.cit., p.577. 
'''Ibid. 
"'Ibid. 




The threat of a possible attack held back the jenmi from legal proceedings against the 
construction of mosque. Jenmi owned a temple located on the other side of the Thuta 
River. He misemployed the vellichehapacf''^^ of his temple to arouse religious 
sentiments among Hindus against the mosque and the Mappilas '^*'. In i\\Q pooram,^^^ 
the oracle declared 'the deity was offended by the proximity of the Moplah mosque 
and the cries to prayer''"'^  audible at the pagoda'. And he preferred to recover the 
mosque site by the landlord after destroying the mosque'''*''. Vellichahapad announced 
the cause of the recent spread of smallpox in the area, especially of Mappila bazaar as 
the wrath of deity on the mosque and declared that, even if others were afraid to join 
him, he could alone achieve the destruction '^^ .^ 
Infact, the public call to destroy the mosque had provoked the Mappilas. Nine 
Mappilas under Kunhippa Musliyar, the Mukrv''^^ of the mosque hatched their 
retaliation with the support of Mappila adhikari. In the late night of 7"^  September 
1873, the Mappila band reached the house of the Velichehapad, Chattara Nair, called 
him out pretending to seek aid for their fellow traveller, who had been bitten by 
snake, and they killed him.^ '*'' Subsequently after killing the landlord Karambara 
Nair,^ ''^  they travelled twelve miles and arrived at Kulatur the next day '^'^ . 
At Kulatur, there target was the present head Varier, a member of the District 
board Varier was absent. However, they met two other younger Variers. One of them 
^^ ° Oracle. 
" ' Judicial Dept., G.O. No.l575, f October 1873, cf., K.N. Panikkar, opcit., p.83. 
^^' Annual Festival. 
^«Azan. 
'"" K.N. Panikkar, Ibid. 
^^ ^ L/P & J/3/1412, 1873, lOR, cf., K.N. Panikkar, Ibid. 
"* Priest at the mosque. 
" ' W. Logan, op cit., p.578. 
"* K.N. Panikkar, op cit., p.87. 
•^"^  Scene of the glorious rebellion of August 1851. 
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was mortally wounded and the other escaped with out injured^ *^^ . Thus the nine 
Mappilas stood for a final encounter with the British army. A contingent of Oxford 
Shine Light Infantry under captain Vissey arrived by evening. The rebels armed with 
swords, spears, knife and choppers engaged in a valiant confrontation with the 
European soldiers. The leader Kunhippa Musliyar, a man of great determination even 
after he was injured with two bullets on chest, inflicted severe wounds on two soldiers 
and later he was killed by a third soldier^ '^. All the rebels except a fifteen year old 
boy attained martyrdom in this encounter^ ^ .^ 
The Anonymous Petition and Logan's Commission 
On 14'^  October 1880 British Government at Madras received an anonymous 
petition purporting to come from 'certain Mussalmans, Nayars, Tiyyars and men of 
other castes inhabiting Malabar'. It brought the grievances of the peasantry especially 
of the Mappilas. 
That a terrible outbreak is going to occur immediately in Malabar 
the native officials of the district take bribes and oppress the ryots.... 
the severity of the oppression of the Malabar landlords will lead to 
great disturbance at which a great numbers of people will have to lose 
their lives 
It also suggested that the Mussalmans are 
are the people committing riots due to their being oppressed by 
landlords and the Nayar officials who side with them the 
demolition of mosques, religious persecution, cruel oppression and 
""W. Logan, 0/5,c/7.,p.578. 
^^ ' Report of Mr. Mac Gregore (Dist. collector) Government F. No. 84, dated 12"" September 1873, cf., 
Logan, Ibid. 
^" Ibid., K.N. Panikkar, op.cit., p.84. 
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ejectment of Mussalmans by landlords are causes that have led to 
Moplah outbreaks in Malabar 
The petition also requested the deputation of an efficient and impartial 
commission to inquire into the complaints against landlords^ '^^ . 
The Government forwarded the petition to the officiating District Magistrate 
H. Wigram to pass it with comments to the District Collector Logan. 
He among other things commented that; 
The Moplah is as great a conservative as the Nair. Nothing will induce 
him to immigrate from Malabar. Where his father and grandfather 
lived and died, there he must live and die. Inability to pay his rent is 
his misfortune but does not, in his eyes, justify his eviction from the 
land which his ancestors held^ '^*. 
He also criticized that 'Strange gave far too little weight to the agrarian 
discontent as the cause of the outbreaks'•'^^ 
Later the memorandum was forwarded to Mr. A. Mac-Gregor, British resident 
in Travancore and Kochin. An experienced officer as the District Collector of 
Malabar during the Kulathur rebellion of September 1873 A.D, he generally agreed to 
the previous comments and stated that he is 'perfectly satisfied' as to the essential 
nature of Malabar Moplah outrages, that they are agrarian. 'Fanaticism is merely the 
instrument through which the terrorism of the landed class is aimed at''^ ^ .^ 
^" See a full text of the petition in Appendix-VIII. 
"•* cf., K.K.N., Kurup, William Logan, A Study in Agrarian Relations of Malabar, Calicut, 1981, p. 17. 
"^ W, Logan, OjD.c;7.,p.581. 
^^ ^ Madras Government, Malabar land Tenures 1885, p.26 quoted in W. Logan, op.cit., p.581: 
S.F.Dale, o;7.c;7.,p.l69. 
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Further discussions brought to the conclusion that, W. Logan the Collector of 
Malabar be appointed as the Second Special Commissioner of Malabar on 5* 
February 188! AD.^ ^^  He was entrusted to inquire into and report upon 
a. 'The general question of the tenure of land and of tenant right in Malabar, 
specially the compensation offered by landlords for improvements' 
b. 'The question of sites for mosques and burial' and to suggest means to 
redress valid grievances^^^ 
Being the special commissioner he extensively toured to the nook and corner 
of Malabar District (except Wayanad)^ ^ .^ On his visit he had received 2200 petitions 
presented by 4021 individuals of whom 2734 [above 67%] were Mappila tenant 
cultivators, who belonged to South Malabar. Of the 2200 petitions, 1876 were 
received from the four southern taluks^^^ i.e. the petitioners 3854 out of total 4021 
(above 89%) came from these taluks of these 2608 [72%] were Mappilas''^'. 
After analyzing the received petitions and a thorough study of the judicial 
records between 1862-66 and 1877-80, came to the conclusion that evictions were 
very common complaint. And number of suits filed increased by 244% and eviction 
decrees rose to 441% (from 1891- to 8335). It further clarified that while 27% of the 
agriculturists were Mappilas more than 37% of the eviction decrees had been passed 
against them. Dale attributes the large number of Mappila petitions to their 'relative 
" 'W. Logan, opc/r.,p.581. 
^^ * Malabar Special Commission 1881-82, Malabar Land Tenures, Madras, 1882,1, iii, cf., ibid. 
"^ He submitted the report on 16"' June 1882. 
^'^ Emad, Walluvanad, Pafaghat and Ponnani. 
^^ ' Ibid., Appendix III, the register of petitioner received, pp.1-387, cf, D.N. Dhanagare, op cit, p.l25. 
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freedom from social and religious sanctions' comparing to their co-religionists^^^. 
Thus he indirectly answers to the question, why the Mappilas alone rose in rebellions 
than the Hindu tenants^^ .^ However, Dhangare, analyzing the crime statistics between 
1865-1880,found the doubling of crimes in Malabar District especially in southern 
taluks and the Hindus were in highest number of those convicted for gang robbery. 
From this he concludes that both the Hindu and Muslim peasant cultivators were 
rebelling, but the rebellion had taken different forms^ "^*. 
Logan also criticized the existing judicial system and the recognition of jenmi 
as the real owner of the land equal to the European dominum 
Logan observed that these evictions were the causes of the 'Moplah outrages' 
and described these Mappila outrages as an organization designed to counter act the 
overwhelming influence of the Jenmis who were backed by the British courts in the 
exercising of the novel powers of ouster and of raising of the rent^ ''^ . 
During his visits he had come across the deplorable fmancial condition of 
Mappilas. He also criticizes the Act - XXIIl of 1854 introduced after Strange 
Commission. According to him the indiscriminate fining had a boomerang effect. It 
added to the general poverty, which prevailed among them (Mappilas), and 
diminished protott/o their fear of being again fined'^ ^^ He noticed the inapplicability 
^" S.F. Dale, 'The Mappila outbreaks; Ideology and Social Conflict in 19* Century Kerala' in JAS, 
Vol. XXXV (1) November 1975, p.89. 
^" The matter had already been discussed. See pp. 134-35. 
'^ Malabar Special Commission 1881-82, cf., Dhangare, opcit., p. 126. 
'^ ^ W. Logan, op cit., p.582. 
^^'/*/a', 584. 
^" cf., K.K.N. Kurup, op.cit., p.20. 
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of the Act. It 'is an admirable instrument' when the people are wealthy 'but it fails of 
its purpose' when the large Mappilas were drowned in poverty^^*. 
His recommendations were 'permanent occupancy right, the right to sale or 
transfer of interest in land and the right to one-third of the average annual net produce 
to the actual cultivator - be a Kanakkaran or a Verumpattakaran,' but he deliberately 
exempted the Kanakkaran because, 'they were investors of money and who 
contributed nothing to the wealth of the country'^ ^ .^ 
Infact the findings of Logan embarrassed the landed class and the judicial and 
revenue officials. Till 1855 the report had remained in files. The appointment of 
Malabar Land Tenure Committee in 1885 had failed to look into the basic quesfion of 
occupancy right of the cultivator, but granted a 'safe burial' to the 'most exhaustive 
and authoritative reports on agrarian relations produced by British officials in any part 
of India' Here it is noteworthy to quote Dale's comment, which he recorded while 
discussing the Malabar land tenures and theye«m/and dominum: 
Had this usage been accepted in the final decision of the 
ryotwari settlement many of the Mappila outbreaks might never had 
occurred ^''^. 
Malappuram - Trikkalur 'Outbreak' 
This rebellion was a clear evidence for the readiness of Mappilas in protecting 
their "pearl-like faith". Initially religious sentiment of Mappilas was hurt when the 
British government sanctioned Rupees 1000 to Kannancheri Raman, an apostate as 
'"'Ibid. 
^*' Malabar Special Commission, I, para 325 cf., K.N. Panikkar, op.cit., pp.l05-!06. 
"" S.F. Dale, The Mappilas of Malabar, op.cit., p.l06. 
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compensation for a death attempt on him ventured by the Mappilas when he 
renounced Islam^ '^. On 18'^  June 1884 three Mappilas, Avarankutty; Koyamutty and 
Kunhi Muhammad Mulla. seriously wounded Raman near his house, on his way to 
work in Malappuram Barracks. Subsequently they were arrested, tried and sentenced 
to deportation for life^ ^^ . However, the District Magistrate Mr. Galton executing the 
XXIII - Act of Moplah Outrages law of 1854, fined rupees 15000"^ on the Kilmuri 
amsam. The proposal to grant rupees 1000 to Raman was viewed by Mappilas as 
'covert attack on the cherished dogma of their religion - "an apostate should suffer 
death"^ '^'. Mappilas held that the stigma caused on their faith could only be washed 
out in blood. Nevertheless they failed to find the champions of their cause among 
themselves. 
Infact, twelve Mappilas under Kolakkadan Kutti Hasan from the neighbouring 
village took the cause of the Mappilas. On if^ December 1884, after 4 a.m. they 
reached at the house of Choyikutty, brother of the apostate Raman, in search of the 
latter. When they failed to locate Raman, they shot Choyikutty and gutted the 
thatched roof of the house. Thence they marched through Malappuram town, on their 
way they fired and mortally wounded one Brahmin who resented to give way to 
them^^ .^ After marching twenty one miles and 4 furlongs they crossed the hilly jungle 
and reached the Beypore river. After taking food and rest they crossed the river and 
took possession in the Trikkalur temple'^ ^^  for their final confrontation with the army^^ .^ 
" ' R.H. Hitchcock, A History of the Malabar Rebellion 1921, Madras, 1925, Reprint, New Delhi, 1983, 
p.l3. 
"^W. Logan, 0/7 c;/.,p.585. 
"•" Later reduced into 5000 after reporting the poverty of Mappiia inhabitants of the Amsom, Ibid., 
p.586. 
''^'Jbid. 
"* Located in Urangattiri Amsom of Eranad Talulc. 
" ' Ibid, p.587. 
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Mr. W. Logan (The Dist. Magistrate) and Major F. Hole (Police Superintendent) 
on information about the rebellion at Calicut had reached at Kondoty by the evening. 
On 28"^  about 10.30 a.m. they came near the temple on the eastern side. The officials 
through the local Mappilas tried to induce the rebels to submit, which ended in failure. 
The rebels stuck on to their demand and replied. 
K. Raman committed an offence worthy of death by becoming an 
apostate. You not only did not punish him for this offence, but you 
actually proposed to reward him with rupees 1000''^ .^ 
When members of the Mappila delegation had joined the rebels, they number 
went up to twelve. Later they burnt two neighbouring houses in order to force them to 
supply food and provisions. By 2 p.m. a detachment of 28 of the Oxfordshire Light 
Infantry under Lieutenant Day and Surgeon Major Joseph Heath had arrived. Mappila 
rebels took shelter behind a massive bolted wooden door, stone walls and thick tiled 
roofs with a 'spacious inner square'. In the initial firing Lieutenant Day had lost his 
life and the force was compelled to retire. Further re-enforcement came from 
Malappuram under Lieutenant Cardew of Oxfordshire. The brisk firing from the 
rebels forced the army to withdraw and they kept the temple under strict vigilance the 
whole night. Meanwhile many Mappilas attempted to join the rebel gang but failed 
due to the interference of the army''^ .^ 
The situation was too alarming to the British authorities. Mr. Twigg, the special 
Assistant Magistrate arrived from Madras and Captain Curtis brought a dynamite to 
break the wooden door. However, none of them was familiar with the dynamite and it 
"^ Dispositions of rebels quoted in W. Logan, Ibid. 
" ' Ibid., p.589. 
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left the whole British camp under serious confusion. After a series of experiments the 
British succeeded in using the dynamite. During the interval the rebels prepared 
loopholes on the wooden doors and started serious firing on the army, causing much 
panic among them. A reinforcement of fifty men from Calicut came under captain 
Heron Maxwell^ *". 
The combined forces strategically planned their action and started continuous 
firing on the wooden doors targeting the rebels who kept behind and engaged in firing 
through the loopholes. After the end of firing they employed 3 cartridges (dynamite) 
which had struck the door. It was for the first time that the British army used the 
dynamite in Indian warfront. Meanwhile British suffered one causality. 
In the subsequent final confrontation, on 29"^  December, the Mappilas 
protecting themselves behind the bullet-proof parapet of the upper storey, fought 
•JQ 1 
valiantly and all twelve of them attained martyrdom . The British suffered two 
causalities and one seriously wounded. 
The use of abundant firearms by the Mappilas directed the authorities to adopt 
a disarmament policy in the three Taluks resulting in 'the descent of troops, their swift 
and sudden seizure and firm hold of all the important places, the sudden and 
widespread issue of the demand for surrender of all arms'^ * .^ The operation was 
started from the surroundings of Malappuram. The search was too troublesome to the 
Mappilas; the force rushed to the Mappila houses, molested the ladies, harassed the 
children and plundered the wealth. The Mappilas fied from their houses to save from 
^^ ^ Ibid, pp.589-590. 
*^' District Magistrate report, No. 1871, dated l" May 1885, cf., W. Logan op.cil., p.592. 
^^^ Ib,d. 
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the British persecution^ '^'. In fact 'the arms of all kinds collected were very large, 
17295 of which no less than 7,503 were firearms of different kinds'^^'' Dhanagare 
looks this sophisticated fire arms as the "extent of the Moplas' preparations to combat 
the growing dominance of the landed elite"^^ .^ 
The period between 1886-1894 witnessed no 'outbreaks'''*^. However, the 
Mappilas of Vellengat in Pandikkad and Chembrasseri in Tuvur Amsom rose in 
rebellion in 1894 and 1896. In the first instance thirty four Mappilas rebelled against 
their oppressive yenw/. They were all poor tenants and labourers and twenty of them 
belonged to a single family. Infact the reason was purely agrarian. Of the seven 
victims five were Nairs, one Cherumar and one Hindu. Out of the thirty four rebels 
thirty two attained martyrdom and two were captured alive^*''. But the succeeding 
rebellion of 1896 surpassed it in the participation of larger number of rebels. 
Chembrasseri Rebellion: (25'" February- March 1896) 
It was "by-far the largest and most extensive with ninety nine active 
participants and thirty two collaborators drawn from sixteen villages spread over 'one 
hundred square miles of wild, hilly jungle covered country"^*^ The victims were two 
Nairs, One Jenmi, one land agent and one anonymous. The reasons for the rebellion 
as stated by a participant, Kaithavalappan Kunholan who was caught alive at Manjeri 
temple were; 
^" P A SayedMuhammaed, ope;/, p. 176 
" ' W Logan, op at, p 592 
^" D N Dhanagare, 'Agrarian Conflict, Religion and Politics, The Moplah Rebellions in Malabar, in 
the \9'^ and Early 20"' Centuries' in PP, 74, February, 1977, p 126 
J ^ ' R H Hitchcock. OJD C;/, P 13 
S F Dale, op cit, pp 231-32, Conrad Wood, op cit., p. 14 
*^* K N Panikkar, op at, p 84 
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(a) Apostates and their behaviour 
(b) Destruction of a mosque. 
(c) Torturing after the 1894 rebellion, especially on women folk. 
(d) Imposing melcharths by jenmis on poor tenants . 
As noticed the immediate provocation was the apostasy of a Tiyya woman, but 
the later developments clearly suggest the general discontent of the poor Mappila 
peasantry, who belonged to the down trodden section of the society. There were 39 
tenants and fifty one labourers, one petty merchant, one Mullah, one thief, four others 
who lived from hand to mouth^^°. The statement of rebels, Aruviralla Mutha and 
Puzhiti Kunyayu reflects the volume of anti-British sentiments among the Mappilas as 
a whole; 
There was 'much oppression at the hand of the white folk' a 
niskarapallr''^^ at Payanad had been demolished by them and a Tiyya 
woman (the apostate) had been given protection by the collector. There 
is no room for Mussalmans in the country, we Mussalmans cannot 
abide here'''^. 
The study of Panikkar brought out the level of agrarian grievances aroused out 
of eviction, melchart and excessive rent. He depicts the pathetic story of Ambat 
Hydros, who survived in the rebellion. 
With a family of eight children to look after his only source of 
subsistence was the land he had been cultivating for twenty years on 
^^'R.H. Hitchcock. o/7.c;7.,p.l4. 
•""' Judicial Department, G.O. No. 791-92, 30"' April 1896, cf., K.N. Panikkar, op.cit., p.84. 
^" Mosque 
"^ cf., K.N. Panikkar, Ibid.; S.F. Dale, op.cit., p.l51. 
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verumpattam, paying an annual rent of three hundred paras of paddy. 
His inability to pay a hundred rupees as advance rent led to his 
ejection. His efforts to lease land from other landlords, who forced him 
to pay exorbitant rent, only landed him in debt. Finding no way out, he 
chose to put an end to his life by joining the revolt . 
Finally, the truth comes through his (Ambat Hydros) statement, 
I cannot stand the disgrace of these people filing suits and putting me 
in jail. There are some who are preparing to die as shahids. I will go 
and join them and make an end of it^ "^*. 
Valiya Mannil Check corroborates the fact of British oppression through his discourse 
with the rebel leader, Manjapalli Ahmad Kutti. He discloses; 
I did not intend to die. I have been driven to it by the anonymous 
•3QC 
letters and by the wrong of the chief people of the place . 
The aforesaid utter religious and agrarian grievances and the discontent of the 
Mappilas had been escalating and finally broke-out on 25"^  February 1896 in 
Chembrasseri of Tuvur amsam. 
As noticed agrarian discontent and religious sentiments prepared the ground 
for the rebellion. The sacredotal leadership was held by a Musaliyar, who had been 
insulted by the Nayar Adhikari of Tuvur Amsam. He compelled the Musliyar, 
formerly a Cheruman who had converted 25 years ago, to remove the chappels when 
he passed by adhikari as practiced by the lower classes'^ ^ .^ Insulted by this he began 
to preach anti-British and anti-jemni sentiments in his locality and in the Tuvur 
"^ K.N. Panikkar, Ibid., pp.84-85. 
"" Statement of Ambat Hydros, le"" March 1896, cf., K.N. Panikkar, op.cit., p.85. 
Statement of Valia Mamil Check on 29* March 1896, Ibid. 395 
396 S.F. Dale, o/3,c//., p.l50. 
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Mosque. His subsequent speeches aroused serious agrarian and religious grievances 
of Mappiias under the colonial rule^ '^'. 
Thus the Mappiias attacked and terrorised their oppressive Jenmies, and 
money lenders and collected their food and provisions and arms, and in the course of 
events some temples were also desecrated^^ .^ 
Four days the area was left to the mercy of the rebels. The military 
reinforcement had forced the rebels to move to Manjeri, and on f' March, they took 
stand in Karnorpad Rajas' temple at Manjeri,''^ ^ which had thrilled the rebels with the 
memories of the glorious triumph of Mappiias in 1849. When the military had started 
firing as the practice they came out to get the desired martyrdom, 'howling, shouting, 
waving their arms and firing off their guns'. Thus fifty two of them attained 
martyrdom in this encounter and by 13 march the remaining seven were arrested and 
shot by the police''°°. 
^"/A/o'., pp. 150-51. 
"*R.H. Hitchcock, 00c//.,p.l3. 
'''Ibid. 
^'^ Jb,d, p.U. 
CHAPTER V 
TH€ KMILAfAT MOVEMENT 
THE KHILAFAT MOVEMENT 
For the first time India witnessed a mass movement which revolutionized 
Indian politics and nearly paralysed the British administration in many parts of India. 
Indians realised a new pride and dignity and discovered a sense of unity and inner 
strength. It was also a rare manifestation of unity and accord between Hindus and 
Muslims who pledged to drive out the common foe, during the Khilafai Movement. 
The word Khalefa is derived from the root Khalefa means to leave behind a 
successor or lieutenant, a vicegerent or a deputy'. Khalefa in the legal sense came to 
mean a successor of the Prophet, an heir to his temporal and spiritual powers. 
According to the Muslim law the Khalefa is a successor of the of the Prophet, and is 
called. Amir-ul-Momenin. He is the only legal authority. He has the power and 
authority to bring about any political, legal, or social reform subject to the injunctions 
and authority of the Quran .^ He is to consult with the doctors of Muslim law. 
The most important feature of the life of the Holy Prophet was that he was the 
Prophet and the head of the state, a spiritual guide of his people as well as their 
temporal head^ 
The word Khalifa is used in the Quran on several occasions has been 
interpreted by Muslim jurists in the sense of head of the Islamic state. Other titles 
Thomas Patrick Huges, Dictionary of Islam, p.263. 
^ Sayed Mahmood, The Khilafai and England, Patna, 1922, p.28. 
Maulana Muhammed Ali, Early Caliphate (Preface), Lahore, 1947. 
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used as more or less synonymous with the Khalifa have been Imam, referring 
specially to supreme leadership in worship''. 
Islam is a complex social and political system founded on theocracy and 
permeating and governing every human activity. The Khalifa implies temporal 
allegiance as well, because the Khalifa is the heir not only to the religious but also the 
temporal power of the Prophet^. The Khalifa, therefor is the highest executive officer 
of the Islamic system. 
The institution of the KhilafaX is as old as Islam itself and it always carried a 
religious sanctity. It must therefor remain very breath in the nostrils of the Islamic 
body as long as Islam persists^. 
After the demise of Prophet Muhammed in 632 AD when Abu Bakar was 
elected as new ruler of Islamic state, he gave orders that he should be described by the 
modest title of KhilafaX Rasul-Allah (Successor of the Apostle of God). Umar Faruq 
who came after Abu Bakar in 634 called himself called Khalifah al Khalifa 
RasuluUah (Successor of the successor of Apostle of God). Since this designation was 
found to be too long and clumsy he decided to be called himself with the title of 
Kalifah (Vicegerent) or Amir-ul- Mueminin [Leader of the Belivers)^. 
The first four successors of Prophet Muhammed are called Khilafat-u\-
Rashida or Pious Caliphate [632-661]. After them the Islamic world was ruled by 
Umayyad rulers [661-750], the Abbasids [750-1258], and the Ottomans (1518-1924). 
Encyclopaedia of Social Science, New York, 1950. Edition, Vol.3, p 45. 
Sayed Mahmood, op cit, p 30. 
*/A;a'., pp. 21,27. 
' T.W. Arnold, The Caliphale, London, 1967, p 30. 
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They were the temporal and spiritual heads of Islam. Mamluks of Egypt was the only 
an exception to it. 
Abbasid Caliphate came to an end by the Mangol attack under Halagu on 
Baghdad in 1258 and also the subsequent destruction and massacre of the Abbasid 
family. An uncle of last Calipha escaped from the carnage and took shelter in Egypt. 
He was hospitably received and later installed as the Caliph under the title Al 
Mustansir Billah^ by the Mamluk ruler Baibers. [1260-1277]. Thus began a period of 
Abbasid Caliphate under the Mamluks of Egypt in Cairo [1261-1517]. 
Then in 1517, the Turkish Sultan Salim I conquered Egypt. He also seized the 
holy cities Mecca and Medina. The last and nominal Abbasid Caliph Al-Mutawakkil 
was compelled to transfer the Khilafal in favour of Salim -1 who declared himself as 
the Caliph of Islamic world in 1518. Thus the time of Ottoman Caliphate [1518-1524] 
was established. Generally speaking the custodians of two holy cities, Mecca and 
Medina are regarded as Caliph of Islam .^ Nowadays the king of Saudi Arabia is styled 
as custodian of the two holy cities or servant of two holy cities. {Khadim-ul-
Haramain-i-Sherifaini) 
Pan Islamism and Khilafat Movement 
It was during the 19"^  centuary, under Ottoman Caliphate the spirit of Pan-
Islamism began to arouse among the Muslims world. The Crimean Wars, which broke 
Previously Known as Abdul Qasim Ahmad. 
It is worth enough to note that Shia Mulims did not accept the concept of Caliphs but they uphold the 
concept oi Imamate. According to this belief Prophet Muhammad had nominated Ali, his son in law 
as his successor and Imam. And with the Prophet, Prophethood came to an end and after him Imams 
who are descendants of Ali would guide people. 
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out in 1853-56 in which Turky was involved, increased the anxiety of Indian 
Muslims. By the end of 19"^  Century Pan-Islamic sentiments and its concern to 
preserve the dignity and prestige of Ottoman Empire and Khilafai seriously 
influenced the Muslim world'". The Balkan wars 1912-1913 heightened the concern 
of Indian Muslims on the Khilafai and integrity of Turkey. 
The Muslim press like the Zamindar published from Lahore by Zafar Ali 
Khan, The Comrade, published by Moulana Muhammed Ali from Culcutta The 
Aligah Institute Gazette by Sir Sayed Ahmad Khan, the Muslim Gazette from Luknow 
by Maulaui Wahiduddin Salim etc. had expressed great concern over the events in 
Turkey. The situation caused wide unrest among the Indian Muslims and it alarmed 
the colonial administration". 
Intelligence report had convinced the authorities that a strong rumour among 
Muslims that Christian powers including Britain had secretly allied to attack and 
dismember Turkey and intended to disgrace Islam'^. The annulment of the partition 
of Bengal in 1911 further strengthened the apprehensions of Bengal Muslims who 
regarded it as breach of faith on the part of Government. During the period of Balkan 
wars [1912-13] Indian Muslims rightly responded sympathetically to the ill fate of 
Turkey after raising fund by mass collection and dispatched a medical mission under 
Dr. Ansari. Mushir Hasan Kidwai with the support of prominent Muslim leaders 
'° Moin Shakir , Khilafat to Partition (A survey of Major Political Trends Among Indian Muslims 
During 1919-1947), NewDelhi, 1979, p.66. Also See Weifred Countwell Smith, Modern Islam m 
India A Social Analysis, New Delhi, 1946, Repnnt. 1979, pp. 51-56. 
" Peter Hardy, The Muslims of British India, CUP, 1972, p 77. 
P.C. Bamford, Histories of the Non Co-operation and Khilafat Movements, Government of India 
Press, Delhi, 1925, Reprint, 1974, p.l 10. 
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formed a society named the Anjuman- i- Khuddam-i-Kaaba^^, the objective was to 
maintain the honour and safety of Kaaba and to protect the holy places from non 
Muslim aggressors. 
Formation of Khilafat Committees 
As mentioned Indian Muslims were very sensitive to the question of KhilafOi 
and the status of Turkey in the wake of Balkan wars. During the First World War''* 
the British government issued a proclamation to its Muslim subjects, which assured 
that the Muslim holy places in Arabia and Mesopotamia and port of Jeddah would not 
be attacked and there would be no interference with the Haj pilgrimage'^ Being the 
subjects of Britain the war situation put the Muslims in a dilemma; i.e. if they join 
with Turkey it will be considered treason, and it will be considered sacrilegious if 
they fight against Caliph by supporting the British'^. 
Though the British Prime Minster Llyod George assured the Muslims''' of the 
preservation of integrity of Turkey and their holy places . The apprehension among 
the Muslims resulted in the formation of Khilafat, organization and agitation. It 
demanded 
(a) "To secure for Turkey a just and honourable peace. 
'^ lbid,\\3. 
'"* In the first world war (1914-1918), Turkey fought with Central Powers, Germany, Austria-Hungary 
and Bulgaria. Allied powers constituted France, Russia, Italy, Rumania, Greece, Belgium, Portugal, 
Japan and China. At later stage America also joined the Allies. 
Gail Minualt, The Khilafat Movement-Religious Symbohsm and Political Mobilisation in India, 
Delhi, 1982, p.52. 
"" On 5* February 1918 Liyod George dcleared in the Parliament that, the Ottoman Empire would not 
be deprived of Constantinople nor of" The rich renouned lands of Asia Minor and Thrace which are 
predominantly Turkish in race"- PC. Bamford. opcit, p. 148. 
'^  Gail Minualt, op at, p.52. 
'* Home Department (Political) (A) Proceedings June 1919, Nos. 362-76, F.No. 16/192 
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(b) To secure the fulfillment of the pledges given by British Premier to 
preserve the integrity of the Turkish Empire"'^. 
The propaganda which started in India for achieving the above objectives was 
known as Khilafat agitation. An important protest meeting of Indian Muslims held at 
Lucknow on 26"^  January 1919 was presided by Maulana Abdul Bari. In another 
gesture, by the end of April 1919, Ali brothers wrote a letter to the Viceroy, in which 
they demanded that all the territories included in Turkish empire must be kept under 
status quo^°. Subsequently a Khilafat Conference was convened on 22"'' September 
1919 under Ali Brothers, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Hakim Ajmal Khan and Hazrat 
Mohani. It was presided by Bengal Leader AK Fazal-ul-Haque, who emphasised the 
need of securing co-operation of Hindus for making the Khilafat movement 
successful' . 
October 1?"^  was observed as the Khilafat Day^ .^ All India Khilafat 
Conference was held on 19"^  Novemeber 1919 at Delhi and "it resolved to withdraw 
CO operation with Government under Gandhiji's advice, a decision which was 
reaffirmed by Muslim meetings in Culcutta and elsewhere as well as by the Madras 
Khilafat conference on 1?"^  April 1920"^^ Inorder to discuss the Khilafat question a 
joint conference of Hindus and Muslims was convened at Delhi on November 23'^ '' 
" P.C. Bamford, 0/? cit. p. 144. 
^"Ibid. p. 146. 
"' I. H, Qureshi, Ulema in Politics, Karachi, 1974, p.261; The prevailing situation was congenial for 
the movement after the Lucknow Pact 1916, in which Congress and Muslim League came to an 
agreement and decided to work together for a common cause. 
^^  See H.F.M., File No. 81, p.lOO, TNA, MADRAS 
^^  Pattambi Sitaramayya, History of Indian National Congress (1885-1935), Madras, 1935 Reprint, 
1965 Vol. I,p.l98. 
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and 24"" 1919. Gandhi attended the meeting and presided over it on 24' . He 
advocated non-co-operation for the redress of Khilafat grievances . 
Speaking at the Bengal Provincial Khilafat conference held at Calcutta 
presided by Abul Kalam Azad, Maulana Abdul Bari in his most violent and forceful 
speech said that the Muslims of India would abandon their loyalty to the Government 
if the decision of peace conference with regard to Turky went against their wishes^^ 
The launching of Khilafat Movement and the emergence of Gandhi as the 
champion of National Movement gave a new turn to nationalism in India. Gandhi 
viewed the Khilafat movement as 'an opportunity of uniting Hindus and Muslims as 
would not arise in hundred years'^^. Thus it was a rare occasion of Hindu-Muslim 
unity in India. The Jamiat-ul-Ulema-e-Hind played an important role in materialising 
the vision of Gandhi. It considered the very presence of British rule in India to be the 
root cause of British supremacy over the Muslims countries of the Middle East. On 
account of this perception the Jamiat thought it to be its religious as well as national 
duty to fight against British imperialism. So the achievement of Independence was its 
prime motive ''. 
Gandhi became a symbol of nationalism and was chosen as the authority to 
lead the nation on its way to get redress for the Khilafat- Punjab wrongs and to win 
•'' M. Gangadhara Menon, Malabar Rebellion (1921-22), Allahabad, 1989, p.72, S.F. Dale, op at., 
p.l83. 
Confidential Reprot on the Non-Co-operation and Khilafat Movement in India by Deputy Director, 
Central Intelligence Bureau, Home Department, Government of India, p.240-242, NAI. 
'^ P.N. Chopra (ed.,), The Role of Indian Muslims m the Struggle for Freedom , Delhi, 1979, p.XXV 
(Introduction). 
Quasi Muhammed Jemshad, Role of Jamiat-ul-Ulema in the Freedom Movement 1937-1947, 
Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Political Science, AMU, 1987, p.lO. 
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freedom of the county. Abdul Bari, chief exponent Jaw/'a/-M/-f//ema in its meeting in 
Lucknow said, "I have accepted his support in getting our aims fulfilled and for that 
matter, I think it is necessary to follow his advice. I know that the strength of Islam 
lies in association with him"^ .^ 
Mean while on February 1920 a second delegation^^ of fifteen Indian Muslims 
consisting of Moulana Muhammed Ali, Sayyid Husain, editor of the Independent, 
Sayyid Sulaiman Nadwi and others went to England but failed to get attention of 
British government towards their representation. Nevertheless, British premier Llyod 
George informed them on 17''^  March 1920 that, Turkey could not be treated on 
principles different from those applied to other countries, and that though she would 
be allowed to exercise temporal away on Turkish lands. She would not be permitted 
to retain lands which are not Turkish^". 
True to the apprehension of Indian Muslims the peace terms issued to Turkey 
were not palatable to their sentiments. Since all constitutional ways had failed to 
satisfy the Muslims, they now resorted to others measures. On 19* March 1920,2"" 
Khilafat day was observed with special prayers. Hartals and appealed to the Viceroy 
to reconsider their demands. The central Khilafat Committee held its meeting on 11"^  
April 1920 at Bombay. The meeting decided to pursue non-cooperation with the 
government, resignation from Legislative councils, civil and military services. 
Speech delivered by Maulana Abdul Bari on 5''' October 1920, Abdul Bari papers. Home (Political) 
Deposit, 1921,p.4, NAI. 
On 19''' January 1920 a deputation of 35 Muslim leaders including Ali Brothers, Azad, Abdul Ban, 
Gandhiji and Swami Sradhanath met Viceroy to convince him of the sentiments of Indian Muslims 
on the Khilafat question and the future of Turkish Empire, P.C. Bamford, op at, p.l48. 
'°/b!d. 
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withdrawal of Muslims from the Army , non payment of taxes, relinquishment of all 
T 1 
titles and honours conferred by the government etc 
Thus by June 1920 Gandhi joined with the principal Khilafat leaders and 
formulated the aganda of non-cooperation. All India Khilafat Conference and All 
party Hindu-Muslim Conference were called at Allahabad on 1^ ' June 1920 where 
discussions were made on the decision of the Central Khilafat Committee. The 
difference of opinion among Congress leaders had posed a blockade making an 
amicable decision on the question of non-co-operation movement. Congress resolved 
to call a special meeting on 11"' September 1920 at Calcutta. The subsequent special 
session at Calcutta supported Gandhi's plan for non-co-operation with the 
Government till the Panjab and Khilafat wrongs were removed and Swaraj 
established. The people were asked to boycott Government educational institutions, 
law courts and legislatures . 
Khilafat and Non Co-operation Movements in Malabar 
The waves of Pan Islamism and the concern on the fate of Turky (Khilafat) 
deeply influenced the thoughts of Mappilas from very early time, which was reported 
in 1864 in a letter written by F.C. Brown, who was a planter in Malabar District•'^  
In sequence with the emerging All India Pan Islamic Sentiments, famous 
reformist of Malabar Makti Tangal published an evening newspaper Turki 
^'/W., p.l52. 
3: Ram Gopal, Indian Muslims-A Political History (1858-1947), Bombay, 1959, pp. 136-146; Also see 
Peter Hardy, op cit, pp. 189-90. 
" Letter from F.C. Brown to the Chief-Secretary to the Government of Madras, Dated IS* January 
1864, MJP. F. No. 980, 4"' July 1864, cf., M. Gangadhara Menon, op cit, pp. 69-70, F. Note.5. 
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Samacharam in 1909 A.D. The columns of the paper were kept for creating 
awareness on political and religious issues related to Turkey among the Muslims of 
Kerala'^ ''. The Mappilas were credited for their assistance to the Red Crescent Society 
and the Medical Mission under Dr. Ansari, which was sent to Turkey during the 
Balkan War by the efforts of all India leaders like Abul Kalam Azad and Maulana 
Muhammed Ali^ .^ Surprisingly in different centres the common public was more 
aware of the Turkish question than educated Mappilas. Even the District Magistrate 
C.A. Innes reported that the Mappilas conducted a forty days continuous prayer at 
Perinthalmanna Mosque for the cause of Turkey . 
The year of 1916 was a turning point not only in the history of India but also 
of Malabar. The beginning of the Home Rule Movement intensified the national 
discontent in India and it brought a new phase to the nationalist activities in 
Malabar''^ The political developments in Malabar between 1916-20 as noticed by 
A.P. Ibrahim Kunju; 
The Mappilas of Malabar had generally taken little interest in the 
nationalist movements until 1916, when the All India Home Rules 
League was formed. Even then it was only a few educated leaders of 
the coast, who had participated in the movement. The common 
Mappilas had kept away from the movement as it was largely 
dominated by the landed Brahmin and Nair interests. But by 1920, the 
character of Indian National Congress had changed fundamentally with 
" Prabhodhanam Special, April 1998, p. 108. 
'^ West Coast Reformer, English News Paper Published from Calicut, Dated s"" December 1912, cf., 
Gangadhara Menon, op cit, pp. 70-71. 
*^ H.F.M., F.No. 94, GO. No. 2040, Dated 9* December 1912, pp.5-14, TNA, MADRAS 
" K.P Keshava Menon, Kazhinhakalam, (Malayalam), Calicut, 1969, p. 42, See also H.F.M., F. No. 103, p. 5. 
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Gandhiji's entry into Indian Politics. He forged a link between the 
Non-Co-operation and the Khilafat movement in order to bring the 
Hindus and Muslims together. The Khilafat movement which began in 
1919 protested against British support for the dismemberment of the 
Ottoman empire and the abolition of Caliphate, the two issues in which 
the Mappilas were greatly agitated^^ 
Branches of Home Rule League had established in different parts of the State. 
Ponmadath Moideen Koya was its famous propagator in Malabar and came to be 
known as 'Home Rule Moideen Koya'''^. Though a congress meeting was held in 
1903 at Calicut, no progress was attained'*'^ . The establishment of a branch of Home 
Rule League'*' and the reorganisation of Malabar District Congress Committee''^  
brought a new momentum to Nationalist activities in Malabar. The presence of an 
energetic Mappila P.A. Kunhammed as the Assistant Secretary to both these 
organisations'*^ had attracted a large number of Mappilas to the National Movement. 
Political conference of Malabar was held at Palaghat in 1916 and then annual 
conferences were conducted at Tellichery, Badagara and finally at Manjeri. The 
Palaghat conference was an important landmark in the anti-European struggle of the 
Mappilas as it projected the feeling of Mappilas community with a long-standing 
support of their co-religionist'*'*. 
*^ A.P. Ibrahim'Kunju, Mappila Muslims of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram, 1989, p. 108. 
^' A.K, Pillai, Kongrassum Keralavum (Malayalam), Thiruvananthapuram, 1986, p. 288. 
°^ H.F.M., (Confidential) F. No. 103, p. 5. 
'" Advocate. Manjeri Rama Ayer of Calicut Bar as President and K.P. Keshava Menon as Secretary, 
H.F.M., F.No. 103, pp. 5-9. 
''^  K.P. Ramu Menon a leading lawyer of Calicut as President and K.P. Keshava Menon as Secretary. 
'^  H.F.M., F. No. 103-P.37. 
** Innes and Ivans (ed.,) Madras District Gazetteers; Malabar (Madras), 1951, p. 468. 
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Manjeri Conference (28"'-29"' April 1920) 
The Mappila's concern on the question of Turky and Khilafat can be observed 
prior to the Malabar District Conference held at Manjeri on 28-29"' April 1920. The 
spread of the Khilafat movement in Malabar was mainly concerned with the Manjeri 
conference. The reason, which explains the phenomenon, was the participation of 
large number of Mappilas in the conference'*^ Kasturi Ranga Ayyangar, the Editor of 
'The Hindu' presided over the conference''^ . There arose a serious difference in 
opinion among moderates and extremists on the priority of the resolutions to be 
considered and discussed. 
Annie Beasant and Rama Ayer supported by landlords; the extremists 
comprising of the middle class representatives, tenants and labourers headed by K.P. 
Keshava Menon, Madhavan Nair, M.P. Narayana Menon, and Ponmadath Moideen 
Koya"*^  were in opposite stand. The moderates, especially Annie Beasant viewed that 
the passing of Khilafat resolution will be a dangerous introduction of religious 
element into the independence movement. However majority of the delegates 
strongly demanded for a discussion of the Khilafat resolution'' .49 
Then the Khilafat resolution was read by Komu Menon, in which he requested 
the Government to "settle the Turkish question in accordance with the just and 
legitimate sentiments of Indian Muslims and the solemn pledge of his Majesty's 
The total number of participants was 1300, Manjeri being the headquarters of Ernad Taluk, 
dominated by Mappilas Census of India 1921, Vol. XII, Part II Madras, Part II Imperial and 
Provincial Tables (Madras), p. 350. Authors give different figures see K.P. Keshava Menon, op at, 
p.70;Madhavan Nair, Malabar Kalapam (Malayalam), Calicut, 1971, p.58. 
"•^ R.H. Hitchcock, OjDC//, p. 19. 
"" Three resolutions (a) Khilafat issue (b) Tenancy Problem (c) Constitutional Reforms 
'^  H.F.M., F. No. 103, pp.12-13; A.K. Pillai, op cit, p. 403. 
^' Madhavan Nair, op cit, p. 66. 
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ministers" and called up on the people, in case the government failed to settle the 
question in this manner, "to adopt a policy of progressive non-co-operation with the 
Government"^". At that time Annie Beasant came forward with an amendment by 
saying that, it would be adventurous to urge the people to observe non-co-operation. 
Leaders like Abdul Qadar, Moideen Koya and K. Madhavan Nair, K.P. Kesava 
Menon, vehemently opposed the views of Beasant in their speech and the amendment 
was disapproved and the resolution passed in its original form with an overwhelming 
majority^'. It is worth to note here that, the Manjeri conference had adopted non-co-
operation resolution months before it was being accepted by the congress as one of its 
agenda^ .^ Upholding of the tenancy question and non-co-operation resulted in the 
boycott of a large number of aristocrats (Jenmies) from the national movement, while 
"the resolutions on tenancy and Khilafat brought the Moplah masses to the Congress 
fold"^^ 
The influence of Khilafat question among the poor Mappilas can be well 
perceived from the presence of large number of Mappilas in the Manjeri conference 
and the domination of Khilafat question over other issues '^'. Another significant 
aspect of the Manjeri conference was an unprecedented unity of Hindus and Muslims, 
the chief exponent of this unity was M.P. Narayana Menon and Kattilasseri 
Muhammed Musliyar^^ which marked the beginning of an extensive propaganda of 
'° West Coast Spectator, 29"" April 1920 cf., C. Gopalan Nair, The Moplah Rebellion 1921, Calicut, 
1923, p.8. 
' ' A.K. Pillai, op cit, p. 405, K. Madhavan Nair, op cit, p. 49. 
R. Ramachandran, 'Manjen Conference' Contours of Change in M.M. Hassan (ed.,^  Moidu Maula\^'l 
Smaranika, Beypore, 1997, p.21. 
" H F . M . , F.No. 103, pp.12-13. 
M Gangadhara Menon, op cit ,p. 77. 
M.P.NarayanaMenon, MalabarSamaram M P Narayanamenonum Sahapravarlhakarum{Ma\aya\am), 
Calicut, 1994,pp 60-61. 
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Khiiafat and Non-co-operation movements in Malabar^ .^ Thence the Khilafat 
committees were formed in various parts of Malabar. 
The existing tenancy and non-co-operation committees largely supported in 
the organisation and spread of Khilafat. And these organizations, in and almost cases 
they worked together under same roof. The leaders of the movements including both 
Hindus and Muslim propagated the message of Khilafat and non-co-operation. The 
translations of the pamphlets, especially 'Tarke-e-Muwalat' (Non-co-operation) by 
Abul Kalam Azad mdfatwas issued by central Khilafat Committee were translated 
and distributed in the mosques and at Khilafat meetings". The Pamphlets urged the 
people that. 
1. It is unlawful to serve the British army 
2. It is unlawful to join in the Government Service 
3. It is unlawful to pay taxes. 
4. Muslims should boycott all Government aided institutions. 
5 And urged to relinquish all honourary ranks and titles awarded by the 
CO 
Government and its acceptance must be considered humiliating . 
Resolutions of Karachi conference were also translated and distributed 
among the people. As mentioned, the spread of Khilafat and non-co-operation, as 
* R.C. Majumdar, Struggle for Freedom, Bombay, 1969, p. 316; History of Khilafat Movement in the 
Madras presidency, Secret F. No. 299, 7.5,1920, February-May, S. No. 124 in H.F.M. , F. No. 81 
Bundle No. 22, p.37. Public Department (Confidential) GO. No. 454, 20"' July 1921. 
" K.N Panikkar, Againsl Lord and State, op.cit., p.l24. 
'* E. Moidu M^^u\^w\, MauloM'iyude Atmakatha (Malayalam), Kottayam, 1985, p. 115. 
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well as Anti-European feelings and the spirit of nationalism were the work of 
Kattilasseri Muhammed Musliyar and his intimate friend M.P. Narayana Menon^'. 
Visit of Gandhi- Shoukat AH - (18 August 1920) 
Gandhiji and Maulana Shoukat AH visited Malabar as part of the all India tour 
to elicit and to acquire support from the people to the National Movement. Though 
the District Magistrate^" tried his best to prevent the visit of National leaders to 
Malabar, he failed to convince Madras Government the need for prohibition of their 
visit. The leaders arrived at Calicut on 18'*" August 1920 and was received 
enthusiastically by a large crowd. The public meeting of the evening on the Calicut 
beach was attended by 20,000 '^ people of whom a considerable number were 
Mappilas^ .^ As Bipin Chandra observed, the Mappilas had a strong reason to rally 
round the congress and Khilafat than Hindus. For one of the slogans raised by the 
nationalist leadership was 'hands off-the Turkish Calepha' a slogan dear to the hearts 
of every pious Muslim where as for the Hindu peasant it was only a question of 
freedom from bureaucracy and the Jenmi. It was to the Mappilas, a question of 
defending his religious head, a question of sacred war against the disaster of his 
creed". 
Gandhi addressed the gathering and explained how the British had wounded 
Muslim sentiments on the Khilafat issue, and about the 'exemplary self-restraint' 
" M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op cit, p. 62, K. Madhava Nair, op oil, p 89. 
He alarmed with the possible joing of Mappilas with National Movement and blending religion with 
politics would have a disastrous effect on the outbreak zone. See Grahm Letter to Hannyngton, DO. 
No. 200-5 Dated 12 August 1920 in USSF. No. 307 Dated 01.10.1920, TNA, Madras. 
'^ K. Madhavan Nair, op cil, p. 64; M.P. Sreedhara Menon gives the number as 25,000, op at, p. 63. 
" R.H. Hitchcock, op at, p. 19. 
" Bipin Chandra, /ndias Struggle for Independence. 1857-1947, p. 201. 
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exercised by the Muslims and preached the virtues of non-violence and non-co-
operation. He said; 
If the Mussalmans of India offer non-violence and non-co-operation to 
Government in order to secure justice on the Khilafat, it is the duty of 
every Hindu to co-operate with their Muslim bretherens '^*. 
The Mappilas were highly attracted to the speech of Shoukat All, 
If you are strong and capable then it is your bounden duty, so long as 
one Mussalman breaths, to fight the unjust King, the unjust 
government that proved to be an enemy to your faith and to your God. 
If you are weak and could not cope physically with your opponents 
then it is incumbent for you to go, migrate to another country, and 
leave that unjust kingdom and that unjust tyrant and king* .^ 
The initial response to the call of Gandhi and Shaukat Ali for non-co-operation 
was very lukewarm. Madhavan Nair writes that "not a single Vakil stopped his 
practice, not a single student left the school, not a single candidate withdrew from the 
election"^^. Contrary to this reference M.P. Narayana Menon left his practice as Vakil 
from Preinthalmanna Munsif Court^ .^ 
By the end of 1920 Khilafat organisation and its activities widely spread in 
Malabar. A Khilafat committee was formed at Calicut with Janab M. Kunhikoya 
" Tottenham, op cit ,p. 11; K. Madhavan Nair, op cit., p. 64. See Appendix-IX for the full text of the 
speech. 
" Extracts from speeches delivered by Shoukat Ali at Calicut on 18* August 1920 in strictly 
confidential No. 1024/C/SF 235/7 Dated 23"* August 1920 in Gram Letter to Hunnygton in USSF. 
No. 307 Dated 01.10.1920. 
^ Madhavan Nair, op cit, p. 64; District Magistrate observed that the visiting was not attractive to 
people stating the megre amount (Rs. 2,500/-) that presented to the speakers. Another reason was 
that the Mappiia does not understand a religious question being ventilated by a Gujarati Brahmin 
(Gandhiji)". 
^^  M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op cit, p. 65. 
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Thangal as president and U. Gopala Menon, T. Hassan Koya Mulla and Melekandi 
Moidu as secretaries^^ By 30"^  June 1921 about 200 Khilafat committees were 
formed in places like Kondotti, Tanur, Tirur, Tirurangadi, Manjeri, Kottakkal, 
Malappuram, Ponnani and Ottappalam by the efforts of an 'itinerant preacher' 
Chekku Molla Sahib of Kondotti. A fifty member permanent letter Khilafat 
committee was formed at Tirurangadi with Janab P.M. Pookaya Thangal as president, 
Ali Musliyar, K.M. Moulavi as Vice Presidents and K.P. Kunhi Pokker Haji Pottayil 
Kunhammed as secretaries^^. The leaders were drawn from both the communities. 
Meetings were also conducted once or twice in a week. Leaders like Kattilasseri 
Muhammed Musliyar Variyankunnath Kunhammed Haji, Ali Musliyar and Moidu 
Moulavi gave inspiring speeches. Resolutions demanding the integrity of the holy 
places and proclaiming that "Indian Muslims will not allow the enemies of Islam to 
rest" were read out™. As noticed the message of Khilafat movement in Malabar was 
that Muslims needed a strong Caliph and for that an independent India is essential. So 
the Mappilas should strive for freedom '^. The tenancy agitation in Ernad and 
Walluvanad was fully supported by the Khilafat movement. As seen, M.P. Narayana 
Menon after resigning from Perinthalmanna Munsif court became a full time worker 
for the tenancy and with Kattilassery Mohammad Musliyar toured the interiors of 
the Taluks^l 
Koyatti Moulavi, Malabar Lahala, (Malayalam), Tirurangadi, 1953, p.5. 
Ibid, p.6. 
P.A. Sayed Muhammed, Kerala Muslim Charitram (Malayalam), opcit., p. 195; M.P. Sreedhara 
Menon, op cit, p. 65. 
Gandhiji's Speech at Calicut, quoted in Gopaian Nair, op cit, See Appndix-IX. 
R.H. Hitchcock, op cit, p. 21; M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op cit, pp. 63,65; K. Madhavan Nair, op cit, 
p. 89. See Appendix-XVIII. 
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Gangadhara Menon, referring to the mutual dependence of Khilafat and 
Tenancy movements in Malabar (Ernad - Walluvanad), noted that "most tenants in 
Taluks of Emad and Walluvanad being Mappilas the tenants' agitation was animated 
by the Khilafat spirit"^^ 
Nagpur session of the Congress in December 1920 was important on the 
national movement as it resolved many important decisions in the way to attain 
Swaraj^ "*. The conference was attended by a large number of delegates from Malabar. 
The spirit of nationalism which had filled the minds of delegates was echoed in their 
own villages on their return from the conference. Khilafat committees were organised 
in almost all villages". Protest meetings were conducted at Pookottur, Areacode and 
Mankada - Pallipuram on January, on 24'*' February 5"" and 6"" respectively. The 
speakers from both communities stressed the importance of non-violent agitation^ .^ 
The deputy Superintendent of Police noted that meetings in connection with 
Khilafat Movement were being held every few days throughout the district. In few 
meetings there have been some rather violent speeches^^ Leaders like U. Gopala 
Menon, K. Madhavan Nair, K.P. Keshava Menon, M.P. Narayana Menon and 
Kattilasseri Muhammed Musaliyar were actively engaged in non-co-operation and 
" Gangadhara Menon, op c//, p. 91; Under Khilafat Tenancy agitation took radical changes in places -
Ibid, ^.^9. 
Swaraj - declared as the goal of Congress, creation of provinces on linguistic basis and Hindi 
accepted as National Language. 
" Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency 1920-21, Madras, 1922, p.5, TNA; R.H 
Hitchcock, op at, p. 20; C. Gopalan Nair, op cit, p. 18. 
Gangadhara Menon, op cit, pp. 95-96. 
" Report on 6* November 1920 quoted in K.N. Panikkar, opcit ,p 126. 
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Khilafat activities. However, Mappilas in the villages were more enthusiastic. It is 
reported that a crowd of 20,000 people attended the Kalpakanchery meeting 78 
t h i Yaqub Hassan Episode -15 February 1921. 
There is a fairly general feeling in Malabar that the Yaqub Hasan 
episode was the turning point in the Khilafat movement and that it was 
from that period the attitude of the Khilafatists became decidedly 
hostile and aggressive^^. 
This turning point in the course of Khilafat movement in Malabar was the 
result of high handedness of Mr. Thomas, the District Magistrate, who "was bent 
upon breaking the unity of the different communities" . 
Yaqub Hassan an active Khilafatist and a member of Madras Legislative 
Council (1916-1920), was invited to Malabar by the Congress-Khilafatist leadership 
to deliver a speech at two public meetings one at Tanur and the other at Calicut on 
island 16'" of February 1921. 
The motivation of the congress leaders in inviting Yaqub Hassan was to advise 
the Mappilas of Malabar not to be provoked by the repressive measures of the 
Government, and to observe non-violence and non-co-operation. It was also aimed to 
inculcate public confidence in congress among the mass^ .^ 
" Madha\an Nair. opcit. pp. 65, 81; Sukhbir Chaudhary, Moplah Uprising (1921-23), Delhi, 1977, 
p.25. 
" Gopalan Nair. opcit, p. 14; Also see M. Gangadhara Menon, 'The Yaqub Hasan Episode' JKS, 
Vol.l,No. 2, pp. 311-27. 
^° A.R. Knapp, 'Notes on Malabar Affairs' in G.R.F. Tottenham, op.cit. p. 32. 
A Coastal area in Ponnani Taluk. 
• K. Madhavan Nair, op cit, p. 73. 
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The District Magistrate issued prohibitory orders on the proposed meeting of 
Yaqub Hasan, under section 144 of Cr. P.C. It also prohibited Variankunnath 
Kunhammed Haji, U. Gopala Menon, K. Madhavan Nair and other local leaders of 
Khilafat movement whoever they may be from convening or speaking at any public 
meeting in the Ernad Taluk^ .^ 
When Yaqub Hassan alongwith his wife arrived at Calicut from Madaras 
alongwith his wife from Madras was served the letter of prohibition alongwith local 
Khilafat leaders. Subsequently the meeting at Tanur was suspended and the large 
crowd assembled had to be dispersed. The situation at Calicut was alarming. The 
leaders were forced to disobey the prohibitory orders, and instructed Yaqub Hasan to 
speak only on the necessity of non-violence at the meeting . 
Thomas, the District Magistrate was convinced of the true nature of the 
situation from a copy of telegram issued by Madhavan Nair to the press regarding the 
decision of Yaqub Hasan "to address the public meeting not withstanding the 
prohibition order"^^ 
Thomas considered the decision of Yaqub Hasan "a challenge that I could not 
pretend not to notice without abdicating my authority as District Magistrate in favour 
of the Khilafat Committee" and hence he considered it his duty to "take such action as 
would prevent the public meeting from being held"^ .^ 
84 
85 
West Coast Spectator, s"" February 1921, cited in Gopalan Nair, opcit, pp. 23-24. See Appendix-X 
for a detailed report on the event. 
Ibid, p. 72; G.R F. Tottenharm, opcit, p. 180; R.H. Hitchcock, opcit, p.20, C. Gopalan Nair, 
opcit, p.l4. 




The Congress Khilafat leaders decided to defy the ban. Consequently, Yaqub 
Hasan and Ponmadath Moideen Koya, K. Madhavan Nair and U. Gopalamenon were 
arrested on 16* February, tried the same day by the District Magistrate and 
sentenced^^ for six months imprisonment because they refused to furnish a security of 
Rs. 1,000 each or even to give a written document that they will not speak at the 
prohibited areas^^ The next day, l?"" February a complete hartal was observed in 
Calicut. The arrest of Yaqub Hasan and other leaders aroused serious concern among 
the people and they burst out in different forms of demonstrations, procession, and 
on 
meetings all over Malabar . 
K.P. Keshava Menon has observed. 
This news spread like a wild-fire all over the country. Shops were 
closed and students came out of educational institutions. Many Vakils 
did not attend the court. There were public meetings at many places in 
Malabar and outside condemning the high-handedness of the 
authorities '^^ . 
The arrest sparked a large and explosive demonstration in which an estimated 
10,000-12,000 Mappilas from Thirurangadi and nearby areas participated^'. The 
demonstrators confronted with the Police and troops along the beach road near the 
Collectorate office and they shouted the cry of 'Allah-a-Akbar' (God is Great)'^. 
Muslims who joined the protests were said to have done so after meetings in local 
Order under section 107 and 114 Cr. P.C West Coast Spectator, 1?"' February 1921, cited in C. 
Gopalan Nair, op cil. p. 14. 
'* Letter of District Magistrate to Madras Dated I?"' February 1921, F. No. 15. 
'^ Moyarth Sankaran, Ente Jeevitiia Katha, (Malayalam), Calicut, 1965, p. 162; E. Moidu Moulavi, 
Ente Kootukaran, Muhammad Abdurahman Sahib. (Life Sketch), (Malayalam), Trissur, 1964, p. 15. 
K.P. Keshava Menon, op cit, p. 76. 
" R.H. Hitchcock, op cit, p. 20; M.P.Sredhara Menon, op cil, p.72. 
'- Ibid 
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mosques . The absence of congress leaders Calicut was noticed by Hitchcock, 'who 
94 hid' themselves and 'proved their sincerity in the non violence' 
It is worth noting that except M.P. Narayana Menon all other congress leaders 
were absent in a critical time when the Mappilas were in a confrontation with the 
imperialist powers adhering the principle of non violence. It was one of the reasons 
that kept the majority of Mappilas away from the activities of the Congress in later 
course^ .^ 
The correspondences of District Magistrate very clearly expose the attitude of 
British administration towards the Khilafat Movement. 
It reads: 
Non Co-operation was nothing and Khilafat was everything and talk of 
Hindu-Muslim unity is nonsense the one thing the Government 
was afraid. Hindu Muslim unity is the basis on which the non-co-
operation and Khilafat movements were launched^ .^ 
Infact, the Khilafat movement attained public acceptance along with the 
national movement. As noticed it alarmed the District administration. Inspite of their 
repressive measures the movement-attained acceptance among all sections of society, 
students, officials, lawyers and the laymen. The movement now adhered more and 
more to the non-violence and non-co-operation and it spread into grass-root level^^ 
'^  S.F. Dale, op c;/, p. 188. 
'" R.H. Hitchcock, op at., p.21. 
'^  M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op cil, pp. 72-73, 
^ Fortnightly Report of the District Magistrate to Madras, March, 1921. 
" H.F.M., F. No. 103, 0/5c;/, p. 19. 
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The movement not only influenced the Southern Malabar, but the Northern 
Malabar also came under it. 
During the visit of Rajagopalachari on 18 February, he inaugurated a National 
school at Valapattanam in Chirkkal Taluk. The school was established and maintained 
by the central Khilafat committee^*. 
Ottappalam Conference - (IS"* - 26"" April 1921) 
The first All Kerala Provincial Conference of Congress was held at 
Ottappalam from 23-26 April 1921^^ It was attended by 4000 delegates from district 
parts of Kerala and was a landmark in the history of Freedom Movement in Malabar. 
T. Prakashm presided over the conference. Three different sessions on Khilafat, 
Tenancy and Students were organised under same roof. Sayed Murthaza Sahib, K.P. 
Raman Menon and Mr. George Joseph, Editor of the 'Independent' presided the 
sessions' . The Mappilas and Khilafat volunteers in uniform marched from Ernad 
and Walluwanad Taluks to the conference'^'. The mass approval of Non-Co-
operation and Khilafat Movements and the enthusiastic participation of middle class 
and the poor at Ottappalam enraged the authorities. They were alarmed at the 
increasing Hindu-Muslim unity. The authorities resorted to all efforts to estrange the 
'* K. Koyatti Moulavi, op cit, p. 8. 
^ It was conducted according to the decision of Nagpur Congress (December 1920) to form District 
Congress Committees on Linguistic basis. And a Kerala Provincial Congress Committee witi: 100 
members and K. Madhavan Nair as Secretary had formed. See P.K.K. Menon, opcit, p.87; 
Madhava Nair, op cil, p. 67. 
100 r r 
E. Moidu Moulavi, Enle Kootukaran, opcil, pp.10-11; M.P. Sreethara Menon, opcit, p.74, 
H.F.M., F.No. ]03, op at, p. 19. 
K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op at, p. 132. 
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Hindus from Muslims and looked for an opportunity to pluck the movements in its 
conception'°^. 
The three days of the conference passed without any trouble. However, on the 
4' day, during the student conference, some Khilafat volunteers were taken to police 
station and beaten up. Inspite of all these, participants observing non-violence 
remained silent. When the secretary of reception committee, Ramanunni Menon, and 
Hamid Khan, Secretary of Madras Khilafat Conference, went to enquire about the 
police assault in the bazar they were also beaten and insulted by the Police'^''. 
Kunhikoya Thangal, a Khilafat volunteer from Malappuram had also undergone the 
police aggression'"'*. The Mappila leaders like Kattilasseri Muhammed Musliyar, 
K.M. Moulavi, Ali Musliyar, Vakkam Abdul Qadir Moulavi, Sayyid Alavi Koya 
Thangal and other leaders like Prakasham, K.P. Keshava Menon and M.P. Narayana 
Menon, however, insisted on the observance of non-violence to counter the 
provocation of authorities"'^. "It was an "object lesson in non-violence""'^. 
Even the Pro-Government Madras Mail could only report that 'the assault 
upon Ramunni Menon was a most regretable incident' and that the leaders of the 
conference pandal behaved in a most praise-worthy manner'"''. Moyarath Shankaran 
'"' F.N.R. April 1921; E. Moidu Moulavi, Ente Kootukaran, opcit, pp.18-19; K.P. Keshava Menon, 
op cit, pp. 86-87. 
"" K. Koyatti Moulavi, opcit, p. 11; K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State, opcit, p.133; K.P. 
Keshava Menon, op cit, p. 87. 
'"'* K.P. Keshava Menon, 77?^  Ottapalam Conference and Police Atrocities (Pamphlet in Malayalam) 
1921, English Translation available in File Public Department, Government of Madras, GO. No. 
491, 3"* August. 1921, TNA, Madras. 
'°' K K. Muhammed Abdul Kareem, K M Moulavi Sahib, (Malayalam), Tirurangadi, 1985, p. 90. 
'"^  The Hindu, Madras, 28* April 1921, quoted in K.N. Panikkar, op cit, p. 133. 
""Madras Mail, 26"'April 1921. 
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comments that "the police assault at Ottapalam was the first deliberate attempt of 
authorities to foment a rebellion in Malabar"'"^. 
A committee under T. Prakasam, L.A Subhramannyyar, Murthasa Sahib, 
George Joseph and K. P. Keshava Menon was formed to enquire into the Ottapalam 
atrocities'^^. The committee submitted the report with in one month and published. 
The main observation and conclusion was that prior to the assault the police "engaged 
in a criminal conspiracy for the purpose of provoking a breach of peace and 
nonviolence on the part of non-cooperators and then using reprisals and finally fixing 
the responsibility on the movement of non-co operation""". The authorities banned 
the report'". However the subsequent repressive policy of the administration further 
boosted the nationalist spirit among the people and brought them on a common 
platform of non-violent-non-co-operation. 
Kerala Majlis-ul - Ulema Conference 25"' April 1921 
As referred , Jameit-ul-Ulema-e- Hind played an important role in the 
formation and spread of the Khilafat and non-co operation . Though its ideas and way 
of action influenced the Mappila's movement in India, however its work was entirely 
concentrated in North India. In order to fill the vacuum of an organization Wk^Jamiat, 
Majlis-ul-Ulema was formed in South India with its headquarters at Trishnappalli in 
Tamilnadu. It acted as a tributary to the Indian National Congress. Its first 
conference was held in April 1921 at Erode."^ North Indian scholars like Maulana 
'"* Moyarath Sankaran, op cit, p. 162. 
'"'' K.P. Keshava Menon, op cil, p.87. 
"° P K K Menon, Histo?y of Freedom Movement in Kerala, Vol. II, Trivandrum, 1972, pp. 88-89. 
'''Ibid 
"^ R. H. Hitchcock, op cit, p.2). 
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Sayyid Husain Ahmad Madani Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Maulana Mufti 
KifayathuUah and Ali brothers attended the meeting. A large number of South Indian 
scholars also attended the meeting"^. 
The first conference of Ulema in Kerala was held at Ottappalam on 25"^  April 
in the same Pandal of the Provincial Congress Conference, Murtaza Sahib who 
presided over the Khilafat Coference on the same day took the chair at this conference 
also""*. A Committee was formed under Janab Moulavi Sayyid Alavi Thangal as life 
time president, Vakkom Muhammed Abdul Qadir Moulavi, Shaikh Mahin Handani 
Thangal (Arurkutt Vaduthala) as vice presidents, E Moidu Moulavi as general 
Secretary and Kattilasseri Muhammed Musliyar, K. M. Moulavi (Thirurangadi) and 
Moulavi Arab] Shamnad as joint secretaries"^. 
The conference passed three resolutions, namely, all Muslims were to set apart 
a portion ofZakat for the Khilafat and the "Smyrna funds" (a place in Asia Minor), to 
protect Islam from dangers that had befallen it; that all Muslims in Kerala should 
insist on non violent non-co-operation with the government; and all Muslims who had 
attained 21 years of age should become members of the Indian national Congress in 
order that India may attain Swaraj through the efforts of it and set right the Khilafat 
matters"^ 
As part of the programme decided in the conference E. Moidu Moulavi in his 
the capacity as the secretary of Majlis-ul-ulema issued a pamphlet entitled 'dear 
"^ E. Moidu Moulavi, Chahthra Chinthakal, Calicut, 1981, pp. 29-30. 
"'' Ibid, Kerala Muslim Directory, op cit., pp. 577-79. 
"^/6/rf., p.30. 
" ' Public Department, F. No. 491, 3"* August 1921, INA, New Delhi. 
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brethren', which was addressed to the Muslims of Kerala. It highlighted the religious 
issues and emphasised religious duties. 
All are aware of the fact that our rulers, the British and their allies 
fought unjustly and unlawfully against the Sultan of Turky, our 
Khalifa, who had been for the past several centuries protecting our 
sacred religion as well as the holy places like Mecca, Medina, 
Baithulmukadeez, Bagdad, Kerala, Nujf etc. sanctified by our religion, 
wrested these places from his majesty and divided them amongst 
themselves and their allies. They have done ail this with the wicked 
intention of wiping out from the face of the world the religion of Islam 
which stands in opposition to Christianity. It has been proved, at the 
recent Paris and London Conferences etc. that it is our British rulers 
that are striving hard to carry out this wicked intention with a tenacity 
that put the other Governments in the background. We of course 
consider our religion to be dearer than our lives. Is it possible for any 
Muslim that has the best iman in him to help in any way a Government 
that tries to steal in and charmed us by means of smiles and sweet 
words. I believe hat every Muslim the least Islamic virtue in him will 
answer this question in the negative. All the important Ulamas and 
Ulama associations in India have therefore with one accord issued 
Fatwas calling up on all Muslims to strive, sacrifice their all, including 
their lives, to save Khilafat which is that basis of Islamic religion"^. 
The address ended with a short description of atrocities the Turkish brother 
suffered at Smyrna and with a passionate appeal to all Muslims to help financially the 
Khilafat cause and inviting them to join the Khilafat agitation against British 
usurpers" ^  
' " Ibid, Kerala Muslim Directory, op.cil., pp. 355-56. 
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The Ottapalam conference was an epoch-making event in the Khilafat and 
Non-Co-operation Movements. District and Taluk committees were formed and 
leaders like Ponmadath Moideen Koya, E. Moidu Moulavi and M.P. Narayana Menon 
controlled their activities. Kattilasseri and M.P. Narayana Menon went from place to 
place in Ernad and Walluvanad Taluks and addressed gatherings in the weekly 
markets. It attracted Hindus and Muslims including ordinary Mappila peasants, 
merchants, daily workers to the fold of Khilafat and Non-Co-operation"^. 
On 29"^  July in Khilafat meeting at Calicut, Abdurahiman Sahib read out the 
translation of 4 and 9 of the resolutions of All India Khilafat Conference. It insisted 
'the integrity of the holy places according to the Shariat' and stated that 'unless this 
be secured the Indian Muslims will not rest and wilt not allow the enemies of Islam 
and the Khilafat''^°. In a Khilafat meeting, E. Moidu Moualvi appealed to the people 
to prepare for a fighting to revenge on the British wrongs on Islam. In another 
Khilafat meeting at Cannanore, he again through a resolution urged the people to obey 
the decisions of Indian National Congress regarding the question of Turkey. The 
authorities also notices the call of Civil Disobedience and non payment of taxes 
among the Khilafatists in different parts of Malabar. And it reported about 101 
meetmgs with same agenda has been conducted'^'. 
Friday congregational prayers were also utilised to aware the mass on the 
Khilafat Non-Co-operation Programme'^ ^. On 29* July 1921, resolutions of Karachi 
"" M P Sreedharan Menon. op cii, pp 75-76 
Extracts from Madras Weekly Report on Non Co-operation Movement, Dated 6"" and 1S'*" August 
1921, Appendix II of Home (Political) F No 241/1-A, 1921, NAI, New Delhi 
'"lbicl,p 76, R H Hitchcock, opci!,p 21 
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Khilafat Conference were read out by Ali Musliyar to the congregation at Tirurangadi 
Mosque'^ ^. Infact their activities helped the formation of Khilafat committees in 
almost all villages and a well-organised Khilafat volunteer corps were formed in 
District and Taluk levels'^''. For the mobilisation of people certain religious 
techniques like Koottabanku and nagaras were used. This technique alarmed the 
people and they gathered round the mosque'^ ^. Tanur, a coastal village, was a well-
organised centre of Khilafat activities. The organisation of the Khilafat Movement 
was really "wonderful"'^^. 
The Malabar Rebellion 
It was not mere fanaticism, it was not agrarian troubles, it was not 
destitution that worked on the minds of Ali Musliyar and his followers. 
The evidence conclusively shows that it was the influence of the 
Khilafat and Non-Co-operation that drove them to this crime. It is this 
aspect which distinguished the present from all previous outbreaks . 
When the Khilafat Non-Co-operation movements were at its zenith, 'the 
rebellion of 1921' brought the whole episode in to a tragic end, though it was 
acknowledged as the greatest anti-feudal and anti-imperialist revolt after 1857 in 
the history of India's struggle for freedom. 
The rebellion began on 20"^  August 1921, and lasted for six months and 
further it took six months to establish peace and order in the areas of rebellion. This 
^" G.R.F. Tottenham, op.cit., p.l6. 
'^•'R.E. Miller, o;7c;r, pp.131-32. 
' " M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op cil, p. 78. 
'-•^  The Madras Mail, Madras, IS"" August 1921. 
' " Judicial Case No. 7 of 1921, Special Tribunal Calicut, Quoted in C. Gopalan Nair, op cit, pp. 7-8. 
'^ * K.K.N. Kurup, Peasantry, Nationalism and Social change in India, Allahabad, 1991, p 136. 
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was the first occasion when the British power, was challenged in a military sense. An 
independent Government, though confined to a small area and lasting only for a short 
period was established by the rebels. The Khilafat ideal with religious zeal fostered 
the dream of an Islamic state, which had influenced the rebellion'^^. 
While the Malabar rebellion was set in the context of a larger struggle for 
freedom, from in the British point of view it was a conspiracy. It does not fall into the 
category of a well organised resolution. Both developments preceding the revolt and 
the course of events themselves suggest spontaneous outbreaks rather than a well 
planned uprising. The call of the Khilafat, coupled with the police atrocities under 
Hitchcock's direction perpetrated on some Muslim youths at Ottapalam conference, 
excited the Mappilas. The spark blazed forth into a terrible conflagration'•'°. 
19"^  August 1921 witnessed series of administrative highhandedness, which 
wounded the sentiments of the Mappilas. The attempt of Government to arrest some 
Khilafat leaders at Tirurangadi'^', the torture and humiliations of several Mappila 
families, assault of police on those who wear Gandhi caps at Thirurangadi, the 
dishonour of the Khilafat flags and the persecution of Khilafat workers ail precipitated 
the later events . 
Adding fuel to fire, police attempted to arrest Vadakkke Veetil Muhammed,'^ ^ 
Secretary of Pookkotur Khilafat Committee on 19* August 1921 on a false litigation 
'^' S.F. Dale, op.cit., pp. 209-18. 
'^ ° K. Koyatti Moulavi, op.cit., pp. 21-22. 
' ^ 'H .F .M. F.No. 103, pp.24-25. 
' " R . E . Miller, o/j.c(7., p. 126. 
' " He was the Manager (Karyasthan) of Nilambur Thirumulpad, one of the largest landlords possessed 
a tract of land holding at Pookottur. After becoming the Secretary of Khilafat Committee, 
Thirumulpad has dismissed him from the job - M.P. Sreedharamenon, op.cit., p. 84. 
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of theft of a gun belonging to the 6"^  Thirumulpad of Nilambur Kovilakam''^ ''. As 
refered earlier, by the use of techniques like Kootabank, (reciting the Taqbir) and 
Nagra a large number of Mapplias from neighbouring villages gathered in the 
Pookkotoor. Some wore Khilafat uniform, badges and caps, and were armed with 
knives, swords and spears'^^ The hasty action of the police was actually a response to 
the alleged personal insult to the Thirumulpad. Meanwhile Ponmadath Moideen 
Koya arrived from Calicut. He made an inspiring speech about the Punjab atrocities 
and the necessity of Non-Co-operation Movement'''^. 
The steady growth of Khilafat and Non-Co-operation Movements and the 
unforeseen Hindu-Muslim unity forced the authorities to resume the anti-Khilafat 
propoganda, Mr. Amu, Deputy Superintendent of Police, was instrumental and he 
called a special Khilafat meeting at Pathar in Ponnani on 24 July 1921'^^. When E. 
Moidu Moulavi came to know about this from K.P. Keshava Menon, they planned a 
parallel meeting under the banner of Kerala Majlis-ul-Ulema^^^. At the same time at 
Pathuponnani grad arrangements were made for its success. Janab Abdul Latheef 
Moulavi, Principal of Vellur Latheefiya Arabic College presided the conference. E. 
Moidu Moulavi translated his Urdu speech into Malayalam and a large number of 
people attended the meeting and it became a great success'''^. 
Ibid., p. 117; 1921-Maiappuram Collectorate Records, K. Madhavan Nair O/J c;/, p. 96. 
'^ ^ Extract from Madras Weekly Reports, Appendix II, Home (Political), F. No. 241/1 -A, NAI, New 
Delhi. 
"* Letter from Inspector of Police (Ernad Circle) 24"" August 1921 to Sub. Divisional Magistrate, 
Malappuram in File Moplah Rebellion, 1921-Malappuram Collectorate. 
' " E. Moidu Moulavi, Chanthra Chinthakal, opcit, p.2, Ente Koottukaran, opcit, p.22, K. Koyatti 
Moulavi, opcit., p. 13. 
'^ * K.P. Keshava Menon, op at p. 91., Brahmadathan Namboodiripad, Khilafat Smaranakal (Khilafat 
Memmories) Mai. P.27, Thrissur, 1993, p 27. 
" ' E. Moidu Moulavi, Moulaviyude Athmakatha, opcit., p. 110. 
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Later when pro-British Ulema published a booklet titled Mahak-ul-Khilafa-fi-
Ismil Khilafa, criticizing the Khilafat agitation. E. Moidu Moulavi, secretary of 
MajUs-ul-Ulema published another booklet named Dawath-ul-Haq as a rejoinder to it. 
The government banned this booklet'"*". During this period some books and 
periodicals also appeared on the seen related with Khilafat issue. In 1920, A. 
Muhammed Kunju started a journal called Khilafat Patrika from Varkala. It made 
valuable contribution for Khilafat Movement in Kerala. But it could bring out only six 
issues and later it ceased to exist''*'. Another journal by name Khilafat was published 
from Anjengo'"* .^ 
The meeting of Amu and Pro-Government Moulavies at Pathar ended in 
failure. Only some Orthodox Moulavies and Officials attended the meeting. Amu 
changed his tone and met E. Moidu Moulavi and persuaded him to desist from his 
Anti-British activities'''^ superintendent Amu warned him, "All your dealings are 
seditious, you must desist from it and report to the District Magistrate Mr. Thomas. I 
shall help you in all the ways possible. In the name of Allah, I too am a believer in 
Khilafat; you must do for the good of nation"''*'*. 
Having listened to the suggestions, Moulavi replied; 
I am not in position to follow your advice. I can't deviate from my 
goal. I know arrest and prison are at your disposal. I never like to 
yield to persuasion of provocation. My country's liberation is my 
^'° 76(0', Appendix, p.202. 
"^^  Abu Majida, Kerala Muslims and Journalism (Malayalatn) in Prabhodhanam Special Issue, April 
1998, p.109. 
"^ P.A. Sayed Muhammed (ed.,) Kerala Muslim Directory, Kochin, 1960, p.621. 
'""^  E. Moidu Moulavi, Ente Kootukaran, op cit, p.25. 
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ultimate object... I am prepared to sacrifice everything for the sake of 
it, in the course of which even if I lose my life. I have no worry since 
my family and country will feel proud of it''* .^ 
On 19'*' August 1921, by the evening at Kozhikode, Moidu Moulavi and his 
friend got news about the secret march of a Military detachment under Mr. Thomas to 
Tirurangadi. They quickly arranged T.V. Muhammed, Secretary of Emad Khilafat 
Committee to convey the news to Ali Musliyar'"* .^ In a letter'''^ Abdurahiman Sahib 
reminded Ali Musliyar to be very careful to avoid untoward incidents'''^ Then 
Abdurahman and Moidu Moulavi rushed to U. Gopalamenon another Congress -
Khilafat Worker''*'. Then they hurried to K.P. Keshava Menon'^° and requested him 
to accompany them to Pukkottur to advise and pacify the people'^'. 
'"' Chandnka Daily, Calicut, Dated S* August 1990 
'''* An important Khilafat-Congress Worker, Scholar, intellect, man of peace and freedom fighter in the 
early years of ?0"^  century He held pivotal role in the propagation of Khilafat message He started 
his career as a teacher at Podiyat, near Pookottoor and there he served for four years Then he 
shifted to Thirurangadi in 1907, and continued his religious teaching He established a number of 
Madiasas and enjoyed wide respect and a large number of his disciples served in different parts of 
Emad and Walluvanad Taluks His congregational sermons were full of anti-British feelings and 
being a strong adherer of Khilafat he wore garment of Khadi Cloth and Turky Cap covered with 
green Cloth '\nd a long robe reaching down to the feet, and sword in hand K K Muhammed 
Abdul Kareem, 1921-le-Khilafal Lahalayum Ah Musliyarum (Ah Musliyar and the Khilafat 
Rebellion of 1921) (Malayalam) Thirurangadi, 1968, p 15, Koyatti Moulavi, p 18, However British 
authority believed that Ah Musliyar was the kingpin of the conspiracy and his followers in other 
parts of the distncts were waiting for a signal which he gave when the army surrounded the mosque 
(The Hindu, 12"' December 1921) 
'^' Abdurahiman"s letter to the Central Khilafat Committee, Bombay, intercepted by C 1 D in USSF 
No 327/A dated 2"'' November 1921 
'"^  E Moidu Moulavi, Ente Kootukaran, opcit, p 28 , Brahmadathan Namboothiripad, opcit, 
pp 42-43 , K Koyatti Moulavi, op cit, pp 20-21 
"•^  Hitch Cock, p 51 
'^ ^ He was the General Secretary of Congress Provincial Committee 
'^ ' E Moidu Moulavi, Ente Koottukaran, op cit, p 29 
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But Menon who slightly got frightened, resolved not to go to Pookottur since 
it was night'^ ^ Abdurahiman Sahib who got irritated at Menon's reply immediately 
rushed to the road in great despair and asked Moidu Moualvi "I am going to Ernad, 
are you bold enough to come with me? It was the Mappilas who fall before the bullet 
of the army". These words deeply influenced Moidu Moualvi who immediately 
replied "you need not go alone. I too am a Muslim. I shall accompany you. 
Everything will happen according to the will of God"'" 
On 20"" August 1921, a regiment of Gurkhas in the battalion of Malabar Police 
arrived at Tirurangadi in the early morning. The police party soon set out searching 
the Khilafat office and the house of Khilafat workers for arms and for the arrest of 18 
wanted men'^''. While searching Vadakke Veetil Muhammed, the secretary of 
Pookottur Khilafat Committee, the police party also raided the Khizhekkepalli of 
Tirurangadi. During the search the police arrested three of the wanted men viz, 
P.Muhammed Haji, O.Muhammed and his son Moideen Kutty from their houses and 
took them to the Magistrate Court'^^ 
The news of the police raid spread like a wildfire throughout Tirurangadi and 
the neighbouring areas'^^. Then Ali Musiliyar accompanied by some Mappilas 
approached the authorities for the release of the arrested innocent persons. They came 
to the Magistrate Court. Rowlly, the A.S.P of Palaghat requested them to sit down 
peacefully till the magistrate Thomas arrived. As soon as they sat down Rowlly 
^^ ^ K.M.Panikkar, Against Lord and State, op cit, p. 148. 
^" E. Moidu Moualvi, Atmakata, op cii, p.44; R.H. Hitchcock, op cit, p.190. 
^^ '' Tottenham, op cit, p.68; R.H. Hitchcock, open, p.35; A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, Mappila Muslims of 
Kerala, op cit, p. II2. 
^^ ^ E. Moidu Moualvi, Moulaviyude Atmakatha, op cit, p.44; Koyatti Moulavi, op cit, p.22. 
^^ ^ The rumour was a deliberate attempt by the police. K.Koyatti Moulavi, op cit ,pp. 22-23. 
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ordered firing'^''. The enraged mob attacked the police and the army. Six of them 
including A.S.P Rowlly Johnson and Head constable Taisseri Moideen were killed'^ ^. 
A.K Pillai is of the opinion that "by this the authorities were in fact throwing a fire 
ball in to the dry gun powder"'^ ^. 
It was at this critical juncture that Abdurahiman Sahib and his party arrived at 
Tirurangadi. On their arrival a violent mob was seen marching towards the 
Mamburam shrine. The mob was mistaken by the rumours that the Shrine had been 
fired and demolished by the soldiers and hence Ali Musliyar declared 'Jihad' against 
British. The party made a desperate attempt to pacify the violent mob and persuade 
them to disperse'^" Moidu Moulavi, then made a captivating speech. 
Ali Musliyar had no right to declare Jihad against the British. He is 
only one among the members of the Khilafat Committee. It is the 
central committee and Muhammed Abdurahiman the state secretary of 
the Kerala Khilafat Committee can only declare a Jihad'^'. 
Then the mob was silent for some time. After pacifying the mob a little 
Abdurahiman Sahib and Moideen Koya rushed to the residence of K.Madhavan Nair 
at Manjeri to bring him to the troubled spot'^ ^. 
In the evening of 20"^  August 1921, Moidu Moulavi and his companions 
noticed that an enraged mob of about 2000 Mappilas from the outlying areas were 
"' ' E. Moidu Moualvi, Moulaviyude Atmakatha, op cit, p. 21; K. Madhavan Nair, op cit, p. 126. 
^^® The bodies of Rowlly, Mr. Johns and Moideen were subsequently found lying by the road horribly 
mutilated and hacked - Government of India of India, Home Department (Political), F. No. 241-
1921,PartI-A, S.Nos. 1-123. 
^^'A.K. Pillai, c?;7,c?V., p. 337 
^^° Abdurahiman's letter to the Central Khilafat Committee, Bombay, intercepted by C.I.D. in USSF 
No. 327/A Dated 2"^ November 1921. 
^" The Chandrika, Calicut, 29"' July 1990. 
"^ R.H. Hitchcock, op.cil, p.l9L 
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moving towards Tirurangadi. They were all infuriated by the fiction that both the 
shrine and mosque had been attacked by the police'^ ^. They were all armed with 
sword, daggers and sticks. Moidu Moulavi made an earnest appeal to the violent mob 
to be quiet by saying that nothing had happened to the Mamburam shrine, as such 
they should disperse peacefully, but the mob was too violent and not prepared to 
yield. Then in a violent tone Moulavi shouted: 
It is right time for Maghrib (Prayer at sunset). The prayer is far more 
important than a Jihad. If you want to proceed with what you like, you 
can do it after prayer'^ '*. 
Meanwhile Abdurahiman Sahib and Moideen Koya had gone for Manjeri to 
inform Madhavan Nair who met him at his residence and explained the events and 
requested him to accompany them to the troubled spot'^^ Then they returned to 
Tirurangadi. Madhavan Nair made a heart felt speech before the enraged mob 
warning them about the serious consequences, if they declared an open Jihad against 
the government. After the meeting Abdurahiman and Moidu Moualvi went back to 
Calicut, while Madhavan Nair returned to Manjeri'^ ^. 
On their arrival at Calicut Abdurahiman Sahib and E Moidu Moualvi came to 
know the tragic news that trouble resumed in Ernad and as such they should reach the 
spot at the earliest . By the time martial law had been declared all over Ernad, 
Walluvanad and Ponnani taluks. 
^^ ^ A.P. Ibrahim Kunju, Kerala Muslims, op.cit., p.l 12. 
^^ '' E. Moidu Moualvi, Moulaviyude Atmakatha, op.cit., p.30 
"^ M.P. Sreedhara Menon, op.cil., p.98 
'"'/bid 
^^ ^ E. Moidu Moualvi, Moulaviyude Atmakatha, op.cit., p.31 
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One of the most outstanding leaders of the rebellion who made efforts to 
control and guide its course was Variyankunnath Kunhammed Haji, a close relative of 
AH Musliyar. He was actively involved in the Khilafat Movement; wearing a fez cap, 
Khilafat uniform and badge, and with a sword in his hand. Kunhammed Haji 
proclaimed himself the 'Raja of the Hindus, Amir of the Muslims and Colonel of the 
Khilafat army, and virtually the king of Ernad and Valluvanad'^^ He appointed 
officers from his men, issued passports, restricted looting, returned gold and money 
which were looted from the banks to its rightful owners, issued edicts against British 
Raj and gave protection and asylum to all communities'^^. Other leaders like AH 
Musliyar and Chembrasseri Thangal asked their lieutenants to provide protection for 
Hindu Families at Manjeri Kunhammed Haji addressed a large gathering of Hindus 
and Muslims, and he instructed the public; 
Don't kill or fight with Hindus. Don't persuade them to accept Islam 
against their wishes. If we harm the Hindus, they will join the 
Government. That will culminate in our defeat We have no hate 
towards Hindus. We will punish those who help or support the 
government'^ '^ . 
According to E.M.S. Namboodiripad, "guards were appointed in his house 
during the days of the rebellion and incidentally they were Mappilas and there was no 
problem to them from the side of the Mappilas''''". A veteran Khilafat leader Moidu 
Moulavi stated that; 
'**Chief Secretary, Madras Government to Secretary Government of India 30' August 1921, 
Government of India, Home (Political) F. No. 241, part I-A, p.l46, Also see Hitchcock, open, 
p. 19; C. Gopalan Nair op cit, p.76. 
'® S.F. Dale, op at, p. 22. 
"° Sardar Chandroth, 'Kunhammad Haji, Veera Mappiia Natav' in Malabar Kalapam, Chanthraviim 
Prathyayasastravum, Chintha Weekly Publication, November 1991, p 100. 
^^ ^ E.M.S. Namboodiripad, Autobiography (Maiayalam) Trivandrum, 1985, p.40. 
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Kottakkal Kovilakam was guarded by hundred Mappilas led by 
Odayapurath Chekkutti Sahib, a Khilafat leader of Kalpakancheri. 
They also guarded the house of Kottakkal Variers. However he and 
his followers were captured by the military and sentenced for long 
term imprisonment'^ ^. 
K.P. Kesava Menon attests almost the same view. According to him in the 
early stage of the rebellion the rebels never attacked the Hindus. Later when the 
military was deployed and rebels were hunted, the situation changed. The Hmdus 
were asked to help the military to locate the hideouts of the rebels. If they disobey the 
military, they will punish the Hindus. If they help the military to locate the rebel 
camps, the rebels would retaliate on the Hindus' .^ 
Six days after the outbreak of the Rebellion on 20"^  August 1921, 
Abdurahiman Sahib, Moidu Moulavi, K. P Kesava Menon,and M. P Narayana 
Menon, again started to Thirurangadi. They met Ali Musliyar and told him that it 
would be better for the rebels to surrender to the Government which could save the 
people from further disaster'^''. Ali Musliyar replied that, 
I have not attempted any violence. I believe in non-violence. The 
police trespassed into the houses of innocent people at night and 
arrested them. 1 approached the authority to enquire about it. I had 
only a walking stick in my hand... They fired at us. As a result many 
things happened.'^ ^ 
^^ ^ E Moidu Moulavi, 'Vargheeya Lahalayo"^  Alia, Swatantra Samaram'' in Abdu Cheruvadi (ed ,) 
Wagon Tragedy Smarantka, (Malayalam), Tirur, 1981, Reprint, Kozhikode, 1996, p 30 
^" KP Kesava Menon, ope//, p 118 
"" Ram Gopal, op cit, pp 154-57 
" ' R H Hitchcock, 0/7 c//,pp 31,249 
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He could not take a hasty decision and asked them to consult the matter with 
Lavakutty'^ ^ and Kunhalavi'", his most trusted lieutenants. After consultation they 
could realise that the people were not ready to surrender but preferred to die 
fighting'''*. Having failed in the mission the nationalist leaders then visited another 
riot-hit area, Manjeri. Here they did their best to pacify the enraged mob, but their 
efforts were failed. Meanwhile T. Austin, Sub Divisional District Magistrate, 
Malappuram, issued orders calling up on Ali Musliyar to surrender, otherwise 
Tirurangadi would be demolished through fire and cannons'". 
By the end of August 1920 a large number of British and Gurkha soldiers 
came to riot ridden areas. Ali Musliyar surrendered '^°. The other leaders like 
Seethikoya Thangal, and Chembrasseri Thangal too surrendered on 20"^  December 
1921. Variyan Kunnath Kunhammed Haji resisted for some time and finally on 6"' 
January 1922 he too surrendered'^'. His surrender virtually sounded the death knell of 
the rebellion. 
In the midst of these calamities there took place the most tragic episode in 
Malabar viz, the 'Wagon Tragedy' in which 67 out of 100 Mapppila captives, who 
were dumped in a closed wagon and were taken from Tirur to Coimbatore, died of 
'^^  Lavakutty seems to have committed suicide later, R.H, Hitchcock, op c;/, p. 31. 
^^ ^ Kunhalavi died later in a clash with military forces hear Kunnamangalam. 
^^ ° K.P. Keshava Menon, op cit, pp .106-107. 
" " T. Austin, Letter to District Magistrate Malabar, 22"'' September 1921, in Tottenham, opcit, 
pp. 37-41. 
'^^°Report on the Administration of Madras Presidency 1920-21, Madras, 1922, Part I, P X General 
Summary. See Appendix-XI for the news report on the arrest of Ali Musliyar. 
^^ ^ Summary of the Important events of the Rebellion by Under Secretary in Tottenham, opcit, 
p.37-41. See Appendix-XII for the news report on the arrest of Variyam Kunnath Kunhammed Haji. 
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suffocation on 20"^  November 1921 on the way. Many historians interpreted this incident 
182 as modem "Black hole Tragedy" of Calcutta. It was terrible, blood curding incident 
The rebellion persisted for about six months from the 20"^  of August 1921 to 
February 1922. At the beginning of 1922 the rebellion had been completely 
suppressed . However, it was the most serious rebellion that British had to face 
since the mutiny'^''. 
Writers and scholars vary in their views while analysing the true nature and 
causes of rebellion of 1921. The revolt of 1921, like the uprisings that occurred 
through out 19* century, was essentially an expression of a long-standing agrarian 
discontent, which was only strengthened by the religious and ethnic identity of the 
Mappilas. Like the past revolts the 1921 rebellion too drew its participants primarily 
1 8^ 
from Mappila peasantry, the rich were not the principal actors in the rebellion . It 
was not mere fanaticism, it was agrarian trouble that worked on the minds of the 
Mappilas'^^ 
According to K.N. Panikkar: 
The rebellion of 1921 can't really be interpreted in communal terms. It 
was a continuation of the agrarian conflicts of 19* Century'^^ 
^^ 2 S.F. Dale, op at, p.209; C. Gopalan Nair, op cit, p.57; H.F.M. F. No. 103, p.30. For Biographical 
details of victims see GO. No. 290, l" April 1922, TNA, Madras. See Appendix-XIII and XIV, 




'^^ Secret Report on Non-Co-Operation Movement submitted to Judicial Public Executive Secretary to 
Government of India on 31*' January 1922. Government of India of India, Home (Political), F 
No.385/1922,NAI, New Delhi. 
^^ ^ K.N. Panikkar, Peasant Revolts in Malabar.... in AR, Desai (ed.,) op cit, p. 623. 
The rebels operations were directed against the British Government and the 
anti- Khilafat parties. They had done little to convert and to persecute the Hindus. 
Their attack on the Nilambur palace, their looting of the Namboodiri Bank at Manjeri 
and the cancellation of all debts due to the poor, later revealed an attitude of hostility 
more to the capitalist -landlords than to the Hindus'*^ 
Political activities in Malabar came to a halt and the Muslims suffered a great 
deal after the rebellion'^^. The British Government put them down harshly and all 
Kinds of atrocities were perpetuated on them'^°. The Mappilas remained silent 
spectators of the political developments in the country. However the Mappila leaders 
continued their efforts to awake their brothers from the slumber. 
Tellichery Khilafat Conference -1923 
All though the Khilafat Movement met with a tragic end by the rebellion of 
1921, it continued as a spirit to the Mappilas. A special Khilafat Conference was 
called at Tellichery in 1923. It was the first Muslim conference after the rebellion 
and a large number of Muslims all over the Kerala had attended the conference'^'. 
Dr. Sayed Mahmud, a prominent Congress leader from North India presided over the 
meeting and Bee Amma, mother of Moulana Muhmmed All was the chief guest. The 
speeches of leaders were aimed to condemn the unhappy events occurred during the 
course of rebellion. They extorted the people to stand united and to forget and forgive 
"** K.P.K. Menon, op at, p. 92. 
"^ George Wood Cock, Kerala, A Portrait of the Malabar Coast, London, 1967, p.243. 
^'° According to official records 2337 rebels had been killed, 1652 wounded and 45,404 were captured. 
See Appendix-XV for a brief report. 
a\^-
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the sad and unwelcome happenings in the past. Sayed Mahmud vehemently criticised 
the 'divide and rule' policy of British administration. He stated that; 
The British had sabotaged both openly and secretly the commendable 
amity and accord that have existed between Muslims and Hindus of 
Malabar. The British made clear their merit by causing 90 rebellions 
in course of 70 years (of their rule)'^^. 
The conference decided to setup an enquiry committee to look into the causes 
and events of the rebellion. So as to avoid its recurrence. It also aimed to strengthen 
the unity and accord among the two communities, which had spoiled during the 
rebellion'^^. One of the resolutions passed in the conference contemned the atrocities 
like forcible conversion, looting, murder and crimes committed in the wake of the 
rebellion. Another rebellion propounded by P. Moideen Koya expressed its deep 
sense of sorrow in 'Wagon tragedy' incident. And a committee was formed under 
Maulana Shah Sulaiman, Dr. Sayed Mahmud, A.K. Kunhi Mayan Haji, P.S. 
Muhmmed and P. Moideen Koya, to construct a memorial for the martyrs of the 
'Wagon tragedy''^''. 
According to E.M.S Namboodiripad, the reason behind the rebellion; 
that intensely religious, extremely uneducated and highly organized 
community of Moplahs should contain among them few fanatics'^^. 
"^ Mathrubhumi Daily, 3'" May 1923. 
^^ ^ Quated in P. A. Sayed Muhammed (ed.,) Kerala Muslim Directory (Malayalam), Cochin, 1960, pp. 
379-84. 
"^ Mathrubhumi Daily, 1>"^ May 1923. 
''' Ibid. 
"^ E.M.S Namboodiripad, Kerala; Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, Calicut, 1967, p.l37. 
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P.K.K. Menon argues that; 
If the rebellion had an economic goal, a definite programme and proper 
leadership it might have caused revolutionary changes in 
society,without degenerating in to a futile and destructive convulsion 
benefiting nobody. It weakened the Khilafat Movement and arrested 
the nation's march to its ultimate political goal. The injury done to 
social harmony took time to heal. It was a lesson for the future that the 
way of non-violence was not strew with roses'^ '^ . 
The British official in Malabar described the revolt as the fruit of the seed 
Annie sowed and Gandhi watered'^^ 
The rebellion widened the gulf between the British and Indians. Everybody 
admitted that the in human treatment meted out to the Mappila captives, culminating 
in 'Wagon Tragedy' did not credit the civilised Government. 
Contemporary view is that the rebellion was a war of liberation. It was a 
common struggle against a common foe. Therefore it is interpreted as a vast popular 
movement which lifted it above the purely communal plane and invested it with the 
character of a national movement . 
E. Moidu Moulavi reiterated his strong conviction that, the ardent patriotism, 
added with a deep sense of anti-British feeling and the belief that the British were out 
to destroy Islam tempted the Mappilas to take up arms against them. Whatever 
misinterpretation is going on, it is really a national liberation struggle launched by 
"^ P.K.K. Menon, op.cit, Vol. II, pp. 103-104. 
"^ H.B. Jakson to C.A. Johns, 4"" September 1921, Government of India, Home (Political), F. No. 242, 
Part 1-4, 1921. NAI, New Delhi. 
'R.E.Miller, 0/3, c;7.,p, 154, 
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them against the imperialist powers although they had succeeded to an extent in 
degrading it into a communal conflict'^ ^. 
Malabar Rebellion defied the British might for six months and paralysed the 
Government machinery in Southern half of the District. The Mappilas ran an 
indigenous Government of their own and kept up the spirit of revolt among Muslim 
peasants for a much long period than any one had thought they could. The 
Government suppressed it with the help of Gurkha troops^°°. 
The untimely end of the Khilafat Movement, in a large extent alienated the 
Mappilas from the Nationalist Movement and Congress. As E.M.S. Namboodiripad 
observed; 
The years after rebellion of 1921 were enough to check the growth, but 
not to quench the fire of anti-imperialism that had been set alight in 
years of 1919-21^°'. 
K. P. Kesava Menon evaluates the situation; 
The Muslims complained that those who had induced them to join the 
Congress abandoned them when oppression by the police and firing by 
the military had started^° .^ 
However, the active presence of Mappila leaders like Abdurahiman Sahib, 
E. Moidu Moulavi, P. Moideen Koya, Hassan Koya Mulla, N. P. Abu, K. V. Noorudheen 
and others in the activities of the National Movement had kept the flame of anti-
Interview with E. Moidu Moulavi on 2" November 1993, cf Padmanabhan. N, op cit., p. 108. 
^^ P.S. Velayudhan, 'Kerala' in SP. Sen (ed.,) Historical Writings on the National Movement in India, 
1977, p. 209. 
°^^  E.M.S. Namboodiripad, National Question in Kerala, Bombay, 1952, p. 119 
"^•^  K. P. Kesava Menon, ope;/,p. 126. See Appendi\-XVI for the Speech of Gandhi at Madras, 
criticising the Mappilas. 
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European struggle of the Mappilas alive. Infact, the Tellichery Khilafat Conference 
brought almost a close to the Khilafat Movement in Malabar. It is worth enough to 
not that when the Turks under Mustafa Kamal Pasha had started the modernisation of 
Turkey and subsequently he abolished the hereditary institution of Khilafat on 3'^ '' 
March 1924. Thus the Khilafat agitation had lost its relevance in Islamic World and 
especially in Malabar. 
CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
The Mappilas of Malabar, a distinct group of Muslims, who adhered to correct 
principles and teaching of their religion, are the descendents of Arabs who married the 
local women folk. Scholars give different versions for the origin of the name. As 
noticed, Islam was introduced peacefully to the land of 'Cultural Symbiosis', Kerala, 
as honoured guests in a house. The wholehearted support of Hindu rulers especially 
Zamorins, Rajas of Calicut encouraged conversions to Islam, to get men to man their 
Navy and sea trade. 
The arrival of the Portuguese ruptured the cordial relationship that existed 
among the native population. They spread the virus of communalism in the land of 
harmony. The reign of terror unleashed by the Portuguese aiming at the deprival of 
the spice trade of Arabs and Muslims of Malabar, had adversely affected the 
Mappilas. 
The scholars like Zain-ud-din Ibn Ali (senior), Zain-un-din Makhdum (Junior) 
and Qazi Muhammed and others preached the ideology of jehad in the desperate 
struggle against the Portuguese atrocities. Thus the so called Mappila militancy was 
the need of the hour to fight against the Portuguese intruders. Subsequent scenario 
was filled with the naval battles fought by the admirals of Calicut, the Kunjalis. The 
untiring zeal of the Marakkars with enduring support of Zamorin and Mappilas in 
their centuries-long fight against the Portuguese forms a glorious episode in the wide 
spectrum of anti-European struggles of the Mappilas. It still acts as a motivating 
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factor and inspires the people of Kerala against the invasion of Colonialism and 
Imperialism in new forms. 
A century-long fight against the Portuguese deprived the Mappilas of their 
lucrative spice trade. The Mappilas were compelled to move to the interiors of the 
Districts seeking opportunity in agricultural vocations, but who in the traditional land 
owning system were forced to accept the lowest grade of landless labourers. Brahmin 
Jenmies and upper caste Hindu landlords possessed the land. The Muslim tenants 
were expected only to enjoy the right to cultivate the land and not to possess the 
ownership. 
The rule of Mysore Sultans over Malabar provided occasion for Mappilas for 
owning agricultural land, as many upper caste landlords had fled to Travancore after 
selling the Jenmam rights. Thus the Mappila community became more powerful. 
When the Malabar was brought under British rule (1782), they again suffered 
adversities as jenmies returned and had possessed their land. The Mappilas were 
consequently expelled from the ownership of land that went back to landlords who 
were supported by the British judicial system. Thus Mappilas had lost their faith in 
the existing administration because of their repressive measures. 
The community leadership took serious concern of these developments. Thus 
Unnit Mootha Moopan, Athan Moyin Kurikkal, Chemban Pooker and Hydros led 
armed revolts against the administrations. The British authorities were convinced of 
the grievances and gravity of the situation, but instead of redressal of the grievances 
they resorted to repressive measures. Ultimately the discontents of the peasantry 
came in the form of the 'Mappila outbreaks'. The sacerdotal background to these 
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'outbreaks' were rendered by Mamburam Sayyid Alavi and Sayyid Fazal Pookoya 
Thangal and Umar Qazi, who even started a 'non tax agitation' against tlie British 
administration. In contrary to this the religious leadership of the Hindu community 
was wedded with the interests of the Jenmies, who were considered as the Bhudevan. 
Thus the Hindu peasantry failed to transform their grievances and discontent into an 
open protest of rebellion. While the Mappila peasantry enjoyed full social support. 
The British high handedness over the troubled situation brought the Mappilas 
into desperate darkness. Some of their leaders were either arrested or exiled. Though 
the Mappila peasant movement had economic and social background it was 
ideologically influenced by the jehad concept and militancy preached since 1498 
against the Europeans. The Muttiyara rebellion of 13"^ -17* and the subsequent 
engagement of a large group of Mappilas to regain the bodies of Martyrs from British 
custody demonstrate the deep rooted antipathy of the Mappilas. One of the major 
outcomes of these anti-European struggles was the generation of a vast volume of 
anti-colonial literature in Arabi-Malayaiam, which was the script of the common 
Mappilas. In contrary to this the religious leadership of Hindu community was 
wedded with the interests of the Jenmies, who were considered as the Bhudevan. 
Thus the Hindu peasantry failed to transform their grievenus and discontent into an 
open protest of rebellion. While the Mappila peasantry enjoyed all their support. 
It was in continuation of this situation that phases of national movement, like 
Khilafat, Non-co-operation and tenancy question came to the surface. The Mappilas 
supported the movements and enthusiastically participated in these movements. The 
participation of the Mappilas facilitated the rapid spread and acceptance of congress 
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in Malabar. Thus it was a period of Hindu Muslim unity and accord. Both 
communities jointly formed the Khilafat-Kudiyan committees. Leaders like 
Kattilasseri Muhammed Musliyar and M.P. Narayana Menon spent their prime period 
for the spread of these ideas. Khilafat leaders like, E. Moidu Moulavi, A. 
Abdurahiman Sahib, U. Gopalamenon, K. Madhavan Nair, K.P. Keshava Menon, 
M.P. Narayana Menon, Variyam Kunnath Kunjuahammed Haji, Ali Musliyar, 
Brahmadathan Namboodiripad were in the forefront of these movements. 
The repressive policy of the British worsened the situation. The Mappilas who 
had adhered to the principle of non-violence took arms against the authorities and 
finally the movements which mobilised masses turned into a rebellion, which in no 
way was a product of the Khilafat agitation alone. On the other hand it was also 
against the atrocities of administration and exploitation of landlords and 
moneylenders. In fact there were stray incidents when certain anti-social elements had 
exploited the volatile situation causing hardships to the Hindu community. 
Nevertheless the congress Khilafat leaders like Abdu-Rahiman Sahib, E. Moidu 
Moulavi, K.M. Moulavi, had vehemently opposed violence and disowned themselves 
from the rebellion, at the later stage. Leaders like Ali Musaliyar, Variamkunnath 
Kunhammad Haji and Chembrasseri Tangal were also against the violence and other 
excesses'. 
It is noteworthy that the Tuvvur massacre of 25* September 1921 would not 
be seen in this paradigm. Thirty four Hindus and two Mappilas were killed by the 
rebels, when they helped the army against the rebels^. 
K.N. Panikkar, Against Lord and Stale, op cit, p. 180. 
•Ibid. pp. 178-79. 
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Whatever the situation during and just after the rebellion, one significant 
aspect of Malabar has to be noted, that no serious incidence of communal riots has not 
yet been reported in Malabar. 
The Mappilas felt very sad and depressed over the attitude of some of the 
Congress leaders. They felt that they were being betrayed by the leadership at a 
crucial stage. The declaration of the Allahabad AICC denying the responsibility for 
the events on the part of the Non-co operation and Khilafat movements'' and the 
silence kept by the Congress party when the police and military had brutally 
suppressed and murdered the Mappilas, made them desperate. The Mappilas began to 
look the Congress leaders as partisans and Hindus. This was further proved by the 
activities of some of the Congress leaders, when a unit of Hindu Mahasabha was 
formed in 1929 and its conference held at Tirunavaya. Out of forty-three committee 
members many of the like U. Gopala Menon, K. Madhavan Nair, K. Madhava 
Menon, and K.P. Rama Menon etc. were leaders of the congress party"*. Leaders like 
C. Gopala Menon, K. Madhavan Nair, K. Kelappan Nair, Kongattil Raman Menon 
and others were associated with the activities of the Nair Service Society and other 
associations of Nairs. All these developments ultimately resulted in the alienation of 
Mappilas from the national movement. 
The genesis of the present backwardness of the Muslim/Mappila can be traced 
to the anti-European struggles. Mappilas except a few land owning and business 
^ B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, Vol.1, op.cit., p.228. 
•* See for a detailed report about the activities of the Kerala Hindu Maha Sabha, Marthrubumi Daily, 
12"^  March, 11* April, 4 and s"' May and l"^ October 1921 and 6'^  January 1930. 
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families did not take to English education because they were told that English was the 
language of the hell. They even hesitated to study Malayalam, which the theologians 
forbade by naming it as Aryan Ezhuthu (Aryan Language). The result was that they 
never came up in education and were not represented in government services. It took 
years after independence for the community to come up. The new awareness was 
largely due to the formation of the state of Kerala (1956) and the active participation 
of Muslims in politics. Also the socio-religious reformation and educational 
awareness created by the progressive minded scholars and organisations were 
substantial in bringing the community to the forefront. Leaders like Vakkam Abdul 
Qadar Moulavi, Hamdani Tangal, K.M. Moulavi, E. K. Moulavi, Seethi Mohammad 
Sahib and others wished to reform the community and put an end to recurring of 
another 'ravage' in future. The formation of Kerala Muslim Aikya Sangam at 
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Lower administrative division of a village in 
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MAP- II 
MOSQUES CONSIRUCTED BY THE EARLY 
MISSIONARIES (Cited in Tuhahfat-ul-Mujahidin) 
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Mappila is a word by which the Muslims of Kerala especially in Malabar are 
known. The term was used for Muslims and Christians, but prefixing Jonaka or 
Chonaka and Nasrani to the word Mappila respectively differentiated them'. The term 
is spelt in different forms like Mappila, Mappilla and Moplah. However the 
discussion on the origin of the word remains unsettled. Probably the word 'Mappila' 
is a combination of two Malayalam terms, Maha means 'great' and Pilla means 
'child', an honorific title seen among the Nairs (Pillai) of Travancore, combined the 
word means 'great child', great ones and noble ones who were gladly received and 
held in high respect. Logan and Innes observe this view .^ 
ShamsuUah Qudiri in his monograph Malabar in Urdu extensively dealt with 
the origin of the term Mappila, and he is of the view that the word is connected with 
the Christian migrants from Iraq, Arabia and Syria. Another derivation suggested is 
'Ma' (mother), Pillai (child) ie, the offspring of mothers. The term was applied to 
children who were bom to indigenous ladies married to foreigners, Arabs as well as 
Non Arabs''. 
Another interpretation is that, the word 'Mappila' means 'son-in-law" or 
'bridegroom', This correspondingly means the prevailing use of Tamil term 
'bridegroom' or 'husband to be' for husband"*. In north Malabar, the husbands of all 
the younger women used to stay in the house of their wives and were considered as 
"bridegrooms". As observed by Cathleen Gough, the "usage reflects the common role 
of younger husbands as honoured guests and partial outsiders"^ In other words the 
term Mappila is used as an honorific title to foreigners who were married into 
indigenous families. Thus the word is still in use to denote the 'Bridegroom' or 'New 
' W. Logan, op.cit., p. 191. 
^ Ibid; Innes, Gazatteer of the Malabar District, op.cit., p. 183. 
^ ShamsuUah Qadiri, Malabar, op.cit., p.45; R.E. Miller, Op.cit., p.31. 
" R.E. Miller, op.c/Y,, p.31. 
^ Cathleen Gough, 'Mappiis in North Kerala' in David M. Schneider and Cathleen Gough (edtrs.,), 
Matrilineal Kinship, University of California, 1961, p.442, cf, R. E. Miller, op.cit., p.31. 
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Mappila'. Another probable derivation is that, it originated from the word 
Muwalludun means 'Sayyid half breeds', son of Sayyid fathers and indigenous 
mothers. Later on this word was applied to all foreigners and traders^. 
Presently the word 'Mappila' is exclusively used for Malabar Muslims. 
Considering the social and economic backwardness of the Mappila Muslim 
community, government has included it in the category of Other Backward 
Communities (OBC), and they were eligible for reservation in educational and job 
opportunities. 




The term Malabar, probably an Arabic word was coined by the Arab traders 
and navigators for the narrow strip of land, on the South West Coast of India to which 
they frequented for trade. It is probable that the word was the mixture of a Malayalam 
word mala (means hill or mountain) and Arabic word bar (means continent) or 
Persian bar (means country or land). Thus it came to be known as the larid of 
mountains identified with other place names like Sanjibar, Hindabar, Nicobar etc. 
From the time (522-547AD) of Cosmas Indicopleustes^ the word Male was 
used for the land. Though the Arabs were active in the brisk trade in spice with 
Malabar, they continued the use of the name Male till the 4 A.H/9 AD. However, 
among the Arab geographers who made earliest reference on the land as Malabar was 
Yaqut al Amawi (1179-1229)^ Shamsullah Qadri on the hand holds the view that it 
was Sherif-al-Idrisi (1100-1166) who called the land as Malabar for the first time in 
his Kitab-ul-Nuzhat-al-Mushtaq^. Another Arabic historian Abdul Fida (1273-1331) 
in Taqavin-ul-Buldan also gives the same reference to Malabar'°. Another Arab 
traveller Sulaiman (848) refers to this land as Manibar. At the same time Ibn Batuta 
who visited Malabar in the 14* Century gives reference on Malabar in his Rehla as 
Mulaiba?\ Al-Biruni in 10* Century also called it as Malabar. Being the rich 
producer and supplier of Black pepper Malabar was also famed by the name Bilad-ul-
fulful among the Arabs'^. European Traveller Marco Polo (1293) called it as Malebar. 
As far as the area of Malabar is concerned, geographers and authors have 
different opinion. For Abdul Fida, it extends from Honawar to Kanyakumari, while 
Rashiduddin places it between Goa to Kollam about 300 farzaq'\ For Marco Polo it 
In his book Christian Topography. 
Majma-ul-Buldan, op at., Vol. 4, p, 639; S.M.H. Nainar, Arab Geographer's Knowledge of South 
India, opcit, p. 19. 
' Shamsullah Qadiri, op cit, p.3. 
Taqveem-ul-Buldan, p.353, cf., Shamsullah Qadri, op cit, pp 3-4. 
" Ibn Battuta, 0/? c;/, p.334. 
'^  Ajaib-ul-Hind, p.94; Taqveem-ul-Buldan, p.355, of., Shamsullah Qadiri, op cit, p.4. 
'^  Shamsullah Qadiri, op cit, p.5, one Far:aq = 3 Nazhika 
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extends from Ezhimala to Gujarat'"*. According to Ibn Battuta Malabar extends from 
Sindhpur to Kollam. However Chinese traveller Ma-Huan (15"^  Century) fix the area 
between Kochi and Cannanore. 
In proper it extent from North to South along the coast, a distance of about one 
hundred and fifty miles and lying between North Latitude lO'' 15' and 12*^  18' and East 
Longitude 75° 14' and 76° 56'. And the boundaries are North South Canara District; 
East Coorg, Mysore, Nilgiris, Coimbatore; South, the Native States of Cochin; West, 
the Arabian Sea'^ 
As part of Madras presidency the history of Malabr has been different from 
that of the Princely States of Travancore and Cochin. After the formation of Kerala 
State in 1956, Malabar merged with other Malayalam speaking southern Native 
States, Travancore and Cochin. The old Malabar District was divided into three 
smaller districts; Kozhikode, Cannanore and Palaghat. In 1969, a fourth District, 
Malappuram was formed out of these three'^. 
'" Yule's Marcopolo, Vol. 2, p. 389, cf., Shamsullah Qadiri, Ibid., p.5. 
'^  W. Logan, op cit, pp. 1 -2. 
'^  R.E. Miller, op c/7, p. 18. 
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APPENDIX-III 
Umar Ibn Muhammed Suhravardi in his Rihlath-ul-Mu\uk mentions the 
following eighteen mosques and places, and Qazis appointed by the Islamic 
Missionary: 
1. Mangalore (Mnjarur) 
2. Kasargode and Ullal (Kajarkut) 
3. Ezhimala and Puthiyangadi (Hih' Marahi) 
4. Dharmadam (Darmfattan) 
5. Mahe (At the Seashore) and Chomfal 
6. Peringadi and Thalasseri 
7. Kollam (Fandarina/Panthalayani) 
8. Chaliyam (Shaliyat) 
9. Parappanangadi, Thanur and Tirur 
10. Ponnani and Puthuponnani 
11. Chawghat 
12. Cochin, Palluruthi and Chittur 
13. Aleppy 
14. Quilon (Kaulam) 
15. Kavilpattanam 
16. Thengapattanam and Kolachal 
17. Puvarpattanam 
18. Thiruvananthapuram 
Shykh-Zain-ud-din's Tuhfat-ul-Mujahidin cites ten 



















mosques by adding three and 
1. Sreekandapuram (Jurfathan) 
2. Baknur/Barkur (Fakkanur) 




APPENDIX - IV 
POETICAL MESSAGE SENT BY UMAR QAZI TO MAMBURAM SAYYID 
ALAWI TANGAL IN DECEMBER 1819 
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Kurikkal's Letter Found at Manjeri Temple 
The Government is ignorant of the weight of the grievance which the 
Mussalman inhabiting the land part of Malabar have been suffering of late years; 
since the country has been under their rule, the majority of the public servants being 
of the Hindoo caste they as well as the landlords of the Malabar and the Rajas, who 
are also landlords are from the beginning connected as fathers and sons, as also 
dependants, such as pattola achens [hereditary accountants] Karyasthans [managers] 
adiyars [vassals] and tenants. Thus leagued they have been preferring false and 
vexatious complaints in the adalat and police against several wealthy Mussalmans 
who held land on mortgage, fee simple rights which were the means they had of 
supporting themselves and family, which complaint, the Sirkar with out knowing the 
real merits of the case, decreed against them, upon the arguments (false pleas) brought 
forward in support of them and afterwards thus passed, were enforced. In many 
instances property of great value were by stratagem set down as worth little. Some 
people [Mussalman] in order to avoid complaints of this nature have been under the 
necessity of giving large sums, as bribes and presents, the consequence of all these 
has been, that many Mussalman have been reduced to a state of beggary, so much so 
that they find themselves unable to represent, and prove to the Sirkar, the real state of 
matters, with the view of putting a stop to such practices. Hence, the cause of the 
events which took place before this, in this part of country; when some of the landed 
proprietors and their adherents were cut down and put to death, the perpetrators of 
which after setting the public authority at defiance, were punished by the Government 
To instance frauds formerly practiced, it is only necessary to add, that in the 
time of Tippoo, lands were allotted for the support of the mosques in the interior, and 
in the one erected by my ancestors at Payanatt; but the landlords and Rajahs in the 
vicinity of such mosques, leagued with the public servants of the time being, usurped 
the property belonging to the mosques, by falsely represented that they were given in 
Surwamanium, by Tipoo, for the support of their shetroms or pagodas, they thus even 
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defrauded the Sirkar of their share of produce,(revenue Hveable on such lands) which 
is enjoyed by them (the Hindoos). When it is considered that they have deceived even 
the honorable Company, it will be obvious how easy it was for them to cheat the poor 
Mussalman, which if not put a stop by the Sirkar, there will be (as the Sirkar will be 
convinced by what is stated below) no other alternative, but to cut off the heads of 
these Hindoos. 
Durig Tippoo's government, several Hindoos were forced to embrace the 
Mussalman religion, the idols as well as temples they were in were defiled and 
destroyed; sites considered good for the purpose, had forts constructed on them, in 
place of temples; the terror excited by these proceedings induced the Brahmins and 
Rajahs, (who were land proprietors), with their families, to retire to Travancore, 
whence, they did not return until the Sirkar had obtained possession of the country. 
Such being the case, it must be clear to the Sirkar, that would not have granted 
Surwamanium for the support of the Hindoo temple, as well as that the impostors, 
who now enjoy rent free lands, deserve richly to be cut off. 
The lands with which my mosque of Paynatt endowed by Tippoo, yielded by 
an annual rent of 9,000 parrahs of paddy. The mosque was deprived of these lands, 
with some others, by the false representation made to the Sirkar by the Manjairy 
Tiroomelpad,to the effect, that they belonged to the Poothrakoona Umballom, or 
pagoda of Manjeri. 
The Tiroomelpad, who holds the land above mentioned had, for the purpose of 
changing the idol, caused some trifling repairs to be done to the said Poothrakoona 
Pagoda last year,(1023) 1847-48, on which occasion, he pressed the poor Mussalmen 
tenants, who cultivate his lands on Kannom Pattom, to contribute each a sum of 
money, equal to the proprietor's share, annually paid by them to the Tiroomelpad, on 
pain of having the land taken away from such as would not meet the demand. If they 
deprived of the means of supporting their family, they there for acquiesced; but 
being sensible, that by contributing for the repair of a Hindoo temple, they rendered 
themselves outcasts from the Mussalman religion, they were labouring under the great 
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affliction; act they committed, being tlie destruction of the very idol; we resolved 
upon entering and taking possession of the said pagoda. 
I, attan Kurikul, have been considering all the above circumstances, which 
were the source of much grievance to me; but forced me to resolve upon taking 
immediately the present measures, are as follows:- Being a Gooroonathan (Professor 
or Teacher), I am entitled to the privilege of going about with armed followers, when 
I proceed to earn my livelihood by the exercise of my profession. In (1023) 1847-48, 
while I was going about with armed followers, some of those above mentioned, made 
a representation against my character and obtained order to make arrangements 
(bandbhurst,) so far as I was concerned. 
Moreover, in the matter of the gang robbery committed in the present year 
(1024) 1848-49, in the house of Peringaddan Mamod Kutty, attempts were made to 
implicate me as one of the perpetrators of that offence; for this reason the said Mamod 
Kutty is a follower or a disciple of the Coondotty Fakeer, (Tangul,) between whom 
and ourselves there is much difference of opinion on certain points of religion. 
During the prevalence of this ill feeling between us, some of my enemies 
succeeded in inducing the Waloowanad Tahsildar to make a search in my house, 
which was done by him and several others, thereby entailing disgrace upon me. 
This is not at all, they took my aged father to the Talook Cutcherry and kept 
him in confinement on my account. From all these it was evident I should have been 
subjected to still greater disgrace; hence, the cause of our joining in this way at so 
early as a period. It is necessary for me to state in writing, that nobody will throw 
away his life, unless forced to it by unendurable grievance and dishonour? 
And now as your order. Dated the (12"" Chingom 1024) 26"" August 1849. 
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P.S.-1, Sayed Assan, state that, my reason for joining these people, ariss from 
the dictates of religion; for, when a number of Mussalmen are in trouble and danger, it 
is for us, Sayeds, to join and die with them. Seeing their grievous state, I thinking of 
the face of God, joined them. If, after this, the necessary inquiry is not made, and the 
grievances of the remaining Mussalmen redressed, and themselves protected; 
recurrences of the present events will take place every time they are oppressed and 
distressed. The Government (I know) is guided by truth. 
(No Signature) 
(True Translation) 
(Signed) H.V. CONOLLY, Magistrate. 
Reproduced from Correspondence on Moplah Outrages in Malabar ] 849-53, 
Madras 1863, pp.49-53. As the second Appendix to the letter of H.V. Conolly, 
Magistrate of Malabar to Sir. H.C. Montogomery, BART., Secretary to Government, 
Judicial Departments (Fort St. George) on 12"' octobar 1849. 
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APPENDIX - VII 
GOVERNMENT OF MADRAS* 
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT 
THE MAPPILA OUTRAGES ACT, 1859 
(ACTNO.XXOF1859) 
(As MODIFIED UP TO 1'' JULY 1913) 
ACT NO. XX OF 1859 
(As modified up to 1'' July 1913) 
PASSED BY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL OR INDIA IN COUNCIL 
(Received the assent of the Governor-General on the 31^' August 1859) 
Preamble 
An Act for the suppression of outrage in the district of Malabar in the 
Presidency of Fort St. George. 
WHERE AS in the district of Malabar in the Presidency of Fort 
St. George murderous outrages have been frequently committed by 
persons of the class called Mappilas, the offenders in such outrages 
intending therein to sacrifice their own lives, and the general law of the 





or part of 
Malabar 
under Act 
1. Repeal of Acts XXXIII of 1854 and V of 1856, Rep. 
By the repealing Act, 1870 (XIV of 1870) 
2. It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council of Fort St. 
George, whenever he shall see fit, by a proclamation published in the 
Fort St. George Gazattee from time to time to declare the whole or any 
part or parts of the district of malabar to be subject to the operation of 
all or any of the following provisions. 
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3. Any Mappilla who murders or attempts to murder any 
Forfeiture , , . , . , , . , - , . • . 
of nronertv P^^ '^ on, or who takes part in any outrage directed by Mappulas against 
of any person wherein murder is committed or is attempted to be 
icted committed, or is likely to be committed, and any person who shall 
of outrages procute or promote the commission of any such crime as aforesaid or 
shall incite or encourage any other person or persons to commit the 
same, or who, after having committed, or having been accessory to, 
any such crime as aforesaid, shall forcibly resist any person or persons 
having lawful authority to apprehend him, or who shall join or assist, 
or incite or encourage other persons to join or assist, in such resistance, 
shall, on conviction there of, be liable not only to the punishment 
of persons provided by law for the offence of which he may be convicted, but 
killed 
also to be forfeiture of all his property, of whatever kind, to committing K K >^ 
outrages Government, by the sentence of the court by which he is tried, and 
whenever any person shall be killed in the act of committing any such 
offence as aforesaid, or being wounded and taken prisoner in the act of 
committing any such offence as aforesaid, shall afterwards die of his 
wounds, it shall be competent to the court, which would have had 
cognizance of the offence if the offender could have been brought to 
trail, to proceed, on the application of the magistrate, to hold an inquest 
in to circumstance of the death of the offender, and on proof of his 
having been killed as aforesaid, or of his having died of wounds 
received as aforesaid, to adjudge that the whole of his property shall be 
forfeited to Government. 
4. All immovable property of the offender which shall be 
alienated after the passing of this Act and before the commission of 
£ any offence specified in section 3 shall be forfeited in the same manner 
immovable as if no such alienation had been made, unless the same shall have been 
property of , , , , . ^ . 
offender "^  "^ "^"^  " twelve months before the commission of the offence. 
5. If any Mappilla shall be sentenced to death for any capital 

























shall be lawful for the court, by which such offender is convicted, by its 
sentence to direct the body of such offender to be burned or buried 
within the precincts of the jail, as it shall see fit, and in like manner, if 
any Mappilla shall be killed in the act of committing any such offence 
as aforesaid or having committed any such offence as aforesaid, shall 
be killed in resisting a lawful for the magistrate to cause the body of 
the person so killed to be burned or buried within the precincts or the 
jail, as the said magistrate shall see fit. 
6. The governor in Council shall have, with respect to the 
confinement or trial of any person charged with or suspected of an 
intention to commit any offence punishable under this Act, the powers 
which are vested in him by any law regarding the confinement or trail 
of persons charged with or suspected of state offences, and the 
provisions of any such law shall be applicable to all cases in which the 
Governor in Council shall proceed under the authority of this section. 
7. The magistrate of the district may accuse any mappilla or 
other person against whom there are, in his judgement, grounds of 
proceeding under the last section, to be apprehended, and, after such 
enquriy as he may think necessary, may detain such Mappilla or other 
person in safe custody until he shall have received the orders of the 
Governor in Council, to whom in all such cases he shall report his 
proceedings without unnecessary delay. 
8. If, with the previous consent of the Governor in Council, any 
person against whom the Governor in Council shall think fit to 
proceed under section 6 shall undertake, in consideration of the 
suspension of such proceedings, to depart within a suspension of such 
proceedings, to depart within a specified period from within the limit 
of the continent of India or of any part herof, and shall in breach of his 
said undertaking, and without the permission of the Governor in 
council, remain or return within such limits, he shall be liable to be 
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punished with imprisonment with or without hard labour for a period 
which may extent to seven years, or with fine, or both. 
9. Whenever any such outrages is specified in section 3 of this 
Act, the same being punishable this Act, shall, after such proclamation 
as aforesaid, have been committed by any Mappilla or Mappilas, it shall levy of 
compensati be lawful for the magistrate, with sanction of the Governor in Council, 
on or tme ^^  j ^ ^ ^ ^^^j^ ^^^ ^^ money as the Governor in Council, shall authorize 
from all the Mappillas within the amsam or several amsams to which 
the perpetrator or perpetrators or any one of such perpetrators of such 
outrages shall be found to belong, or wherein any such perpetrator 
shall been resident at the time of the commission of the outrage, and 
also within the amsam in which the outrage shall have been committed, 
and the said magistrate shall assess the proportions of which the said 
Penalty on ^^^ j^^ j^j j ^^ payable upon the several heads of families of Mappillas 
Mappillas 
inhabitants within such amsam or amsams, according to his judgement of their 
or arnsam respective means, and the said magistrate shall appropriate the sum so 
refusmgto 
deliver up levied as follows, that is to say, in the first palace, to the compensation 
of the parties aggrieved by such outrages, including therein 
compensation to the family of any person dying by any such outrage 
for the pecuniary loss occasioned or likely to be occasioned by such 
death, and, to such compensation, to the use of the Government. 
10. Whenever any such outrages is specified in section 3 of 
Act, the same being punishable under this Act, shall have been 
committed by any Mappilla or Mappillas, it shall be lawful for the 
magistrate to call upon the Mappilla inhabitants of the amsam or 
amsams to which the perpetrator or perpetrators or any one of such 
perspatrators of such outrage shall be found to belong, or wherein any 
such perpetrator shall have been resident at the time of the commission 
of the outrage, or wherein any such perpetrator shall after the 
perpetration of any such outrage be found, to deliver up such 
perpetrator or perpetrators, and on the failure of such Mappila 
offender 
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inhabitants to comply with such call so made upon them by the 
magistrate, it shall be lawful for the magistrate, with the sanction of the 
Governor in Council, to levy from such Mappila inhabitants such sum 
of money as the Governor in council shall authorise as prescribed in 
the last preceding section of this Act, and all sums so levied shall be 
appropriated in the manner prescribed in that section. 
11. All fines and pecuniary liabilities incurred under this Act 
may be levied by a magistrate under summary process, in the same 
manner as the public revenue may be realized by a Collector, and no 
action shall lie in any civil court against the magistrate in respect of 
Fines etc 
, l' • H ^ny fine imposed or any assessment made under this Act, or in respect 
of the levy of any portion of such fine the person or persons upon 






12. It shall be lawful for the governor in council, by such 
proclamation as aforesaid, from time to time to withdraw from the 
operation of the provisions of this Act any part or parts of the said 
district which he may previously have declared to be subject thereto, 
and in like manner, as occasion shall require, to subject the same part or 
parts again to the operation of such provisions, or of any of them. 
13. Duration of Act, Rep. by the Mappila outrages Act 
Continuance Act, 1869 (Mad. Act VII of 1869) 
Reproduced from Kurup, K.K.N., Pokker, P.K. (edtrs), Mamburam Syyid Fazal Pookoya Tangal 




Petition purporting to be addressed by certain Mussulmans, Nayars, Tiyyans and men 
of other castes. 
States - That as a terrible outbreak are going to occur immediately in Malabar, urgent 
orders are requested to be issued with a view to prevent any lawlessness. 
2. That since the British acquisition of Malabar, no European officers deputed to the 
district have received any bribes from the natives or otherwise unjustly noted. 
3. That the native officials of the district take bribes and oppress the ryots; that 
though this is difficult to prove, on proof of any instance, the party concerned 
gets punishment at the hands of his European superiors. 
4. That during the late famine your Grace protected the lives of innumerable people 
at an expense of countless sums of money. 
5. That under other government's petitioners hear that the subject-people suffer 
from great oppression. 
6. That the ryots are aware that such a paternal Government as this exists nowhere 
else. 
7. That the severity of the oppression of the Malabar landlords will lead to great 
disturbances, at which a great number of people will have to lose their lives. This 
is a matter of great regret. 
8. That the grievances of the subjects are stated below. The property of a great part 
of the lands in Malabar belongs to Hindu temples and to Nampuderies and others 
who are Hindus. 
9. That when such lands lay waste, the Mussulmans, Nayars, and other castes 
obtained grants on Kanam and Otti rights, made improvements and regularly 
paid, besides the annual rents, the renewal fees at every twelve years at the rate of 
20 per cent. Of the principal sum advanced upon the original grant; that these fees 
are paid as mere gifts, and not secured in the vouchers obtained; that these ryots 
also pay the Government revenue and enjoy the surplus profits. 
10. That when one has made the necessary improvements upon a grant so obtained, 
and when the land and improvements have reached a period when a return in the 
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shape of profits may be expected, the grantee becomes old and dies leaving 
behind a large family whose maintenance is to be derived form such property, 
when the grantor appears, brings a suit, makes out that the improvements are less 
than a tenth of their real worth, gains over the Munsifs, deducts the value of 
improvements for Court costs, and effects a respectable family. Thus reduced to 
beggar)', houseless and unable to feed a number of hungry children, one will not, 
of course, hesitate to give up his life. 
11. That ejectments were rare in Malabar. Any hard-hearted landlord who resorted to 
such extreme measures would soon be killed, and a disturbance would ensue, to 
quell which a military force had to be brought, and much money expended; that 
within the last two years the landlords, having bought over the District Munsifs, 
have commenced to oust the lessees, and whatever they gain is divided between 
themselves and Munsifs. 
12. That such a proceeding serves to enrich the landlords and Munsifs, but reduce the 
well-to-do lessees of land to beggary. 
13. That the Mussulmans are the people committing riots; all the Hindu officials and 
landlords impress this fact upon the European officers of the district; that there 
are no Mussulmans holding high offices or acquainted with English; that this 
accounts for the Mussulmans being declared the principal offenders. 
14. But that the fact of Mussulmans becoming offenders and losing their lives is due 
to their being oppressed by landlords and the Nayar officials who side with them. 
15. That demolition of mosques, religious persecution, cruel oppression, and 
ejectment of Mussalmans by landlords are the causes that have led to Moplah 
out-breaks in Malabar. 
16. That the assassination of Collector Conolly was committed by some Moplahs of 
bad character whose, continued imprisonment made them despair of being 
liberated from the jail. 
17. That the former rulers of the country and their adherents, the landlords, feel 
extremely dissatisfied with the subjugation of the country by the British 
Government; that the ryots feel satisfied when they compare the welfare and 
tranquility they enjoy under the British Government with oppression they 
suffered before; that this vexes the late rulers and landlords who therefore cause 
and foster disaffection and riots. 
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18. That the Travancore Government having been fully persuaded of the fact of the 
holders of land being unjustly turned out and also persecuted for their religion by 
their landlords have prohibited the dispossession of lessees, who are, however, 
declared liable to pay the annual rent and the renewal fees. 
19. That no riots of the kind occur in that Native State; that within the last two years 
all landlords in Malabar, assisted by a few Munsifs have combined in filing 
ejectment suits and in obtaining and executing decrees in such suits. 
20. That the people having, therefore, conspired to create a disturbance are advised 
by some wise men to wait until a representation of the popular grievances had 
been made to Government and orders received thereupon. 
21. That whatever enactments may be passed, before all such suits have been decided 
and all such suits have been decided and all such decrees executed, disturbances 
and bloodshed of a kind unknown in Malabar will take place; and that this should 
not be constructed into a vain threat held out to deceive. By the Almighty God 
who had created all, petitioners swear that this will be a fact. 
22. What the Government ought to consider is whether it will be proper, for the sake 
of enabling the landlords and Munsifs who are comparatively few to amass 
immense wealth, to subject a great many people to cruel oppression, and thereby 
allow countless lives to be lost. 
23. Petitioners pray issue prohibiting the trial of such suits and the execution of such 
decrees, and forbidding the registration of documents effecting transfers of lands 
recovered by such suits; and petitioners also request the deputation of an efficient 
and impartial commissioner to inquire into complaints against landlords. The 
expenses of the Commission, petitioners add, may be defrayed by court-fee 
stamps of one anna being required to be affixed to petitions that may be presented 
to him. 
14* October 1880. 
(No names or signatures) 
(A true translation) 
(Sd.) 
E. THOMPSON 
MALAYALAM TRANSLATOR TO GOVERNMENT 
•Government of Madras, Home (Judicial) G.O.No. 281, dated 5* February 1881, TNA, Madras. 
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APPENDIX-IX 
MR. GANDHI'S VISIT TO CALICUT" 
Messrs. Gandhi and Shaukat Ali arrived in Calicut on 18"^  August 1920 and at 
6-30 P. M. addressed a gathering of about 20,000 people on the Vellayil beach, 
Calicut. 
MAHATMA GANDHI'S SPEECH. 
SPIRIT OF NON-CO-OPERATION 
I do expect that we shall succeed if we understand the spirit of non-co-operation. 
The Lieutenant Governor of Burma himself has told us that Britain retains the hold on 
India not by force of arms but by the co-operation of the people of India. He had 
given us the remedy for any wrong Government may do to the people, knowingly or 
unknowingly, and so long as we co-operate with that Government we become the 
sharers of the wrong. But a wise subject never tolerates the hardship that a 
Government impose against their declared will. I venture to submit to this great 
meeting that the Government of India and the Imperial Government have done a 
double wrong to India and if we are a self respecting nation, conscious of its rights, 
conscious of its responsibilities and conscious of its duties, it is not proper that we 
should stand the humiliations that both these governments have imposed upon us. The 
imperial Government have knowingly flouted religious sentiments dearly cherished 
by the 70 millions of Mussalmans. 
THE KHILAFAT QUESTION. 
I claim to have studied the Khilafat question in a special manner. I claim to 
have understood the Musulman feelings and I am here to declare that in the Khilafat 
question, the British Government have wounded the sentiments of Mussulmans, as 
they have not done before. The Gospel of non-co-operation is preached to them and if 
they had not accepted it, there would have been bloodshed in India by this time. I am 
free to confess the spilling of blood would not help their cause. But a man, who is in a 
state of rage, whose heart is lacerated does not count on the results of his actions. So 
much for Khilafat wrong. I propose to take you for a moment to the Punjab, the 
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northern end of India and what have both Governments done for the Punjab? I am free 
to confess again that the crowds in Amristar went mad for a time. They were goaded 
to madness by a wicked administration but no madness on the part of the people can 
justify the spilling of innocent blood and what have they paid for it? I venture to 
submit that no civilised Government would have made the people to pay the penalty 
that had been inflicted on the Punjab. Innocent men were passed through mock trials 
and imprisoned for life. Amnesty granted to them was of no consequence. Innocent 
and unarmed men who knew nothing of what was to happen were butchered in cold 
blood without the slightest notice. The modesty of women in Jallian Wala who had 
not done the slighted wrong to any man was seriously outraged. I want you to 
understand what I mean by outrage? Their veils were insolently removed by an officer 
with his stick. Men who had not done any wrong were made to crawl on the ground 
with their bellies and all these wrongs remain unavenged up to this time. If it was the 
duty of the Government of India to punish men for incendiarism and murder of 
innocent persons it was doubly their duty to punish their officers who were guilty of 
serious wrong. But in the face of these official wrongs committed with the greatest 
deliberation, we have the humiliating spectacle of the House of Lords supporting 
these wrongs. It is this double wrong, done to India, that we want to get redressed and 
it is our bounden duty to get it redressed. We have prayed, we have petitioned and we 
have passed resolutions. 
Mr. Mohammed Ali, supported by his friends, is now waiting for justice in 
Europe. He has pleaded the cause of Islam, the cause of the Mussulmans of India, in a 
most manful manner. But his pleadings have fallen upon deaf ears. We have his word 
for it that whilst France and Italy have shown great sympathy for the cause of Islam it 
is the British Ministers who have not shown sympathy. It shows which way the 
British Ministers and present holders of Office in India wished to deal with the 
people. There is no good-will, there is no desire to placate public opinion. The people 
of India must have a remedy for redressing this double wrong. The method of the 
West is violence. Whenever people of the West have felt wrong justly or unjustly, 
they rebel and spill blood. As I have said in my letter to the Viceroy, half of India 
does not believe in the remedy of violence. The other half is too weak to offer it. But 
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the whole of India is deeply grieved and it is for that reason that I venture to suggest 
to the people the remedy of non-co-operation. 1 consider it to be perfectly harmless, 
absolutely constitutional and yet perfectly efficacious. It is a remedy, if properly 
adopted will end in victory. Victory is a certainty in it. And it is the age-old remedy of 
self-sacrifice. Are the Mussulmans of India who feel the great wrong done to them 
prepared for self-sacrifice? If we desire to compel the Government to the will of the 
people, as we must, the only remedy open to us is non-co-operation. If the 
Mussulmans of India offer non-co-operation to Government in order to secure justice 
on the Khilafat, it is the duty of every Hindu to co-operate with their Moslem 
brethren. I consider the eternal friendship between Hindus and Mussulmans as 
infinitely more important than the British connection. I therefore venture to suggest 
that if they like to live with unity with Mussulamans, it is now that they have got the 
best opportunity and that such an opportunity would not come for a century. I venture 
to suggest that if the Government of India and the Imperial Government come to 
know that there is a great determination behind this great nation in order to secure 
redress for the Khilafat and Punjab wrongs, the Government would then do justice to 
us. The Mussulmans of India will have to commence the first stage of non-co-
operation in real earnest. If you may not help Government, you may not receive 
favours from the Government. I consider that the titles of Honour are titles of 
disgrace. We must therefore surrender all titles and resign all honorary offices. It will 
constitute an emphatic disapproval of the leaders of the people against the actions of 
the Government. Lawyers must suspend practices boys should not receive instructions 
from schools aided by Government or controlled by Government. The emptying of 
schools would constitute the disapproval of the middle classes of the people of India. 
Similarly have I ventured to suggest a complete boycott of the Reformed Councils. 
That will be an emphatic declaration on the part of the representatives of people and 
the electorate that they do not like to elect their representatives. We must equally 
decline to offer ourselves as recruits for the Police and the Military. It is impossible 
for us to go to Mesopotamia and offer Police and Military assistance. The last item in 
the first stage of non-co-operation is Swadeshim. Swadeshi is intended, not so much 
as to bring pressure on Government but to show the extent of self-sacrifice on the part 
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of every man, woman, and child. When one-fourth of India has its self-respect at 
stake, when the whole of India has its justice at stake, when the whole of India has its 
justice at stake, we must forego silk from Japan, Calico from Manchester and French 
lace from France. We must resolve to be satisfied with cloth woven by the humble 
weavers of India in their cottage homes. A hundred years ago when our tastes were 
not in foreign products we were satisfied with cloth produced by men and women of 
India. If I could revolutionise the taste of India and make it return to its ancient state, 
the whole world would recognise the cult of renunciation: that is the first stage in non-
co-operation. I hope it is as easy for you as it is easy for me to see that India is 
capable of undertaking the first stage of non-co-operation. 
I therefore do not intend to take you through the other three stages of non-co-
operation. I would like you to rivet your attention properly into the first stage. You 
will have noticed that two things are necessary in order to go to the first stage-an 
absolutely perfect spirit of non-violence is indispensable for successes and only a little 
measure of self-sacrifice. I pray to God that He will give the people of India sufficient 
courage and wisdom to recognise the virtue of non-co-operation. 
And I hope that in a few days we shall see some result from your activities in 
Calicut in connection with non-co-operation. 
Mr. Shaukat All's address was confined to a special appeal to the 
Maussulmans with regard to the Khilafat question. 
Mr. K.P. Raman Menon on behalf of the people of Calicut presented purse of 
Rs.2,500 to Mahatama Gandhi towards the Khilafat funds which gift was accepted 
with thanks. {W.C. Reformer dated 20* August '20). 
# Reproduced from C. Gopalan Nair, The Moplah Rebellion 1921, Calicut 1923. 
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APPENDIX-X 
MR. YAKUB HASAN'S ARRIVAL* 
"West Coast Spectator" Dated IS"" Feb. 1921. Mr. Yakub Hasan arrived 
here by today's mail. Elaborate arrangements had been made for according him a 
fitting reception and accordingly there were present at the station a large number of 
Muhammedans and Hindus, who included all the leaders. A bank of Khilafat 
Volunteers paraded on the platform to preserve peace and order. 
Immediately after his arrival, Sub-Inspector Sanjeeva Menon of the Calicut 
town presented a copy of the following order of the District Magistrate to Mr. Yakub 
Hasan who refused to accept it and asked the Sub-Inspector to present it at his 
residence. Accordingly the order was served at his residence a little later. Mr. Yakub 
Hasan is accompanied by his wife. They are the guests of Mr. Zuahooralla Sahib 
during their stay in Calicut. 
"Whereas it has been made to appear to me that as a result of several political 
meetings, (professedly on Khilafat and Non-co-operation) held in the Malabar District 
notably in Calicut, Manjeri, Tirurangadi, Kundotti, Angadipuram, Ponnani and 
Teliicherry and of the speeches made at such meetings, persons lawfully employed 
have been intimidated and annoyed in many ways and obstructed in their peaceful 
pursuits and have been threatened with annoyance and obstruction and the feelings of 
the more ignorant inhabitants, Moplahs of the District, have been more likely to be 
inflamed against the Government and whereas in my opinion, the continuance of the 
holding of such meetings will have the immediate effect of disturbing the public 
tranquility and may very likely lead to riots and affrays, and whereas in my opinion, a 
speedy prevention of such meetings is in the circumstances desirable and whereas I 
am informed that a political meeting is to be held at Calicut on or about the 15"' or 
16"^  February, I do hereby prohibit the holding of the said meetings and strictly warn 
and enjoin on you not to take part in it". 
Tanur, February 15. The very grand arrangements made here for the 
reception of Mr. Yakub Hasan was marred by the order of the District Magistrate 
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prohibiting the holding of meetings here, which was torn tomed throughout Tanur this 
morning. A huge pandal had been put up to hold the proposed Khilafat meeting while 
arrangements have been made to feed a large number of people. 
On the arrival of the train at this station, Mr. Yakub Hasan alighted from his 
compartment and shook hands with the leaders of the Mussalman community who 
had assembled on the platform. Before the train left the station, Mr. Yakub Hasan 
was garlanded. 
Arrest of Yakub Hasan and Others 
A conference of leaders was held at the residence of Mr. Yakub Hasan, and it 
appeared to have been decided to hold a Khilafat meeting on beach last evening in 
contravention of the District Magistrate's order, prohibiting such meetings. 
ARREST 
Yesterday afternoon, the District Superintendent and the Deputy Superintendent 
of Police arrested Messrs. Yakub Hasan, K Madhavan Nair, U. Gopala Menon and 
Moideen Koya and the following is the copy of the order served on them at the time 
of their arrest:-
"Orders under sections 107 and 114 C.P.C. Whereas order were served on, 
1. Yakub Hasan, 2. K. Madhavan Nair, 3. U. Gopala Menon, 4. P. Moideen Koya 
lawfully promulgated under Section 144 C.P.C. prohibiting them from holding a 
political meeting at Calicut on or about the 16'^  instant and whereas it has come to my 
knowledge that the first mentioned in consultation with the counter-petitioners 2 and 4 
and others has decided to disobey the prohibitory order thus lawfully promulgated 
will inevitably lead to a breach of the peace and disturb the public tranquility I now as 
provided by section 107 C.P.C. call upon the counter petitioners named above to show 
cause forthwith why they should not be bound over to keep the peace in their own 
bond and one surety each of Rs. 1000. Whereas the holding of such a meeting by 
counter petitioners will be contrary to law and to the prohibitory order served on the 
counter-petitioners and will inevitably result in a breach of peace and where as such 
breach of peace cannot for the reasons given above be prevented except by the 
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immediate arrest of the counter-petitioners as provided by section 114 C.P.C, I do 
hereby order their arrest under the warrant issued by this Court". 
They were arrested and produced before the District Magistrate. Four 
witnesses were examined for the prosecution and having declined to execute a bond 
or furnish sureties, the District Magistrate sentenced them to six months' 
imprisonment. They were then taken to Calicut Sub-Jail in two motor cars escorted 
by the District Superintendent and Deputy Superintendent of Police. 
With a view to prevent a breach of the peace, and to avert a contingency of 
any disturbance, soldiers in two motor lorries patrolled the town, while Reserve Police 
maintained peace and order. The town hall and the beach where meetings had been 
arranged to be held were also guarded by the Police. A large number of people had 
assembled in front of the Huzur when the four individuals were under trial. Last 
night, processions of Mohammedans passed through the streets repeating certain 
words from the Koran. On the whole, the crowd was orderly and well behaved. 
A DAY OF HARTAL 
To-day has been observed as a day of hartal. There were huge processions 
during the whole day. Almost all the shops remain closed. Butchers were away from 
their stalls and mutton and beef could not be obtained. A procession of students, 
Mohammedans in particular, passed through some of the streets. The Government 
School of Commerce and the Native High School remained closed in the absence of 
students. The Zamorin's College was also practically closed although a few of the 
classes worked with a very limited number of students. Most of the lawyers have 
abstained from attending Court. Great sensation prevails. 
PRACTICE SUSPENDED 
It is understood that Messrs. A. Karunakara Menon, K.V. Gopala Menon and 
P. Achuthan of the Calicut Bar and P. Ramunni Menon of the Ottapalam bar have 
suspended practice. {West Coast Spectator dated \7^^ February 1921). 
^ Reproduced from C. Gopalan Nair, The Moplah Rebellion 1921, Calicut 1923. 
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Martyrs of Wagon Tragedy* 































Akkara Veettii Punnampalli 
Achuthan Nair 
Eyyakkil Palathil Thattan 
Unnipurayan 
Chelekarambayil Chettichippu 
Meledath Sankaran Nair 
Pulakanddithodi Moideen 
Mankarathodi Thalappil Haidru 
Mankarathodi Moideen Haji 
Pallikkapetta Muhmmed 
Peruvankuzhi Kutti Hassan 
Peruvankuzhi Beeran 









Kappakunnan Cheriya Unnimoyi 
Kappakunnan Kuniiali 






















































































Kappakunnan Valiya Unnimoyi 











Athanikkal Moideen Haji 




Punayan Palliyaliyil Saidali 









Erasseri Palliyalil Ali 



















































































Melethil Valiya Moideenkutty 







































• Based on Government of Madras (Public Department) G.O. F.No. 290, T' April 1922, TNA, Madras. 





Konnala Ahmed Haji 
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APPENDIX-XV 
Note on Military Onslaughts on Mappilas in 1921 
The rebellion which was widespread in 220 Muslim majority villages of 
Eranad, Walluvanad, Palakkad and Kozhikode Taluks, had adversity affected the 
political, economic and socials situation of the Mappilas in an extreme end. The 
official version says that 2,337 Mappilas were killed, 1652 were wounded and 45,404 
were captured'^. A total of 252 Mappilas were executed by court martial, while 502 
were sentenced to life imprisonment. There were 8,976 Mappilas in jail arrested 
during the rebellion'^ However the Mappila authority and a participant in the 
rebellion estimates that about 10,000 Mappilas were killed and 14,000 were 
imprisoned'^. Among the Mappila prisoners 1170 were died in jail due to the 
unhygienic situation and the attack of Cholera, Smallpox, Malaria etc...^°. In some 
cases sentences for imprisonment were commuted to fines. It simultaneously 
benefited the authorities in relieving the pressure on prisons also to increase their fund 
collection. A sum of Rs. 3,63,468 was collected as fines from about 500 Mappilas^'. 
Till the middle of the October 1923, there were 1219 Mappila prisoners in Andaman 
jails who convicted during the period of rebellion^ .^ 
"• Home (Political), F.No.l929, Part-IV, National Archives, New Delhi. 
'^  Proceedings of MLC. Vol. XVI, 1924, p.30. 
" K. Koyatti Moulavi, op.cit., p.l 14. 
°^ Proceedings of MLC, op.cit., p.33. 
'^ Letter from R. H. Hitchcock to Additional District Magistrate, in Tottenham, op.cit., p.81 
^^  Proceedings of MLC, op cit., p. 159. 
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APPENDIX-XVI 
Mr. Gandhi's Speech.* 
-th Mr. Gandhi addressed a public meeting on 15 September 1921 evening on 
the Triplicane Beach, Madras. 
The Moplah Rebellion 
It was open to the Government, as powerful as they were, to invite the Ali 
Brothers and the speaker to enter the disturbed area in Malabar and to bring about 
calm and peace there. Mr. Gandhi was sure that if this had been done much of the 
innocent blood would have been spared and also the desolation of many a Hindu 
household. But he must be forgiven if he again charged the Government with a desire 
to incite the population to violence. There was no room in this system of Government 
for brave and strong men, and the only place the Government had for them was the 
prisons. He regretted the happenings in Malabar. The Moplas who were 
undisciplined had gone mad. They had thus committed a sin against the Khilafat and 
their own country. The whole of India today was under an obligation to remain non-
violent even under the gravest provocation. There was no reason to doubt that these 
Moplahs were not touched by the spirit of Non-co-operation. Non-co-operators were 
deliberately prevented from going to the affected parts. Assuming that all the strain 
came through Government Circles and that forced conversions were true, the Hindus 
should not put a strain on the Hindu Muslim Unity and break it. The speaker was 
however not prepared to make such an assumption. He was convinced that a man 
who was forcibly converted needed no "Prayaschitham". Mr. Yakub Hassan had 
already told Ihem that those who were converted were inadmissible into the fold of 
Islam and had not forfeited their rights to remain in the Hindu fold. The Government 
were placing every obstacle in the way of the Congress and Khilafat workers to bring 
relief to desolate homes and were taking no pains to carry relief themselves. Whether 
the Government gave them permission or not it was their clear duty to collect funds 
for the relief of sufferers and see that these got what they required. 
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They did not yet know fully what measures the Government were going to 
take to repress the strength and rising of the people in this land. He had no reasons to 
disbelieve the testimony given to him yesterday that many young men were insulted 
because they wore Khadar caps and dress. The keepers of the peace in India had torn 
Khadar vests from young men and burned them. The authorities in Malabar had 
invented new measures of humiliation if they had not gone one better than those in the 
Punjab. {Madras Mail, dated 16"" September 1921). 
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